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ABSTRACT

The dual themes of the practice of anthropology and local expressions of cultural

identity on Yam Island are examined in this thesis. Through bringing together diverse

data, I provide a loose Ire-construction' of Tudu-Yam society during the proto-colonial

era, and explore the ways in which the adoption of new ideas and practices, and the

retention of others has occurred. By combining these views and perspectives I present an

image of how the Kulkalgal of Tudu -Yam islands managed the forces of colonial

expansion and consolidation in their region.. I demonstrate how the Kulkalgal shifted

in, their self-identifications from being Tudu Islanders and warriors, clan members and

cult members, to Yam Islanders whose places in their physical and social worlds are

negotiated as kin or affines, males or females, the living or the dead.

The ways in which I understand Yam Islanders to perceive their past, and to consider

certain moments to have been more significant, and the ways in which these

self-reflections are transformed into contemporary affirmations of self-hood, constitute

the crux of this thesis. In essence, the identity they chose to portray to myself as thp

anthropologist, is what is described and discussed herein. Despite the multiple

impacts of colonisation on Yam Island people and their marginal integration into the

Australian political economy, some continuity between the past and the present has

been maintained. Their continuing use of areas and reworking of old stories are reliable

indicators of the salience of meaning implicit in these places and narratives. To be a

Yam Island person is to know how to inhabit a specific social and physical universe.

The identity which they have constructed from a synthesis of the past and the present,

is theirs alone. Their contemporary identity reflects the long-term processes of

retention, incorporation, synthesis and reworking of ideas and practices. This identity

remains essentially maccessible to others and provides a base from which Yam

Islanders encounter and act in the world. These perceptions and images continue to

provide a yardstick by which Yam Island people can evaluate, measure and comment

upon the direction of their own lives. This is especially so in the manner in which they

represented their selves to the anthropologist, and their requirement that these

representations constitute the predominant focus of the thesis.

This thesis, as text, represents my response to the majority of voices on Yam Island, and

to the voices from within the academy which reflect on the anthropological

experience, address issues of fieldwork and the production of texts, and showcase the

essential connection between practice and ethics, self and other.
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You say you have spent two and a,half years with

one tribe, poor man, it will take you twenty

years to write it up.

(Marcel Mauss to Meyer Fortes, quoted in Clifford 1983:

130)

One of the major assumptions upon which

anthropological writing rested until only yesterday,

that its subjects and its audience were not only separable

but morally disconnected, that the first were to be

described but not addressed, the second informed but not

implicated, has fairly well dissolved .i~ter-confusion

of object and audience .leaves contemporary

anthropologists in some uncertainty as to rhetorical aim.

Who is now to be persuaded? And of what: Factual

accuracy? Theoretical sweep? Imaginative grasp?

Moral depth? It is easy enough to answer, nAIl of the

above." It is not quite so easy to produce a text that thus

responds.

(Geertz 1988: 132-133)
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CHAPTER 1

AFFIRMAnONS OF SELF

1.l. Introduction

The dynamics of identity and the practice of anthropology constitute the dominant

themes of this thesis. The cultural resilience of some major Yam Island values in the

face of significant and intensive socia-political change is explored, and the ways in

which this· particular group of Torres Strait Island people both experience their lives

and represent this experience to an outsider, viz. an anthropologist, are described. The

manner in which Yam Island people articulate their contemporary relations to

particular moments in their past, both in terms of action and belief, is documented. Via

the twists and turns of participant-observation, a certain view of Yam Island society

was unveiled. The representations Yam Island people made of themselves tome (and

less so about how the anthropologist presented herself to them) are the driving force

within this thesis. The processes by which they gradually yet continually attempted

to enculturate me are reflected in the themes of this· thesis, which provide us with a

window through which we may gaze at a specific and unique Yam Island identity.

I attempt to shed light on the ways in which Yam Island people resident on Yam during.

1980 -1991 defined themselves and their social boundaries. Obviously, for Yam

Islanders resident in other places in Australia their expressions of identity differ

.somewhat from those exp,ressedon Yam Island itself during my extended fieldwork

between 1980-1982, and periodic visits since.
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1.1. 2. Identity and Ethnicity

Identity, and in particular ethnic identity (i.e. ethnicity) generally became topics for

investigation by sociologists and anthropologists during the 19608 and 19705, although

in Australia Stanner was already addressing the issue in the late 1950s (Stanner 1958).

The theme of Aboriginal identity (as opposed to Torres Strait Islander identity) has

constituted a common thread within Australian writing since at least the 19605, and its

occurrence has peaked in different ways in both the 19705 and then later during the

19805. These peaks relate to the various phases and diverse approaches to the topic,

which have ranged from anthropological discussions concerned with how Aboriginal

people define themselves as Aboriginal, to a focus on oral histories, family histories,

social histories and narratives which really began to emerge in the 1980s (Barwick

1964, 1982; Reay 1964; Tonkinson 1970; Tugby 1973; Berndt 1977; Beckett 1988; Berndt

and Berndt 1987; Sansom 1980; 1988; Tonkinson 1990; Ariss 1988). The focus is now on the

ascribed and self~definedconstructionsofAboriginality (see Beckett 1988; Cowlishaw

1988; Jacobs 1988; Jordan 1986, 1988; Sansom 1988 Tonkinson 1990). Within the work of

anthropologists who have specifically focussed on the Torres Strait, both Beckett

(1987a, 1987b) and Fitzpatrick (1980a) have been concerned with identity. Language as

a marker of Islander identity was also central to the work of Cromwell (1980, 1982) in

Townsville1. In the recent theses on material culture concerning mainland Torres Strait

Islanders, tombstone openings (Lui 1988) and the manufacture of baskets (Sandilands

1989) have also been described as some of the ways in which Islanders express and

affirm their identity.

1. One of the most important means by which any group expresses its cultural identity is
through language; it provides communication between members of the same group, and
serves to indicate who belongs to the group and who are the outsiders (Fishman 1985;
Giles 1977; SpoonIey 1988: 50-51). While it does not actually generate ethnic
boundaries it serves a critical role as cultural marker by displaying the values of the
group.
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As for many new developments which have occurred in anthropology over the last

three decades, the impetus for change carrle from the increasing numbers of rlewly

independent co~tries in Asia and Africa in the 19508 and 19608 (Spoonley 1988: ~), and

the social movements which swept through the Western world during the 1960s and

1970s. In Britain the specific impetus came when vast numbers of West Indians

immigrated during the 195Os, thereby leading to increased research on 'cultural

pluralism 'at home' in the metropolis' (Lewis 1985: 374). Throughout the Western

world social scientists had to find new ways in which to analyse changing intergroup

relations, and through ideologies such as feminism, civil rights and black rights,

people sought to 'create a more positive, liberating identity' (SpoonIey 1988: 40;

Howard 1990). This allowed the subjective component of ethnicity to be treated

seriously in stark contrast to the 'culture of poverty' school of thought as exemplified in

the work of Oscar Lewis during the 1960s (Lewis 1985: 375). Epstein (1978: 14) has

classified ethnic or culturaJ categories as being comprised of both external ('objective')

definitions and self or 'subjective' definitions.

Ethnicity, i.e. the establishment and maintenance of a cultural identity through the

processes of ethnogenesis, generally occurs after groups have been transformed into

minority groups (see Jones and Hill-Burnett 1982; Morris 1988). It is in their reactions to

the oppressive conditions which prevail in their lives, that groups of people express

this type of cultural identity. During this process culture may be recreated and

tradition redefined in response to new and changed conditions. This cultural identity

may be ascribed or self-defined (Barth 1969: 10) through utilisation of a number of

shared covert and overt symbolic cultural elements. While these symbolic elements,

such as language, shared ancestry, beliefs, diet, dress and shared experience, need to be

agreed upon by members of the cultural group, they are not always obvious or accessible

to out-group members (Barth 1969; Morris 1988; SpoonIey 1988; Barwick 1985).
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According to Barth (1969: 17) a useful way of looking at cultural identity is also to

consider it a status. Generally, this status is comprised of the constellation of roles and

statuses associated with cultural identity which shape social interaction (and 'social

personalities') and which are given pre-eminence in a group's or individual's

association with others who are not members of the same cultural group.

The degree to which members of a group feel a sense of shared cultural identity may

differ along a number of dimensions. There is no more division or cohesion among ethnic

groups than there is within any other social grouping (SpoonIey 1988: 44). For example,

members within the same community may be more committed or less co~tted than

others, and some people may express their identity in different ways. This is

particularly true also for members of the group living elsewhere (cf. Epstein 1978: xiii).

For example, it is common for migrant populations to be culturally conservative

compared to their cultural cousins at home. Smolicz (1984: 133) has noted that with

European minority groups in Australia for example, conservatism and in particular

ideological conseryatism, acts 'as a bulwark against ideological assimilation and as a

boost to ethnic identity'.

Identity requires group bonding and practices or beliefs to symbolise in-group

similarities with each other and their differences from outsiders. That is, people

identify themselves and in so doing identify others, or vice versa (Epstein 1978: xii, 11,

14; Jordan 1986: 9). That is, a cultural Self is posited in relation to a cultural Other.

What is more, there also have to be salient reasons for people to identify with one

another. These reasons include the promotion of a positive sense of well-being, or the

social and economic necessity to pull together as one group (Spoonley 1988: 42). In

situations in which communities have experienced the long term effects of colonisation,

their identity typically provides them with models of their society which help

integrate their conceptions of their past society with their present in much the same
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way that this has been achieved on Yam Island. The past, as it were, functions as a

type of 'currencyt Gordan 1988: 115). In New Zealand for example, increasing

urbanisation after World War II meant that the Maori needed to draw upon their past

so as to create a 'synthesis...thatwould allow [them] .to remain Maori while

participating in a Pakeha [white] world' (Sinclair 1990: 224).

As the constitution of any identi"ty is multifaceted, it needs to be appraised as

possessing a 'processual character' without absolute permanence (Arens 1978: 218).

Ethnic identification in all societies is founded on (a) overt symbols of dress, language

and lifestyle, and (b) a community ethos (Barth 1969: 14). The social meaning given to

a 'set of acts', however limited, is what constitutes identity (Blorn 1969: 74). While

the 'acts' and symbols must necessarily change over time (see again Barth 1969: 14),

this does not negate a people's identity. As Sivert has argued

the notion of 'ethnic boundary' does not involve the assumption of

identicalidioms being transferred from time immemorial. Rather, the

boundary implies the constancy of a set of idioms communicating

minimal contrast between segments of a population.

(Sivert 1969: 105; my italics)

As such, the construction of a cultural check-list of specific characteristics or activities,

which are presumed to remain constant over generations only serves to cloud the issue of

self-identification. The critical means by which to identify ethnic groups is to

recognise the elements group members themselves regard as significant, rather than

through the imposition of so-called 'objective differences' which outsiders may

perceive as 'diagnostic' of group membership (Barth 1969: 15). Nevertheless, the

components of identity which the majority society imposes on its minority cultural

groups in the nation-state, all serve to impinge on a group's self-concepts and sensp "
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identity. In the case of Aboriginal Australians, Jordan (1985) has demonstrated that in

many instances Aboriginai people do not classify themselves as being :Aboriginai' for

two reasons. The first is that they use their own positively valued and self-attributed

locality-based or language-based identifiers; thus one group may classify as 'Kuku

Nganljara' as opposed to being 'Aborigines'. The second reason for some Aborigina:

people not identifying as 'Aboriginal' is related to the negative value associated with

being 'Aboriginal' in mainstream Australian society (cf. Beckett 1988). This clearly

demonstrates Eidheim's (1969) proposition concerning ethnic boundaries, viz. that

people do not identify with a category if it undermines their interests to do so.

Nevertheless, a particular identity such as that defined by the nation-state may be

ascribed and constitutes the contemporary backdrop against which both Aboriginal

peo'ple and Torres Strait Islanders are attempting to construct more positive identities

(Beckett 1988; Jordan 1988; Ariss 1988; Cowlishaw 1988).

Both in Oceanic and Aboriginal Australian societies, the kinship connection (actual or

putative) constitutes the foundation of cultural identity (Linnekin and ~oyer 1990). In

Aboriginal Australia, Barwick (1985), Tonkinson (1990) and Sansom (1980, 1988:

157-158) have demonstrated that common ancestry in addition to 'allegiance to family

and community' (Barwick 1985: 186) is the basis of identity. Shared experiences and

genealogical connections have always taken precedence in Aboriginal societies over

the ascribed Anglo and Celtic Australian 'blood' definitions of Aboriginality. This is

also true for the Torres Strait.

In a general sense while some components of identity may be exposed to outsiders, yet

other elements may not be made explicit, as it is the bonds of identity which provide

the group sense of self and group boundaries. By exposing everything about one's

identity, the strength of that identity may be diminished (SpoonIey 1988: 43). Identity

may also be invisible in that outsiders may simply not see what makes a group a unique
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cultural group (SpoonIey 1988: 43). The finer points of self-identification are

meaningless to outsiders, and will not be expressed, as it is their expression and

associated meanings, serious or humourous, which begs response. Basso's (1979)

collection of 'whiteman' stories parodying the forms of interaction in which

Anglo-Americans break social norms in their interactions with Apache, and in so doing

undermine Apache notions of self and identification,are unique in that this type of

information is rarely exposed to outsiders, or the Other.

Identity is not static, and ·tradition', or the perceived behaviour and constituent norms

and values of the past, are also not unchanging.. Tradition is continually being

reinterpreted and adjusted to meet the contemporary ideology and needs of a community

and its individuals. Anderson (1984: 76) has referred to this as the 'editing' of history.

In the 1950s Stanner (1958) differentiated between 'implicit tradition' and 'explicit

tradition'. While the outward or explicit manifestations of a society are more likely to

change in response to altered conditions, the implicit or ideological dimensions of a

society are f':ir more resilient, and it is these which continue to provide the basis for the

maintenance of both individual and group identity within contexts of socio-eultural

change (Stanner 1958; Berndt 1977).

1.2. The Yam Island Self

Yam Island today is not the same as it was 90 years ago, let alone 30CK) years ago.

While Yam Island people acknowledge the enormous changes that have occurred

within the Torres Strait since at least the 1860s, they nevertheless experience a

continuity and affinity with the past. There is a continuum of association, belonging

and heritage from the distant and near past into the 19805 and 19905. This thesis

concemsitself.with what people have retained, reworked or reinterpreted and their

associated meanings and value. Also of concern are the ways in which these meanings
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are incorporated into everyday behaviour, as well as how they are reproduced and

reinterpreted in response to changing circumstances.. My central focus is on the ways in

which these connections with the distant and not so distant past are effectively

maintained and communicated through various techniques and practices which include

story-telling, praise, reminiscence,haranguing, joking, dance, reprimand, fishing,

gardening, hunting, yarning, song, the visiting of some sites and the avoidance of

others .. The rich texture of Yam Island culture is located and expressed in such

practices..

While full cognisance is taken of the political realities of Yam Island people as

members of the 'Poor World' or 'Fourth World', it would do them a great disservice to

view and to represent these people as behaving only in response toextemal factors ..

Many significant initiatives for change and action come from within the community

itself.. An essential dynamic of Yam Island life can be located in the persistent

ideological tension between attributed traditionalism and aspired modernism.. It is

precisely because of this traditional vs.. modem dynamic that I have concentrated on

detailing the ways in which Yam Island people draw upon their past and their

present. The manner in which they choose to represent their present and past, as a

continuous multilinear and multilateral association of ideas and events, forms the crux

of this thesis .. While there isa certain ambivalence in people's reluctance to be

denigrated by some as old fashioned or traditionalist, people do draw their essential

strength, confidence, feelings of belonging and well-being from the past, and from their

identity as Yam or Tudu people.. This ambivalent or contradictory attitude toward the

past or anything customary or old, hinges on a concern about what outsiders think: that

is, do they approve or disapprove? This ambivalence can best be understood within the

context of colonialism and neo-colonialism.. The institutionalisation of Torres Strait

Islanders on reserves, under church·and governmentcontrol (see Chapters 4 and 5) is

especially significant in having produced contradictory notions of self and community..
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Some practices and beliefs which I regard as the private preserve and cultural property

of Island people in general, and thus not open to investigation and analysis by

inquisitive and often critical outsiders, have been excluded from this thesis as a mark

of respect for the privacy of Yam Island people (see Section 1. 3). Also, largely for

ethical reasons, some of the negative aspects of life on Yam Island have been

deliberately underemphasised. This stance was adopted not to sanitise or idealise the

society, but as ameans of presenting and emphasising Yam Islanders' positive

affirmations of identity. 2 Further, Black Australians in general, along with other

minority groups, do not normally receive positive media coverage. Few in the electronic

or print media clammerto portray the strength and knowledge members of minority

groups possess. When non-anthropologist outsiders glimpse Aboriginal or Islander

communities they publicly bemoan a floss of culture'. They do not look at how it is that

people continue to live within the midst of such problems namely, what it is that

sustains them and how they continue to survive as a people.

This thesis represents an attempt to look past (yet not disregard) the stark social

problems affecting this former government reserve into the arena of what people hold

dear. Many of the social problems facing Torres Strait Islanders are currently being

addressed by Islanders themselves, at both the individual and, more gradually, at the

formal institutional levels, although not all of the policies have been successful.

Researchers concerned ·with applying their research skills in a manner beneficial to

2. I have purposefully used the term identity in this thesis more frequently than
ethnicity, in order to place primary emphasis on the collective, positive sense of self
(albeit drawn from positive feelings based on cultural bonds). My preference for the
term identity also relates to an attempt to counteract the majority culturefs presumption
that mino-rity groups have ethnicity and majority groups have identity. Furthermore,
along a similar political line, Torres Strait Islander Australians do not take lightly to
being classified along with more recent immigrants as ethnic groups. They see their
respective position as differing from those of immigrant ethnic groups, particularly
with reference to the latter having very recently settled in Australia from other nation
states. Politically and culturally, this is an important point and in itself constitutes a
very clear statement about identity.
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communities with specific social problems may obtain the relevant material from the

appropriate Islander people and organisations.

It could be argued that by omitting certain material from this thesis, intellectual and

analytical problems mayarise. However, the denied opportunity of formally

discussing both the pragmatic and theoretical implications of this material is

compensated for by the fact that more of the history of Yam Island, as the people

themselves have asked it to be recorded, appears as a significant and integral part of

this thesis.

1.3. The Anthropological Self: Method and Ethics

The ebb and flow of my professional and personal association with Yam Island people

began on an initially shaky footing in January 1980. Prior to this I had successfully

applied for and received a grant from the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies 3

to carry out anthropological fieldwork in the Torres Strait. As part of a doctoral

research project, I had initially planned to work on Mabuiag Island. However, when I

became aware of the work Judith Fitzpatrick was undertaking there, and on the advice

of Jeremy Beckett, I chose to research an island in the Central group. Yam Island

community was not chosen for any particular reason over Warraber, Masig or Puruma: it

merely happened to be the first community to which I wrote requesting permission to

visit.

The Yam Island Community Council approved my request to meet with them, and in

January 1980 I left Townsville for the Torres Strait. Fortuitously I flew to Yam from

3. In 1990 renamed the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Studies (or A.I.A.T.S.I.S).
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Thursday Island in the company of the then Deputy Chairman of the Yam Island

Council, Mr Cetano Lui (Snr). He was alarmed at my travelling to Yam as I had not

received a telegram sent the day before, advising it was an inappropriate time to visit

as two people had recently died and a wedding was to take place in the next few days.

It was therefore a busy time on the island, and not a time conducive to attending to the

needs of a novice anthropologist, nor indeed to those of any outsider.

Arrangements were made for me to stay in a disused school building. While I had

money to purchase food from the store, through lack of foresight I had neglected to

bring cooking gear. The burden of providing me with food for the week was shouldered

by Mrs Bethalia Lui, and for that I remain grateful. Three adolescents home on school

holidays, were given the responsibility of showing me around the community, and

keeping a watchful eye on me.

During this six day visit I was fortunate to see a wedding, a house opening and most of

the associated celebrations. Small children and high school students spent a lot of time

talking to me, tricking me and detailing language names for a selection of shells, fish

and beetles. I met with the Chairman, Mr Cetano Lui (Jnr), and his father (the Deputy

Chairman), to describe why I wished to carry out fieldwork. I explained that I hoped

to understand and describe Yam Island life. As part of this process I would be looking at

the activities of men, women and children. In addition, I explained that I wanted. to

understand the history of Yam Island: what, why and when changes had occurred and

the effects which these had on Yam Island people's lives.

In 1980 Yam Island was a·Reserve and a certain amount of anxiety was expressed by the

entrenched Queensland National Party Government, through ·the Council, that I could

instigate 'trouble' on the island. I reassured the Councillors that my primary objective

was to document Yam Island culture and society as opposed to documenting specifically
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the human and political deprivation associated with institutionalisation under the

Torres Strait Islanders' Act (1979). The effects on Islanders of living on a reserve under

such a political regime, could not however, be ignored. The Chairman and Deputy

Chairman of the Council agreed to my return in March for an extended field trip.

Just prior to leaving Townsville, after having prepared for a 12 -18 month field trip, I

received a telegram from the Yam Island Council, giving approval for only 4 weeks stay

on the island. I left for the Torres Strait hoping that this period would be extended.

In March 1980 I arranged an interview between myself and the Manager of the

Queensland Department of Aboriginal and Islanders Advancement (D.A.I.A., currently

known as the Department of Family Services and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs) on

Thursday Island, and another with John Scott of the Commonwealth Department of

Aboriginal Mfairs (or D.A.A., superseded in 1990 by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander Commission, A.T.S.I.C.). The Manager of D.A.I.A, Bill Harris, was reserved,

emphasised there was no available accommodation on Yam Island, and clearly

indicated his distrust of anthropologists. He added that Yam. Island people did not

like visitors very much, and that they probably feared they would have to be 'on their

best behaviour' for 18 months. He said they would not like the idea of being 'under a

microscope', and that there were some things they would like to keep private.

Interestingly, the 'double-speak' of government was being used in this instance by a

representative of a government department appearing to defend the rights to privacy of

Torres Strait Island people. Of course the D.A.I.A. had a long-standing policy of

keeping outsiders away from Aboriginal and Islander reserves in Queensland, thereby

controlling the flow of information about the actual conditions prevailing on these

reserves. It could never be honestly said that the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Island people had ever been a prime and central concern of the Queensland Government.
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Thus while the rhetoric of the Manager sounded noble, there was little doubt that his

main concern was with protecting his Department, as opposeq to protecting Yam Island

people against the scrutiny of an outsider.

John Scott and other staff of the D.A.A. were extremely helpful both in terms of

practical advice about transport, finances, freight, water, cooking and lighting

equipment, and also in giving an overview of current policy initiatives and programmes

in "the Torres Strait.

My first extended field trip (13 months) began on the 17th March 1980. For the first

week or so, amidst a hefty dose of self-doubt, my husband and I established our home

and began the process of acclimatising ourselves to the general ebb and flow of the

community. Younger people were the first to approach,. check us out, visit socially and

to take me. fishing.

In a formal meeting with the Chairman and his father the following week, we

established that I had complied with the perceived legal requirements of the~

Strait Islanders' Act (1979). The Chairman clearly stipulated what areas of life on

Yam I was not to address publicly. I was placed under probation for one month, at

which time the Council would decide whether or not I would be permitted to stay for 12

months. I arranged to carry out a household survey of the community, and the

Chairman advised that at the forthcoming Public Meeting he would explain to the

people what I was doing on the island. He had a list of households and their heads

compiled for me, and for the next few weeks I undertook my first formal interviews.

The work snowballed from there and at the end of the probationary period permission

was granted for us to extend our stay on Yam Island.

The Coinmunity Council's awareness of and sensitivity to the political nature and
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ramifications of allowing a resident anthropologist into the centre of their lives,

expressed itself early on in the project. By placing the writer under probation for one

month, generally avoiding me and appearing. disinterested in the project, the Council's

actions reinforced the need for me to be as non-intrusive as possible in the community.

The insistence by the Chairman that certain aspects of Yam Island society not emerge in

my writing has been adhered to as much as is humanly possible, given that those

aspects could not but help come under my scrutiny. In such a way the generalised Yam

Island self was more carefully presented and controlled by powerful community

members.

There was no sole individual upon whom I relied for information and knowledge.

Numerous people have played and continl.:le to play instrumental roles in my acquisition

ofa certain level of understanding of the Yam Island way. This partial but broadly

based view of Yam Island society is based on the nature of my involvement with

members of different age, gender, status groups and factions on the island. From the

younger women and men with whom I socialised in playing cards, yarnin& going

fishing, picnicking, drinking and dancing I learned via example, gossip, censure and

instruction what were acceptable and unacceptable behaviours. Structured interviews

were not conducted with this group of young unmarried people, and only one such

interview was conducted with younger married people.

Likewise, children were never formally interviewed. They regularly came to my tent

to yam, play, ask questions, or just generally to satisfy their overall inquisitiveness

about Kei~or myself, our respective work, backgrounds and family, world politics, and

our own cultural traditions. The free flow of information between us was rarely

solicited., and these young members of the community instructed us on the names of

things, their perceptions and fears of the supernatural realm, elementary fishing, good

bush foods, children's games, kinship connectedness and gossip. To our mutual delights,
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they often deliberately, but in good fun, tricked us about a whole range of things.

All structured and non-structured interviews were conducted amongst the mature adult

population, often in the presence of younger members of the community. Topics of

investigation included the traditions of the past, personal and family histories,

recollections (particularly about growing up), the composition and meaning of songs,

language, fishing and gardening, politics,kinship, genealogies, marriage, stories and

sites of significance.

My husband looked after the domestic side of our living arrangements. As such,

without an obvious 'job' he occupied a difficult position for a young man in the eyes of

Island people. He was, however, able to mix with both young and married men. In so

doing Keith gave me an invaluable insight into the world of men, a world to which I

would not normally have been privy. Every eight weeks we took turns to bring supplies

from Thursday Island (T.I.). It was on these short trips to T.L that I began to associate

with Yam Island people resident on T.I., meet with personnel involved in health and

other issues, and to systematically go through the records for Births, Deaths and

Marriages at the Courthouse.

Just as the world of Yam Island was at first strange and unfamiliar, so too did Keith

and I present a different and unfamiliar example of the Anglo and Celtic Australian

world. While our respective gender roles presented a challenge, our opting to live and

work in a tent represented a new twist in local perceptions of white people. It was

stated on more than one occasion that initially Yam Island people felt embarrassment

at our living in a tent, because it was unlike white people not to demand a house with

all modem conveniences. Many stereotypes on both sides gradually fell away as

friendships were formed.
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During my second major field trip from June to November 1982, the general background

and understanding I had been developing since 1980 was brought into sharper focus and

further consolidated by two major events. 1J1e first was that in the interim I had been

divorced, and so returned to the island alone. As such I was a woman in a socially

ambiguous position and this sometimes made it difficult in both self-definition and in

general social definition, in respect to deciding what were the appropriate behaviours

for myself. Nevertheless, I was gradually redefined from being a wuman (a married

female) to being a gel (single female). This involved a number of changes in the way I

was seen and expected to behave, and it also meant I spent much more time during this

field trip with my new peers of young, unmarried people.

As an unmarried woman, I located my work tent in the yard of a widowed,

classificatory mother, Mrs Luisa Samuel. Her brothers (my classificatory mother's

brothers or wadhwam) built me a small, highly functional kitchen from scrap wood and

corro,gated iron. I was able to work from my tent and cook when I wished, thereby

keeping to my own work and leisure schedules without imposing them on a local

-household. As such I was self-sufficient except of course in the social and emotional

senses. Most nights I slept in Mrs Samuel's household along with another older, single

woman. This was a mutually satisfying arrangement, in that we met each evening to

provide companionship to each other, and then dispersed to our respective households

early each morning.

The second event was related to these domestic and sleeping arrangements in that the

sister of Mrs Samuel, had recently passed away, leaving a husband and a number of

children, including two very young boys. Every evening for a couple of months our

household members joined those of the deceased's household. This close involvement in

the mourning process of someone I also had loved, gave me a deeper human insight into

Yam Island society, an insight that would have been difficult to achieve had I not been
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included. in the evening domesticity of these two households.

In addition to the two major field trips, I have travelled back to Yam for short periods

of a few weeks, on four separate occasions. One of these trips was to attend the funeral

of a close classificatory father in 1981, and another was for his tombstone opening some

years later. In late 1986 to early 19871 holidayed for three weeks, and in 1988 I flew in

on business for one day only. Above and beyond these 'flying visits', contacts have been

maintained with some Yam Island people through letters, telephone and by meeting up

with people in Cairns and Townsville. This has involved the acceptance of invitations

to engagements, weddings, funerals and tombstone openings held in the mainland cities,

as well as meeting up with Yam Islanders briefly visiting Cairns or Townsville. Yam

Island personal and public news, as well as news about myself, continues to be

exchanged along the Yam Island grapevine.

From the beginning of my association with Yam Island people to the present, their

instruction to me about the fundamentals of their life has been processual. The

fieldwork itself was at times something of a comedy of errors. My hosts' full-bodied

laughter or quiet and not so quiet reprimands at my numerous mistakes, served as

constant· reminders of the boundaries between the two groups we represented in the

microcosm of Yam Island. These sanctions did not generally take the form of personal

denigration, but were more typically expressions of their perceptions of outsiders, in

this case a Celtic-Australian woman, being incompetent in a number of social and

biological spheres. Through my initial inability to know and enact 'common sense', and

Yam Islanders reactions of incredulity and sometimes embarrassment at my mistakes,

and glowing praise for my achievements and progress, the business of getting to know

the cultural system of common sense (see Geertz 1983: 73-93) was gradually learned.

This generalised ethos of life within which the seemingiy"more esoteric dimensions of

culture such as world view, cosmology or the kinship system are firmly grounded in a
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diffuse sense of appropriate behaviour ('common sense'), is what I as an anthropologist

and student of Yam Island society have tried to apprehend. Without 'common sense'

one cannot differentiate between appropriate vs. inappropriate action, or confidently

engage in appropriate action, and one has little chance of being able to understand

action and others' responses to it. In this thesis I go some way toward demonstrating

this cultural system by looking at the more formally discussed and more overt

components of Yam Island 'common sense' as they particularly relate to environmental

and social knowledge, particularly in the ways social connections are expressed in

dance and in death rituaL

The people of Yam Island have played an active role in indirectly channelling the

course which this thesis has taken. Initially, their general stance on the project was

one of distance and caution. Gradually over time, there was an increasing sense of ease

with myself and my research, and the emerging request for me to tell their sto~es, and

to fit them into the l.arger historical and political picture. The desires for a particular

project to be forthcoming differed within the community, both between the various

family groups and also specific interest groups/ such as the Community Council. This is

·one of the major reasons for my inch..iding people's names in the thesis as direct

acknowledgement of their particular knowledge, skills and assistance in my work.

Even though within the bulk of the thesis I do make broad general statements about

·Yam Island' or ·Yam Island people l

, where possible I attempt to give individ~als a

voice, albeit a limited one. This is part of the process of minimising the

deindividuation or depersonalisation of members of the community and in so doing

recognising individuals in their own right. Nevertheless, I have been selective about

who has been given a voice, and where in the thesis they have been able to 'speak.' I

have excluded personal names in instances in which their inclusion may cause either

embarrassment, or result in community disapproval.
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I originally entered the field as a feminist anthropologist inspired to describe the

totality of Yam Island society, and subject to rigorous analysis, the socio-political

status of women and men vis-a.-vis one another. However, after two field trips, and

during eleven years of continued friendship and association with Island people, I

decided.·to approach Yam Island society in another way. The ethics of focusing on

power and status relationships between the sexes, and analysing them ad absurdium,

worried me for several years. Eventually, I rejected such theoretical abstraction in

which the pursuit of theory for theory's sake overtakes a recognition of people as

knowing subjects and actors.

The position of personal, professional and political isolation during and subsequent'to

fieldwork has become increasingly difficult for anthropologists to maintain and justify

in the last three decades. This has resulted in what Geertz (1988: 71-72) has called a

crisis of confidence and authority amongst contemporary anthropologists. Most

obviously the historical and social moments of decolonisation and the political

empowerment of people in the Third and Fourth Worlds, their increasing literacy

levels and subsequent- realisation of the power of the written word, continue to have a

marked effects on the setting of parameters within which anthropology may be

practised. Waves of impact continue to affect current anthropological practice, as

angry accusations are made against the kinds of representations anthropologists and

other outsiders have made about indigenous people's lives and social systems.

Although I am constrained by the academic requirements of submitting an original and

scholarly PhD thesis, I have kept abstraction to a minimum.

The change in topic and focus as a direct consequence of human interaction is de rigueur

for social anthropologists. Indeed, as Geertz (1988) has so cogently argued, the change

of topic or mode of producing a written work based on fieldwork, results from the

inherent tension in converting the anthropologist's experience in another society, into
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an authorial work which is accorded credibility by its predominantly academic

readership: the conversion of the 'Being There' of fieldwork to the 'Being Here' of the

academic written work. Or at another level, it involves dealing with the fundamental

differences between 'Facing the Other' and 'facing the page' (Geertz 1988: 10), and I

might add, 'Facing the Other' again.

1.4. Ethnography and Description

The pioneering work of such theorists as Hymes et al (Hymes 1969), Asad et al (Asad

1973), Reiter et al (Reiter 1975), Ardener et al (Ardener 1975), Rosaldo and Lamphere

(1974), Rohrlich-Leavitt (1976), Wallerstein (1976), Frank (1976), Bourdieu (1972) and

Geertz (1973) signalled a fundamental change in direction in anthropology away from

the structuralism of Levi-Strauss and the French neo-Marxists. One of the outcomes of

incorporating Critical Theory, Feminist Anthropology, Political Economy and

Hermeneutics into the discipline has been the development of the interpretive

paradigm, which continues to affect our understandings of the anthropological method,

ranging from the ways in which we conceptualise our research to the manner in which

we practise both in the field and in the academy.

Among the major issues that anthropologists are increasingly addressing and

attempting to apply to their own work, and in particular the types of issues with

which I myself have been dealing for the last 11 years, are the following:

(a) The populations amongst whom social anthropologists continue typically to

conduct research, are in essence, socially and politically vulnerable. Given that we

have continued to work in such settings, we need to think through clearly and address

such fundamental issues such as: what consequences our research may have on a group or

society; what are their rights to prevent, curtail or even define our research; likewise,
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what are their rights to insist upon the non-disclosure of particular information; what

accountability do we as researchers and human beings have to the group and to

individuals within the group; what is the nature and importance of reciprocity

between ourselves and·the host population, and how may this express itself in the end

products (lectures, ethnographies, theses, articles, films, documentation and papers) of

our research?

(b) If such 'end products' ensure that the integrity and dignity of the host population is

preserved, this then forces us to deal with the hallowed notions of 'scientific

objectivity' and 'truth'. Final research products which keep these issues in mind,may

then be regarded as documents which have been ethically proofread, and thus the

processes by which a text has been constructed become a significant issue. The processes

by which people's yams, stories and histories are elicited, recorded, transcribed,

translated and presented constitute very real methodological, literary and political

issues with which every researcher deals. Practitioners of the dialogic branch of the

interpretive paradigm (Dwyer 1982; Fabian 1983; Marcus and Cushman 1982; Boon 1982)

focus primarily on the processes involved in the social constructio~ of knowledge.

While hermeneutically inspired anthropology was initially concerned with experience

and the translation of such experience in the construction of an ethnography, the new

ethnographers specifically consider the construction of the fieldwork experience itself,

and the transliteration and translation of that experience into textual form.
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In reference to (a) above, as early as 1972, Meggitt urged that we suspend our 

pre-ordained monistic models in giving one aspect of society pre-eminence, and instead 

begin listening to what the members of these societies are telling us about their 

respective social systems. 

The conclusion I draw here, if only indirectly, is that, if we were to pay 

equal attention to all that the people tell us about their society and 

culture, we might sooner reach better answers to our questions. 

(Meggitt 1987: 115) 

Thus he maintains that without attending to the exegeses of the populations under 

study, we end up with inadequate understandings. Ironically, Meggitt (1987) uses such 

information as a way to draw a particular model of one Aboriginal Australian 

community, an elaborated model in which the members of that community would have 

great trouble in recognising themselves. In such a way the anthropologist's elaborated 

model takes precedence over the people's own descriptions and models. 

I would suggest that we listen more attentively and acutely to the schema people 

themselves use, as a guide not only to understanding their society, but as a guide to 

constructing our final representations of their society. Rather than using this schema as 

a sort of colourful backdrop to the final production, these local analyses should 

theoretically form the crux of the final anthropological descriptions and analysis. 

1.5. Participant-Observation as Process 

The two most significant tools or research techniques used by an anthropologist in 

participant-observation are 'paying attention' (Sutton 1978: xvii) and 'subjective 

soaking', in which the anthropologist immerses herself or himself into the processes 
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and contexts of fieldwork (Ellen 1984: 77). It is this amalgam of a general plusa

specific concentration on everything, that may lead to confusion on the part of

community hosts as well as on the part of the remainder of the non-anthropological

world, as to what the anthropologist is actually doing. The broad sweep of the brush

and the fine pencilling in of detail are both used as the predominant means by which

we complete our sketches of a society. VVhat is more it is at some point, or number of

points during participant-observation that Other and Self momentarily merge for the

fieldworker, and often for some members of the studied community.

Generally at the close of the standard 12-18 months fieldwork, anthropologists have

begun to learn to speak and express themselves appropriately within the context in

which they are working. VVhile at many stages our development mirrors that of a

small child in the society in which we are working,4 at yet other times we experience

accelerated learning and achievement well in excess of that of a small child. This is no

doubt due to our having been through the same stages of socialisation during our own

early life within our own societies, and to the practised skills that we have developed

as anthropologists to 'acquire' culture in the processes of participant-observation.

These factors, in association with the contradictions of our both retarded and

accelerated learning, help to confuse the situation for the hosts among whom we work.

Beals (1970) has described with good humour his having been cast in the role of a child,

or of an idiot, during the preliminary stages of his fieldwork. Like a child the

anthropologist needs to be told what is appropriate in order to understand the norms

and values of society. However, because of the general power differential between the

anthropologist and the researched, members of the host community do not always

inform' the anthropologist when she or he has broken a norm. This is especially in the

4. It is interesting to compare the stages of socialisation an anthropologist undergoes
with those seemingly universal stages of socialisation, and with child-development in
particular.
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case of breaking folkways: people assume we know we have 'misbehaved', or else the

infraction is regarded as minor enough for them not to attend to it immediately. Often

our hosts assume we realise our mistake, or on the other hand they may believe that

there is little point in their telling us how we should behave.

In this latter instance, there is an unspoken assumption of our possession of a

super-intelligence, fed by our observed and remarked upon ability to quickly absorb

culturally relevant details. This local, non-satirical exaggeration of the capabilities

of the fieldworker is a general one, and it is beautifully described by Srinivas in

reference to his Indian experience when he mentions the 'superlative' way in which a

man of stature continually showed him off to others and 'spoke in a grand idiom so that

things appeared much more impressive than they really were' (Srinivas 1976: 90).

Srinivas also aptly described a moment in which he was applauded for the simple

transferral of a message, by a man who 'went into a panegyric about my intelligence and

thoughtfulness' (1976: 91).

While we may attribute this false reading of our presumed intellectual capabilities to

people's unfamiliarity with the systematic techniques anthropologists use to make

sense of other societies, in their structure, form, content and process, it may also be just as

readily married to another equally important factor. To.rres Strait Islanders, as in the

instance of my own work, are rarely exposed to non-Islanders who express interest in the

everyday realities of their lives and all that this entails. An additional compounding

factor may well be that this presumption of super-intelligence (or of idiocy in yet other

circumstances) is related to people's political and economic powerlessness and their

'looking-glass selves' (Cooley 1902).

By this- I am suggesting that because of the historical forces at work in the Torres Strait

since at least the 18605, by which Islanders have-been gradually transformed into a
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disenfranchised bloc of people (see Chapter 4), there is a notion periodically expressed

by themselves, that simply anyone could' understand their society. At one level Yam

Island people obviously do not believe this at all (see Chapters 3,5, 6, 7 and 8),

however there are moments when the view held by the dominant society of Anglo and

Celtic Australia takes root. This view, which has been absorbed through the processes

of political, economic and ideological colonisation and domination, is thatfirstly there

is not much to understand about Yam Island society because it has all been lost, or

secondly what is left of Yam Island culture is rudimentary. Within this thesis I

demonstrate that both these statements or attitudes are grossly inaccurate" while at

the same time symptomatic of the disjunctive self found in colonial and post-colonial

societies.

The practice and expectations of this fieldwork technique are inherent in the name

itself, which highlights the dual requirements of the ethnographer: to practise in the

two very diverse groups of 'host' community and academic community. This requires the

anthropologist to constantly shift focus and practice between the roles of observer and

participant, and as observed participant by members of the host community. While

this may occur in a relatively fluid manner within the fieldwork context, after the

initial difficulties have been faced or overcome, the transition to observer outside the

fieldwork milieu is characteristically a difficult one to make and to sustain,

particularly when community members continue to observe and monitor one's actions,

albeit in an informal and oftentimes scarcely noticeable way_ Just as the boundaries

between observer and participant, self and other are blurred and mutable, so too is the

distinction between 'doing fieldwork' and 'returning home'. For both the

observed-observing community and the observed-observing anthropologist, the

fieldwork experience does not conclude when the anthropologist returns to her or his

own society: it merely moves into another stage in which both the past (fieldwork

itself) and the future (the academic and non-academic reactions to the resultant
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ethnography) impinge on and inform the present. I would extend Geertz's classification

of fieldwork for an anthropologist to that for the community within which she is

studying also, in that for both sets ofpeople fieldwork 'is a question of living a

multiplex life: sailing at once in several seas' (Geertz 1988: 77).

It is as individuals themselves that anthropologists deal with the

observer-participant, insider-outsider, self-other conflict as it occurs during the

fieldwork experience (see Peacock 1987: 58; Friedman-Hansen 1976: 125) and as both

individuals and members of an academic community during the post-fieldwork stage.

Likewise, within the studied community, people may deal with the conflicts of

insider-outsider in their relationships with the anthropologist at both an individual

level, at a broader level as a community, or as members of lobby groups. The

requirement of producing an academically acceptable piece of work and analysis, often

sits in direct contradiction to the requirements the host commu~tyhave for the

researcher as a short-term participant in their lives. In recent years, there has been an

increasing demand from members of researched communities that ethnographers take

note and care of their interests both in the process of doing fieldwork, in the process of

writing up their research, and in their availability to act as advocates when the need

arise' (see Rynkiewich & Spradley 1976). With increased sovereignty throughout the

world, previously colonised peoples have begun to demand more from anthropologists so

that 'the moral context within which ~he ethnographical act takes place' has been

transformed (Geertz 1988: 132).

While the fundamental tenet of participant-observation is to participate in the real

world and in so doing, take note or observe, there is nevertheless an inherent element of

the laboratory approach to it. At a crude level of assessment, one could argue that the

ethnographer is equivalent to the laboratory researcher, concealed behind a one-way
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mirror. 5 In practice however, the boundaries between the observer and the observed,

between observation and practice, are more fluid and more mutable. As the name of the

method implies;these boundaries blend into one another, and as such, at anyone point

in time, the host population and even the researcher may be unaware of the formal

observation component being carried out in a given activity.

It is precisely for this reason that the anthropologist should take care in producing her

or his final document. Because of this blurring of boundaries and increasing acceptance

of the anthropologist by the host community, many behaviours regarded as culturally

private (as opposed to personally private), are enacted in the public domain of the

village arena. At least on the level of ideology, human beings within the same cultural

group generally adhere to regulations about what constitutes fair play, and assume

that visitors will do the same. While members of Yam Island society we,re at times

nonplussed by my witnessing certain events or 'backstage behaviour' (Friedman-Hansen

1976) such as disputes, there was nevertheless an unspoken presumption that I would

not have the bad taste to write about them, thereby thrusting these events on to the

national and international stage for strangers with no association with the island to

read about and make comment. For instance, the ways in which Yarn Island people

present themselves in a village context, a situation over which they have a measure of

control, is a vastly different one from that in which an anthropologist converts that

action into data, and presents it to the outside world. I have not been willing in this

research to convert the private lives of Yam Island citizens into public data.

When a community agrees to let an anthropologist live in their midst and scrutinise

them, they neither consciously nor intentionally sign over their personal autonomy and

5. Geertz (1988) also makes a very brief passing comment on this 'laboratory'component of
fieldwork
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human rights: they do not give the anthropologist carte blanche to do and publish

what she or he will. Because of the initial difficulties of explaining what

anthropology is-to people who have not previously been hosts to an anthropologist, the

onus lies firmly with the anthropologist to ensure that the trust of the community is not

misplaced or abused.

While there is communication and shared experience (dialogue) between the

researcher and the researched, this does not suggest political equivalence. On the

contrary, even though the situations of observer and observed are reflected upon, by

both groups, a synthesis of the mutual experience undertaken by the researcher results

in the written form of ethnography. At this point, perhaps more so than at others, the

power of the ethnographer to represent a community to the outside world as she so

desires clearly becomes apparent. There should be no need here to elaborate on the

authority and power of the written word, or the perceived infallibility of 'expert'

opinion.

The researched community's experience of the research, both in terms of action and text,

is also reflected upon and discussed at multiple levels. like that of the researcher,

individual commentaries on the period of association with the anthropologist and the

way she or he carried out work within their community, is also subject to

reinterpretation. While people have the power to withdraw their friendship, or to

refuse future access to their community, in most cases the damage sustained by them

through irresponsible reporting is difficult to redress and may last for several decades.

As print and electronic media take on a life of their own, trying to counterbalance an

insensitive representation of their society is almost impossible for people to achieve.

As Cowlishaw (1989: 15) has stated: "Some voices are stifled or reduced to silence,

marginalised or appropriated and misinterpreted. Others become authoritative".
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This thesis is a descriptive ethnography in which particular facets of people's 

experience have been selected, organised and presented. I use this technique as a means 

of sketching a non-commissioned portrait as it were of Yam Island people, a portrait in 

which I hope Yam Island people can glimpse a recogniseable reflection of themselves. 

They will also be able to see a reflection of my own experience, through the manner in 

which I have portrayed their society and represented myself as ethnographer, or in 

other words, how I have reinterpreted the experience. 

One can only interpret what one sees in terms of one's own 

experience ........ Fundamentally, in his account of a ......... people the 

anthropologist is not only describing their social life as accurately as 

he can but is expressing himself also. In this sense his account must 

express moral judgement, ... and what comes out of a study will to this 

extent at least depend on what the individual brings to it. 

(Evans-Pritchard 1972: 84) 

This thesis and the fieldwork upon which it was based are essentially my construction. 

I acknowledge the prime role I played in facilitating, filtering and processing 

information, yet maintain that while a Yam Islander would approach the subject in a 

different way than myself, the story would nevertheless be comparable to the one told 

here. In fact this thesis is more like a photographic negative; while the full bodied 

colour of Yam Island society is implicit in the image presented herein, it has yet to be 

fully translated and developed as such. 

The photographic analogy for describing the connection between an ethnography and 

the society which it claims to represent has been used from time to time within 

anthropology (see Peacock 1987; Rabinow 1982). Indeed Geertz (1988: 64) has said that 

it was Evans-Pritchard's 'enormous capacity to construct visualizable representations of 

cultural phenomena - anthropological transparencies', which was his particular and 
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outstanding contribution to anthropology. A photograph snaps a mere millisecond in

the life of a person, and freezes it in static form. In this freezing of action, the

movement can be seen but not captured as it continues to occur. Nevertheless, the

photograph shows substantially more than this encapsulation of a tiny slice of time

and action. OUf reading of what may happen after and what probably happened

before the photograph was taken is contingent on our knowledge of the context within

which the photograph was taken. As with any photograph it is the action of the

photographer which is critical. The exposure, the equipment used, the type of film,

the lighting conditions, the technique, development and the time factor all effect the

resultant photograph.

An ethnography can be viewed as a photographic portrait, from which we can gain an

understanding of the photographic subject, and an inkling as to the past and the future

of the subject. Likewise, the mirror analogy has also been used to describe and analyse

the technique of ethnography (Ruby 1982) and the essential role of the ethnographer.

The things we as anthropologists focus on are typically the aspects of social action

which are most different from our own society. By inverting the ethnographic picture,

by looking at its mirror image, we may be able to 'develop' a fairly accurate image of

the society of the anthropologist. Fundamental aspects of the society from which the

anthropologist comes may be easily read into any ethnography, through looking at

what the anthropologist focuses her or his attention on within the ethnography.

My aim in this thesis is not to explain Yam Island society. To do so would require an

absolute understanding of Yam, which is an intellectual, emotional, temporal and

physical impossibility. While I could not hope to understand Yam Island society fully,

through the processes of participant-observation I have come to understand a number of

its aspects, and as such I have been able to· make sense of a significant proportion of

social action. As the hermeneuticists have argued, understanding is the interpretive
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act which precedes explanation. It is a stance from which the ethnographer knows that

she or he cannot explain everything (Howard 1982; Bleicher 1982).

The fine sieving of experience through the filters of observation, involvement,

dialogue, library and archival research, and interpretation, has led me to a partial

understanding of Yam Island society as it was in the 19805. Within the library and

archival component of my research I have drawn upon general anthropological

literature as well as upon the literature which relates specifically to the Torres Strait.

1.6. Research in the Torres Strait

In contrast to the substantial body of anthropological data amassed for the Eastern and

Western Islands of the Torres Strait, very little material 'has been published to date

concerning the socialand cultural.particularities of the islands of the Central region. In

general, because of a dearth of comprehensive written material for these islands, a

crude perception of their inhabitants as 'lacking real Torres Strait culture' prevails

among some quarters in both the administrative and academic worlds. My research

represents the first detailed anthropological research carried out on one Central

Island.6 This thesis represents a baseline from which many questions will be generated

and explored. It locates one more island in the chequered socio-historical experience of

Torres Strait Island societies, and serves to remind us as 'outsiders' of the myriad

communities in Torres Strait whose experiences are yet to be publicly acknowledged and

heard by Anglo and Celtic Australians. People on the islands of Masig, Puruma and

Warraber still have many stories to tell, and while I have recorded only some of these,

I have an ongoing research interest in building up a more comprehensive profile and

6. Short term investigations were conducted on Masig and Yam by Hatake and
Ohshima, a musicologist and human geographer respectively (Torres Strait Island
Kenkyu-Kai 1979; Hatake 1977" 1983).
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understanding of the Central Islands as a whole. 7

General data for the Torres Strait are found in a number of diverse written sources.

Records and accounts range from the logs of explorers and surveying voyagers (Bligh

1789; Bligh in Lee 1920; Brockett 1836; Cook 1969; Dumont D'Urville 1987; Flinders

1966a, 1966b, 196&; Hilder 1980; Jack 1921a, 1921b; Jukes 1847a, 1847b; King 1827a,

1827b; MacGillivray 1852a, 1852b; Melville 1848; Miklouho-Maclay 1982; Moresby

1876; Stokes 1969a, 1969b; Sweatman in Allen and Corris.1977; Tobin 1792; Wilson 1835),

and the official letters, reminiscences, detailed manuscripts and reports of missionaries

(Chalmers 1887; Chalmers, Bruce and W.H. MacFarlane in Haddon 1888-1898; Done

1987, 1990; Gill 1874, 1876; Hunt 1899; L.M.S. 1877, 1879; S. MacFarlane 1874, 1888;

Murray n.d., 1874, 1876; White 1917, 1924) and government officials (see Q.S.A. entries

in the Reference List). In terms of research material as such, there is a burgeoning

literature from studies in anthropology, sociology, history, geography, linguistics,

economics, material culture, and the physical sciences.

In 1888 and 1898 8 A. C. Haddon undertook intensive fieldwork in the Torres Strait.

While his initial work focused on marine biology, in his Cambridge Anthropological

Expedition (April to November 1898) he was concerned. with the documentation and

reconstruction of Torres Strait Islander cultures and societies, with a major emphasis on

the Western and Eastern Islands of Mabuiag and Mer. The team of researchers included

7. In 1990 as a lecturer at the Cairns Campus of James Cook University, I introduced a
second-year anthropology subject, Torres Strait Island Societies, in which students were'
required to complete an applied research.project in the form of an annotated
bibliography for a specific island. I deliberately steered them toward completing
bibliographies for the much ignored Central Islands. Three students selected the
islands of Warraber, Puruma and Masig, and were able to draw extensively upon my
own research materials relating to these islands. In 1991 these bibliographies will be
forwarded to the respective island councils, to the Islander Co-ordinating Council, and
to the A.I.A.T.S.I.S.
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Haddon, W. McDougall (psychology), C. S. Myers (psychology and music), S. H. Ray

(language), W. H. Rivers (psychology and genealogical work), C. G. Seligman (health

and disease) and H. Wilkin (photography). The material which emerged from the

team's work is intensive (Haddon 1888-1929, 1890a, 1890b, 1894, 1901, 1904, 1906, 1908,

1912, 1928, 1935; Haddon and Rivers 1?04; Myers 1899; Ray 1907; Ray and Haddon 1893,

1897; Rivers 1901a, 1901b, 1904, 1924; Seligman 1904a, 1904b),and details about where,

on what and how they worked, plus the impact of the expedition on anthropology as a

whole, have been addressed by a number of writers (Beckett 1963, 1987b; Bolger 1977;

Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a; Gathercole 1976; Quiggin 1942; Stocking 1983; Urry

1982).

In terms of more recent research material there is a large body of literature from within

the disciplines of sociology (Kitaoji 1977, 1979; Sharp 1980a, 1980b, 1982, 1984), history

(Evans 1972; Hall 1989; Moore 1979, 1984; Mullins 1987, 1988; Osborne 1990; Singe 1979,

1989, 1990), human and physical geography (Doutch 1972; Harris 1974, 1977, 1978, 1979;

Jennings 1972, 1978; Kehoe-Forutan 1988, 1990; Nietschmann 1977, 1989), education

(Coutts 1988; Finch 1977; Langbridge 1977; Loos and Miller 1989; ~akata forthcoming;

Passi 1986), linguistics (Bani 1976, 1979; Cromwell 1980, 1982; Dutton 1970; Ober 1985;

Shnukal1983, 1985, 1988; Wiirm 1972), economics (Duncan 1974), marine biology

(Hudson 1983; Hudson et al 1986; Johannes and MacFarlane 1991; Marsh 1981; Marsh et

a11984), prehistory and archaeology (Barham and Harris 1983; Moore 1979;

Vanderwal 1973) and material culture (Lawrence 1989a, 1989b; Lui 1988; Moore 1984;

Sandilands 1989; P. Wilson 1988).

In the last 30 years or so, major anthropological research 9 has been carried out on the

8. Haddon returned briefly to the Torres Strait in September 1914 when en route to
Papua New Guinea.

9. I have excluded from this discussion the Japanese team of researchers (Hatake,
Hashimoto, Kitaoji, Ohshima and Yabuuchi) who surveyed the islands in 1977 in that
the team was predominantly comprised of human geographers.
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islands of Saibai, Badu and Mer by ,Beckett (1961a, 1961b, 1961c, 1963, 1972, 1978a,

1978b, 1982,1983, 1984, 1985, 1987a,1987b), on Mer by Passi (1986), on Saibai, Boigu,

Dauan and Mer·by Laade (1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1973), on Mabuiag by

Fitzpatric;k (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b, 1981), on Yam by Fuary (1984,

1985a, 1985b, In Press a- d, 1989) and most recently on Badu by Maegawa (In Progress).

Materials not confined within a specific discipline base which relate to a range of

contemporary issues and concerns such as politics, health, education, land rights,

traditions, language, local histories and autobiographies have been produced by a vast

number of Islander and non-Islander writers which includes Aragu (1980), Aragu et al

(1980), Bani (1988a, 1988b, 198&, 1989a, 1989b, 1989c), Eseli (n.d.), Gabey (1949),

Gaffney (1989), Kruger (1988), Lawrie (1970, 1983a, 1983b), Lowah (1988), Mabo (1982,

1984), Mills (1982), Mills (1989), Mosby (1988), Ober (1988), Teske and Lui (1987), Teske

and Passi (1986), Thaiday (1981), Toby (1981), Wasaga (1988) and Whop (1985).

Another body of literature comprised of fictional works has played and continues to

playa significant role in the formation of perceptions and images of both the past and

present lifeways of Torres Strait Islanders. For both Islanders and non- Islanders, the

boundaries between fiction and reality in a text are not always clearly delineated, and

this blurring of the boundary be~eennovel and document means that the novel also

exerts a powerful influence on notions of culture and history. In particular Idriess' 1933

novel Drums of Mer and Barrett's 19408 adventure story The Secret of COCODut Island are

demonstrative of this phenomenon, as they skilfully weave (especially in the case of

Idriess) local Islander names of achJ.al individuals, beliefs, behaviours and places, as

well as historically documented events into their fictionalised romances and

adventures.

The power of the written word need not be further elaborated on here, however for a
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work to be published, to concern the Torres Strait, and to be readily available, means

that for Torres Strait Islanders it may attain a certain authority, above and beyond the

authority a novel may have in Anglo and Celtic Australian society. On more than one

occasion when delving into the past on Yam Island, a small number of individuals

referred me to Idriess (1933). The fact that Kebisu and others are named, that the

novel in many ways speaks to Yam Islanders' knowledge of their past, and that all this

is interwoven into a coherent story in which people are accurately located· in place and

time, gives Drums of Mer an orthodoxy and authority unmatched by any other novel.

The role Idriess' novel may have played in Yam Islanders' reintepretations of their

past since the 1930s will be the focus of further work upon· which this thesis is based.

1.7. Synopsis of Chapter Contents

Within Chapter 1, the major themes and rationale for the thesis are presented

alongside an overview of the major literature which has Wormed my approach in this

thesis, not only in terms of material relating specifically to the Torres Strait, but also

to the interpretive paradigm, and my own tacking backwards and forwards between the

theoreticism of hermeneutics and its mundane grounding in the everyday lives of Yam

Island people. The major theories on identity and their application to Australia, the

practice of fieldwork, converting the experience to 'hard data', and publishing the

'results' are discussed. The processes and implications of both ethnography and

participant-observation are described and addressed. In particular the issue is raised

of how we as anthropologists perceive ourselves and others within the dichotomous

constraints of subject-object or subject-subject, and how this in tum affects the fieldwork

as well as the production of texts. The chapter concludes with a synopsis of the major

topics covered in each chapter.

Chapters 2 and 3 provide the reader with essential background to Yam Island by
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locating it as one of many islands in both its physical and social contexts. Information

relating specifically to the major moments of historical, political, economic and social

change for the Torres Strait as a region has been excluded. Many scholars of the Torres

Strait have all tabled essentially similar documents and materials, and each has

interpreted this same material within their respective theoretical·and disciplinary

frameworks. The reader is referred to the work of these authors.

As the prime aim of this thesis is to focus on the Central Islands, and in particular the

islands of Yam and Tudu, yet another broad evaluation of the 'history of contact' for

the region as a whole would serve to dilute my concentration on a specific sub-region.

Consequently substantial documentary materials are specifically related to Yam Island

people's stories, recollections and experiences of their past (Chapters 3 and 4). The

inclusion of this material provides a more general context within which Yam Islanders'

perceptions of their past can be understood. Both these chapters are concerned with

belief and practice, especially with Yam Island people's perceptions of what life was

like prior to colonisation, and what life was like at the frontiers of colonialism.

Together they provide the backdrop to Yam Islanders' perceptions of their present

conditions.

In Chapters 5,6 and 7 I describe in detail the ways in which Yam Island people live

today, by particularly focusing on social and economic conditions, kinship and social

interactions, the strategies used for handling death, mourning and the accompanying

social obligations, the events which are celebrated, and the trips people make away

from their island home. In the concluding chapter a specific discussion is presented of

the processes by which all of these social moments and behaviours are held together by

the value of what is perceived as constituting the Yam Island way of doing things. The

values and symbols employed in the creation of a specific Yam Island identity are

explored in detail, and the ways in which this identity provides a framework within
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which Yam Islanders act within their specific socio-<:ultural universe is discussed. The

author argues that Yam Islanders not only see themselves as Islanders per se, but

recognise themselves as being unique, in much the same way they regard themselves as

people of the 1980s or 1990s, who are nevertheless strongly contained within the

traditions of the past. In such a way the boundaries of time and island are diffuse and

blend into each otherwhen occasion demands unity or the practise of tradition. Itis

this tacking between· the past and the present, and between Yam Island,- the rest of

Torres Strait and the mainland which provides Yam Island people with the dynamic

of their identity.
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CHAPTER 2

THE PHYSICAL SETIING

The Brothers [ Gebar] is a miserable mass of rocks

and· stones with a few trees on the lee side of it.

We saw a few inhabitants. Cap and Turtle [Yam]

Islands lie south-east of it; they are of tolerable

height but equally barren.

(Bligh quoted in Lee 1920: 190)

2.1. Geography of the Torres Strait Region

The Torres Strait spans 150 km from the tip of Cape York Peninsula on mainland

Australia to the lowland shores of Papua. An area of some 8000 km2 is encompassed

within the boundaries of Bramble, Anchor and East Cays in the northeast, Turu Cay to

the west, and Moimi and Kaumag islands in the north. This hazardous waterway with

its myriad of channels is dotted with a stepping stone configuration of volcanic islands,

continental granitic islands, reefs, sand and mud cays (see Map 1). Perhaps no more

than 25 of the 200 islands, of varying size and geomorphology, were consistently

inhabited during pre-contact times (Beckett 1963: 6). However, it is reasonable to

assume that the majority of the islands were exploited in various ways as an integral

part ofthe Islanders' subsistence and ritual lives, in such a way as the Yam Island

experience illustrates (see Chapters 3-8).

The warm, turquoise waters of the Torres Strait are characteristically shallow,

reaching an average depth of13 ffi. The Strait's reputation as being one of the most

hazardous seaways in the world can be explained not only by its island and reef strewn

shallow waters, but also by the fact that the Pacific and Indian Oceans, extended by
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the Arafura and Coral Seas, as well as the waters of the Gulf of Carpentaria, all

converge on the Strait (Jennings 1978: 183). Due to variations in temperature, salinity

and rhythms of these different waters, erratic tidal patterns, forceful currents and

marked differences in sea ·levels are common, particularly in Endeavour Strait between

Cape York and the nearby islands (Barham and Harris 1983: 531-533; Jennings 1972: 31;

Moore 1979: 16). The waters of the Torres Strait, and more specifically those of

Endeavour Strait, have had a marked effect on the distribution of sand sediments to

the south-west of the region in the Gulf of Carpentaria (Coventry et a11980: 386).

Yam Island is more affected by the Coral Sea tides than is Thursday Island. Neap

tides are classically associated with the first and last quartel1S of the moon, and thus

involve little tidal movement. However, because water races through the notorious

channels of Torres Strait, water levels can be substantially higher on one side of the

Torres Strait than another (Ian Dight pers. comm. 1988). Likewise, while spring tides

are again typically associated with the new and full moons (and involve strong

currents), a glance at the tide tables shows the occurrence of some spring tides at

Thursday Island on the first and last-quarters (Ian Dight pers. comm. 1988). While the

tides are mostly diurnal, with some exceptions, the semi-diurnal regime of the Coral

Sea in the east and the diurnal regime of the Arafura Sea in the west make tidal

behaviour in the region very complex (Easton 1970: 55-56,168; Barham and Harris 1983:

531-532; Nietschmann 1989: 67-71). At particular tidal phases the currents in the

Torres Strait run exceedingly fast, sometimes as much as 4 m per second, butat other

phases they cancel each other out and remain still for many hours Uennings 1978: 183).

This has an obvious and significant effect on Islanders' timing. and use of the marine

environment, both in terms of travel and also in subsistence fishing and hunting.

Nietschmann (1989) has discussed this in some detail for Mabuiag Island. My

understanding of tides is not sufficiently advanced to enabl~ me to competently graft

this information on to the specificities of tidal behaviour around Yam Island.
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2.1.1~ Palaeogeography and Geomorphology

It has been estimated by Doutch (1972) that the Torres Strait formed a iand bridge

between Papua New Guinea and the tip of Australia from the Triassic Period (225

million years ago) until the Pleistocene Epoch (beginning about 1.8 million years ago),

and that the development of the waterway of Torres Strait was unlikely to have

occurred until at least between 500,000 and 100,000 years ago during the middle to late

Pleistocene. This waterway was shallow enough to have been uncovered repeatedly

during several stages when low sea levels occurred (Coventry et a11980: 396).

There is no direct and universally agreed upon evidence for the timing of the most recent

drowning of the Strait (or indeed for the drowning of other major late Pleistocene land

bridges), however estimations have been made for the date of this phenomenon from

the systematic analysis of global glacio-eustatic curves (Coventry et aI1980). The

evidence so far suggests that the first sea channels in the Torres Strait area were

,probably created sometime between 6,500 and 8,SOO years ago (Barham and Harris 1983;

Jennings 1972: 29).

Jennings (1972: 37) argues that by at least 4,000 to 5,000 years ago the Torres Strait

looked very much as it does today, for at this point the eustatic sea level had returned

to within a couple of metres of the present sea leveL What we are certain of is that the

Strait was well and truly drowned by 4,000 years ago at the very least. Presumably

human occupation of some of the Torres Strait islands had occurred some time prior to

this and occupation of much of the land bridge had occurred perhaps throughout the

period after people first arrived in Sahul or 'Greater Australia' (John Campbell pers.

comm. 1991).

As such at different phases the strait has formed both a 'bridge and a barrier' (Walker
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1972) between the continent of Australia and its northern outlier, the mainland of

Papua New Guinea. Consequently, sharp discontinuities are not represented on either

side of the strait, either in geomorphological terms, or along faunal, floral, climatic or

even cultural dimensions (see Chapter 3). In relation to faurta, Barham and Harris

argue that the effect of the Torres Strait waterway 'has been to attenuate faunal

diversity northward...and southward...rather than to create a sharp faunal boundary

between Papua and the Cape York Peninsula' (1983: 537).

The Torres Strait forms.a part of the Sahulian (northern Australian / Papua New

Guinean) continental shelf, which emerges as the alluvial lowlands of the Fly.-Digoel

delta of Papua. All of the high Western islands, stretching from Muralag (Prince of

Wales Island) in the south to Dauan in the north, were formed during the Carboniferous

period (Barham In Press), with Mabaduan Hillin Papua representing its most

northerly extension. Like a spine stretching from Cape York to Papua, all of these

Western islands constitute the steep rocky outcrops of the submerged northern end of the

Great Dividing Range of north-eastern Australia (see Map 1).

A belt of extensive platform reefs and coral cays is located in the central region of

Torres Strait. To the east, and north of the Great Barrier Reef, are the Pleistocene

volcanic islands and in the northwest are a number of low, flat muddy islands,

representing the build up of sediment on reef-limestone and clay surfaces (Barham In

Press). These topographically distinct formations, which,occur in four broad transverse

belts Oennings 1972), are classified into the following geomorphological groups of

islands: Western, Central, Eastern and Top Western. It should be noted at this point

that the classification of islands by topography alone does not mesh exactly with the

administrative, regional identification of the islands. For instance, while Yam Island

is culturally and regionally classified as a Central island, it is a Western island in

terms of geomorphology. In the following brief discussion I diverge from Haddon's
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(1935) original classification of the islands by differentiating betw"een the Top Western

and Western islands, and in excluding the Papuan island of Daru.

During the late 19805 concern was raised as.to the implications of the Greenhouse Effect

on the islands. The predicted global warming of the earth and associated higher

sea-levels has led to some consideration of the possible effects on the low-lying islands,

in particular those in the north and central regions of the Strait.

Central Island.s

The Central region of Torres Strait is comprised of a belt of large platform reefs and

coral cays. It contains numerous characteristically small, low and flat coral sandbank

islands, formed as a result of wind and tide action on submerged coral reefs (Barham In

Press). The cays lie;between the meridians of.9O 30' and 1oo 15' 5 latitude, and 1420 49'

and 1430 30' E (see Map 1 and Appendix la), and include the islands of Warraber (Sue

Island), Puruma (Coconut Island), Tudu (Warrior Island), Dhamudh (Dalrymple

Island), Zegey (Dungeness Island), Sasi (Long Island), Masig and Kedal (Yorke

Islands), of which only Warraber, Puruma and Masig are permanently inhabited. All

of these Central islands have dry soil and little surface water. Sasi and Zegey differ

from the coral sand cays in that they are predominantly swampy mud cays. Both these

mud islands and their 'home reefs' are regularly used by Yam Island people. Zegey's

swamps are both salt and freshwater (Harris 1977: 439; Jennings 1972: 33), and the

island itself is fairly heavily colonised by a variety of mangrove species. In 1872 Bligh

described Zegey as having thick wood and mangroves (quoted in Lee 1920: 188). The

island is also almost fully encircled bya fringing reef (see Map 3).

Tuduis atypical example of the characteristically small, low, flat, coral sandbanks

described above. The island measures 1.6 km by 0.75 km/ and the highest it rises above
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sea level is 4.6 ffi. Currently it sports saline marshy land with little surface water or

shade, although Bligh (quoted in Lee 1920: 185) referred to it as 'a small woody spot',

when he visited in 1794. When Haddon visited in 1888 he described it as a rather bare

island except for reasonably large trees growing on its northern end (1935: 27-28). No

doubt in the interim benveen Bligh's visit and that of Haddon, Tudu's vegetation like

that of the neighbouring islands of Zegeyand Sasi had been severely depleted due to

the impact of ships' crews cutting firewood, as well as the beche-de-mer fishery's

requirement for wood to use in processing the trepang. One such station was established

on Tudu in the 1860s. Dumont D'Urville described Tudu in 1840 as

scarcely a mile in length. The reef surrounding it and exposed at low

tide greatly increases its extent from north to south. It is a bank of sand

hardly above water level, and from the northern point on which there is

a clump of trees, the rest of this very poor soil is saline, marshy, and

covered with grass and scrub which give almost no shade.

( Dumont D'Urville 1987: 549; see also Haddon 1935: 27)

Tudu is surrounded by a wide fringing reef, separated by a channel from the extensive

Warrior Reefs (see Map 3), and numerous small detached reefs stretching from Bara in

the south almost to Bobo (Bristol Island) in the north-east (Barham and Harris 1983:

531). The legend of Naga as told by the Kiwai of lowland Papua accourits for the

formation of the numerous channels surrounding Tudu (see Landtman 1917: 318-319).

These reefs are visited regularly by Yam Island people today in their exploitation of

its abundant marine life (Fuary 1991; see also Chapter 5).

Eastern Islands

The Eastern group of islands lies between the north-eastem extremity of the Great
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Barrier Reef and longitude 1430 29' E (see Map 1 and Appendix 1a), and it includes the

shelf-edge volcanic islands of Dauar, Waier and Mer (Murray Islands), Erub(Damley),

Edgar (Nepean), Zabker (Campbell), Ugar (Stephen) and Maizab Kaur (Bramble Cay).

These islands, formed by Pleistocene vulcanism, are typically small, steep sided, very

fertile and surrounded by relatively deep sea channels abounding in fish Gennings 1972;

Barham In Press; Jukes 1847a: 206). Mer, Damley, and Stephen islands are inhabited.

Ribbon shaped reefs which constitute the most northerly extension of the Great Barrier

Reef, are located on the shelf-edge to the east of Mer (Coventry et aI1980).

Erub is the largest of the volcanic islands, and like all islands in this group, supports

dense tropical vegetation. Although the Eastern islands do not receive significantly

higher rainfall than any of the other islands, the basaltic soils ensure a higher

moisture retention rate, and thus less seasonal variation is apparent in this area of the

Torres Strait (Wace 1972: 204; Vanderwal-1973: 169). Mer is encompassed by a fringing

reef and is dominated by Gelam Hill, an old crater rim rising to 230 m ijennings 1972: 33;

Finch 1977: 3). The red-brown soil of the north-eastem tableland on Mer is extremely

fertile. In the 18405 Jukes reported that this area was covered in coconut trees (1847a:

132). Gill (1876: 215) visited Mer in 1872 and proclaimed that every kind of tropical

fruit could be found growing there. Even in the 19805, Yam Island people who had been

to Mer waxed lyrical about the fecundity of the place, emphasising that it is a far

easier place than Yam on which to make a garden.

Top WestemIslands

The flat terrigenous mud islands of the Top Western region were formed by the

deposition of alluvium from the Papuan river systems Gennings 1972: 34) on dead coral

platforms (Barham and Harris 1983: 533). These islands, which support dense

mangrove vegetation, lie just a few kilometres off the Papuan coast, and include Saibai,
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Boigu, Moimi,Aubusi and Kaumag (see Map 1 and Appendix 1a). Of these, only the

islands of Saibai and Boigu are currently inhabited. They are low,rising a mere two to

three metres above present sealevel (Barham and Harris 1983:533), and swampy.

Much of the island of Saibai is permanently inundated, with scrub vegetation,

Pandanus and grasslands occurring on the higher ground (Harris 1974: 132). Moresby

(1876: 133) noted. the occurrence of yams, coconuts and other fruits and roots on the

northern part of Saibai.

Western Islands

Geomorphologically, the Western group of islands includes Yam (Turtle Backed), Gebar

(Two Brothers), Mukar-(Cap), Dauan (Mt Cornwallis), Mabuiag Gervis), Badu

(Mulgrave),Moa (Banks), Narupay (Hom), Nagi (Mt Ernest), Muralag (Prince of

Wales), Muri (Mt Adolphus), Albany Island (Pabaju), Hammond Island (Kiriri),

Friday Island (Giyalag), Wednesday Island (Maway), Goode Island (Palilag), Saddle

Island (VIu) and Thursday Island (Wayben). Most of these islands are located within

the southern two thirds of the strait (see Map 1 and Appendix 1a) with the notable

exception of Dauan, which nestles against the Papuan coast Gennings 1972: 34).

Currently, Yam, Dauan, Mabuiag, Badu, Moa, Hom, Hammond, Prince of Wales and

Thursday Island support permCl!lent populations.

These Western islands are relatively large, hilly, weathered, granitic continental

landforms supporting bush and scrub flora on their rocky, well drained slopes. Most are

fringed with home reefs. While Yam Island is one of the smaller of the Western

islands, Muralag is the largest of the islands in the Torres Strait. The highest peak in

the strait is Mt Cornwallis on Dauan, rising to 300 m.

Sea depth in the Western region is mostly less than 9 m and at the very maximum, no
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more than 18 m. Consequently, as many reefs and sandbanks lie just below the surface of

the water, an abundance of marine food resources such as dugong, turtle, gastropods,

bivalves, fish and crustacea is sustained Gennings 1978: 182; Nietschmafui1977: 3). It is

in this region of the Torres Strait that the highest concentrations of two very

significant marine animals, Dug.ong dugan (dugong or sea cow) and Chelonia mydas

(green turtle), occur (Nietschmann 1977: 3; see also Marsh 1981; Marsh et aI1984).

2.1.2. Location and Physical Description of Yam Island

Yam Island, a tiny island of about 2 km2, is situated in the Central administrative and

cultUral region of Torres Strait (see Maps 1, 2, 3 and 5). It is one of the smaller of the

moderately fertile granite islands, and it is located at about latitude 90 55' 5 and

longitude 1420 46' E. Yam is contained within a fringing reef, with a variety of remnant

mangroves extending from the north-western point of Mabiog Payn around to the

south-eastern side of the island at Zagwan. A substantial amount of the mangrove

ecosystem (along with subsistence groves of coconut and mango trees) was destroyed in

1974 with the construction of a 1000 m long airstrip dissecting the island on a north-west

to south-east axis. The two highest points of elevation are 70 m and 65 ffi.

The bush is strewn with rocks and medium sized boulders, and pumice abounds in places,

such as at Waydoro on the western side of the island. The bays have coarse to fine

sandy beaches, littered. with ridges of dead coral. Masses of·this material known

locally as thaywa, are found heaped in the lagoons on the western side of the island,

broken off the reefs and deposited there by tide and wind action during the rough

north-west monsoons.

Fairly heavy bush vegetation with a relatively low canopy is supported in the centre

of the island. Some of the larger flora include a species of Acacia· (probably &
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auJacocarpa), wild kapok (Bombax ceiba), Indian beach almond (IerminaUa catappa),

another almond locally known as mipa, found on the inner rocky slopes (probably L

arenicola as opposed to I. melaoocarpa), a variety of feral coconut and mango trees,

extensive stands of bamboo, a couple of species of Pandanus, a few wongay groves

(ManUkara kauki), a species of .Eugenia (probably E. suhorbicularis), Gyrocarpus

americanu$, some cashew trees and a species of fig. l Hibiscus plants grow at both the

old and present village sites. In the current village such exotic plants as lime, lemon

and orange trees, bougainvillea and frangipani are found growing alongside fruit

bearing trees of the genera Eugenia and E.i.cJ..s..

In February 1845, the naturalist-geologist on board the surveying ship the Bramble, put

ashore at Yam and described it thus:

On Turtle-backed Island we found a few small groves of cocoa-nut trees

....a little thicket of bamboo; and near the centre of the island, following

a little path through a matted wood, rendered impervious by creepers,

we came one day on the first symptoms of cultivation.... under some

widely-spreading, thick-leaved trees, with gnarled trunks and twisted

boughs, were some great blocks of sienite, resting fantastically one upon

the other......In all the wood that spread over the island, there did not

appear to be a single gum-tree: the trees were widely branched, low and

umbrageous, and matted with underwood and creeper~.

ijukes 1847a: 155-7)

1. The origin and antiquity of various plant species found on Yam Island is problematic.
For instance in July 1911, Sir William MacGregor visited Yam and spoke of the recent
introduction there of a couple of plant species, undertaken by the island leader~ Maino.
This included the planting of over 3000 coconut trees, the recent introduction of cassava
in about 1908, and a type of breadfruit from Papua. MacGregor (Q.S.A PRE/ A530: 25)
advocated that the deforestation of the islands by the fisheries be counteracted by
planting such pan-Pacific trees as coconuts, she-<>aks (Casuarjna equistefoJja), beach
almonds (IerminaHa catappa) and the 'Cardwell' tree (Calophyllum ioophyllum).
Presumably these species were already found on the islands as they are all basically
distributed throughout the Indo-Pacific (Paul Stevens pers. comm. 1990). Perhaps
Flinders' comment on the abundance of casuarina on Halfway Island in 1802 (in Jack
1921a: 131) may be indicative of the distribution of this species prior to European
intervention.
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Gebar (Two Brothers Island) and Mukar (Cap Island) are similar geomorphologically

to Yam. They are relatively large, hilly, weathered granite landforms supporting

bush and scrub flora on their rocky, but well watered. an.d well drained slopes. These

islands have always constituted part of the Yam-Tudu Ibackyard' (see Map 3), and in

the 19805 regular trips were made from Yam Island to Gebar and Mukar for fishing and

gardening, as well as for collecting water during the Dry season (see Chapter 5).

Thulutidhayn and Ngazi (or Mourilyan Reef) south of Gebar, Small Reef (south of

Mukar), lId and Awbayn to the north-east of Gebar, and Polin and Tekey to the

south-west of Gebar are regularly visited by Yam Island people enga¢ng in marine

hunting, collecting and fishing (see Map 3; see also Fuary 1991).

2.2. Climate

The Torres Strait region experiences two major seasonal cycles and two shorter cycles.

Three of the recognised seasons are named according to the direction from which the

wind blows, and the fourth is named after the mating activity of the green turtle.

These seasons are the 'Northwest Monsoonl or 'Wet' season (kuki), the 'Southeast

Trades' season (sager), naygay, an extremely hot, dry, two month season from October to

December, with mixed weather tending to calmness, and salwal or the time when turtle

are mating. Salwal constitutes a recognised short season within naygay. During

naygay the wind blows from a north to north-easterly direction (see' Table 1; see also

Nietschmann 1989: 68, 69).

The 'Wet' season is characterised by thunderstorms and very heavy downpours. After

the movement southward of the sub-tropical high pressure belt and the south-easterly

trades that accompany it, the 'Wet' begins (Nix and Kalma 1972: 64). Generally in the

Torres Strait, marine hunting activity is carried out with more ease during the Wet

season than during the Dry (Nietschmann 1977: 3). Due to the shallow depth of the
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TABLE 1 Seasonal Divisions in the Torres Strait

SEASONS

KUKI KUYURKUKI ZEY SAGER NAYGAY SALWAL

FEATURES

N-Wwind. Last strong winds; Wind swings 5-Ewind. Very hot/dry Green

Heavy rain; many squalls. toS-W. Dry/cool. mixed Turtle

storms.. N-Wwind. Showers weather; mating.

inJu!. calm. Water

shortages.

N-N.Ewind.

SIGNS

Wind change; Squalls, Wind change. Wind Wind change. Certain

rains. high tides. changes; flower;

birds. Turtle;

star.

MONTHS

Jan
Feb

Mar Mar-Apr Apr

(Dec) May

}un

JuI
Aug

Sept

Sept

Oct

Oct-

Nov

Nov

Dec
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Torres Strait, tropical cyclones are a rare occurrence in this area, but generally during

the month of March erratic weather in the form of violent rain squalls prevails.

Average rainfall for the Torres Strait as a whole is between 1500 mm. and 2000 mm. Due

to very high evaporation rates, however, this fall is not nearly as substantial as it at

first appears Gennings 1978: 183).

2.2.1. Climate of YamIsland

During the writer's first field trip to Yam Island, the Wet season began in the latter

half of December 1980, and continued through to April 1981 (see Table 2). The much

awaited Wet was well received, as it alleviated severe water shortages in the

community. During the Wet season beautifully fine days occur when the squalls

suddenly abate and the sea becomes mirror smooth. Yam Island experiences high water

levels during the day tides and low water levels on the evening tides. The wettest

month for 1981 was January, with a total rainfall of 505.3 mm. In February only 170 mm

was recorded, rising to 243.5 mm of rain in March (see Table 2). It was in March 1981

when rain squalls were prevalent that the maximum amount of surface water on the

island was attained: dry creekbeds flowed and wells were filled to the brim. At this

seasonal phase, kuyur kuki or the 'last big blow' of the season, low lying areas of the

village are inundated with seawater, and seagrass litters the beaches (Table 1).

Toward the end of the 'Wet' the wind direction changes from north-westerly to south,

south-westerly (zey), before it settles into blowing from the south-east (or south to

south-east). The beginning of the 'Dry' season, sager, which normally begins in

April/May and continues through to September/ October, is heralded by the

appearance of northward bound Rainbow Bee Eaters or birubiru (Memps ornatus). At
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Table 2 RAINFALL FOR YAM ISLAND 1980-1981*

MONTH YEAR

MARCH 1980 91.0 **
APRIL 1980 30.1

MAY 1980 13.85

JUNE 1980 11.0

JULY 1980 7.0

AUGUST 1980 21.5

SEPTEMBER 1980 5.25 **
OCTOBER 1980 1.75

NOVEMBER 1980 11.5 **

DECEMBER 1980 65.5 **

JANUARY 1981 505.25

FEBRUARY 1981 170.0

MARCH 1981 243.5

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~-~~~~-~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~-~

TOTAL RAINFALL 1177.2**

*These daily readings were made by Keith Taylor. Unfortunately the recording of

rainfall did not begin until toward the end of the 'Wet', on 28th March 1980.

(**) indicates some readings were not taken during this month. Figure represents

minimal rainfalL No more than a total of 4 weeks readings· were missed over this

period, when we were absent from Yam on inter-island visits, or when the gauge was

damaged. Nevertheless, while the total rainfall is an underestimate of the annual

rainfall, the degree of seasonal variation is clearly apparent.
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the end of February 1845 on Yam Island, Jukes (1847a: 157) noted the large numbers of

RaL......bow Bee Eaters and Torres Strait Pigeons heading llortL'1. The southeast trade

winds prevail., and the islands experience only a handful of light showers during this

season. The availability of water starts to become a problem on Yam Island by as early

as June or July. Heavy rains may occur during July, and the season oscillates between

being calm and becoming extremely windy, providing the last squalls for many months.

In this season (sager) the tides on Yam attain·their highest water levels during the

evening and their lowest during the day. Continuous stiff breezes producing rough seas

are the norm, and water laden with coral larvae is blown into the Strait during these

months Gennings 1978: 183).

Naygay is locally perceived as the driestperiod of the year,. and it begins around the

months of September and October. According to Haddon (1904: 348) naygay begins in

September. At the onset of this very dry time the wind blows froin a north to

north-easterly direction, and it is the time when bush gardens should be cleared and

burned in preparation for the rains (see Chapter 5).

During the naygay season of1980, Yam Island people began digging out their bush wells

in order to fill urgent water needs, and made water runs in aluminium dinghies to use

their traditional well at Gebar. During these couple of months a local species of &.aCa

(thulup) flowers, and scores of Torres Strait pigeons (M·yristiciyora spilorrhoa) and the

rainbow bee eaters (birubiru) heading south arrive in large numbers. Men and boys using

guns hunt the Torres Strait pigeon (geynaw) for a few weeks. The green turtle mate for

a period during this time, providing easy prey to local hunters. The start of salwal is

marked by the yellow flowering of the kubilgim tree (unidentified sp.).

The micro-climate and seasons provide clear parameters within which Yam Island life

is divided and expressed. This does not mean, however, that there are not equally
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important calendars in use m the community. The Gregorian calendar, in particular its

application to the Queensland school year, and the Anglican religious calendar play

very significant roles in ~edaily,weekly, monthly and annual breakdown of

community life. Nevertheless, the seasonal calendar divides the year into broad

phases, each with its particular climatic, faunal and floristic dimensions, within

which traditionally based subsistence activities can be carried out (see Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 3

BIPO TAYM: YAM ISLAND AND THE DISTANT PAST

remarkable for their fairly tall stature and [they] appeared robust;

however, they seemed to lead a poverty-stricken life...Fish seemed to

be their main source of food; each day we saw their vessels leave the

island and make their way north to get the day's meal. Their fishing

place was a long distance away [ll The natives of Tudu Island 'go

round stark naked; their skin is black; their hair is frizzy; their build

is slight..... They do a raised tatooing that lines their shoulders with

fleshy pads arranged like the fringes of epaulettes. They seemed. to us

to be gentle and shy and affectionate, but we might have found them

tough and fierce if a s~ler number had fallen into their hands. Our

weapons frightened them quite a bit, and the trouble they had gone to

hide their womenfolk is sufficient indication of the extent to which our

proximity alarmed them.

(Dumont D'Urville 1987: 549, 550)

Bipo Taym (literally 'before time') is the phrase used by Yam Islanders to refer to the

distant past, or the distant era before the present. It typically encapsulates the period

before colonialism became a force they had to confront, and it symbolises an epoch of

power (both physical and supernatural), and one of perceived local control over the

conditions of life. The sites, objects and stories of Yam Island community represent one

comparbnent in their portfolio of custom, and provide important links of continuity

between the past and the present.

The following construction of Yam-Tudu societies is based on documents produced by

1. Given that Tudu is located in the midst of a very extensive reef system, it is highly
unlikely that the canoes left each day to go fishing. Perhaps the journeys were
undertaken for obtaining fresh water, for hunting large marine animals such as dugong
and turtle, or for gardening on other islands.
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bureaucrats and missionaries involved on the frontiers of expansion in the region, and

analyses of the colonial period by anthropologists a-nd historians alike.. It also

attempts to incorporate contemporary Yam Island people's general, local or collective

perceptions about their past, and the nature of their ancestors' interface with the first

waves of colonialism.

Torres Strait Islanders are primarily a Melanesian group of people currently living in

the 'marine outback' of Australia (Nietschmann 1989: 61) on the islands of the Torres

Strait, in communities in the Northern Peninsula Area of Cape York, and in a number of

settlements, towns and cities throughout mainland Australia. At the point of intensive

anp, sustained white incursions into the region in the 186Os, there were some marked.

cultural differences evident between groups of Torres Strait Islanders. Trading networks

criss-crossed the Torres Strait, connecting the Islanders with each other, as well as

with Cape York Aboriginal people to the south and Papua New Guineans to the north

(see Map 4). So critical was the connection with Papua that Beckett (1987b: 26) has

claimed that the regional economy was 'underwritten' by the Papuans.

Sandwiched between these two distinct culture areas of Australia and Papua New

Guinea, the ~orres Strait represents a fascinating region in which cultural continuities

between Cape York, Torres Strait and Papua occur. Haddon's numerous works (q.v., see

Reference list) took note of these associations, and Walker (1972) has emphasised the

role the strait has played as both 'bridge and barrier- between the two mainlands.

More recently this region has been described as 'a biogeographical boun~ary and a

cultural filter' (Barham and Harris 1983: 529; see also Chapter 2), and its islands as

'stepping stones in a two-way genetic and cultural traffic' (Beckett 1987b: 25).

Differences in subsistence strategies,language, kin classification and ritual practice

have resulted in anthropologists and linguists categorising Islanders into four broad

cultural groups: Top Western, Western, Eastern and Central (see Map 5). As already
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discussed in Chapter 2" these cultural divisions do not mesh precisely with the

geomorphological divisions of the same names (see Map 1). Unless specifically stated

otherwise, all further references to island groups in this thesis are made on the basis of

broad cultural characteristics as opposed to geomorphological factors.

3.1. Archaeology of the Region

The archaeological picture of the Torres Strait remains sketchy, and much detailed

work needs to be done. The first archaeological surveys of the region were conducted by

M~re in 1971 and 1973 at Muralag, and on Cape York at Red Island Point and Evans

Bay (Moore 1979), as well as by Vanderwal (1973) in 1972. Moore uncovered a small

number of artefacts and charcoal from the sites at Muralag, Red Island Point and Evans

Bay. These sites have been dated at 610 ± 90 B.P., 1120 ± 430 B.P. and 610 ± 80 B.P.

respectively (Moore 1979: 14). Vanderwal excavated a midden on Pulu (off Mabuiag)

and located an occupation site on Mer (1973: 180; Coventry et a11980: 406).

In'1980 and 1981 Barham and Harris worked on Moa, Nagi and Saibai. They located

several archaeological sites, including fish traps, art sites, rock shelters and shell

middens. Rowland also excavated midden sites on Moa and Nagi in 1981 (Barham and

Harris 1983: 542). Barham and Harris are continuing their research into the

archaeology and palaeoecology of the Torres Strait, paying particular attention to the

coastal zones and reefs, which would have provided people,with an expanded resource

~ base for the last 6000 years.

Greer began archaeological investigation of the Holocene sites in northern Cape York

in 1984 (Greer pers. cOrntn. 1986; Campbell 1984; Campbell and Gorecki 1989). She has

located a number of archaeological sites and excavated two hearths in a dune system of

Newcastle Bay during the season of 1986 (Greer In Prep., pers. comm.1991). Su~ries

of archaeological research in Cape York Peninsula are provided by Wright (1971),
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Coventry et al (1980), Campbell (1984), Campbell and Mardaga-Campbell (1990) and

Cole (1990). The current earliest radiocarbon dates for human occupation of Cape York

Peninsula are at the order of 32,000 years ago (Marwood 1989: 156), although much

older dates can be expected (Campbell and Mardaga-Campbell 1990: 200-206).

However, some of the first places occupied by people might well now be underwater and

associated with former fLake Carpentaria' (Torgersen et aI1983), as well as with what

is now the Great Barrier Reef (Coventry et a11980; Campbell and Mardaga-Carnpbell

1990; O'Keefe 1988).

Summaries of archaeological research in south-western Papua are more limited,

especially as there has been relatively little work to date. However, there are useful

reviews of the whole of Papua New Guinea (e.g. Swadling 1989), as well as for example

of work in the Bismarck Archipelago of northern Papua New Guinea (Gosden et al

1989). Recent results from northern Papua New Guinea demonstrate that people had

reached the region before 40,000 years ago (Groube et al 1986) and that by about 32,000

to 28,000 years ago, if not earlier, people were not only colonising remote islands, but

were regularly moving back and forth between distant Melanesian islands (Allen et al

1989). In other words, they had seaworthy watercraft and were probably good

navigators. This has potential implications for the first peopling of the Torres Strait

region (i.e. it may have been reached by sea via the Gulf of Papua even when Torres

Strait itself was dry land) as well as for subsequent contact and movement between the

new postglacial islands of the Torres Strait.

Mother-of-pearl shell found in the Yuat Gorge on the highland fringe between the

Sepik Basin and the Wahgi Valley of northern Papua New Guinea, has been recently

dated at between 2000 and 3000 B.P. (Swadling and Anamiato 1989). Gorecki (pers.

COmIn. 1990) has suggested that the likely source of the shell was the Torres Str~ait, and

that if this were the case, the shell could be indicative of an extensive trade network

linking the Torres Strait not only with lowland Papua, but with thenorthem side of
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Papua New Guinea.

3.2. Languages of the Region

Ray and Haddon, of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Strait, were

the first researchers to combine the numerous word lists and translations of biblical

texts from the region which had been compiled under missionary direction. Their

analyses were based on their own documentation of vocabularies, as well as the word.

lists and translations collected and compiled by such people as Jukes, MacGillivray,

MacFarlane, Hunt, Savage, MacGregor, Curr and the London Missionary Society

teachers. This was problematic in that they did not have access to any material of

grammatical construction and syntax in Torres Strait languages, a problem Haddon

openly addressed and acknowledged (Ray and Haddon 1893: 523n). In their 1893 and

1897 publications they compared and contrasted the languages of Western and Eastern

Torres Strait, those of lowland Papua and the Gudang language spoken at the tip of

Cape York (Ray and Haddon 1893, 1897). They divided Torres Strait languages into

two blocs: the Meriam language as it was spoken on the islands of Mer, Waier, Dowar,

Eruband Ugar; and the Saibai language (Kalaw Lagaw Ya) as spoken on all the other

islands of Torres Strait (1893: 464). They acknowledged that dialect differences

prevailed between component islands of the Western and Central regions (1893: 465),

and they attributed grammatical and lexical similarities in language to the degree of

association and interaction between groups of Islanders, Papuans and Cape York peoples

(1893: 505; 1897: 123). In the Central Islands, Kalaw Lagaw Ya was spoken with the

incorporation of Meriam Mir words (1897: 123; Haddon 1935: 93), and the Mabuiag

dialect of Kalaw Lagaw Ya represented a combination of the Saibai dialect with that

of Tudu (Laade 1970: 270). This is not surprising given the intermediary position the

Central Islanders traditionally occupied in the region both geographically and as

trade brokers.
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In the past Kalaw Lagaw Ya and Meriam Mir have been regarded. as representing a

clear cut linguistic barrier between Papuan CLlld Australian l~1"}guage types. However

Wiirm (1972) has argued that Kalaw Lagaw Ya, with its typically non-Australian

phonology is an Australian language adopted by speakers of an originally Papuan

language. As Meriam Mir belongs to the East Trans-Fly Papuan language bloc, the

distinction between Meriam Mir and Kalaw Lagaw Ya on an Australian vs. Papuan

dimension is less absolute (Wiirm 1972).

There are four main languages currently spoken in the Torres Strait: Kalaw Lagaw Ya,

Meriam Mir, Broken and English. In 1991 there are few speakers of Kalaw Lagaw Ya in

the Central Islands, with the majority of them residing on the islands of Warraber and

Puruma. Kalaw Lagaw Ya is still spoken regularly on the islands of Saibai, Boigu,

Dauan, Mabuiag, Badu and at places on the mainland such as at Bamaga, Cairns and

Darwin, and in 1979 Bani estimated there were approximately 1000 speakers of the

language (1979: 38). Meriam Mir speakers are largely concentrated. on Murray Island,

with other speakers located on the mainland, particularly at Townsville and Cairns

(see Cromwell 1980; 1982).

Broken, which has been spoken since the 1860s (MiihJ.hausler 1979: 46), ~as become the

first language of many Torres Strait Island people. It also serves as a lingua franca

between Islanders, both on the islands themselves as well as on the mainland. In the

1980s, Broken was more consistently spoken in the Central islands, on Darnley and

Stephen islands in the Eastern group, on Badu, Thursday Island, Hammond Island and

on the two Moa Island settlements of St. Paul and Kubin. Dialect and tone differences

occur largely as a reflection of whether the speakers have historically spoken Meriam

Mir or Kalaw Lagaw Va. This variation in lexicon also differs in terms of frequency of

use of component 'languagel words.2

2. Refer also to Dutton (1970), Bani (1976), Shnukal (1983, 1985,1988) and Beckett (1984)
for an overview of the development of Broken as a pidgin and a creole.
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Young women, particularly pre-adolescent and adolescent girls have their own

semi-secret code language~ This language is reminiscent of 'pig-Latin' or 'pig-English'

spoken by young Anglo and Celtic Australians in the 1950s and 19608, however it is

constructed differently~ Also in contrast to 'pig-Latin', this code on Yam Island is used

as a·language in which full length conversations are conducted. Young women may

resort to this- code when wanting to discuss something secret in the company of younger

children, or when within earshot of males.

At the time of the writer's extended field research on Yam Island between the years

1980 and 1982, English was used on the islands primarily in business or government

transactions with non-Islanders, as well as occasionally in local public events, and often

as part of self-effacing joking behaviour between home-coming students who were

formally educated on the mainland. It was also sometimes used in the local classroom.

The use of English in the classroom may have altered somewhat in recent years with

the placement of predominantly non-Torres Strait Islander teachers employed by the

State Department of Education on all populated islands. On Thursday Island, English

is spoken more commonly than it is on the outer island communities.

3.3. Brief Overview of Cultural Diversity and Similarity

From as far back as our cultural reconstructions take us, island clusters of the Torres

Strait have been independent socio-political entities, as well as interdependent on

other such clusters. In one way or another, all the islands of the Torres Strait were in

contact with each other (see Map 4). Beckett (1983: 203) states that by the 18408 the

islands were connected to each other and to the mainlands of New Guinea and

Australia, through the bonds of marriage, exchange networks, ritual affiliations,

kinship and conflict. Each regional cluster of islands continues to have specific

characteristics which differentiate it from other clusters. As this thesis is concerned
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with the Central Islands and specifically with Yam-Tudu, the reader is referred to the

extensive anthropological, historical and related material already available for the

Western (including South-Western), Top Western and Eastern islands.

Haddon (1890a, 1894, 1904, 1935), Haddon and Rivers (1904), Beckett (1961b, 1961c,

1963, 1972, 1987b), Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b, 1981),

Nietschmann and Nietschmann (1981), Laade (1967, 1969), Nietschmann (1977, 1989),

Harris (1977, 1979) and Maegawa (work In Progress) have all written extensively on

the Western islands of Badu and Mabuiag. Only the work of Beckett, Fitzpatrick,

Haddon/Rivers, Laade and Maegawais anthropological. For the South-Western

islands (see Map 5) the reader is referred in particular to the work of Haddon (1894,

1935), Ray and Haddon (1893), Moore (1979), Jukes (1847a), Singe (1989), Wasaga

(1988), Jack (1921a) and King (1827a).

Existing evidence suggests that he Gumulgal of Mabuiag and Badu (see Map 5) were

semi-nomadic, deriving their main livelihood from the warm, shallow waters which

harbour an abundant supply of dugong and turtle. They practised limited gardening,

and like every group in the Torres Strait had their specific roles to play in the

inter-island and island-mainlands trade networks. Inter-island feuding was

significant, and on Mabuiag leadership was attained through achievement on the

battle ground.

At a very simplistic level it may be said that the Kawrareg of Moa, Muralag,
,,-

Thursday, Wednesday, Friday, Hammond, Hom, Mt Adolphus and Possession islands

were semi-nomadic foragers and marine hunters of dugong, turtle and fish. Their role in

the exchange networks which linked Cape York, the Torres Strait and Papua New

Guinea was critical. Because of their proximity to Cape York many features of their

social·organisation, economy and material culture were similar to those of their Cape

York neighbours.
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The population of the Kawrareg has been decimated a number of times within the

recent historical time frame, both by attack from other island groups as well as by

European p~tiveexpeditions. Unfortunately, because they had the dubious honour of

being the first group of Islanders to have experienced sustained contact with Europeans,

they also suffered. the excesses of Europeans on the frontiers of expansion since 1850

(Moore 1979: 11). Nevertheless, despite the extreme pressures on their population and

land (particularly on Muralag), the Kawrareg were not 'wiped out'. Indeed, the

descendants of the Muralag people have formed the Muralag Tribal Torres Strait

Islander Corporation and in 1990 chose to obtain a political voice in the Aboriginal

Co-ordinating Council in preference to the Island Co~rdinatingCouncil. This is a clear

statement indeed of their close cultural affiliations with Cape York Aboriginal

people.

The anthropologists Haddon (1935, 1904), Ray and Haddon (1893), Beckett (1961b,

1961c, 1963, 19?2) and Laade (1966, 1970, 1971), in addition to other non

anthropological authors such as Moresby (1876), Bani (1989b), Lawrie (1970, 1983a),

Harris (1977), Barham and Harris (1983) and Ober (1988) have documented various

aspects of Top Western Island (see Map 5) histories, societies and environment. The

people living on Boigu, Saibai and Dauan were essentially sedentary horticulturalists

and traders, and leadership was based on fighting ability and strength.

Haddon (1904,1908, 1928, 1935), Beckett (1961b, 1961c, 1963, 1972, 1983, 1987b), Mabo

(1982,1984), Laade (1969), Jukes (1847a), MacFarlane (1948), Kitaoji (1977, 1979),

Segawa (1977), Hamlyn-Harris (1912), Jack (1921a) and Sharp (1980a, 1980b, 1984)

have all written about the Eastern Islands (see Map 5). Of these works, only those of

Beckett, Haddon and Laade are anthropological.

Foraging was not an essential component of the Eastern Islanders' subsistence strategies.

Extremely fertile soils and abundant seafoods facilitated the effective practice of
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horticulture and fishing on the islands of Eruh, Ugar, Zabker, Mer, Waier and Dauar.

Unlike their Central neighbours, the Eastern Island people rarely ate uncultivated

vegetables such as wild yams and other tubers (Beckett 1972: 315).

On Mer itself, the society was div:ided into three broad categories (Mabo 1982: 144) of

gardeners, traders and sailors, and fishers (Laade 1969: 37). The Malo-Bomai cult

(Mabo 1982, 1984; Haddon 1908: 281-313; 1935: 385-386, 389-397) was organised and

articulated by hereditary cult officials, who wielded the most authority on Mer (Mabo

1982: 144). Whereas on the Central, Western and Top-Western islands there were war

cult rituals and increase rituals, on Mer the Malo-Bomai cult fused the two rituals.

3.3.1. Central Island People

The Kulkalgal [or as Haddon (1935: 37) refers to them in the singular, the Kulkalaig]

inhabited or regularly utilised the islands ()f Nagi, Tudu, Yam, 3 Gebar, Mukar,

Warraber, Puruma, Masig, Zegey, Dhamudh, Mawar and Awridh (see Map 3). Within

the Central islands there were specific clusters of Kulkalgal, and in this thesis the

main emphasis is placed on the Yam-Tudu people.

Prior to British colonisation of the region, some cropping, often on uninhabited

Kulkalgal owned islands, was practised. However the poorer soils and less than

adequate drainage of these particular islands, which comprise both coral cays and

high, continental islands (see Chapter 2), meant that horticulture was never as

important a subsistence strategy as it was in either the Top Western or the Eastern

islands.

3. The name 'Yam Island' does not refer in any way to yams as incorrectly asserted by
Thome (1989: 46) in his popular coverage of the Pacific Basin; it is a derivation of the
traditional name, Yama.
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The wongay plum (Manjlkara kauki ) is particularly abundant on the coral cays, and in

addition to other wild fruits, coconut and the fruit and nuts of the sea-almond, it

played a vital role in supplementing seafoods, gathered yams and crops. The storeable

qualities of dried wongay (kaygay wongay), dried dugong, dried turtle, and the kernels

of the sea-almond (lu) may well have allowed them to serve as either Wet season or

voyage foods. Due to a general scarcity of food during the annual Wet season, the pods

of the mangrove speciesbiyu (Bruguiera gymnhoriza) were processed,4 and its flour was

eaten fairly extensively throughout the Torres Strait. With European

colonisation of the region, increased horticultural diversity occurred (Harris 1978)

following the introduction of such staple crops as com, cassava and sweet potato

(Mareko Maino to Beckett, pers.comm. 1959).

Beckett (1972: 313) documents Kulkalgal canoe journeys as far south as to the Pascoe

River, located to the south of Temple Bay on the eastern side of Cape York (see Map 6).

A- Puruma man told Laade (Laade 1969: 39; 1973) they had travelled to Lizard Island

near Cooktown to acquire stone to fashion into axes and fighting clubs. It is feasible

that the Kulkalgal would not always·have travelled to the source of the stone to

obtain it, but presumably would have obtained the stone closer to home, from their

neighbouring Aboriginal exchange partners. These journeys to Lizard Island constitute

the most southerly documented canoe voyages undertaken by Central Island people.

Perhaps the house frames and shell mounds noted on the island by Cook (1969: 598)

related to these visits.

Haddon noted that the people of·Awridh, Dhamudh, Masig and Puruma annually

4. See W. MacFarlane's description of the production process of this orange mangrove
pod, in Haddon (PMB MF 959; 1935: 387n). Beckett (1972) and Moore (1979) also refer to
its preparation in the Torres Strait and in Cape York. They were similarly processed
and eaten by Aboriginal people throughout many regions in Australia (Golson 1971).
Anderson (1984: 101) lists it and one other species as being the Wet season staples in the
Bloomfield River region on the eastern side of Cape York, as does Chase (Chase and
Sutton 1987) for the Nesbit River region. Further to the south, James Morrill (1863)
spoke of the Aboriginal people from the Cape Cleveland to Townsvi.lle region eating
the mangrove.
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visited the Sir Charles Hardy Islands off Cape Grenville, and the Forbes Islands just to

the north-east of the Pascoe River, during the Dry season when the south-easterlies

prevailed (Haddon 1935; see also Stokes 1969b: 256-257; Allen and Carris 1977: 24).

According to Haddon (1935: 394) Awridh Islanders visited Quoin Island off the Pascoe

River to obtain stone for their axes, that is, some 360 km south-south-east of their home

island. Aboriginal people travelled to Uthu, an island near Puruma (see Map 5) to "tell

stories" (Maino Kebisu to Beckett 1959, pers.comm).

The next most southerly journey documented in the literature relates to Kulkalgal

canoes intercepting some survivors of the wrecked Charles Eaton in 1834 at Boydong

Island, between Shelburne and Orford bays (see Map 6). The boat had been wrecked

further south in the Sir Charles Hardy Islands. The survivors of the shipwrecked

Pandora claimed to have been attacked by 'Indians' armed with bows and arrows in

Orford Bay to the north of Cape Grenville (Jack 1921a: 106-107). Undoubtedly, these

were Torres Strait Islanders, and probably Kulkalgal.

Torres Strait Islanders acquired large double-outrigger canoes by means of well

established exchange networks with lowland Papuans for which human skulls and

lower jaws (in addition to a number ofother items) are said to have been exchanged.

The people of Badu and Moa are reputed to have sent skulls to Tudu, and from here the

Papuans traded canoe hulls for the skulls and shell armlets (W. MacFarlane in Haddon

PMB MF 959; Haddon 1935: 65, 77, 80; Baxter-Riley 1925: 275). While Tudu Islanders

received their canoes from Mawatta, they actually came from villages on the eastern

side of the Fly River estuary (1935). Possession of such canoes by an Island population

not only meant they were able to launch attacks against non-allied Islanders, or

Papuans, but they gave Islanders a greater area of sea across which to range in their

subsistence strategies, and by which to establish and maintain ritual, trading and

marriage relations with their Islander, Aboriginal and Papuan allies.
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3.4. Yam-Tudu

There is a thri~ing community of the descendants of the Kulkalgal of Yam, Tudu,

Gebar, Nagi, Dhamudh and Mawar resident on Yam Island (see Map 2) and some

families are closely related to Mabuiag, Saibai, Warraber,Masig, Stephen Island and

Papuan people. While individuals living during the 19805 and 19908 have not had

first-hand experience with the bipo taym period per se, they have experienced it

through their older relatives. They currently express it through recounting or listening

to stories, visiting or avoiding sites, and being mindful of objects such as carvings, stone

headedclu.bs and arrangements of stone, shell and bone.

Yam. and Tudu people were one and the same group (Mr Missa Samuel pers. comm. 1987;

Haddon 1904: 173; 1935: 71, 74, 394; 1894: 13), whose main residential base according to

Haddon, was on Tudu. Although Haddon states that they mostly lived on Yam Island

because of their gardening (1904: 174), no other evidence corroborates this, and

according to the late Mr Missa Samuel (pers. comm. 1987) of Yam Island, only a small

number of people had ever lived on Yam Island in comparison to Tudu. By being mainly

based on Tudu, their proximity to the prolific Warrior Reefs gave the Kulkalgal

particular environmental and political advantages. Moresby (1876: 27) was convinced

that the Tudu people were so powerful because they commanded the extensive reef

system in central Torres Strait. In addition to some cropping, they were involved in

fishing, trading, marine hunting and inter-island feuding. Today, the islands of Tudu,

Gebar, Mukar and Zegey still constitute an essential component of the physical, social

and historical universe of Yam Island people· (see Map 3). These isl~ds are regarded

as belonging to Yam Island. Not only are they regularly exploited in subsistence

activities, but they occupy an integral place in the past and in the self-constructions of

Yam Islanders.

In February 1871 Moresby (1876: 29) noted in passing that there were 44 local Tudu men
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involved in the pearlshell fishery at Tudu. Given that these were able-bodied men, we

could expect to more than double this figure to account for children of both sexes, women,

and older men. This would mean there would have been at least 100-150 people on the

island. In November 1872 the Rev. Gill (1874: 220) estimated the population of Tudu at

250, and commented that they were heavily involved in the fishery. At least 35 of

these people were Pacific Islanders and a couple of them were European men.

On the basis of the 1873 L.M.S. estimate of there being over 200 people at Yam and Tudu

combined (Beckett 1963: 40; 1972: 312) inhabiting an area of less than 3 km2, the

population density may be calculated to have~,beenin the order of 66:1 km2. This figure

however needs to be very carefully evaluated.. First, there had been a fishery

established on Tudu five years earlier, and the population had been dramatically

affected (see Murray 1876: 453). Secondly, even if the figures are essentially reliable

for the immediate period prior to intensive European incursions into the area, in that

they allow for depopulation, the actual population density would have been lower

than 66:1 km2, given that a number of islands apart from Yam and Tudu were regularly

used by Yam-Tudu people (see Map 3). Semi-sedentism associated with people moving

and settling periodically on a number of their local islands in order to exploit seasonal

resources, or to engage in ceremonial and social activities, would have meant that a far

greater area of land and sea was being exploited than merely the combined area of Yam

and Tudu.

3.4.1. Settlements and Housing

Haddon (1904: 173) has stated that at different times of the year the people lived at

either Yam or Tudu, and that during the Yam Island headman's trips to Tudu, a

'deputy' officiated in his absence (Haddon 1935: 75). In June 1840, a village of about

twelve houses was located on the southern point of Tudu (Dumont D'Urville 1987: 549)

and the accompanying surgeon described the houses as 'shady dwellings beneath clumps
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of vegetation and coco-nut groves' (quoted in Jack 1921a: 170). Whether the houses of

Tudu \vere more like those found on Muralag to the south-west than like other Cerltral

island houses as claimed by Haddon (1912: 97), remains problematic. Haddon described

two forms of housing he saw on Tuduin 1888, some twenty years after the establishment

of a fishing station there. Two simpler houses were located on the northern end of the

island, and a cluster of more recent South-Sea styled houses were situated on the

southern end of Tudu. As it was on the northern end of the island that their main

settlement had been traditionally located (Haddon 1935), these two houses (see Plate

2) may have been the traditional Tudu houses. There had also been two settlements on

Tudu. Although the northern end of the island was occupied by the Crocodile moiety

and the southern village of Kabiolag was inhabited by the cult officials of the

Hammerhead Shark moiety (Haddon 1904: 268), one would not automatically expect

different housing styles to prevail.

Alternatively, the houses on the northern po41t may well have been constructed by

mainland Aboriginal people involved in the fishery, and perhaps the Tudu houses had

always been like those they constructed on Yam Island. For example in 1898 Haddon

(1888-1929) described the houses some Yam Islanders had made on Tudu as being

'simple' and like the old houses, although in 1888 one of the crew on his boat noticed

houses built on stilts on Yam Island (Haddon 1888-1889 in 1888-1929).

Given that housing differed in the Central islands depending on particular ecological

conditions, Blights description of housing on Dhamudh, an island similar to Tudu,

presents us with an interpretive challenge. The dozen or so houses he saw on Dhamudh

in 1792 each had a flat roof, and some were joined. 'They were slightly built and

covered with mattings or palm thatch' (Bligh quoted in Lee 1920: 181-182). When the

naturalist-geologist on board the surveying ship Bramble put ashore at Yam Island in

February 1845, he described the houses as having high walls, gabled roofs and

constructed of bamboo with grass and leaf thatching. They were about 3 m long and just
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under 2 m wide, and they were located in a grove of ban:tboo and coconut trees near 'some

huge blocks of sienite, on which some large shells were arranged' Gukes 1847a: 156).

According to contemporary Yam Island accounts, the first settlement site on Yam was at

Kemud. Very few people had ever lived on Yam (Mr Missa Samuel pers. COrntn. 1987)

and when Haddon visited the island in 1888 (possibly between August and November),

he found a mere handful of men and boys living there.

Near the landing we found a wind screen or 'break wind' under wh[ich]

several people-men, women & children were squatting. Most had come

on a visiting expedition from [name unclear]. The actual inhabitants

had dwindled down to three men & 2 boys only- all the women were

dead or [ word unclear] on neighbouring islands. The old men were

practically sitting still & waiting for themselves to join the

rnajority....As at Nagheed we got 2 men to shoot with the bow and

arrow...Then we left the group listlessly sitting behind their

break-wind, one mother [?]ling her fat baby ... [and then?] combing the

hair of a child- the rest doing nothing and apparently caring for

nothing- for food they had a basket of fruits of 2 kinds pawpaw & a

purple plum-like fruit wh[ich] I tasted but did not care much for. They

also had some fried fish. Stuck in the ground was a two pronged fishing

spear.

(Haddon 1888-1889 in 1888-1929; see also Quiggin 1942: 84)

The statement is intriguing for a nu.mber of reasons. Firstly, as Haddon made this visit

during the hot, dry time of the year, then the general listlessness and lethargy may be

easily accounted for in terms of weather alone. Secondly, were the men as depressed as

Haddon indicates, or were they merely expressing indifference toward him? Thirdly,

how would Haddon have approached the question of the whereabouts of the women

and girls, and how would the questions have been received and interpreted? Why

would his asking the question have been perceived as being any different from other
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men with very different agendas making similar enquiries?

The·essential problem is one of reading between the lines. If there were only this

handful of men, were they in fact remnants of a larger population, or were they men

who had always lived on and controlled 'Yam Island (see Haddon 1935: 85)/ such as the

strong men described later in this chapter? If the men lived there with women and

girls, were they saying they had died or gone elsewhere as a means of protecting them?

And finally, if the men were in fact chronically depressed, then what were the

particular sets of circumstances which had produced such a state of being for them?

The issue of where the more sedentary populations were based at different points in

time is problematic. According to a Papuan myth from Mawata, people had lived on

Yam before living on Tudu because initially Tudu had been too tiny a sandbank to

support a population (1935: 308). When Tudu became a reasonable size people began to

live there. _Another Papuan myth recounted to Landtman at the tum of the century,

attributed Naga of Yam with having made Tudu at the request of Wakea from

Masingara. After making a garden on Yam, Naga took all his people to Tudu, leaving

two men behind on Yam. Periodically Naga and his people went to Yam to garden

(Haddon 1935: 406-408).

Yams/ bananas and a few other crops were grown on nearby uninhabited islands, and

Jukes (1847a: 156/ 165) described yams being cultivated on Yam and Dhamudh. Given

the nature of tending gardens, it is probable that the Kulkalgal based at Tudu went to

Yam for a certain period each year specifically to garden. Apparently, all the stone

images associated with ensuring garden fertility were located on Yam Island rather

than Tudu (Haddon 1935: 75). I do not have information as to whether there were

equivalent images on Gebar, however because of the size of the island and the role it

continues to play in Yam Island horticultural endeavours, I would expect that several
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such significant sites and objects were located there. 5

Not only did Yam provide garden produce for Tudu people, but it was also their major

water supply source, particularly during the Dry season (Mr. Missa Samuel pers. comm.

1987). -On Tudu as on other coral cays (see Flinders 1814: 113-114), water was collected

in large clam shells strategically placed under Pandanus trees (Plate 3), or from one or

two brackish waterholes (Dumont D'Urville 1987: 549; Haddon 1935: 28, 73). To

supplement this supply, canoe journeys were regularly made to Yam Island (20 km

distant), and water was transported. home to Tudu in sealed joints of bamboo, or in

coconut shell containers (1935: 75).

At the tum of the century very few families were living permanently on Tudu (Haddon

1935: 75). In the 1870s the Rev. Murray (1876: 452-453) described Tudu as lacking fresh

water and supporting only scrubby vegetation. MacGregor maintained. that because of

sea erosion, the Tudu people eventually moved to Yam, and by implication placed the

move at about 1892 (MacGregor Q.S.A. PRE/A530: 9). The Rusia (David) family

shifted to Yam first, and then the Kebisu family shifted to be with Kebisu. Kebisu

died and was buried on Yam Island about 1885. The village was established at Mabiog

Payn (Mabuiag Point) on the north-western point of the island (see Map 6). It would

appear that multiple factors influenced the move from Tudu to Yam Island. Yam

Islanders attribute the move to a shortage of water, severe depopulation, Kebisu's

ailing health, and a perceived curse from the missionary (Mr Missa Samuelpers. comm.

1987; see also Mr Dan Kelly and Mr Mareko Maino to Beckett, pers. COrntn. 1959;

Appendix 7). Kebisu's death and the pressure on Maino from the L.M.S. to adequately

provide for a missionary (see Chapter 4) appear to have been the catalysts for the

move.

5. See this chapter (section 3.4.8) for information relating to the special place Gebar
holds for Yam Island people as an explanation for why I have not attempted to elicit
such details (see also Appendix 2).
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Gebar presumably became the main garden island ·for Yam Islanders some time after the

move of the Kulkalgal from Tudu to Yam Island. Most Gebar people moved to

permanent residence on Yam Island during the early 1890s. It had been taken over by

Europeans in the marine industries of the late 1860s to 18705, epidemics had caused

serious illness and numerous deaths, and a powerful warrior had killed many of the

inhabitants (see Appendices 1 and 2). When Haddon anchored in the lee of Gebar in

October 1888, he remarked that all the inhabitants of the island were dead (1888-1889

: 63 in 1888-1929; see also Laade 1968: 140). Some people moved to the island from Tudu

at the same time that Yam became permanently settled (Mr Dan Kelly to Beckett pers.

comm. 1959). By as late as about 1917 or- 1918 some people were still living on Gebar, but

they had been severely depopulated by dysentery and influenza epidemics (P. Harry

snr pers. COmtn. 1980). After the remaining people moved to Yam Island, Yam Islanders

continued to garden on Gebar (see also MacFarlane to Haddon in 1888-1929).

3.4.2. Exchange Networks

Yam-Tudu people played a significant role in inter-island and island-Papuan trade

networks (see Map 4), and while they regularly travelled to the Papuan coast, they

did not usually sail to the Australian mainland (W. MacFarlane to Haddon in

1888-1929). In March 1893, Sir William MacGregor wrote of the close association

between Tudu and Papua New Guinea, and stated that most of the Tudu Islanders' food

came from Papua (White 1981). This nicely corroborates contemporary Yam Island

observations on the significance of Papuan food: We grew on that food' (Mr. Eric

Mareko pers. COmIn. 1982). In his 1911 report, MacGregor spoke of the role played by

Tudu people in exchange networks in which goods travelled between Mer, Erub, Tudu

and Papua (QSA PRE/A530 1916/ 1(468). 6 Included in the Papuan villages connected

6. Lawrence (1989b: 290) argues that island-Papuan trade networks were altered
dramatically with the migration of Kiwai speaking Papuans into lowland Papua
during the late 1800s; prior to this canoe-shell exchange networks converged at the Fly
estuary.
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with Tudu were Mawatta, Tureture and Mabaduan (Haddon 1935: 74; Laade 1968: 152,

153; see agaLTl. Map 4). Maino told MacFarlane (see Appendix 3) that the association

between certain Papuan villagers and Tudu began when a Papuan villager travelled to

Tudu in a canoe. He was befriended by two brothers, and he had several children with

one of their daughters. Eventually, his son from' Papua found him on Tudu, and the

population grew dramatically. The son returned to Papua and a few days later Tudu

canoes followed him there heralding the beginning of the exchange relations.

The largest specimens of cone shell were found on the Warrior Reef and on reefs to the

east. Consequently, the finest white shell armlets and circular breast ornaments

(dibidib), both important trade items, originated from these two areas in the Torres

Strait (Haddon 1904: 294; 1935: 75). Shells, dried. fish, turtle meat and other sea

products such as turtleshell were taken to Mer from the Central islands of Awridh,

Tudu, Yam, Nagi, Masig and Puruma (MacGregor Q.S.A. PRE/A530; Laade 1969: 38-39;

Haddon 1912: 139). In June 1844 Jukes noticed many women and men from Tudu,

Dhamudh and other islands who had travelled to Erub in several large canoes, and

who were living there temporarily (Jukes 1847a: 292-293; Jack 1921a: 181; Sweatman in

Allen and Corris 1977: 24).

Turtleshell and wooden masks, in addition to the feathers of the Torres Strait Pigeons

and Reef Herons, prized shells and seed rattles were exchanged from Tudu with Yam

Islanders and Nagi people. Bamboo grown on the islands of Yam, Nagi and Moa was

exchanged in an unworked state, or constructed into bows and then exchanged with

other Islanders (Haddon 1890a: 340). Because it was so centrally located, people came

to Tudu from both the Eastern and Western groups of islands to trade (Beckett 1978b:

212). Canoes came to Tudu from Mawatta, and from Tudu they were sent along exchange

routes to Nagi, Muralag and other islands in the Western Torres Strait (Haddon 1890a:

342; 1935: 65,350). These canoes were used in inter-island travel, fishing, trading and

warfare expeditions (Haddon 1935: 305-307). In 1840 Dumont D'Urville saw about 30
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canoes drawn up on the beach at Tudu. Each was carved, and on one canoe, which was

over 10m long, an 'old man with a long beard of seaweed' was represented on the prow

(Dumont D'Urville 1987: 550; Haddon 1935: 73). In February 1871 Moresby (1876: 29)

commented on several large canoes$ between 15m and 18m long, drawn up on the beach at

Tudu.

Because of Tudu's location and its ownership of several large canoes$ the island was

able to support a relatively large population (1876: 27), however as already stated it .is

impossible to estimate population size. Although it was almost waterless, it

maintained its position through the advantages of trade and its involvement in

endemic warring with the associated taking of heads. Tudu people also commanded

fishin~ shell-fishing and travel along the extensive Warrior Reefs (Haddon 1935: 75).

So impressed was Moresby in 1871 with the tiny size of Tudu and the reputation of its

owners, that he referred to Tudu as 'yet the home of one of the most powerful tribes in

Torres Straits' (Moresby 1876: 27).

3.4.3. Big Fighting Men

The infamous Kebisu of Tudu and his men were notorious sea raiders and traders,

consistently at war or engaged in exchange with other people, and Haddon noted that

as all recorded accounts of warfare refer to Tudu and not to Yam, then probably all war

parties in fact left from Tudu (Haddon 1935: 75). This is however, an

over-simplification as pre-warfare rituals occurred in the kod on Yam, and the

Sigay-Mayaw cult on Yam was dedicated to the pursuit of warfare.

While Haddon (1935: 55) states that Yam-Tudu's main enemies were the people of

Mabuiag and Erub, and from time to time they raided Awridh (1935: 88), it would be

naive to assume that regular shifts in alliances did not occur, not to mention the effects
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of different styles of leadership. If this were not the case, how then can we account for

the dozen large canoes from Tudu, Dhamudh and other islands at Erub ill June 1845

Gukes 1847a: 292; Sweatman in Allen and Corris 1977: 24; Jack 1921a: 181)? Haddon's

statement of Tudu feuding with Awridh is similarly problematic, unless it is regarded

as not having constituted the norm over an extended period. Haddon (1935: 85,88) has

stated that Awridh operated as the centre of trade between the Eastern and Central

islands: in exchange for turtle fat, stone and ochre the Kulkalgal of Awridh obtained

arm-shells from Murray Island people. When the survivors of the shipwrecked

Charles Eaton landed. at Masig in 1836, one of the survivors said that the skulls of some

of those shipwrecked with him had been sent to New Guinea, and at Erub it was

claimed. that the skulls were preserved on Awridh (Allen and Corris 1977: 16). This

interconnection between the Eastern and Central islands reflects their affiliations

based on their membership in the cults of the brothers Kulka, Malu-Bomai, Seu and

Sigay-Mayaw. Furthermore, these cults may well have been articulated through,

Awridh.

Rituals were held before and after warfare expeditions, and the ceremonial eating of

prepared mangrove pods (Bruguiera gymnhoriza,) signified the cessation of hostilities

(Haddon 1935: 79, 388). Prior to fighting expeditions, warriors dressed for battle, went

to the kod on Yam to anoint themselves with and dip their arrows in oil contained in a

large clam shell. Another clam shell contained water. Each warrior was required to

split a coconut in half while at the same time intoning serasera bigesera. In so doing

they requested assistance in seeking out the place to where they were going, with the

same ability as a tern (M. Kelly pers. comm. 1982). It was believed that only if a

warrior's coconut split evenly in two would he be successful in the forthcoming battle

(M. Kelly pers. comm. 1982; W. MacFarlane to Haddon in 1888-1929; D. Kelly to

Beckett, pers. comm. 1959). The coconut shell symbolised the human head, and in this

instance the head of an enemy. The coconut flesh was loosened and left in the shell,

and its water placed in a baler shell. The men partook of the water and the coconut.
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Tudu men ingested the sweat of powerful warriors and the scrapings of fingernails. The

tongue of a..l1enemy ~larrior ,vas eaten, and prior to embarkii".g on an. expedition, they

blew through a dried penis in the direction they intended to go (Haddon 1904: 301).

Warriors were prohibited from engaging in sexual intercourse as a precaution against

death or wounding in battle, and Maino explained to Seligman that this was because

the bow and arrows of an enemy would smell sex on the warrior, and this would attract

the weapons of one's enemies (1904: 271). During the night they danced, and in the

morning everyone left the site (Mrs. S. Bann pers. comm. 1986).

Weapons used by the Kulkalgal included powerful bows up to 1.8m in length (e.g.

Moresby 1876: 29), three distinct types of arrows, shark-teeth swords, bamboo

beheading knives and head carriers, and stone-headed clubs (Haddon 1894: 46-49; 1935:

79-80; 1890a: 340), however by at least 1840, iron had been incorporated into their

weaponry (Dumont D'Urville 1987: 549). Currently in the Queensland Museum there

are four metal-tipped arrows from Yam Island acquired in 1913 by the teacher Mrs

Smallwood (see Haddon 1912: 174, 175; Lawrence 1989b: 425, 644).

Tudu warriors were painted red on their face, torso and upper arms, and the rest of

their bodies were painted black (Haddon 1912: 200). According to W. MacFarlane,

when a warrior killed ,his first person in battle he painted his torso with charcoal and

his chest red (Haddon 1935: 80). The uniform included a cassowary feather headdress,

mai (crescent shell), belt, kadik (arm brace), armlets, ankletsl leglets, crossed

shoulder-chest belts, and a baler shell groin shield. Each man carried a charm in his

mouth, made from a pair of boar's tusks joined at the base and decorated with seeds

(Haddon 1904: 329). Inserted at the back of their waist belt were bunches of leaves or

cassowary feathers (Haddon 1912: 200). The matted arm case extended from the

shoulder to the elbow and from the elbow to the wrist (Tobin in Haddon 1935: 73).

These were worn on one arm during battle (1912: 56), and gave the archer protection

from the rebounding force of the bowstring. In October 1888 Haddon drew a warrior
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(a) Battle head-dress of cassowary feathers worn by Kebisu of Tudu

(b) Maino dressed for a war-dance

PLATE 4. ComfXlncnts of the uniform worn by Tudu vvarriors (from Haddon 1912:

Plates v & vii)
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dressed for battle, based. on information given him by Maino of Yam-Tudu (Haddon

1912: 359, fig. 202; 1894: 28 fig. 7). During trJs visit he also acquired Kebisu's cassowary

feather war-headdress and a boar's tusk amulet (see Plate 4). Initially Maino was

reluctant to part with them, but he eventually agreed to a deal as long as they were

prorriinently displayed in a large museum. For the headdress Maino received a small

mirror, a pocket knife, a blue bead necklace and seven sticks of tobacco. He exchanged

the amulet for one pocketknife, two clay pipes and four sticks of tobacco (Haddon

1888-1889 in 1888-1929).

As already stated there had only ever been a tiny number of people living at Yam, and

perhaps these people were the fighting men discussed here. All the contemporary

references to 'big fighting ment
, with the exception of Kebisu, deal with men who lived

on Yam Island, and the theme of genocide is common to most of the stories.

Meidha

Meidha (Maida) is one of the oldest legendary figures associated with Yam-Tudu. He

was a great warrior who launched attacks against the people of Sasi, Warraber, Mukar

and Gebar (Haddon 1935: 83, 84; 1904: 100; M. Kelly pers. comm. 1982). According to

Papuan legends recorded by Laade (1968: 145, 150), Meidha was the first Yam Islander.

He originated from the Binaturi River area, and it was through his travelling to Yam

and Tudu that social links were forged between Tudu and Papua.

In October 1928 MacFarlane recorded a story from Maino on Yam Island, which he in

tum had heard from his father, Kebisu (W. MacFarlane 1928-1929; see Appendix 3). It

concerned Meidha, and the tale explained the close association between particular

Papuan villages and the island of Tudu. Meidha was born of a Tudu woman and a

Papuan father. In tum he had a daughter (Asigi) by a Tudu woman. Asigi married

Yadzebab of Yam Island. Meidha eventually went to Yam Island where he reared his
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family.

(P.N.G.) Amubalee (P.N.G)

Newia

Meidha

(Tudu)

Kebera or

Walu

(Tudu)

(Tudu)

o (Tudu)

(Tudu)

(Tudu)

Walu or

Kebera

(Tudu)

Asigi

(fudu)

Kutusaga

Yadzebab

(Yam)

Kututal

Figure 1 Genealogical connections between Meidha, Tudu and Papua (after W.

MacFarlane 1928 in Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959; Haddon 1935: 83).

Meidha is locally perceived to have been exceptionally large and tall: forexample,

his shin was said to have been the length of a normal man's full leg (M. Kelly pers.

comm.1982). Currently on Yam Island there is some uncertainty as to whether the bones

located in an overhang belong to Meidha or to Awsa. Meidha's son-in-law Yadzebab,

succeeded him as 'fighting leader' after he died. He was an extremely greedy man and

is reputed to have died by choking on a large lump of fat (Appendix 1). Apparently

Meidha had expressed anger at his son-in-law having borrowed his turtle spear to take

hunting. However, when Yadzebab returned laden with turtle, Meidha prohibited his

daughter from telling her husband of his threat. It was after eating the turtle given
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him by Yadzebab that Meidha died (Haddon 1904: l00~102).

Yad·zebab

Yadzebab or Yaza (Haddon 1935: 83,84; 1904: 1(0), is reputed to have killed all the

inhabitants of Sasi, at the behest of his father-in-law, Meidha (M. Kelly pers. comm.

1982; Appendix I), or alternativelyto ensure that his wife was kept happy (Haddon

1904: 102,298; 1935: 83-84) after the death of her father. Yadzebab killed everyone on

Mukar and placed their heads on his father-in-law's body. Then he repeated the

killings at Sasi and Warraber (see Appendix 1), and during battle Yam Island men

called Qut his name (Haddon 1904: 377). When he died, he was buried near Meidha

(1904: 102), and according to the late Mr Maino Kelly (pers. COtnm. 1982), Yadzebab and

his troops are metamorphosed in the stone outcrops at Kama and Badthwan on Yam

Island (see Map 2). According to Haddon (1935: 83) the very large bones reputed to be

those of Yadzebab were sent to Sydney by a doctor based on Thursday Island.

Kebisu

Kebisu was from Tudu, is believed to have died in 1885 (Haddon 1935: 84), and

is buried on Yam Island. He was renowned as an exceptionally strong leader and his

fighting ability continues to be legendary across the Torres Strait (see Laade 1968: 149).

In 1951, OtLeary wrote of imitations of Kebisu's attacks on ships and islands being

performed in dances throughout the islands (1951: 11). He is said to have been so large

and strong that it took two or three men to draw the string on his bow (Mr Maino Kelly,

pers. COrntn. 1982; see Appendices 1 and 8). The lateMr Dan Kelly maintained that

Kebisu was atypical of Tudu leaders in his aggressiveness (D. Kelly to Beckett pers.

comm.1959).

As the people of Tudu and Yam were divided into two moieties, around which the cult
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Figure 2 Genealogical diagram illustrating lines of inheritance to the positions of cult
officials in the Sigay-Mayaw cult, and in particular Kebisu's clan and moiety
membership, and his connection with other Central islands plus Papua.

Isoa (Kebisu) was adopted by Gana who belonged to the same moiety as Kebisu's actual
father. Through his actual mother (or through his mother's brothers) Kebisu also
inherited the leadership position in the Kodal moiety (after Haddon 1904: 268).
Interestingly, Kebisu's children or at least Maino took Kodal and Womer as their
totems.

Please Note: It is not absolutely clear whether Irwaw and Amu were brothers or father
and son.

Key: G= Ger K= Kurs Ko = Kodal W= Womer T=Tabu
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of Sigay-Mayaw revolved, Kebisu was adopted by Gana (Kurs or Hammerhead Shark)

and his wife Gauma (Ger or Sea Snake or eel) as t..lley had no son of the appropriate age

to succeed Gana as clan leader, and to become ritual leader of the Kurs moiety in the

cult. Before his adoption Kebisu was known as Iosa or Isoa (Haddon 1904: 268). His

biological mother was Magina, and her father was one of the cult officials for the

Kodal moiety in the Sigay-Mayaw cult. Magina (or Magina's brothers) gave the

Kodal-Womer totems to all her children. Because Maid had no children and Guze had

a son late in life, by which time Kebisu was an adult, they gave their moiety

membership and status as cult officials to their sister's son.

Kebisu's actual father was Gabai, a Kurs man. Thus through his biological and

adoptive parents Kebisu was linked to Kodal, Kurs, Ger and Worner clans. His dual

and equally strong links to both moieties may have meant a consolidation of his power

in the war cult and thus in his community, as well as throughout the region as a whole.

As Kebisu's adoptive father died before Kebisu was of age to succeed him, Awani of the

Kurs-Waru totems succeeded him. Magina gave Awani a hereditary drum and argued

that when Kebisu became an adult he was to be leader (Haddon 1904: 268).

Awsa

Awsa spoke to MacFarlane in 1926, by which time he was estimated to have been about

78 years old (Haddon 1935: 75). He would have been born around 1848 and was

therefore a contemporary of Kebisu or possibly younger given that he was a mawa

dancer after Kebisu (Haddon 1904: 348). Presumably he was based on Yam Island even

though the bulk of the Yam-Tudu people lived at Tudu (see above).

Awsa was a leading Kodal (Crocodile) clan member (W. MacFarlane to Haddon in

1888-1929; Haddon 1935: 75) and was attributed with great power and a propensity to

practise malevolent magic. His father Irwaw was also known for his powers of sorcery
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and he too lived alone (W. MacFarlane to Haddon in 1888-1929). Awsa and Azabu had

allother brother Guza: ail three had different mothers (W. MacFarlane to Haddon

1888-1929; Haddon 1935: 75).

Kausu

Ko

Ko

Irwaw

Ko

Amia

Ko

Awsa

Ko

o Nekur

Figure 3 Limited genealogy showing Awsa's moiety membership, as well as

illustrating the patrilineal inheritance of the positions of cult-officials in the

Sigay-Mayaw cult (after W. MacFarlane to Haddon in Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF

959).

Key: Ko =Kodal

If Irwaw was the same man as lruwa and was the brother of Amu (Kebisu's actual

mother's father), then Awsa could well have been Magina's classificatory brother, and

therefore K~bisutsmaternal uncle. If such were the case, it would help to account for

the absence of a major power-play between these two powerful men.

Awsa Ston (on the southern side of Yam Island, on the slope above Ngurnguki) is the
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rock shelter in which the fierce Awsa is said to have lived (see Map 2). He also lived

at Gawrab and at Paedhelag (or Y-Island) on the northern side of Yam Isiand. From

there he could see toward Tura on the north-east of Yam Island, and if he found anyone

there he killed them and put their heads in his cave (Salome Bann pers. COrntn. 1986).

According to Maino Kelly (pers. comrn. 1982), Awsa took over the leadership of Yam

island after Meidha died. However, given that Yadzebab is said to have gone on a

killing spree after this event, perhaps Mr Kelly meant Awsa succeeded Yazdebab.

Awsa had three henchmen or 'runners': Miak of Gebar, Nani of Yam, and Baluz or

'Double Zed' of Yam. All four constantly moved. between Yam Island and Gebar and are

attributed with having killed most of the people of Gebar (see also Appendix 2). By

the time a permanent settlement was established on Yam in the mid-late 1890s, half

the island was.owned by Baluz (Teske and Lui 1987).

Maino

Maino does not represent a 'big fighting man' as such, but is representative of the last of

the line of warriors. By the time Maino succeeded. his father Kebisu to the position of

leadership of Yam.-Tudu people, fighting with physical strength against non-allies

had been dramatically diminished.

In mid-August 1888, Maino showed Haddon and the Acting Government Resident, Hugh

Milman, around the village of Tudu, and organised a dance for them to witness. The

following day they gave Maino a tomahawk, 4.5 m of cloth, some tobacco and a few

other articles. Maino's two wives were both from Papua, and he told Haddon he would

give two of the items to one of his Papuan mothers-in-law (Haddon 1888: 11 in

1888-1929). His first wife Pawna was from Mawatta, and Amanipa was from the

village of Tureture. It appears that he only had children from his marriage to Pawna,
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and as they were all girls, he adopted two sons. One of the boys was adopted from

lvlaino's sister, and tlte other from a Papufu"-" couple.

Paddy
Wilsin

1M Pawna MAINO Amanipa
(Mawat) Ko-W Ko-W

~ KEBISU Q Mugur (Masig)
I K+Ko-W J:

ada
c.l886

Maria
c.1888

Serai Kebisu
Maino
c. 1880

Mareko
Maino
c. 1885

Figure 4 Genealogy for Maino

Key: G=Ger K=Kurs Ko =Kodal W= Womer T=Tabu

According to Mr E. Mareko (pers. COmtn. 1982) and Mr Getano Lui (snr) (see Appendix 8),

during the late 19th century Maino was 'bodyguard' to the administrator of British

New Guinea, William MacGregor from 1888 to 1898 Ooyee 1971). He later lived at

Mawatta until he returned to Tudu with his wife (see Mareko Maino to Beckett pers.

comm. 1959). He was the leader responsible for initiating the move of his people from

Tudu (in addition to one old man from Mukar) to Yam Island. Maino was born in Dam

and died on Yam Island in 1939. On the headstone of his grave in the Yam Island

cemetery is engraved 'The Last Warrior' .

Haddon and Maino were introduced in 1888 and Haddon often spoke of Maino as a 'dear

friend' (see for example Haddon 1901: 171).
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At Tut...Haddon first met Maino, the mamoose (Chief), who became his

devoted friend, and invaluable interpreter- of ancient customs.

(Quiggin 1942: 84)

After the Cambridge Anthropological team departed the Torres Strait for Borneo in

November 1898, Haddon was not to return to the area until September 1914, when as

part of an expedition to Papua New Guinea he unexpectedly had a short stay on Badu,

and was able to stop off at Yam before heading for Daru (Haddon 1935: 76; 1904: 28;

Quiggin 1942: 108-109). There he quickly recorded two sites which Maino was eager for

Haddon to record.

3.4.4. Kin Classification, Clans and Totems

Yam-Tudu people differentiated between cross-eousinsand parallel cousins (Rivers in

Haddon 1904: 139). Originally Tudu had four clans, but at the tum of the 19th century

Haddon and Rivers reported finding five major dans at Yam Island (1904: 171). By the

time of Haddon's research, the clans of the Tiger Shark and Cassowary were extinct on

both Yam and Tudu islands (Haddon 19~: 155). The totems were predominantly marine

species: Crocodile, Eel, Dugong, Hammerhead Shark, Stingray, Turtle, Frigate Bird,

Snake and Dog (1904: 155), and on Gebar the main totems were Dugong, Cassowary and a

Ray. Individuals took their primary totems from land animals (including estuarine

crocodiles) and their secondary totems from sea creatures (Haddon 1935: 56,58,59). On

occasion men wore carved wooden effigies of their totems around their neck (Haddon

1894: 22), whereas women had their totems tatooed on their lower back (see Haddon

1912: PI v, figs. 1 and 4), or engraved into their wooden hair combs (1912: 46, fig. 342).

As in the Western islands, patrimoieties were found among the Kulkalgal (Beckett

1963: 7). There were two moieties with the major totems of Kodal (Crocodile) and Kurs
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(Hammerhead Shark), respectively, with which all the clans were affiliated. The

Baydam people were affiliated with Kodal, and the Sam (Cassowary) and Umay

(Dog) clans belonged to Kurs (Haddon 1904: 173). This moiety division was reflected in

the division of Tudu into· two halves and was particularly emphasised in the

Sigay-Mayaw cult in which the totems of Crocodile and Hammerhead Shark were

represented (W. MacFarlane to Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959; Haddon 1904: 161, 174,

268; 1935: 75, 387, 389). They were two of the seven brothers· who during the

mythological past had journeyed from the eastern side of Cape York through Central

and Eastern Torres Strait: Malo settled at Mer, Seu stayed at Masig, Kulka went to

Awridh, Pineca went to Nagi and Diberi continued on to Papua (W. MacFarlane to

Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959; the late Mrs. S. Bann, pers. comm. 1986; Haddon 1904:

64-66,373-378; 1935: 391-393).

The Sigay-Mayaw cult was related to the Malo-Bomai cult of Mer, the Kulka cult of

Nagi and theSeu cult of Masig, and had its headquarters on Yam Island (Haddon 1904:

374; 1935: 75). Together these cults 'formed one part of a cultural whole' (1935: 391),

which revolved around warfare (1935: 389, 396), and on Yam the Sigay-Mayaw cult

eclipsed earlier ritual practices (Haddon 1935: 75).

The cults of the Brethren came to a people who..had totemism, as in

yam...... The new cult replaced among the Yam-Tutu folk the indefinite

communal association of a totem with its clan for a definite personal

relation with superhuman beings, thus it is no wonder that it became

predominant......The cults of the Brethren everywhere provided a

synthesis which..had been lacking. All the men could now meet as

members of a common brotherhood, which was impossible under the

earlier conditions, and a feeling of solidarity and an intense pride in

their new cults was engendered.

(Haddon 1935: 397)

It was on Yam that men were initiated into the hero cult (Haddon 1904: 174; 1935: 394),
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although a subsidiary site for Sigay was located on Tudu near the kod and a minor

associated rite was enacted there at the 'naver of Sigay (1904: 377; 1935: 75, 394).

MacFarlane provided information to Haddon that according to an old man from Masig,

there was also a site for Sigay on Masig, however Haddon concluded the man must

have meant Seu. Nevertheless, it would appear- from MacFarlane's original

manuscript, that the man had differentiated between the two (W. MacFarlane to

Haddon 1919-1928, PMB MF 959). Irrespective of whether or not it was a site

associated with Sigay or Seu, it was destroyed by a missionary in the 1870s (Haddon

1935: 92).

3.4.5. Kod and Male Initiation

The sites at which headhunting ritual and male initiation were performed are known

as kod and are characteristically indicated by the presence of numerous trumpet shells

(bu) and clam shells. Such places were traditionally the domain of warriors and as

such were sacrosanct (see Haddon 1904: 365). In his discussion of kod in general, Bani

(1987: 79) has referred to these sites functioning traditionally as the 'nerve centre' or

'administration area' of each community.

The kod on Tudu was located in a clump of trees on the northern end of the island

(Haddon 1935: 27-28), and just prior to the onset of each Wet season, young males were

initiated into their respective exogamous clans (Haddon 1935: 394; 1904: 208-212; see

especially 1904: PI xiii, fig. 2; and Figure 5 this chapter). As initiates (kergne) they

were each handed over to their respective mother's brother, or to their

brothers-in-law, taken to the kod and kept in seclusion for one month (W. MacFarlane

to Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959; Haddon 1904: 208, 210,376). One old man supervised

the total proceedings. During seclusion they were covered in soot every day so that

.their skin paled (Haddon 1904: 209), and they were each covered in a 'mat-tent' made

from strips of pandanus leaf sewn together.
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FIGURE 5. Diagram illustrating the spatial arrangement of clans, initiated men, and

new initiates during the male initiation rites in the Tudu kod (9 m x 12 m), as they

occurred prior to the 18405 (after Haddon 1888-1889: 65 in PMB MF 959; 1904: 208-209;

PI. XIII, fig. 2).
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Every day they were kept in the 'sacred spot' on Tudu,.and after sunset they were taken

to a house ro-ade especially for t.hem. At no time durLT1g their seclusion were they

permitted either to speak or to move excessively (Haddon 1904: 210). Just prior to dawn

each day, they were taken back to the spot and given instructions on the moral code of

their people (W. MacFarlane to Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959). One of the main

instructions concerned hunting and fishing, and the initiates' responsibilities for

ensuring their relatives were kept in food; namely to work hard at fishing, dugong and

turtle hunting, and to garden (1904: 210). Seligman reported that young Tudu males

yvere prohibited from eating the fat ~f either turtle or dugong until they had earned

themselves a place as warriors, by first having killed a man (W. MacFarlane to

Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959; Haddon 1935: 79).

While carrying out their responsibilities to their sisters' sons, the maternal uncles had

to abstain from sex with women. If they failed to observe this restriction, it was

believed their charges would fail to thrive from the food that the uncles brought to

them (Haddon 1904: 271). At the end of the seclusion period, the initiates' bodies were

rubbed with coconut oil, and 'girl-medicine' was placed on each boy's abdomen. They

were each adorned with a cassowary feather headdress, a belt and armlets. Their

nasal septa had a shell inserted, and in order to make their cheeks bulge, two large

shells were placed inside their mouths. In addition, a white clam shell was put in

each boyls mouth and held between his lips so that a white, round disc showed (1904:

211). When night fell they were brought home to the village. Their uncles and the

young men who had been initiated the previous year held up a large mat behind which

they were concealed, and they moved to a cleared area in the village. When the mat

was lowered the boys were rushed by their mothers and aunts, who along with the

boys' fathers, had not seen them for one month (1904: 210).

The boys quietly sat together in pairs and the father of each placed food in front of his

son for the boy's mother's brother (the father's wife's brother). Each initiate remained
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with his mother's brother for a further three months, ~hereuponhe returned to the

village. Joyous feasting marked his beLng h-anded back to his fat-h.er (W. MacFarl~1'\e to

Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959; Haddon 1904: 211).

One of the more important kod on Yam was located at Kadhaw (see Map 2) and was

enclosed by an 11 m2 low bamboo fence. It was believed to contain the metamorphosed

forms of the cult heroes Sigayand Mayaw. Detailed information on the ceremonies

which occurred at the kod of Sigay-Mayaw on Yam Island was given to the Rev. W. H.

MacFarlane by Maino, and this has been analysed and synthesised by Haddon (1935:

383-397; 1904: 154, 373-377). Two sets of awgadhawgarka, or.cult officials, were

responsible for the kod at Kadhaw (see Appendix 6), and they generally inherited

their positions through the patriline: Dudigab, Gana, Mokan, Mabua, Zabi and Kagu

officiated at the Sigay site and Kausu, Amia, Irwaw, Guza, Azabu, Awsa, Sida, Deri

and Yabu all inherited their positions of officiants for Mayaw (MacFarlane to Haddon

1888-1929 PMB MF 959; Haddon 1935: 385). Male initiation into the cult, pre-war

rituals as well as ceremonial dances were held at the site during every Wet season

(Haddon 1904: 376; 1935: 385-386).

'Lodges' of the respective kods of Malo, Sigay-Mayaw, Seu and Kulka were located on

a number of Eastern and Central islands, and cult members visited the sites at which

the 'lodges' associated with their kod were located.. The kod at Kadhaw on Yam

Island was the chief site for the Sigay-Mayaw cult, as was the site on Mer for Malo

(Haddon 1935: 386). During the middle of the Dry season, members of the

Sigay-Mayaw cult went to Mer to obtain garden foods (1935: 386). While there, a

decision was made between men from each of the Eastern and Central islands for the

date of staging the annual cult ceremonies which were held simultaneously on all the

member islands. The ceremonies were timed. to coincide with the rising of the kek star

in the south-eastern sky, during the change of tides between the Dry and Wet seasons in
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FIGURE 6. Diagram illustrating the spatial arrangements of Kodal and Kurs moieties,

related to the Sigay-Mayaw cult in the Yam Island kod (after Haddon PMB MF 959

1898: 254-256; 1904: 373-378; PI. xxii).
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September (1935: 386). This was also the period when.the annual death dances and the

~longayL'1.crease rites Vlere held (1935: 356).

During the days leading up to the annual ceremony, food supplies were amassed and

heads were taken (Haddon 1935: 386). On the evening prior to the ceremony, the men of

each moiety slept as a group under the direction of their respective leaders. Visitors

from other islands were incorporated into the local clans and moieties. At dawn, the

participants were awakened and taken in phalanx to the shrine (see Figure 6). Clan

members carrying heads had to move in unison, and if a man strayed he was classified

as a stranger, caught and beheaded (1935: 386). The men were required to perform a

number of feats: to split bamboo in one strike, to husk a coconut in only three moves and

to quickly construct a fence of bamboo around the effigies (see again Figure 6). If a

person failed in any of these tasks he was decapitated (Mrs Salome Bann pers. cornm.

1987).

A wooden frame (sarokag) was constructed for each of th~ moieties, and a trumpet shell

was placed on each of the five arms of the structure (Haddon 1935: 386-387). The skulls

the men had taken in battle were attached to the arms with canoe rope. Each moiety

competed against the other, however as Sigay was senior to Mayaw, more heads were

'claimed' by him. Fresh coconut leaves were attached to the poles which were painted

with red ochre to symbolise blood. The ochre was obtained from the Kulkalgal of

Puruma, Awridh or Masig, who exchanged canoes for it with the eastern Cape York

people (W. MacFarlane to Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959).

The cult officials for Sigay, lifted up the turtle shell effigy, placed it on a bed of stones,

and then danced and chanted. A similar ritual followed for Mayaw so that the effigies

of both cult figures were brought to life and according to Maino, became the totem

(Haddon 1904: 384). The 'spirit' of each of these effigies (1935: 362), a clear stone

(buya), was then placed in or under them. Each stone was kept in a case made from
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large bivalves (akul), decorated with dog and crocodile teeth. One end could be opened

so t.~at t..~e stone reflected its light. ~~1aino, Dhov/eta (h~d Billy [Bfu~?] all mait..ta1.i,ed

they had seen the stones from which an exceptionally radiant light shone (1935: 387).

During the following part of the ceremony, men carrying heads and wearing heron

feather headdresses (deri) and fresh coconut leaves danced for Mayaw. At its

conclusion most of the men retired some distance away from the site, while the buya

were cleaned by the cult officials. When this had been done, they all returned to the

village.

The next stage of the ritual involved. the participants ceremonially consuming a

mixture of mangrove flour and turtle oil prepared by and placed at the.site by women.

This feast however, took place at a specifically prepared area, out of view from the

women and children (Haddon 1935: 388). Only warriors were permitted to partake at

this stage, however when they finished it was distributed by three nominated men to

everybody art the island. Thefirst men to ingest the flour and oil came from the Mayaw

moiety, and they partook by order of seniority and authority. Kebisu as leader of the

Mayaw moiety ate first (W. MacFarlane to Haddon 1888-1929; Haddon 1935: 388).

During this linear feast, the most senior men exhorted the young men to take many

heads in battle, so that the kod would be filled. These senior men each carried a basket

containing dried genitalia, tongues7 and so on, concealed under aromatic grasses. These

body parts were mixed with sago and given to the boys to increase their strength. The

boys were kept ignorant of what they were eating until they finished, and they were

not permitted to eat the mangrove flour and oil unless they had first eaten the sago mix

(Maino to W. MacFarlane in Haddon 1935: 388).

Feuds and enmities ceased with the ceremonial eating of the flour, and toward evening

7. It is not absolutely clear whether these were body parts of enemies, or of kin,
although I would favor the argument that they belonged to battle victims.
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more rituals were performed after which the lights of Sigay and Mayaw were seen to

move allover the island. Just before dawrl as the tide ebbed, Sigay fuld Mayaw were

believed to return to Kadhaw (Haddon 1935: 388-389). Later in the morning the c~lt

officials put the effigies back in their appropriate places and scoured the island for

any bits and pieces which may have fallen off the effigies during their evening

movement through the bush. Food was -presented to the effigies, and the remaining

food was divided up and shared between the male visitors who had to eat it all in one

day.

According to the late Mr Maino Kelly (pers. comm. 1982) it was at Kadhaw that the

men affiliated. with Mayaw would request (in song) that he whisper his commands

within the safety of the room-like kod:

kod kod kay kod

Sigay yamuyar Sigay

babad muya dawam

yawa dawi dariwam

Such was the power of Sigay and Mayaw that cult officials scrubbed their bodies with

sand before they could engage in everyday domestic activity (Haddon 1935: 389). When

w. H. MacFarlane spoke to Maino at the tum of the century,. the site at Kadhaw was

still viewed as extremely powerfuL Maino told the story of a Papuan crew member of a

cutter who had gone to the kod, picked up a trumpet shell and blown it at the site and

again on his boat. This sacreligious action was locally perceived to have been

instrumental in the wind changing direction, and to have subsequently caused the

destruction of the Papuan's boat as it was blown on shore. Maino also told MacFarlane

that should soil from the site be carried in a canoe, the canoe would split and sink (W.

MacFarlane to Haddon in 1888-1929; Haddon 1935: 389). Another story concerned a

dying Kebisu who sent his son Maino to retrieve the stone associated with the two
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effigies. Maino had been told to go alone but he took Awsa with him. Neither man

could find the stone aJl.d Kebisu was furious when. he heard fl...\vsa had gone in company

with Maino. He maintained the reason they were unable to locate the stone was

because the stone had concealed itself from Awsa (W. MacFarlane to Haddon in

1888-1929; Haddon 1935: 387).

By 1898 all that remained at the site were two mounds of trumpet shells approximately

8 m in length, and a smaller collection of shells (Haddon 1898: 254 in 1888-1929). This

same kod was disturbed in 1974 with the construction of an airstrip on Yam Island.

While one person maintained that the paraphernalia were destroyed by the early

missionaries to Yam, another account is that these materials were locally removed and

the shells ~earranged around a coconut tree. Such rearrangement of shells and stone also

occurs today when people garden in the bush, with the s~ells and stones serving as

boundary markers. As recently as June 1989, Lizzie Lui discovered numerous old trumpet

shells, each with a hole drilled in them (Lizzie Lui pers. comm. 1989).

In the 1980s and 1990 the kod associated with these two beings is generally referred to

asSatana Pleys -literally, Satan's Place. That is, the area is perceived as being

associated with non-christian activity, and by association is considered dangerous, if

not evil. People have lost the means of controlling the power which was associated

with this site.

Some time in the recent historical past, a large number of skulls were transferred by

Yam Islanders to Awridh as a means of protecting them against fire damage on Tudu. In

the 1970s a renowned Anglo-Australian diver found the skulls on Awridh, and the

tabloid Australasian Post screamed hysterical headlines to its readers. According to

local Yam Island opinion expressed in 1980, the skulls are extremely significant and

should not have been touched by the diver, let alone publicised in such an

unprofessional, racist manner.
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3.4.6. Marriage and Female Initiation

Marriage between the people of Tudu, Nagi and the other small Central Islands was

common (Haddon 1894: 13), as was marriage with people from the villages on the

southern lowlands of Papua New Guinea (see Appendix 3 and Figures I, 2 and 4).

Polygyny was the ideal marriage form, and the levirate operated with widows usually

remarrying their husband's actual or classificatory brother. Sister exchange was also

common, in fact according to advice given by Maino to Haddon (1901:'90) it constituted

the 'usual method of getting a wife.' On marriage it was customary for the man to live

with his wife's family (1901: 90; 1904: 212). In the 19805 and 1990s, the residence ideal

is patrivirilocal, however in practice there is much more flexibility which is due to

the change in residence rules (see Chapters 4 and 6).

A woman's puberty rite was performed in the Central islands. When a girl first began

to menstruate on Yam or Tudu she was termed ngaywaki, and she was taken into

seclusion in the bush for one month (Haddon 1904: 202). The onset of the menarche was

attributed to the moon (transfigured into a man) having illicit sexual intercourse with

the girl as she slept (1904: 232). As an initiate (kemge) her skin was blackened with

charcoal and she was dressed in a long skirt. While in seclusion the girl could not be

seen by her mother, or by any men. Her mother prepared food for her daughter and her

attendant, however the young woman only ate the food cooked in the bush by her

carers. During this month of seclusion she was attended by her moway (father's sister)

and about six other women known as kidugarka. She was beaten by her aunt from time

to time, in order to prepare her for marriage (1904: 202). In addition, the initiation

camp was regularly visited by married women from the village who danced the

saguley. On their return home, these women could not cohabit with their husbands,

although they still fetched water for their men and prepared their food (Haddon 1904:

202, 271).
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At the end of her seclusion the girl was ceremonially washed in the sea, and dressed in

cloth.L~gprovided by her fattLler's sister. She wore annlets of fig tree fibre, pandanus

cross shoulder-chest straps, necklaces of seed, cowrie shell and dog's teeth, a dibidib

(circular shell pendant) and two fibre bands on her legs. Around her waist were

fastened four (almost ankle length) skirts each made from a specific plant fibre. A

pandanus fringe fell over her forehead and a larger fringe covered the front of her body

(1904: 202). Her body was rubbed with coconut oil and blackened. Red ochre was rubbed

into her hair, and a plug (gub) was inserted into her nasal septum. As evening fell s~e

was taken to her parent's house by her paternal aunt, where she was welcomed. The

girl's father then presented her with clothes and ornaments similar to those she was

wearing, and she in tum presented these to her father's sister (1904: 202-203).

Girls being initiated at menarche were forbidden to eat turtle caught during the season

of salwal, but only while they were menstruating (Seligman in Haddon 1904: 202).

They were also prohibited from eating any turtle meat whatsoever whenever they

were pregnant or menstruating. This was the only food tabooed to pregnant women on

Yam or Tudu (1904: 196).

It was the norm for a young single woman to initiate a sexual relationship with a man, .

however this practice was eventually curtailed by the missionaries of the London

Missionary Society. If a boy (that is, unmarried male) was agreeable to the overtures,

he arranged for his sister to set up a meeting between himself and his admirer. If the

two were well matched, the girl eventually proposed. Both then went home and told

their respective relatives, whereupon the girl's relatives staged a fight against her

boyfriend's relatives. If however a young woman approached a boy when he was still

under the charge of his maternal Uncle (in the final stages of his initiation), a circlet of

string was passed to the girl via the boy's sister, and the parents were informed of the

match by the boy's maternal uncle. The young man's kin then sponsored a feast and

presented valuables to the young woman's family (Haddon 1904: 212). 'Payment' to the
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woman's kin continued throughout her child-bearing and child-rearing years. When

she conceived arId wherl she gave birfu, her husband sponsored aJeast and presented

gifts to her family. Then as each of her children passed through significant stages in

their life cycle, similar prestations occurred (1904: 232).

Haddon (1904: 196-197) gave some details of the traditions surrounding delivery.

When a woman had given birth, the umbilical cord was cut with a bamboo knife, and

the stump of the cord was worn around her neck while the child was still in arms. The

cord was said to operate as a charm to prevent the child from crying. If the mother of a

child died, the woman's sister took care of the child and she wore the charm. The

afterbirth was buried where the child was born, and at an older age he or she was

taken to see their birthplace. Just prior to the onset of puberty, the young person was

shown her or his cord and then helped to bury it as near as possible to where the

afterbirth had been buried many years previously (Haddon 1904: 197).

3.4.7. Increase Rites and First Fruits

A range of rituals were performed on Yam and Tudu islands to ensure the regeneration of

plant and animal species. All the rituals and sites associated with garden fertility

were located on Yam Island (Haddon 1935: 75). A masked dancer performed the mawa

to ensure an abundance of wongay (see Chap. 2), and the rite was associated with a

stone figure and other objects (1904: 347-349; 1935: 75). The carved pumice figure of

Mudu Kurusa was utilised in garden fertility rites (see Haddon 1935 PI. II fig. 2; 1904:

347), and a bullroarer as well as a wooden tablet with attachments of human bones and

cowrie shells were employed to encourage the productivity of yams, sweet potatoes and

turtle (Haddon 1904: 347; 1912: 277). When the yams, fruits and sweet potatoes were

ready to eat ( 1904: 346; 1935: 75), a first fruits ceremony, the garig kap, was performed.

A number of objects and practices assisted hunters in their pursuit of turtle and dugong.
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Carvings in stone or wood were rituallyannointed and/or attached to the bows of canoes

as lures for the prey, and tPJough the employment of magic some images were believed

to ensure success at fishing and hunting. Haddon (1894: 37; 1904: 333) described a

wooden carving of a turtle he obtained on Tudu in 1888, believed to draw the turtle to

the bow of the canoe to which it was attached. On Yam Island the large wiway stone

was used in a ceremony to attract sucker-fish which were necessary in the hunting of

immature turtle (1904: 335,363; 1912: 162-166; 1935: 153,353,360,362), and a dugong

stone was consulted in association with.the hunting of dugong. According to an older

Yam Island man, a combination of ingredients which included ginger, basil, and lemon

grass was blown by mouth onto the stone. It was reputedly stolen in recent generations

from Yam Island and taken to the Papuan village of Mabaduan. Interestingly, Haddon

(1935: 361; 1894: 38; Album pI. 34S # 1) mentions his having acquired a stone dugong on

Tudu in 1888. Other strategies used in the hunting of dugong involved the performance

of imitative dances and divination of the skull of a deceased relative (1894: 38; 1904:

333, 335; 1935: 71, 78, 361).

When a man intended to go out in search of dugong or turtle, he

prepared his bamboo tobacco pipe, zub, inhaled a big mouthful and

puffed it into the mouth of the grinning skull of his father, which was

hanging up in the house, and said: 'This my last tobacco now, I give you

smoke, you show me where dugong or turtle he stop: The smoke coming

out from the skull whispered 'Whf, Whf: When at sea, the hunter and

his friends, with open ears and every sense alert, would presently hear,

a little to one side, a dugong faintly blowing 'Whf, Whf: Thus the

father by means of the creature's breath was leading it by sound to the

place where the hunters waited.

(W.H. MacFarlane in Haddon 1935: 78)

At the northern end of Tudu was an increase site related to the hunting of dugong

(Haddon 1912: 171; 1935: 73). Dumont D'Urville (1987: 550) wrote of a massive,

pyramidal arrangement of dugong and turtle bones in basically.the same spot, which he
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presumed related to the burial of the dead. It is not absolutely clear whether this is

the same as the increase site mentioned by Haddon (1912: 171; 1935: 75), given t.~at in

his· 1935 volume (1935: 74), he interpreted Dumont D1Urville's reference to this

'mausoleum' as possibly representing the graves of notable marine hunters.

We also noticed tombs, over which were heaped pyramids of skulls and

bones of dugong on the northern part of the island we saw a huge

quantity of their remains, forming ossuaries intended as decoration for

the sepulchres; using the ribs of these animals they had been able to

construct walls one to one and a half metres high by nearly two metres

thick. The skulls were piled up sometimes into a pyramid; sometimes

they were suspended from the surrounding trees with very big shells.

(Dumont D'Urville 1987: 550)

The catching of the first turtle of the season was traditionally surrounded in

celebratory ritual, and on the Central islands of Puruma and Tudu a similar practice

occurred although different words were uttered (see Haddon 1888-1929). The ritual

was still being carried out on Puruma in the late 1920s. Haddon (1935) reconstructed the

procedure as follows: the turtle was dragged on to the beach at Tudu and the water

from a green coconut was poured onto its body and into its mouth to the accompaniment

of women singing:

Muwar malu i a

belonging to deep water

Kagin pudema

the wind is blowing straight home

Muiar malu i a

Zabaiim pudema.

(Haddon 1935: 79)

This particular turtle could not be eaten. Its head had to be removed without causing
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damage to the windpipe or vertebrae (otherwise all turtle would be forewarned), and

its body vias fastened to a pole on tilE beaCt~ (1935: 78-79). Another ceremony iasting

two months was performed when the first copulating turtles were caught during the

season of naygay (see Chapter 2). A huge Tudu man,Muyere, is attributed with having

introduced the ceremony throughout the Torres Strait and into some of the lowland

villages of Papua (1935: 230-235).

The performance of increase and weather control rituals (see Haddon 1904: 352; 1935: 75,

352), first fruits ceremonies and the divination of skulls belonging to one's close

relatives, gave Yam and Tudu people perceived control over the outcomes of a

multitude of events in their lives. Because of the articulation of the 'Cults of the

Brethren', Yam-Tudu people were affiliated with other Islanders in the region, and as

such their perceptions of control would have extended beyond the boundaries of their

particular cluster of islands. Through the correct performance of the rituals a degree of

certainty over the vicissitudes of life was attained. However, because of the rapid

social change associated with colonisation of the region, and in particular the

undermining of religious ritual, neither increase stones, moiety sites, nor other shrines

on Yam have been used for some time.

3.4.8. Sites, Objects and Associated Stories and Beliefs

A number of important sites and objects were destroyed in the early days of missionary

activity in the Torres Strait (Haddon 1901: 143), while yet other objects were eagerly

collected by Europeans. Torres Strait material is found both in Australian and overseas

museums. Material specificallyprovenanced to the Central Islands is located in

England, Holland, New Zealand and the Republic of Ireland (see Cooper 1989; Moore

1984).

Nevertheless, on all the Central is,lands there are still a number of Significant places
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and artefacts. Some have been carefully looked after, while others have been ignored,

rleglected or iT. extrem.e cases destroyed.. For example, objects on Tudu and Yam

associated with the 'Western islands culture hero Kuyam were destroyed by a

missionary-teacher (see Haddon 1901: 142-143). While the beliefs about these objects or

sites have not been totally lost, often people's means and support by which to cope with

their full meaning and potential power have been diminished. In cases in which there

is a stark contrast or conflict with Christianity, the site or object may have been

destroyed, or through fear of the site or object, people avoid it.

The contemporary sites of significance on Yam (and other component islands) are

associated with burial, head-hunting ritual (kod), increase and malevolent magic

(zogo), clan business (awgadh), the arrangement of human remains under overhangs or

within caves (sakay), and culture heroes. Almost all the sites are delineated by an

arrangement of shell, stone and bone, and the objects are usually carved in pumice, or

made of stone and wood as in the case of clubs. Although the rituals associated with

some of these are no longer practised, a generalised belief in their efficacy and power

still exists. Many are still treated with respect, and while some of them may be openly

discussed, visited or even joked about, others are delibe'rately avoided. The education

of younger Yam Island people by the older generation about the cultural significance of

these places and associated culture heroes is an on-going process. The stories and the

sites provide Yam Island people with a vital link between their past and their present.

Particular sites and objects left behind by .culture heroes, in addition to those associated

with dogay, are discussed in veiled terms. Some sites may be safely visited, but only by

visitors adhering to specific behavioural prescriptions. Burials associated with the

distant past (bipo taym), which are located under overhangs, are treated with respect

and not disturbed. In the 1920s or 19305 an Anglo-Australian teacher resident on Yam

Island urged a young man to remove the bones of the culture hero Awsa from an
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overhang and bring them to him. When Maino heard of their removal he was furious

a..l1.d severely reprima.."'1ded the teacher. He argued that tiley were t.L..lE strength of Yam

Island, and that their removal was equivalent to removmg Yam Islanders' sustenance.

The bones were returned to their proper place, and that evening the young man dreamt

of a huge man dressed in a fibre skirtcoming to get him (Mr. Missa Samuel pers. comm.

1987).

Culture Heroes

Throughout the Torres Strait there are a multitude of sites of significance associated

with the feats of major legendary culture heroes. In Beckett's (1983: 203) words, such

places are the 'scenes of mythological and legendary events', and in the majority of

cases these sites are represented by natural physical formations and / or artefacts. It

was through the actions of legendary characters that the landscape was transformed

(but not necessarily created), and humanised, and specific social rules were

established. Central to Torres Strait Islander cosmologies 8 were explanations for'th.e

order of things, both in terms of social relationships and their familiar physical

universe. In 1888 Maino showed Haddon some 'sacred stones' on Tudu and a 'sacred spot'

associated with the ultimate warrior Singi, who travelled as far north-east as the Port

Moresby area (Haddon 1888-1929). On Yam Island itself some of these culture hero sites

or story places are Awsa Ston, Sidhansan, Weyngaban, Awgadhawpudhayzinga, the

well at Dhamu and the stones at Kanakan (refer to Map 2).

8. Beckett (1983: 203) is mistaken in his claim that Torres Strait Islanders had no
cosmology, which he bases on the argument that they did not have a clearly
articulated philosophy concerning the ultimate origins of the world and life. It is
common for anthropologists to collapse the two concepts of cosmology and cosmogony,
either as a means of using the term 'cosmology' as a gloss for many things including
world view, or because in many cases it is theoretically impossible to draw a clear line
between cosmology and cosmogony (Maddock 1989: 151-152). Cosmology is a belief
system in which people and things are located in relation to· the social, natural and
supernatural environments (Maddock 1989: 152). Clearly Torres Strait Islanders had
their own respective cosmologies.
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Sigay and Mayaw

The' slabs of stone at Kanakan (or 'Table Stone') aremarKea Wlm. circular depressions

and long deep grooves. Maino showed the site to Haddon and his daughter in

September 1914 (see Haddon 1935: PI. I, figs. 1 and 2; PI. II, fig. 1), and current oral

history associates this place with the journey of Sigay and Mayaw from Weyngaban to

Kadhaw, and their having feasted at this 'table' of stone (see Map 2; Appendix 4).

Presumably, however, stone axe heads for clubs were sharpened and rounded at this

place (Haddon 1935: 302), and the manufacture of stone headed clubs may well have

contributed to the 'superiorityof the Yam-Tutu warriors over those of other islands'

(1935: 76). There is also a suggestion that rain making rituals were performed at this

site (Teske and Lui 1987).

Awgadhawpudayzinga (see Map 2), near Zagwan indicates the place at which Sigay

and Mayaw came ashore on Yam Island. They then made their way from the lagoon of

Weyngaban through the mangroves to Kanakan, by gliding in their canoe on a finely

woven mat. Lines of stone mark the journey (Appendix 4).

Mokan

The well at Dhamu is a story place associated with the toad fish (mokan) and the

Torres Strait Pigeon (geynaw). A version of the story associated. with this well, as

recounted in 1966 by Assaw Thaiday (nee Bann), may be found in Lawrie (1970: 251-252;

see also Appendix 5). Haddon (1935: 75) classified Mokan as one of the

awgadhawgarka (leading clansman of the Hammerhead Shark moiety), and

presented the following limited genealogical material. According to Mrs. S. Bann

(pers. comm. 1986), he was the crew member on Sigay's canoe. Sigay and Mayaw

attempted to sink into the ground here, before they -tried later at Gabun and finally

succeeded at Kadhaw (see Map 2).
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Mabua 1

Gana

Dudigab

Mokan

Kagu

Figure 7 Limited genealogy showing Mokan's patrilineal connection to other cult

officials for Mayaw in the Sigay-Mayaw cult (after Haddon 1935: 75)

In 1980 a Yam Island man commented on the well at Dhamu being a 'story place'. He

said that it had never before run dry, until in recent years when a government-funded

water team removed a special stone from the well and cemented an area inside the

well. 9 The removal of the stone, central to the story of the well, was regarded as being

the cause of subsequent problems with the well no longer being as effective. Through

this action the associated 'story' had been damaged, and as such the well was no longer

as productive as it had been. When Tudu people obtained their water from here, they

poured water over the stone to ensure its continued productivity (Teske and Lui 1987).

Sidhansan, near Tura on the north-eastern side of Yam Island (see Map 2), marks the

place,where the legendary Sidha of Papua is said to have stood as he looked out over

the Central islands and then stepped over to Darnley (Mrs. L. Samuel pers. COtnm. 1980;

Teske & Lui 1987), leaving a huge footprint in stone. He is attributed with having

introduced different subsistence·strategies to the islands of Boigu, Saibai, Dauan,

9. In 1933 Con O'Leary mentioned his·department cementing the main water supply
well on Yam (Reports upon the Operations of Certain Sub-Departments of the Home
Secretary's Department. Aboriginal's Department-Information contained in the Report
for the Year ended 31st December, 1935 : 18). This may refer to an earlier cementing of
the well at Dhamu.
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Gebar, Yam, Masig, Dhamudh, Erub and Mer (Haddon 1904: 28-29,31-32). Skeletal

rerr'~h~S in one of L'1e rock shelters at Gawrab (1904: 32; 1935: 77) are reputed to beiong

to him.

MuduKurusa

In September 1914 Maino showed Haddon and his daughter a place in the bush at

which Mudu Kurusa was represented in a stone carving (1904: 28, 32, 347). She was the

woman Yam Island people gave as a wife to Sidha, and her role was to take care of the

gardens and ensure good crops (see also Haddon 1935: PI. II, fig. 2).

AkaUzu

Gebar is an important story place for Yam Island people. It is believed to be the domain

of a malevolent female being or dogay, personally referred to as Aka Uzu, who it is

said at one stage desired Baluz of Yam Island, and at yet another time is reputed to

have detained a shipwrecked Malay on the island for one month (1904: 354; 1935: 76).

Her lair is at Bogan Kulap, demarcated by an arrangement of skulls, which is neither

generally approached nor disturbed. When Yam Island people go to Gebar they treat

the place with the utmost respect. On landing, an older person is supposed to speak.

language to the dogay, letting her know for what reason they have come to the island.

Another prescription is that visitors not complain about the island. For example, if the

fish are not biting, one should not complain; if it is difficult to walk through the bush,

one should not comment that it is too overgrown. To speak in such a way is said to raise

the ire of the dogay, who has the capacity to influence environmental conditions to

such an extent that disrespectful or complaining.visitors will become lost and

disoriented (the late Mrs Dorothy Baluz pers. comm. 1980).

The dogay is said to find Europeans and Japanese particularly distasteful, and there
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are numerous accounts of her tricking strangers, by st~aling items of their clothing, or by

sending sandflies to prevent them from sleeping (see Appendix 2)e The tellin.g of these

tales not only serves to reinforce the necessity for Yam Island people to behave

appropriately on Gebar, but it also serves to highlight the dangers associated with

ignorance of the social significance of the island. In another very fundamental way,

these tales about the misfortunes which befall ignorant government officials,

fyachties', researchers and others, serve as a type of cultural capital for Yam Island

people. Thus, when such people consistently.fail either to recognise Yam Islanders'

customary ownership of the island, or neglect to obtain the appropriate clearance from

the traditional owners to visit and/or conduct research, the customary owners may

achieve a sense of satisfaction that the outsiders have received their just rewards for

attempting to operate outside local cultural conventions.

Zogo (Increase Sites)

The term zogo is a gloss used to refer to magic or to increase or fertility sites and objects.

More correctly adiyu refers to the place at which such magic was practised. Often the

objects may represent clan totems or awgadh. One increase object on Yam Island, a

large-eyed, blackened stone carving, sits under a wongay tree at Kai Mud near Tura. In

front of the figure is a baler shell in which the first fruits of the wongay were

previously placed. To one side is a large cluster of trumpet shells. One round stone,

some small clam shells, an assortment of spider shells (ithay), very old coconut shell

and a lot of aged, very heavy bone material (possibly dugong) lie nearby. This may

indeed be the increase site described by Haddon (1904: 347-348,363). It is currently said

by older people on the island that traditionally first fruits and fish were placed in the

figure's outstretched hands, a~ a means of ensuring a good harvest or catch. According to

a senior Yam Island woman (Mrs Luisa Samuel, pers. comm. 1982), during the 19208 and

1930s she and her little friends used to play at honouring this zogo. Interestingly, in
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1898 Haddon (1898 : 257 in 1888-1929) reported visiting a site comprised of two small

heaps of reddened shells; on Yam Island at whic-h small boys played at awgadh or clan

business.

Another similar carving is a representation of a clan totem (awgadh). It is a dark

reddish stone, which previously sat on some stones under a coconut tree. There was then

an arrangement of clam shells, trumpet shells and other items encircling it. All that

remained to be seen in 1982 was ·the carved stone torso of a woman, referred to as

Methana. Methana was killed by the legendary Sigay as she sat making a mat. One

man informed me that she was brought to Yam from Tudu, and that she is a dog; hence

the place name Umaylag (umay =dog, lag =place) where she sat. Many years ago

water used to be placed in the clam shell and food was offered, before requests were

made of her. At Mangulag (literally the 'place of Mal) there was a stone image of the

totem Gaze, brought to Yam Island from Tudu (Mr. Missa Samuel pers. comm.).

Gabagab

There are a couple of stone-headed clubs, gabagab, still held on Yam Island. One of

these, a star headed club originally belonging to Awda and then passed on to and used

by Sibara, is hidden, treated with reserved respect and handled with caution.10

Maino explained to Haddon (1935: 79) that Kebisu, Yadzebab and Meidha all fought

with a four-rayed stone club.

The other club, reputed to have belonged to Kebisu, is readily handled by those having

an interest in and family connection to it. It has a stone disc head and light wooden

10. An alternative belief concerning this same club is that it belonged to Meidha who
sent his father-in-law Yaza (Yadzebab) to Sasi to kill everyone (M. Kelly pers. comm.
1982; see also Appendix 1).
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handle. This club is frequently shown to visitors and the family to whom it belongs

view the club as excitirig, tangible evidence of their roots and history. A photograph of

Maino of Tudu dressed for a war dance (see Plate 6) and carrying a similar club appears

in Haddon (1912: PI v; see also his pp. 35, 52,55,56,59).

35. Conclusions

Life changed dramatically for Torres Strait Islanders with the appearance of

Europeans in their waters and on their islands. By the time such a strong man as Awsa

was born, iron was already known and in demand in the Torres Strait. In the stories I

recorded concerning Awsa, iron always featured as a significant element in his weapons

(see Appendix 1). Because of the strength and sharpening properties of iron, there may

well have been an intensification of exchange (Salisbury 1962) and of warfare which

was associated with its acquisition. Iron could be sharpened and used in subsistence

activities related to hunting, fishing and gardening, and could also be used to modify

old weapons. For instance, Dumont D'Urville (1987: 549) mentioned sharpened iron

barbs and axes being used on Tudu in 1840.

Increasingly Islanders also gained access to firearms, and there are documented

instances of these arms being used against other Islanders in warfare, as in the case of

the Kulkalgal of Puruma using guns in defence against Kebisu in 1872 (Q.S.A. CPS

13C/G1), of having shot old men, women and childr~on Dugong Islet (some 43km

north-east of Somerset), and of being accused of causing a fight at Damley in which a

woman was killed ( Q.S.A. CPS 13C/G1).

During the first few decades of intensive contact with outsiders, traditional power

bases were dramatically altered, particularly in terms of whether leaders were able to

tap into the sources of power held by the new invaders and thus gain access to their
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very powerful weapons. No doubt the strength of Kebisu at this time was increased

because of L'Le alliarlce he struck Witll Eed of Mer during the late 18th or early 19t..J,.

century, but he was also pragmatic enough to have requested a missionary on his island.

While he may have enjoyed both a proliferation and consolidation of power and

authority in the mid-1800s with access to iron, increased feuding advantage, and

therefore the means by which to control trading relations throughout the region (hence

his reputation as fierCe and indomitable by the 1860s), Kebisu and his warriors were

ultimately no match for the wave of invasion spearheaded by the establishment of the

shelling station on his island in 1869.

Later, such a Yam Island leader as Maino adjusted to the altered political climate

when the locus of political power and authority shifted even more from the possession

of physical strength (might) to the ability to tap into the supernatural realm (religion)

of the next wave of invaders, viz. the missionaries and government officials. Even

though Kebisu had realised the need to have a missionary on Tudu, Maino clearly

adopted strategies to firmly align himself with the invaders and to tap into their

sources of power. The arrival of the Christian missionaries and the implementation of

the 'Pax Australiana' heralded an end to feuding and undermined the cults (Beckett

1987b: 31). Very early in his career Maino aligned himself with the pearlsheller Capt.

Banner and then with Sir William MacGregor, Administrator of British New Guinea.

He was instrumental in establishing a permanent population centre on Yam Island. His

traditional power base was further reinforced and validated through his alliances and

liaison with powerful entrepreneurs, 11 missionaries and government officials.

11. According to Mrs Frances Banner (the great-great-grandaughter of William
Banner), Maino avenged the killing of Banner, and some years later he interred
Banner's bones with his own father, Kebisu, on Stephen Island. As Kebisu is locally
believed to be buried on Yam (see photograph in Teske and Lui 1987: 43; see also
Appendices 7 and 8), Frances Banner must be mistaken on this point (Torres News
4/11/1988). Furthermore, it would not make sense for Kebisu to be buried on Stephen
Island.
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Contemporary Yam Islander perspectives and reflectio~son bipo taym typically focus

on the actions of such key local men; and the power whJe-h t.hey ma..naged and exerted

through correct ritual performance and warfare. As Yam Islanders have become

increasingly incorporated into a different economic and moral order, sites of significance

have become sufQciently dislocated in both practice and in meaning from the

contemporary religious and economic bases, that they now operate as signifiers of the

past.

In this chapter I have attempted to reconcile contemporary Yam Islander reflections on

the distant past, that time at which British colonialism was just beginning to have an

effect, with records about Yam-Tudu society on the proto-colonial frontiers. Because

the latter are so diverse and scattered, as much detailed description as possible has

been included in order to bring this material on to the stage as it were, for Yam Island

people to more readily gaze upon it.
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CHAPTER 4

WAYT MAN: I-nSTORY OF CONTACT IN THE CENTRAL ISLANDS

a number of women [were] being guarded by two men, 'well-built' or

'well·disposed'....One of the native guards put his bow and- arrows on

the ground and climbed a tree to avoid the Spaniards, and refused to

come down when ordered to do so. So a soldier took the bow and fired

the arrows up at the man, who surprised them all by_catching each

arrow in his hand...So the soldier...shot the native, who fell down

lifeless to the ground...the soldiers then chose three of the youngest

women and took them aboard 'for the service of the crew of the ship.

In one historical account of the voyage, the three ladies are said to

have been recruited as laundresses. One of them must have been very

pregnant, as she gave birth to a child six weeks later....

(Hilder 1980: 74 -75)

From at least three hundred and eighty five years ago Torres Strait Islanders began to

experience intermittent contact with new sets of outsiders, above and beyond their

regular associations with both Papuans and Aboriginal Australians. The Central

islands and the Western islands closest to and including Thursday Island, and around

the vicinity of Somerset on the tip of Cape York, were on the frontiers of European

expansionism. There is a glaring gap in the written record as to the exact nature of

sustained contact in these areas and the associated demise of the local populations.

Snippets of information are available for tiny slices of time, followed by very little

information for a substantial period of time. From the 1870s there is more material,

primarily documenting how little is now left of Central Islanders' culture (see for

example Haddon eta11901; 1904; 1908; 1912; 1935). Beckett (1961b, 1961c, 1963, 1972,

1978a,1978b, 1982, 1983, 1985,1987a,1987b),~oore(1979),Fitzpattick
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(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b, 1981), Sharp (1980a, 1980b, 1984) and Mullins

(1988) each have contributed to our understanding of the processes and moments of

colonial change, by their specific focuses on the South-Western, Western, Top Western

and Eastern Islands. The particular focus in this chapter is on the nature of colonial

impacts and change on the Central Islands of Yam and Tudu.

4.1. Early Recorded Contacts

The earliest recorded date for European contact with Torres Strait Islanders is in 1606,

the year in which both the Dutch and the Spanish sailed into the area. The Dutch

sailed down from near the coast of Papua and past the islands of Prince of Wales

(Muralag), Badu and Moa on the western perimeter of the Strait (Haddon 1935: 3; see

also Appendix 9). Jansz landed on Prince of Wales and then continued south to Cape

Keerweer on the western side of Cape York (see Sutton 1978). From there they returned

to Holland, presumably without realising they had sailed part of the strait separating

the mainlands of Australia and Papua New Guinea. There is a strong suggestion

however, that the Dutch (and the Spanish) were aware of a strait separating the two

mainlands from as early as 1597, when it was marked on a Dutch map by Wytfliet Gack

1921a: 9; Haddon 1935: 3).

Some time between July and October in 1606, two Spanish ships under the commands of

Luis Vaez de Torres and del Prado arrived, and this voyage remains the first officially

recorded occasion on which Europeans sailed through the strait, 1 discovering for

themselves that Australia and New Guinea were not a single land mass. From the coast

of New Guinea Torres sailed into the Torres Strait, naming Endeavour Strait

1. Because of colonial competition at the time, this information was kept secret from
the rest of the world, until Manila was captured by the British in 1761. Spanish
documents were unearthed which included letters to King Philip of Spain from the
priests on board the ships, four maps by del Prado and a manuscript by Arias calling for
further urgent explorations in the Pacific Ocean ijack 1921a).
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'San Pedrico Strait' (Utray 1985). The Spanish ships anchored off nine islands and

dropped anchor at Zegey on 7th September. By the following morning when the crew

landed, most of the population had fled to Tudu. The village was deserted except for a

small unfortunate group of women and two men discovered by the rampaging crew

(Hilder 1980:74). In addition to the sailors shooting a man and capturing three women,

one of the crew shot and cooked a dog to eat, and other dogs were pursued across the

exposed reef. Presumably the crew availed themselves of any food they found. As to

what happened to the other guard and the other women on the island, no account is

available. It took the ships two weeks to go from Zegey, to Yam (which Prado

exaggeratedly claimed was inhabited by cannibals up. to 260cm tall- Hilder 1980: 75),

Mukar, Gebar, Sasi and Nagi (1980: 78-83).

These incidents on Zegeyrepresent the first unequivocal evidence of Torres Strait

Islanders being terrorised by the crew of-a European ship. The impact on the Zegey

Islanders being confronted by strange humans, of witnessing the power of a gun, ofbeing

unable to prevent the abduction of three young women, and of observing the crewls

rampage against the dogs, would have been dramatic and of a different order than the

impact of raiding parties by other Islanders or Papuans.

In 1623 and again in 1644 the Dutch were unsuccessful in their attempts to sail a passage

through the Strait (Haddon 1935: 4). It was not until Cook's voyage in 1770, that as far

as we know, a European since Torres traversed the area. He hoisted a British flag on

Possession Island, to claim the whole of Eastern Australia for King George III Uack

1921a: 88; Haddon 1935: 4). Interestingly, contemporary Kawrareg testimony disputes

that Cook did hoist the flag (R. Wasaga, Muralag Tribal Torres Strait Islander

Corporation, interviewed on ABC Radio, August 1990).

In 1789 Bligh sailed through the Strait in the Bounty en route to Timor (1935: 5), and
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there were three recorded European ,passages through'the waterway in 1791. The

PandQra sank in August 1791 and some of her crew were speared on Mt Adolphus after

they had refused water to the local people (Rhodes 1934a: 10~109). In 1792, on

the orders of the English King 'to make a complete examination of 'Torres Straif (Lee

1920: vii), Bligh again sailed through the Strait, this time in two armed boats (1920:

vii). He gave English names to many of the Eastern, Central and Western islands, and

one of the boats was challenged off Erub after the crew had refused the offer of a

coconut. Lt. Tobin ordered his men to open fire after the Islanders had begun to string

their bows (Bligh in Lee 1920: 175-177; Rhodes 1934a: 111). As Bligh had been sent to

the Torres Strait after the wreck of the Pandora, no doubt he and his crew were edgy

and keyed up for possible confrontation. With this kind of mind-set their recourse to

weapons is explicable in terms of their preconceptions of Islanders as 'treacherous'. The

following day Bligh and his party went ashore and exchanged goods, including iron,

with the Erubam Ie (1920: 179).

Three days later when Bligh and his party anchored and went ashore at Dhamudh

(see Map 3), the local people approached them and traded artefacts and 'plums'

(presumably wongay) for iron (Bligh in Jack 1921a: 114). From Dhamudh they

travelled to Tudu where they were subsequently attacked, hence the English name

'Warrior Island' thereafter being applied to Tudu.

The following extract from Bligh's account of the battle is from Lee (1920: 187-8). As

the two ships sailed between Zegey and Tudu on 11th September, 1792, large numbers of

Islanders were noticed on the beach at Zegey. The HMS Providence and the Assistant

were approached by nine canoes each carrying between 8 and 20 men. 'The strongest

party' came up to the Providence and indicated that water and food could be obtained

at Tudu :
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A word they generally use for water is 'Wabbah~Wabbah', at the same

time holding up a bamboo and pointing to their throats. They

expressed great astonishment at the ship, and at the men at the

mastheads, and although we offered them ropes they would not come

alongside but showed signs of distrust and design.

I was considering what these symptoms were, when I saw the

'Assistant' suddenly fire at some canoes, as did our cutter, and she

alarmed us by the signal she made for 'assistance'. It was now seen that

the canoes had made an attack, and that those around us were

intending to do the same. I knew that mischief was done to our poor

little companion by these wretches, and arrows were fired at us. It was

not a time to trifle. My ship might be on shore in a few minutes without

being carefully handled, and it was a serious point who were to be

masters of the situation. I settled it by discharging two of the

quarter-deck guns with round and grape. The contents of one carried

destruction and brought horrible consternation to them, and they fled

from their canoes into the sea and swam to windward like porpoises.

Three men on the 'Assistant' were wounded by their arrows. Great fires

were now made on the Island P [Tudul, where we saw about 100 persons.

(Bligh in Lee 1920: 187-8)

Portlock, who was with Bligh, gave a further description of the battle at Tudu:

I was at the masthead for the purpose of hauling out, and at that

instant saw some of the Indians in one of the canoes (that had

separated from the rest) seize their bows, and without the smallest

provocation on our part, discharge several arrows at the people in our

cutter....I called out to the men to arm and fire on them.....but their first

arrows had wounded two men in the boat and one on deck......[Portlock

made the signal for assistance to the Commodore].....Just at that instant

the savages [sic] in a large canoe under his starboard bow were observed

firing a number of arrows at his ship.....When we had got some distance

from the disabled canoes the remainder of the fleet came to their

assistance, and through our glasses we could perceive that they were
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struck with horror on looking into them. By this; I conclude, some must

}-~ve been. killed or wounded so much as not to be able to get up. Tney

took the disabled canoes in tow, and went over to Traitor's Isle we

may call it. I am extremely sorry to have occasion to alter my opinion

of thesepeople In the late instance we have proof that they are

not to be trusted. Their weapons are extremely dangerous and they are

good marksmen.....~e· point of one [arrow] about an inch long remains in

the loem of an Ash oar and has gone in with such force as to split the

oar 2 inches on each side.

(Portlock in Lee 1920: 264-267)

Bligh's account stated that the Tudu people indicated water was available, and that

they held up bamboo and pointed to their throats. In the first instance, what Bligh

heard as'Wabbah wabbah', could have been Tudu people saying 'wahta wahta', that

is 'water, water'. In Kalaw Lagaw Ya, water is 'nguki'. Of great interest is the second,

equally cryptic statement. Depending on how this was done/and what shape the piece

of ~amboowas, it could have indicated the availability of water (in bamboo tubes), or

it could have been a statement of intent to behead the visitors (with a bamboo knife).

There were obviously mixed messages being conveyed here, for certainly the Tudu men

were as quick to string their bows as the British were to fire their guns. In a similar

vein, perhaps they had said 'gabba gabba' and not 'wabba wabba', and thus had made

explicit reference to their stone-headed dubs.

The likelihood of word having been sent to Tudu about the attack at Erub would have

been extremely high. Given that the crew of the ship went ashore at Erub and

Dhamudh, a canoe could easily have journeyed to Tudu, arriving there before the ship

(see Map 5). Furthermore, if this were the case, the canoe may have departed before

the exchange of goods between the Europeans and the Erub people took place after the

ships' crew had fired on Erub.
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If this were the case then it is appropriate to regard the attack at Tudu as provoked, in

that the Kulkulgal were prepared for confrontation and ready to avenge the

attack at Erub. What is more, Moresby (1876: 29) noted in 1871 that the Kulkalgal of

Tudu perceived themselves as the victors in this battle, vindicated by the ship's rapid

departure. It should also be remembered that the KulkaIgal had had European

aggression directed against them before, such as by Torres' crew at Zegey in 1606, and

probably much more frequently than the written·record reveals.

The force of the new invaders was powerfully and unequivocally demonstrated when

three Eastern islands were literally put to the torch by the British in 1793 (Haddon

1935: 6-7; Allen and Corris 1977: 8-9; MacFarlane 1888: 29-30). Torres Strait Islanders on

the Eastern and South-Western islands had further contacts with English explorers in

1802 with Flinders' (1966 b) voyage and King's arrivals in 1819, 1820 and 1821 (Rhodes

1934b: 142; King 1827a: 239-242), and on all occasions the Islanders actively entreated

the crews to engage in exchange.

The Charles Eaton was shipwrecked off the coast ofCape York in August 1834, in the

Charles Hardy Group of islands (Haddon 1935: 8-11) 27 Ian north-east of Cape

Grenville in Aboriginal territory belonging to the Wuthathi 2 people (Chase 1980b).

Some of those on board managed to escape to Timor, and the remaining 27 or so survivors,

constructed two rafts. On one, all were killed·with the exception of the two D'Oyley

boys. Those on the other raft which drifted north were persuaded to land at Boydong

Island, between Shelburne and Orford Bays, in country belonging to the Uyngaanthi or

Mutjati of eastern Cape York (Thompson 1976; Tindale 1974: 182).

At Boydong Island all on the raft were killed except Sexton and a boy called John

Ireland Gack 1921a: 155). The severed heads of the others were sent to Awridh, and

2. Also known as the Otadi, or Otati (Tindale 1974: 184)
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the three boys were subsequently taken there, where a'number of Torres Strait Islanders

were living temporarily for the duration of the fishing season. All three Europeans

remained on Awridh for about two months, until the older D10yley boy died. It was at

this point that the remaining two survivors were transferred to Murray Island (Rhodes

1934a: 269). In 1836 Captain Morgan Lewis was sent to Murray Island to search for

survivors. A ransom was paid for the Europeans (Haddon 1935: 10; Allen and Corris

1977: 15; Rhodes 1934a: 284), and soon after 45 human skulls were located on Awridh, of

which it was subsequently claimed some 17 were European (Allen and Corris 1977: 17;

Rhodes 1934a: 285; Jack 1921a: 156-157).

The European crew attacked the whole foundation of Awridh society by destroying all

the trees, burning the whole island, removing the skulls and destroying the structure in

which the skulls were arranged (Haddon 1935: 89; Allen and Corris 1977: 17). There is

no mention in the reports of any loss of human life on this punitive expedition, which is

evidence of either a rare example of restraint or a puzzling omission of detail, although

Lewis claimed all the people were absent when they visited (see Haddon 1935: 10). In

August the searchers landed at Masig, and one of the survivors claimed the skulls of

some of his companions had been sent to New Guinea (1977: 16).

What is of particular interest here is evidence of the communication, travel and

exchange relations obtaining between specific Cape York Aboriginal people and those

of the Central islands of Awridh and Masig, and the Eastern island of Mer. As already

discussed, Awridh was the central trading centre to which the Meriam Ie (see Map 5)

came to exchange goods. Whether the heads of the killed were used as currency in the

canoe trade is inconclusive, although as pointed out elsewhere, heads were reputedly

used in such a manner. Furthermore, the Eastern and Central islands were linked

through the cults of Seu. (Masig), Sigay-Mayaw (Yam), Bomai-Malu (Mer) and Kulka

(Awridh). Presumably membership in these cults influenced the treatment and
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transferral of survivors, material items and skulls. The Kulkulgal ofYam-Tudu must

have been in contact with those survivors of the Charles Eaton based on Awridh, and

information could have reached them about the reprisals carried out by the crew of the

Isabella on Awridh in 1836, as well as the latter having landed on Masig in the same

year.

The French vessels Astrolabe and~ carried Dumont D'Urville on an expedition

through the Torres Strait in 1840. The scientists were subsequently stranded on a reef

just to the north of Tudu on 1st June 1840 (Dumont D'Urville 1987: 543-548; see also

Haddon 1935: 12). As they floundered, the Kulkalgal

flocked on to the reef and from afar were watching our poor corvette

aground and bumping heavily. They were perhaps hoping that

wreckage from her would wash.up on to their shores .

[The following day] The natives of Tudu Island wasted no time in

coming to visit us. By walking along the reef they had been able to get

to the point where Astrolabe was stranded, almost without getting

their feet wet. By means of a rope we held out to them they soon

reached her gunwales They showed no fear when they came on

board. One of them said, with a naivety that made us laugh, that our

ships were in a very awkward position there and that it would be much

better to take them into the channel where they would be infinitely

safer.

These savages [sic] knew a few words of English In our situation,

we were very concerned to establish friendly relations with them fOf,

although we had nothing to fear from their possible attacks on the

camp I intended to set up on shore, we were to have enough trouble on

our hands to want to avoid fighting with them; so I tried with gifts to

gain the friendship of the one who appeared to be the chief, and I got

him to send his canoes out fishing, by promising him a good reward if

he was willing to let us share the catch.

(Dumont D'Urville 1987: 544; 546)
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The leader referred to by Dumont D'Urville could well have been Kebisu.

Interestingly, Tudu people already knew a few words of English, and had incorporated

the use of iron into their technolog-y (1987: 549; see also Jack 1921a: 171).

It took seven and eight days respectively before the Astrolabe and the~ were able

to sail out of the channel and it is feasible that the military might of the French was

demonstrated to the Kulkalgal during this period. As Dumont D'Urville openly wrote

of his feelings of vulnerability while stranded at Tudu, the likelihood of his crew

having fired rounds of ammunition or grape would be high. However, while neither he

nor any of his officers wrote about specifically having done so, Dumont D'Urville (1987:

550) did comment that the Kulkalgal were frightened. of their weapons. Guns and

cannon had been fired by them as a matter of course at other places in the Pacific,

either to call the ground parties back to the ship or as a means of intimidation (see

Dumont D'Urville 1987: 359; 360).

Well before the 18405, Torres Strait Island people were familiar enough with European

ships and their crews to have established their own strategies for avoiding or

launching attacks, and to have become eager participants in trade. The Central Islands

were not on the direct route taken by ships during the first few decades of the 19th

century (Dumont DtUrville 1987: 546)·as most of the ships anchored in the lee of Murray

Island (Mullins 1988: 65), however the desire of Central Islanders to engage in trade

was not diminished (see Mullins 1988: 65). When the & anchored at Masig in March

1845, the crew were approached by a canoe carrying six males, all confident and

unarmed, and very keen to trade Oukes 1847a: 157,159; Haddon 1935: 90). At Dhamudh

Jukes (1847a: 163) noted an iron spike already adapted for husking coconuts, and

reported finding a cabin door,a quarter gun, pieces of 'Queen's line' and iron hoops. The

acquisition of iron meant Islanders could attain an advantage over their peers, and

increase their standing in relation to Europeans.
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By the 18408, more than two hundred years and three to four generations subsequent to

the first recorded European voyage to the region, Torres Strait Islanders were actively

participating as brokers with Europeans. As trade constituted such an essential

component of Torres Strait Island economies, Islanders quickly embarked upon the

exchange of goods with Europeans. This relatively amicable exchange of goods between

Islanders and foreign sailors satisfied a market. Time and again sailors have referred

to the eagerness with which trade for consumable and non-consumable articles was

conducted. Thus on Tudu in 1840, Dumont DI Urville spoke of Tudu men as having·

quickly learned the times the crew had their meals; they then flocked

aboard our ships to ask for pieces of hard tack that they greedily

devoured. Apart from a few shellfish and other fish, they had nothing

to offer us in exchange.

(1987: 549)

Little did Jukes realise the extent of prior communication between T<-:rres Strait

Islanders and Europeans when he remarked in the 18405 that the people of the

South-Western islands 'appeared to have communicated with Europeans before'

(1847a: 146). He described Torres Strait Island people in general as being 'cheerful'

with inquiring minds, and ever ready to engage in balanced exchange for useful articles

(1847b: 248). In addition to their involvement in exchange relations with Europeans,

they were actively involved in more extensive cultural exchange; they were as

interested in teaching outsiders about the particularities of their own culture as they

were in knowing more about the culture of the outsiders (1847b: 248). In the late 1920s,

W. MacFarlane (1919-1928, PMB MF 959) mentioned to Haddon that Jukes was still

remembered on the islands of Yam and Damley by the name 'Daokes'.
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4.2. Shipwrecks: Trade and Conflict

Shipwrecks provided an a<;iditional avenue by which Torres Strait Islanders gained

access to European material items. As the numbers of European voyages through the

Torres Strait increased, so too did the number of shipwrecks. With increasing

shipwrecks, TorresStrait Islanders had increased access to the desired goods of iron,

sails, knives, copper bolts and guns. Given that some of the desired European materials

often washed up on the beaches of islands, particular Islanders did not have to have

direct access to their source to acquire some items (Q.S.A. CPS 13C/G1). Because of the

trade networks criss-erossing the Strait, items acquired by Eastern Islanders were

quickly incorporated within both the local inter-island and regional island-mainlands

exchange systems (see Map 4).

Of all the shipwrecks that occurred in the Torres Strait, not all initial survivors were

killed by Islanders when each group came in contact. According to W. MacFarlane all

castaways were killed unless they called out the name of a friend from the group of

Islanders encountered, or unless they were recognised. Castaways had an unpleasant

appearance after having been immersed in saltwater for some time and were generally

affected psychologically. The killing of castaways mitigated against possible

eruptions of social discord on an island (see MacFarlane 1929 in Haddon 1888-1929). Any

castaways on Tudu were immediately killed if caught below the high water mark,

although their lives were spared if they managed to hide in the bush (Haddon 1935:

74).

Bani (1988c) has argued that when shipwrecked outsiders arrived at an island and the

corpses of recently deceased locals were awaiting final funeral rites (Bani 1988a), the

interlopers were perceived as spirits of the deceased, and their lives were spared

(1988c). At these annual secondary mortuary rites (see Chapter 7), the spirit of the

deceased was impersonated by his or her affines at special 'spirit dances' held on the
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rising of the new moon (Bani 1988b). If castaways arrived at any other time, they were

kiiled (1988c). How iong this perception persisted is not known. Presumably as the

traffic of boats sub~tantiallyincreased, by at least the 18408 Torres Strait Islanders

would have realised they were dealing with living people, albeit people very

different from and ultimately more powerful than themselves.

4.3. Surveying Voyages

-Between 1842 and 1850 the~ (under Capt. Blackwood), the Bramble (under Lt. Yule)

and the Rattlesnake (under Capt. Owen Stanley) surveyed the Torres Strait, continuing

the preliminary work carried out by Flinders, King, Wickham and Stokes in 1839 (Jack

1921a: 172, 178; H.R,A, Series 1 vol. 26: 459; Jukes 1847a). Jukes, Sweatman and

MacGillivray were the geologists and- naturalists on board the ships, Further surveys

were carried out by Arthur Onslow 00 HMS Herald between 1857 and 1861, andin 1873

parts of the western Torres Strait were surveyed by Moresby in HMS Basilisk (Haddon

1935: 13), These later surveys were largely performed as a result of pressure placed on

the British Admiralty following the shipwreck of the Charles Eaton, It was argued

that a survey of the Strait's channels and information about safe anchorages was

urgently required. Until the journals aod reports of the surveyors became public,

Europeans knew very little about the Torres Strait islands (1935: xiii).

While it would appear that the role of surveying was essentially non-aggressive, at

least the Rattlesnake was armed as a Man-O-War with 28 gwls, and a crew of 180

(MarshaI11976: 80). It is reasonable to assume therefore, that as ships of the British

Admiralty, the remaining survey ships were similarly armed, though perhaps not as

heavily staffed. As such, the sight of these ships and their crews must have had a

significant impact on local Torres Strait Island people. As the impetus for the surveys

came from the wreck of the Charles Eaton, the commanders of the surveying vessels

would also have been ready for combat.
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During this period the amount of shipping between Australia and Asia which passed

through the Strait continued to increase. Eventually, despatches between Sydney and

London urged the establishment of a settlement at the tip of Cape York to facilitate

steam travel through the Strait (H.R,A, Series 1 vol. 26: 459). By the time the 'era of

colonial occupation' proper began in the Torres Strait in 1864, Torres Strait Islanders

had already witnessed the comings and goings of a vast range of outsiders for decades,

if not centuries. Thus contrary to Mullins' claim (1987) of the 'remarkable' adaptation

of Islanders to these·'rapidly changing circumstances', over a number of generations

prior to full scale colonisation of the region they had already begun to formulate their

perceptions of outsiders, their increasing presence, and an awareness of the possible

benefits and dangers of associating with them on a variety of levels.

4,4, New Settlers and New Industries

As already discussed, at times Torres Strait Islanders and foreigners to the area were

keen to trade, while at other times they were firmly set against each other, or

maintained a safe distance. Shipwrecked. crews in distress presented. little resistance

to Torres Strait Islanders, and presumably the crews of the surveying ships presented

less of a physical and socia-economic threat to people of the Torres Strait than those

who came specifically to the region to exploit its natural resources. However, the sheer

size of their ships, as well as armaments on their ships, would have served as powerful

reminders to local people that the establishment of friendly relations and exchange

transactions was the safest strategy to pursue. Up until at least the 1870s an uneasy

balance of truce and warfare existed between the two groups/and even when Central

Islanders attempted trade, women and children were usually hidden from the sight of

outsiders. For example, when the HMS~ anchored off Dhamudh in March 1845, a

number of men approached the crew, while the local women and children were safely

hidden Oukes 1847a: 160-161), Five years earlier, the men of Tudu openly approached
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the crews of the~ and Astrolabe, while the women and children were whisked

away:

The first time we saw these boats [Tudu canoes] loaded with women and

children heading in that direction, we thought they were

terror-stricken at our proximity and wanted to get away to avoid any

sudden attack.

When our officers went to the village they found all the huts deserted;

they had purposely removed their women and children to protect them

from being pursued by Europeans.

(Dumont D'Urville 1987: 549)

How people reacted to outsiders of course related to their previous experiences. No

doubt trying to lure sailors ashore with women and girls, as happened at Darnley in

1840, would have ceased quickly as the full impacts of sailors and fishermen were felt

(see Chester Q.S.A. CPS 13 C/Gl), and as fleets of military surveying ships came into

the region.

There had also been a number of non-Islanders who established themselves on

particular islands, well before the arrival of missionaries in the 1870s. The

Scotswoman Barbara Thompson had lived with the Kawrareg ofMuralag between 1844

and 1849 (Moore 1979; Jack 1921a: 262), and Wini was resident on Badu.

Marine Industries

Torres Strait Islanders have been involved in marine industries (as opposed to marine

based subsistence activities) since at least the 1860s, and their involvement continues to

be a focal point in their lives. Prior to 1871 there had been a busy traffic of ships and a

rush to exploit the lucrative pearlshell and b&he-de-mer resources.
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AIUlUUgn several authors have stated that trade in beche-de-mer and 'tortoiseshell'

was conducted between Sydney and Hong Kong vessels in the Torres Strait by the 18408

(Saville-Kent 1972; Haddon 1935: 15; Loos 1982: 118; Sweatman's journal in Allen and

Corris 1977), Mullins (1988) is convincing in his argument that the beche-de-mer

industry was not carried out in the Strait until the 1860s.Because pearling came to a

standstill during World Wars 1 and 2, the trochus industry became significant. This

shell was predominantly collected off the east coast of Cape York, along the ribbon

reefs of the Great Barrier Reef system, although a lot of Torres Strait Islanders made

good money collecting the shell in the strait itself (Haddon 1935: 15).

Beckett (1963) has claimed that because people on the Central and Western islands

were traditionally more involved with the sea than with the land, they became more

readily involved in the beche-de-mer, pearling and trochus industries than did Eastern

Island people. ·He demonstrated that by 1900 Islanders in the Central and Western

region had become increasingly reliant on cash and wage labour, although there is no

doubt that their Eastern Island neighbours were similarly involved for some time.

Indeed, there were fisheries established on key islands in the Western, Central and

Eastern regions (see MacFarlane 1888: 50; Jardine to Moresby, 1872. Q.S.A. CPS 13C/G1;

Prideaux 1988: 30).

Non-Torres Strait Islanders involved in the pearlshell and beche-de-mer industries

had established stations on several of the islands during the 18608: Jimmy Samoa

Games Mills) on Nagi, Captain Banner on Tudu, 'Yankee Ned' Mosby on Masig, and a

Frenchman (name unknown) on Puruma. Colin Thomson had been living on Puruma

perhaps prior to 1871, or from the beginning of 1871, and by 1873 at least he had shifted

his operations to Gebar (Jardine to the Colonial Secretary, 1873. Q.S.A. C.P.S. 13

C/Gl). In 1869 Banner established a trepang station on Tudu, and Haddon (1935: 14) has

referred to the reports by Moresby (1876) of his 1871 check on the fisheries operations.
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By the time Moresby (1876: 23) visited Gebar in February 1871, the island was one of

the main pearlshell fishing centres in the strait. The Merriman brothers of Sydney

owned the shelling stations on Tudu (Moresby 1876: 29; Jack 1921a: 355) and Mabuiag

(Q.S.A. CPS 13 C/G1.Aplin to the Colonial Secretary 1874). According to Moresby

(1876: 28) the Tudu operation was the largest and 'best conducted' fishery in the region.

By 1875 Thomgren had established a station on Yam, and for some time prior to the

18905 Awridh had been a shelling and turtleshell station (Myers 1899).

It is virtually impossible to evaluate Torres Strait Islander men and women's

respective labour in these industries, particularly prior to the 1872 and 1884 acts

regulating labour (see Appendix 11). In the written record their contributions are rarely

differentiated and are typically included under references to Aborigines and/or Pacific

Islanders. Nevertheless, there is no reason to presume that Torres Strait Islanders were

any less prone to being victims of the outrages suffered by Aboriginal people and Pacific

Islanders in these industries (see Loos 1982), and as recorded from time to time in

government reports (see Jardine to the Colonial Secretary, 1872. Q.S.A. CPS 13C/Gl).

In the 1870s Moresby argued that unscrupulous methods used by master pearlers and

beche-de-mer operators, such as firing at divers and detaining divers against their

will, had gone unchecked. because a Man-o-War had not visited some of these

operations. He also mentioned fights between Islanders armed with guns and the boat

masters, and that hungry imported divers,had taken to making raids on local Islanders

(Moresby 1876: 14 ).

Beche-de-mer and Pearlshell Fisheries

Banner established the first pearling station in the Torres Strait on Tudu in 1869 after

. he had initially set up a beche-de-mer industry there (Haddon 1935: 14). In the
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beche-de-mer industry small luggers ranging in size from 5 to 6 tons made daily sorties

out from the curing station to the reefs, or to a fleet of luggers exploiting the reefs

(Saville-Kent 1972: 226-228; Loos 1982: 122).. In addition, there were a few larger

schooners or ships fitted out as 'mother ships'. The 'fish' were generally collected

during low spring tides, and when despatched to the curing station were boiled in a

cauldron for 20 minutes, slit, gutted and then dried. in the sun (Plate 6). Finally they

were smoked in a smoke house for 24 hours, and then packed and sent to the nearest

market (Saville-Kent 1972: 228; Loos 1982: 122). The work was seasonal, labour

intensive, dependant on the tides, and needed a constant supply of wood, particularly

the red mangrove (Rhizophora mucronata).

The region of Tudu had apparently been avoided by beche-de-mer fishermen due to the

fear they had stemming from Tudu Islanders resistance to Bligh in 1792, and Banner

only established himself there when the trepang had been fished out 3 in other areas

of the Strait (Chester 1870, Q.S.A. COLIA151).

When Banner first arrived at Tudu on the Bluebell, thirteen canoes full of men, women

and children fled the island, leaving behind five canoes full of people. The remaining

people stayed in their camp on the south-eastem end of Tudu while he set about

'possessing' the north-western end (Chester 1870, Q.S.A. COLIA151). According to

Chester, friendly relations were established and before long those Tudu people who

had quickly evacuated, clearly indicated their desire to return to their island. Banner

refused to allow them to return for three months, and then they had to pledge 'good

behaviour'. Banner's great great grandaughter has claimed that her ancestor which

point they negotiated a treaty with Kebisu (Banner ToUes News 4/11/1988).

3. If as Mullins (1988) maintains b&he-de-mer fishing did not begin in the Torres Strait
until the 186Os, the industry must have been both intensive and extensive to have
'out-fished' the region within nine years at the maximum.



PLATE 6. Three women and two men processing trepang on Tudu (from 

Saville-Kent 1972: Plate xxxvi). 
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Before long, the trepangers and shellers 'turned the minds of [the Tudu people)....from

thoughts of war to those of trade for axes, tobacco, turkey red, and European food'

(Moresby 1876: 28). Chester reported that many Tudu women 'married' the Pacific

Islanders, and llarmony' generally prevailed on the island (Chester to the Colonial

Secretary, 1870. Q.S.A. COLIA151). This state of affairs was short-lived, for in 1879

Pennefather reported that the people of Tudu 'bitterly complain' about the way their

women were treated by shellers, and had taken to burying women and girls in the sand

. (with only their noses exposed), whenever a new boat was sighted, and a similar

avoidance strategy was adopted on Masig (MacFarlane 1919-1928 in Haddon PMB MF

959).

Frank Jardine estimated there"were about 160 Pacific Islanders based at Tudu (Jardine

to the Colonial Secretary, 1870. Q.S.A. COLIA151, 70/3425), but Chester said Banner

had 70 such men working for him, predominantly from the New Caledonian islands of

Mare, Isle of Pines, Lifou and Ware, as well as from Hawaii and from the island of

Tanna in the contemporary nation of Vanuatu (Chester to the Colonial Secretary, 1870.

Q.S.A. COLI A151). Perhaps Jardine simply added the Pacific Islander population to

the rest of the population, to include the Tudu Islanders, and men from other Torres

Strait islands employed at the fishery.

There are no reliable figures for how many Torres Strait Islanders were involved,

although Chester claimed there were about 45 Tudu men, their wives and children

living on Tudu in 1870. Hence, the Kulkalgal would have numbered at least 100,

particularly as Chester remarked on their 'numerous' children, and the common

practice of adopting children from other islands. In addition, Aboriginal women also

worked at the station 4 (see Haddon 1888-1889 in Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959). In

4. When I showed some Yam Island people a photo taken by Saville-Kent (1972) in
about 1892, of three women and two men drying trepang at Tudu, all remarked that the
people were Aborigines and not Islanders (see Plate 6).
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1872 there were 250 people on Tudu and most were involved in the pearlshell fishery

(Gill 1876: 211).

In 1871, 44 Tudu people had been induced by the then station manager, Bedford, to dive

for him. They worked from two boats, each under the direction of a leading Tudu man.

These two crews not only competed with each other, but also competed fiercely against

the Pacific Islanderdivers stationed at Tudu. In 1871, the local divers outstripped the

Pacific Islanders in performance.(Moresby 1876: 29-30). Bedford had full authority on

the island; in late 1870 or early 1871 he was appointed chief by the local people, and

the poorly secured storeroom located on the island was never broken into (1876: 30).

Until 1874, diving for pearlshell was predominantly done by local male and female

Torres Strait Islanders (Moresby 1876: 30) who dove to depths of seven to eight fathoms

(about 13m to 14m). Even boys as young as 12 dove to three to four fathoms {D'Oyley

Aplin 3/3/1875 QSA TRE/ A15, Letters # 133-2550). As many divers were not recorded

on the ship's articles, their deaths were not recorded-·and therefore were not

investigated (F. Jardine 1872. Q.S.A. CPS 13C/G1).

Diving began at the beginning of the dry season when the south-easterlies prevailed.

Torres Strait Islanders were usually engaged in the shelling industry for 1 to 2 years.

When the crews returned home on annual furlough (of about 8 weeks) during the Wet

season, they were paid up to date in goods, and often given the use of boats during this

period (D'Oyley Aplin 3/3/1875 QSA TRE/ A15, Letters # 133-2550). While the Torres

Strait Islander divers were paid the same amount as the Pacific Islanders (10 shillings

per month with rations), they were paid in goods whereas the latter received cash

( 3/3/1875 QSA TRE/ A15, Letters # 133-2550).

In the late 1800s there were about 1000 people involved in the pearlshelling industry
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throughout Torres Strait, with 100 licensed vessels operating from Thursday Island

(Loos 1982: 120-121). Mullins (1987) estimates that about one quarter of the Torres

Strait male population were engaged in the pearl fishing industry. During 1871 and

again in 1873 Moresby was involved in inspecting the pearlshell fisheries. Because he

did not have enough time to visit all the stations during February 1871, Moresby was

determined to at least impress the Tudu people with the power of the British (1876:

31-32).. He and Bedford unsuccesfully tried to induce the local men onto the boats

(anchored 1.5 kIn offshore), with the promise of beads and food. Bedford eventually

commanded almost all the young and able bodied men to accompany them. By the time

the group reached the other side of the island, only twenty of the staunchest men

remained, the rest having escaped in fear. The Tudu men were terrified as they

stepped on board the ship. They eventually relaxed after being given a ' few trifling

presents' and copious quantities of 'sweet hot tea' (1876: 32). They were particularly

impressed with the size of the ship and its crew. When the crew demonstrated their

fire power, the men

screamed and shouted with amazement. Some stopped their ears and

crouched down, but the boldest stood upright beside us, and expressed

their wonder with a loud 'coo-ee' as they saw a column of spray thrown

up by the shot....3()(X) or 4000 yards distance [between 3 and 3.5 kIn].

(1876: 32)

In January and February 1873 Moresby again called at Gebar and Tudu to inspect the

shelling operations there. Diving had come to a standstill here, as the Pacific Islander

divers were waiting for their employers to obtain licenses (Moresby 1876:.129, 135).

This work stoppage was inspired by the fact that word had reached the stations in the

Torres Strait of Moresby's apprehension of illegal traders off the far north Queensland

coast (1876: 121). Legislation regulating the conditions of employment of both

. Aboriginal and Islander people in t!'e industry was passed in 1881 (Haddon 1935: 14).
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According to one of his descendants, Banner was killed in the Torres Strait (ToUes News

4/11/1988), however, it is not clear whether Banner was still operating from Tudu when

Edward Mosby ('Yankee Ned') went to Tudu with his wife, some time after 1873. Mosby

had worked shell on Nagi for Frank Jardine, and he worked from Tudu until Kebisu was

accused of trying to poison him in 1876. It was after this incident that Mosby changed

both his domicile and focus of work. He moved to Masig and concentrated on

beche-de-mer fishing (see also Beckett 1963:63; Lawrie 1983b: 4; S. Mosby and M.

Mosby, video J.C.U.N.Q. 12/8/1983). Even at Masig, one of his houses was destroyed by

a flaming arrow soon after his arrival (MacFarlane 1919-1928 in Haddon 1888-1929

PMB MF 959).

It is worth noting that attempts were made on the lives of at least three of the

operators at Tudu. Banner may well have been killed on Tudu, Mosby was threatened

there, and in 1884 Mr Louis, who was in charge of the beche-de-mer station, was killed

(Loos 1982: 230).

One of the many consequences of the beche-de-mer station on Tudu was that as women

and men were brought into regular work schedules, their semi-sedentary residential

patterns were eventually replaced with village sedentism. What is more, under this

regime, men were away from home for some time (MacGregor 1911 Q.S.A. PRE/A530),

collecting wood from the nearby islands to be used in the smoking of trepang. A

dramatic change occurred in both people's lives and in the micro-environments of their

islands. For example, between 1874 and 1876 Masig was used as a wooding station for

LMS steamers, and the locals were paid to cut and prepare the wood. (Langbridge 1977:

191). Even Mosby expressed concern in his later years about the continuing deforestation

of Masig (MacGregor 1911. Q.S.A. PRE/A530 folder 1916/10468). Later, Yam Islanders

addressed the problem by planting exotic species of coconut, Casuarina, sea almond and

Calophylum on Yam (1911. Q.S.A. PRE/A530 folder 1916/10468).
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Banner extended his beche-de~meroperations on Tudu by also exploiting pearlshell

from April 1869, and for a time gave up trepang fishing to concentrate on pearlshell

(Chester 1870, Q.S.A. COLIA151).Later the two industries operated in tandem, or

alternated depending on the exigencies of market demand and prices. Banner had gone

to Sydney with four Tudu men, and left the becheoade-mer station in the charge of a

Pacific Islander, a man about 60 years old. 5 In their absence some of the Kulkalgal

showed the Pacific Islander where they obtained pearlshell for their ornaments and

ritual objects, and by the time Banner returned in April. 1869, six tons of pearlshell had

been collected. By mid-0ctober they had harvested a total of 50 tons of shell. Their

largest take for one week was 2500 pairs of shell, followed by 1200 pairs (Chester 1870,

Q.S.A. COLIA151).

Shell was initially harvested from water as shallow as 15 cm, and within the year

was being brought up from depths of 6.5 m, after the shell had been systematically

worked out. Seven boats worked ~e reef, and another fetched wood and water 16 km

away from other islands such as Yam (Chester 1870, Q.S.A. COLIA151; Chester 1871,

Q.S.A. COLIA160, 10th August). The boats left Tudu at dawn every Monday, and

stayed out on the reef until Saturday evening.

In September and October 1870 the Acting Police Magistrate, Chester, toured the Tudu

area and the coastal villages of Papua to report on the discovery of the large shell

banks, and to investigate claims that Pacific Islanders were encouraged by shellers to

plunder islands and Papuan villages (Chester to the Colonial Secretary, Brisbane,

1870. Q.S.A. COLI A151; F. Jardine, to the Colonial Secretary, 1870. Q.S.A.COLIA151,

70/3425; S. MacFarlane 1888: 48). He took red cloth, red and white beads, tomahawks,

knives and tobacco to exchange for weapons and ornaments. The implications for the

5. This was almost definitely tTongatapu Joe', a well travelled Pacific Islander who
played an important role at the station, and indeed was subsequently instrumental in
the processes by which missionaries were introduced to other islands in the strait.
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exchange partnerships operating between Tudu and lowland Papuan villagers must

have been potentially severe. On his visit to the Papuan coast in September 1870, the

Police Magistrate took two Tudu men as interpreters in two large whaleboats armed

with five guns. The headman of the Papuan village of Katau, Mino, 6 recognised one of

the Tudu men, Kairee and the two are reported to have 'scraped hands' (Chester Report

dated 20th October 1870. QSA COLI A151).

The socio-economic, medical and political impacts of the pearlshell and beche-de-mer

industries were immense. Increasingly, Islanders were incorporated into a cash

economy, as access to their traditional valuables was restricted or prohibited.· The fact

that one of their exchange valuables, pearlshell, was willingly shown to outsiders, and

then exploited by these outsiders (with relatively minor local gain in terms of wealth),

would have significantly undermined the local and regional political economy. Later,

inter-island and island-Papuan raiding was controlled by both government and

Christian interventions, and as such the acquisition of skulls (another crucial exchange

item) was curtailed. Finally, the phenomenon of all able-bodied men being absent from

their home island because of involvement in the fisheries, also served to undermine the

social organisation and in particular, sexual politics on the islands.. On one of his visits

to Puruma, for instance, MacGregor (1911 Q.S.A. PRE/AS30) counted a total population

of 17, comprised of 12 women, four girls and one boy. There were fOUf schooners at

anchor, and all the men, including the local leaders and police were absent, diving for

pearlshell. While many Torres Strait Islander women became sexually involved with

the Pacific Islander men who were perhaps financially attractive (Mullins 1987), for

many women there was not a choice.

Illness and disease also took a significant toll in Island communities when the full

6. Kebisu would have been the leader of Tudu at this time. His 'son' (actually his
sister's son) Maino was to later succeed him, and perhaps name exchanges had occurred
between Maino of Tudu and Mino of Katau, thus accounting for the two men having the
same name.
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force of colonialism began to be felt in the Torres Strait, with smallpox, dysentery,

influenza, measles and tuberculosis claiming many lives. Chalmers (1887: 318) argued

that large numbers of Torres.Strait Islanders and Papuans died as a result of smallpox

and other epidemics during the late 1860s. Frank Jardine noted the incidence of

'rheumatic low fever, and fever and ague' in the Wet season of 1872 (Q.S.A. CPS

13C/G1, letter dated 1/4/1872). In 1875 he spoke of numerous deaths resulting from

measles among the Aboriginal population of Somerset and the nearby Torres Strait

islands, particularly the people of Prince of Wales (D'Oyley Aplin to the Colonial

Secretary, 2/8/1875. Q.S.A. CPS 13C/ G1. 81/75) who had already suffered severe

population depletion. This was the measles epidemic unwittingly brought to the region

by the Rev. S. MacFarlane (see Mullins 1988). Four months earlier, Aplin referred to a

'lot of fever' on the islands of Torres Strait (Q.S.A. CPS 13C/G1. 48/75. D'OyleyAplin

to the Colonial Secretary,15/4/1875). Much later, dysentery epidemics struck the

region in 1911 and 1914 (Q.S.A. PRE/ A530, Folder 1916/10468, Letter from MacGregor

20/7/1911; Langbridge 1977: 191). The infamous Spanish Flu reached Torres Strait in

early 1920. Over 96 people died and food relief was sent to Yam, Masig and Puruma

(Qff 1921, vol. 2.).

4.5. The State and The Church

Under the joint mantles of church and government, considerable change was effected in

the lives of Torres Strait Islanders from the 1860s. In 1859 the Colony of Queensland

was proclaimed and in August 1864 the colony's most northerly base was officially

established at Somerset on Cape York. With the establishment of this government

outpost organised European reprisals against local resistance were swift, severe and

relentless. While this was not a new phenomenon, the permanent location of a party of

marines, Native Police (Goode 1977: 58) and a Government officer, totally changed the

nature of the interaction, tipping the balance of power even more firmly away from
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Torres StraitIslanders as their power bases and authority were further undermined.

Thelast Man-o-War to have patrolled Torres Strait waters had been the Rattlesnake

(1846-1850). By 1869 an arrangement had been reached with the British Admiralty

that a Man-Q-War should visit Somerset twice a year (Q.S.A. GOV/25 Letter 58),

however no visits had taken place by 1872 Gardine to Moresby, dated 19/2/1872. Q.S.A.

CPS 13C/G1). During this period the Queensland government had difficulty in keeping

up communication with Somerset. Interestingly this corresponds with the burgeoning

pearling industry, Frank Jardine's 'management' of the region, the arrival of a

contingent of Native Police at Somerset, and Jardine's increasing personal involvement

in the pearling fishery.

In his letter to the Colonial Secretary, Frank Jardine 7 suggested the govemment place

a small armed schooner in the area as a means by which to control the shell rush which

he expected to occur once the news of the Tudu beds reached Sydney. This was a

measure he saw as essential in order to protect Torres Strait Islanders and Papuans

alike (F. Jardine to the Colonial Secretary, November 1st 1870. Q.S.A. COLIA151,

70/3425) while at the same time protecting his own business interests.

All the Torres Strait islands except those South-Western islands located within 5 km

of the Australian mainland, remained outside the Queensland boundary, and therefore

jurisdiction, until 1872 when the boundary was extended to 96 km off the coast.

7. By 1871 Frank Jardine was a pearler (Goode 1977: 93), and he was replaced as Police
Magistrate in November 1873. This action was taken after complaints that government
boats were being used in Jardine's private pearlshelling activities. In 1874 and again in
1875 Charles D'Oyley Aplin was appointed Shipping Inspector for Port Albany, Cape
York (Q.S.A. TRE/A15, 13/5/1875), and for part of 1875 he also served as Police
Magistrate. Jardine forged. close business and social links with the Samoan sheller on
Nagi, James Mills, and was personally involved in the lucrative pearlshelling
operations. He and one other former Police Magistrate, Beddome, established their
own joint fishing station on Nagi (Aplin, November 30th 1874. Q.S.A. CPS 13/CGl
67/74). Frank Jardine was also associated with another significant fisherman in the

. industry, Mosby, before the latter settled on Masig.
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Interestingly, these islands within Queensland's boundary were severely depopulated

during the first few years of intensive contact.8 With the 1872 annexation, the islands

of Murray and Darnley remained outside government jurisdiction, and thus the

Queensland government was unable to control the actions of shellers on those islands. It

was not until the 1879 annexation (Queensland Coastal Islands Act) that the Eastern

islartds of Mer and Darnley were included (Haddon 1935: 13-14; Mullins 1988).

All the islands had been annexed by Queensland by 1879, and Papua New Guinea was

annexed by the British in 1883. In 1877 Thursday Island became the administrative and

commercial hub of the Cape York-Torres Strait region, and the administration of Papua

New Guinea was carried out by the Government Resident on Thursday Island (Q.S.A.

TRE/A43 1891; Lawrie 1983b: 8) until the British colonial admiriistration was

established at Mabaduan in Papua in 1891, and transferred to Dam in 1895 (Lawrence

1989b: xvii).

After the 1879 annexations Chester undertook a tour of duty with his skipper Captain

Pennefather. On this trip he notified the Islanders they were now under Queensland

jurisdiction (Beckett 1987b: 101; Mullins 1988), and fired a round of shells on Tudu to

emphasise the authority and power of the government. In his discussion of the

interview he conducted in the 1960s with Mareko Maino, the grandson of Kebisu,

8. Between 1868 and 1878 the people of Muralag were almost all killed, although
Mullins (1988) has maintained that the exact nature of the reprisals is uncertain.
Certainly there are some vague references in the official reports which do not allow
the reader to assess fully the degree and frequency to which punitive action was taken,
or to see against precisely whom it was directed. Around about 1870, canoes from Nagi
and Three Sisters (the islands of Warraber, Bara and Guiya) assembled at Wednesday
Island after hearing that the people of Muralag were reputedly 'celebrating' having
killed a ship's company, that of the Spenver (1869). A European punitive expedition
cut the celebrations short (Haddon 1935: 71). The show of force was organised by Frank
Jardine but implemented by his relief Police Magistrate, Chester (see Mullins 1988:
175-181). Later in 1876, Chester brought Prince of Wales men to Somerset for
punishment after they had taken control of the shelling station on their island. What
fate awaited them at Somerset is not detailed (Q.S.A. CPS 13C/ G1
10/75).
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Beckett (1987b) sees a number of distinct historical events collapsed into a single oral

history: Banner's establishment of the b&he-de-mer fishery in 1869; and Captain

Pennefather's November 1879 action of firing shells on to the island, and manacling

several men in leg irons on the suspicion of having poisoned a European (1987b: 101), one

Edward 'Yankee Ned' Mosby. However he neglects to add that according to the man

who told the story, the visit of the man 0' war constituted a reprisal organised by

Banner after he had observed a ritual on Tudu which marked the killing of a Puruma

man.

Captain Banner...talk·to Kebisu...'I been call this man 0' war to quiet

you people. All time you kill. Better you come good. Better you try

civilize these people. If I say yes, man 0' war come wipe out all people

belong Warrior Island: So skipper tell Captain Banner, 'I'm going to

leave Union Jack, first place in Torres Strait: So that man 0' war leave

two-three bag of flour. That night he come ashore, they put a flag

pole. ITel1 that old man come here. We'll show him we got different

arrow.' They show them that rifle. They give a rope to Kebisu. 'When

I tell you pull, you pull.' So old Kebisu pull that rope and Union Jack

come out. 'That flag means you no more fight. If you do, this boat going

to come back: So Kebisu say, 'No more fight:

A Yam Islander told a story in 1980 of cannon being fired at Zegey by European ships

(see Appendix 13), however it is not clear what particular ship was being referred to, or

whether a number of events over a lengthy period have been conflated. Whether it

refers to Torres, Bligh, Dumont D'Urville, Jukes, Moresby or Chester and Pennefather's

punitive visit in 1879 is impossible to establish. In the same way as Maddock (1988)

has demonstrated for Aboriginal Australians, such stories represent local, generalised,

metaphorical reflections on the protracted colonial experience, rather than absolute

statements which allow us to reconstruct specific moments on the frontiers of expansion

and consolidation. In the following account of Banner's show of strength, we can see

how the pride a great grandaughter felt for her warrior ancestor, is subtly transformed
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into pride in his capitulation to the greater power of the sheller and the force of

government.

My [great] grandfather was a good man. He was kind hearted but when

anyone broke the rules, he went for them. He was very strict. So/ once,

Captain Banner was anchored at Warrior Island. He wentashore to see

Kebisu who was very friendly with Captain Banner. So Banner asked

Kebisu to show him where he could find pearlshell, and my [great]

grandfather showed him.

The first time Banner anchored at Tudu and told Kebisu he was going to

hoist the first Union Jack flag on the island. And I saw that same flag.

It was a red flag with a five cornered star. That flag was from Queen

Victoria's time or King Edward's time.

Maino was around during the time of William MacGregor. Maino and

MacGregor went to Goribari in Papua New Guinea together when a

priest was killed [there]. MacGregor gave Maino a bayonet and a

telescope, which Maino passed on to me when he died. The Union Jack

which was hoisted at Tudu during Kebisu's lifetime was buried with

Maino.

( the late Miss Abigail Bann pers. comm. 1981. see Appendix 17)

What is significant are the ways in which Abigail Bann has been able to construct

Kebisu as a fierce yet good man, coupling the traditional Yam Islander emphasis on

strength with a Christian emphasis on goodness. She de-emphasises any conflict/

demonstrates how Maino assisted Banner and MacGregor, and informs us of her

custodianship of significant British artefacts, symbols of Yam Islanders' integration

into the new order.

In 1885 the Government Resident John Douglas appointed a headman (mamoos) on each

island to act as chief magistrate. The mamoos were appointed for a lifetime, and were

assisted by 4 Native Police who were appointed every year (Myers 1899). They were



PLATE 7. Maino and some of his family, photographed at Yam Island, 1911 (photograph: MacGregor?; in 

MacGregor, Q.s.A. PRE! A530 1916 10468). To the left are two of his daughters. Gada is standing in front of the 

small boy, possibly Elda Mosby. 
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given a uniform of hat and jumper with their titles embossed on the front of their

jumper, and a small honorarium (Douglas 1891: 1). The Government Resident visited

the islands periodically, but any resident whites on the islands, such as teachers,

served also as the government officials. By the beginning of the 20th century

Councillors were elected in each community to assist the mamoos on their islands.

From 1897 to 1939 the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act

was in fo~ce throughout Queensland. While it.signalled the beginning of a new

administrative era of 'protection and segregation' of Aboriginal Australians, and

paved the way for the creation of reserves, Torres Strait Islanders were not included

until 1904 when the category 'Aboriginal' was officially reinterpreted to include Torres

Strait Islanders (Beckett 1963: 83). The Government Resident on Thursday Island now

acted as a Protector, and by 1914 he officially exerted full control throughout the

region. In 1918 a full-time Protector was posted to Thursday Island (1963: 83).

By 1920 the State of Queensland had confined people to reserves (see Plates 7 to II),

and had taken over the major industries in the region, such as pearlshelling. Because of

the fisheries' requirement for a regular pool of cheap labour located in a central place

with a good anchorage (Beckett 1983; 1987b), Islander populations became increasingly

settled on a smaller number of islands than they had previously occupied. This was not

so much a situation of forced relocation, as one of 'concentration' or 'nucleation', by

which one of several owned islands in each group's land and reef estates (see Map 3)

became the focus and site ofapermanent settlement (1983: 202,205; Laade 1969: 33-34).

Prior to the arrival of the London Missionary Society (LMS), the two missionaries of

the Society for the Propogation of the Gospel, based at Somerset for a short time from

1867, must have had some religious impact on the Torres Strait (Bayton 1964-1965:

622-626). In 1884 Frs Navarre, Hartzer and de Santis arrived·on Thursday Island to
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establish the Catholic Sacred Heart Mission within the Diocese of Micronesia and

Meianesia (Torres Strait Islanders' Media Association. 4/84: 1-2). Their predominant

base in the region was on Yule Island in Papua New Guinea (see Bruce 1892-1898, in

Haddon 1888-1929 PMB MF 959), however unlike thelMS and later the Anglican

Church, the Catholics did not establish a strong presence in the Torres Strait, except on

Hammond and Thursday islands.

In 1870 the Rev. S. MacFarlane of the LMS carried out a preliminary tour of the strait

(Bayton 1971: 14), and organised Christianity made its formal entry into the Torres

Strait in July 1871. A variety of effects were eventually felt and the arrival of these

missionaries actually facilitated the increased movement of outsiders into the region

(see S. MacFarlane to Whitehouse, October 26th 1874). While the intentions and

motivations of the Christians were somewhat different from the pearlshellers and

traders, they were not totally contradictory, as the two industries worked closely

together in the early years of establishing a mission, and indeed some of the shellers

were well known to the missionaries from their work elsewhere in the Pacific (see

Mullins 1988). The success of the mission was intricately connected with the shellers.

Both trader and missionary needed the indigenous peoples and

therefore coexisted in their separate exploitation- one of the body and

the other of the mind. They helped one another when possible and

generally benefited from each other's presence in the Torres Strait.

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 100-101)

The LMS had been forced to leave lifu in New Caledonia because of increasing French

Catholic opposition to their activities (Murray 1876: 446; Bayton 1971: 14). On the

20th May 1871, Murray and MacFarlane left lifu with eight teachers, their wives, four

children, and servants (Murray n.d.: 12), bound for the new missionary fields of Papua

New Guinea, with the Torres Strait islands to serve as their 'stepping stones· to Papua.
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Contrary to popular belief, the news of the impending visit of the missionaries had

preceded. their actual arrival at Darnley on 1st July 1871 (Murray n.d.: 13), although

there is no way in which the people could have adequately prepared themselves for

this new chapter of change in their lives. The arrival of the missionaries on Darnley is

still celebrated throughout the Torres Strait and mainland Islander communities, and is

referred to as the 'Coming of the Light'. While the biblical associations of 'light' 9

versus 'darkness' are obvious, the association of 'light' with Christian power may also

be a strong traditional referent to the 'light' which emanated from totemic effigies (see

Chapter 3).

Whether it was the Islanders themselves, or the Islanders as influenced by the

shellers, who decided against accepting an evangelist teacher on Damley, is

impossible to determine. Imputing retrospective responsibility for decision-making is a

risky business. Nevertheless, a compromise was enforced on the Islanders by Murray,

who by the exchange of gifts and no doubt some stem posturing, insisted that two

teachers and their wives be supported for 12 months, and that only after such time

could the people then decide for themselves (Murray n.d.: 14). It was hoped the

teachers could act asa restraining influence on groups of Pacific Islanders going on

'recreational' visits to the islands (MacFarlane 1888: 48).

The remaining contingent then sailed to Tudu where they enlisted the support of

Banner (Langbridge 1977: 190). Banner recommended suitable islands, gave the

missionaries the use of a large open boat, and the services of his leading hand,

the Tongan known as Joseph John (Murray n.d.: 17) or 'Tongatapu Joe'. The following

day, the LMS left their ship and crew at Tudu and headed for Dauan, with four

9. See Clark's (1985) discussion of the concept 'taimtudak' used in the Southern
Highlands of Papua New Guinea. This parallels the Torres Strait Islander phrase
referring to their pre-ehristian existence as 'daknes taym'.
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missionary teachers, their wives, the Tongan, and at least one Tudu man. 10 When they

reached Dauan, it was the Tudu man who successfully cleared the way for the

missionaries (Murray n.d.: 17).

On the 7th July, the remaining party returned to Tudu after having visited and left

teachers on Saibai. They sailed to Somerset on the 10th, reassured of the safety of the

teachers by the frequent trips of Jardine and Chester around the islands. However,

within days of their having been left on Dauan, the teachers and their wives fled to

Tudu, after being falsely accused of stealing garden crops (Murray n.d.: 18). Within a

few days the teachers were returned to Dauan, and a well travelled, authoritative

Tuduman was based there with them for one month (see MacFarlane 1873).

The role of Tudu people was critical in the establishment of the New Guinea mission, as

the relationship the Kulkalgal had with the lowland Papuans was recognised by the

LMS (see Murray n.d.; MacFarlane 1888: 48), and the island was perceived as

'healthy'. The relationship between MacFarlane and Banner, two key players in the

beginnings of the LMS work in the Torres Strait, was sealed by their having known

each other on Lifu~ New Caledonia (Murray 1876: 452).

The missionary work on Tudu began some time after it began on the other islands. By

1872 there was only one teacher on Tudu , Tepeso, and he succumbed to fever in the same

year (see also Appendix 1 in Crocombe et al1982: 131). From November 1872 Tudu

was without a teacher. In 1873 Kebisu requested a teacher to stay on the island (S.

MacFarlane 1874a) and promised Murray they would refrain from raids against other

islands (Murray to Whitehouse, April 6th 1874), and would move to Yam Island

which had plentiful water and good soil. From April 1873 to March 1876 the Loyalty

10. The reports of Murray (n.d.) and MacFarlane (1888) are contradictory on this point.
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Island missionary-teacher, Gutacene of Mare, was based there,ll despite the absence

of 'good drinking water' (Gill 1874: 248).

On the 20th and 21st October 1874, MacFarlane met with Kebisu and some 20 other

people at the teacher's house, and observed that neither a chapel nOf; a school had been

built on Tudu (S. MacFarlane 1874a); in his opinion little progress had been made. Just

six months earlier Tudu had been visited by the Rev. Murray. Murray undertook a tour

of duty of the islands and Papua New Guinea in March-April 1874 and reported

substantial populations of Eastern Islanders and a number of Europeans based on Tudu.

According to Murray, Kebisu was a 'staunch friend' of the teacher, he and others

observed the Sabbath, and to 'some extent' attended other services. The people were

learning to read, and they shared with the missionary any fish they caught and food

obtained from other islands (Murray to Whitehouse, April 6th 1874).

During the October visit supplies were delivered to the teacher, and MacFarlane spoke

of the significance of Tudu Islanders throughout the strait. He regarded the

missionaries as offering protection to the Tudu Islanders from the excesses and controls

of the shellers (5. MacFarlane 1874a). All the men on Tudu were involved in shelling

and Captain Ware provided for the men's families. What had passed between the

months of April and October 1874 is not spelled out by MacFarlane. However, he was no

doubt referring obliquely to a suspected raiding party intercepted at Murray Island in

1874. The missionary there challenged eleven Tudu canoes anchored off Murray,

although the Kulkalgal insisted they had travelled there to trade for food. Murray

suspected it was a raid orchestrated by Kebisu. In his meeting with Kebisu,

MacFarlane threatened to remove the teacher unless attendances at his services

11. There are problems with specific dates here, which relate to the differences in
reports written by MacFarlane (1874a) and Murray (n.d.) in which their respective
dates vary by one year. In this particular instance, I have chosen April 1873 as opposed
to April 1874 as it correlates more closely with other material I have used.
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improved. Kebisu asserted that they required the teacher, and to this MacFarlane

replied

that the teacher had work to do, and that, like the shellers who left a

place where there were no shells, so they must go elsewhere if people

did not attend their services and send their children to school. The

chief seemed very anxious to retain the teacher, and promised to get his

people to attend to his instruction. It is a poor place. Fish is about the

only food to be got. The teacher has to be constantly supplied with

European food, without much prospect of doing much good amongst the

people. There are several stations like this in the Torres Strait....the

chief and people, like those on the other islands, seem anxious to retain

the teacher. They all see and feel the advantage. They said ...if the

teacher left there would be.,plenty of fighting again....

(S. MacFarlane 1874a)

Although Kebisu had earlier placated MacFarlane by promising to move to Yam

Island, the plentiful supplies of seafood at Tudu swayed them from moving. In 1876

Gutacene was removed to Moa at which point MacFarlane remarked that the

Kulkalgal'seem indifferent as to whether he stops or goes' (MacFarlane 1874b: 5). This

may refer to the incident of which Yam Islanders spoke to me in 1980, in which the

missionary is regarded. as having 'cursed' the island, by shaking off every last grain of

sand from his feet as he stepped into the boat.. In the narrative, the importance of

fishing on the correct tide conflicted with the church requirement to observe the

Sabbath. The missionary, said to have been disgusted with the reluctance of Tudu

people to ignore the association between tides, weather, fishing and survival, is stated

to have cursed the island, bringing sickness and death to the island after he

departed.. 12 There was in fact a severe measles epidemic which raged through the

12. This is interesting given that in 1874 MacFarlane mentioned Stephen Island people
. wanting to fish on Sunday, and of him giving them permission to do so (5. MacFarlane

1874a). ·
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strait in 1875, so the two events and their respective chronologies may have been

slightly altered in people's minds. Nevertheless, the moral of the story remains clear

(see also Appendix 8).

Maino had given his undertaking to Murray that they would cease headhunting, and

his father Kebisu had initially agreed because he professed to be a Christian (Murray

1873: 11...12). It took another twenty years or so, and the physical and political decline

of Kebisu, before the LMS eventually succeeded in applying enough pressure on Maino

to shift permanently to Yam Island around 1892 (see Chapter 3; see also Haddon 1889 in

Haddon 1888-1929, PMB MF 959; MacGregor Q.S.A. PRE/AS30 1916/ 10468). Initially

Maino acted as evangelist (Chalmers in LMS 1897) and within ten years of their move

from Tudu, the first church, Siloam, was built under the direction of Lui Cetano Dfu

(see Appendix 8; see also Teske and Lui 1987: 23), who Maino knew from· Mawatta and

specifically requested for Yam.

By the close of the 19th century the LMS was facing extreme difficulties in keeping

their Torres Strait mission going, and eventually the work was taken on board by the

Anglican Church, who had established a mission on Moo in 1908. Since 1915 the

financial costs of Protestant missionary activity in the Torres Strait were shouldered by

the Australian Board of Missions (Bayton 1971: 4). With Anglicanism came an

increased number of European missionaries and a focus on ritual and religious vestments

(Haddon 1935: 17). Initially Bishop White appointed two priests, Done and

Lupscombe, to oversee the Torres Strait mission, and eventually W. H. MacFarlane

became its Director (Bayton 1971: 24). While the LMS communion had consisted of

coconut water and damper or yam, the Church of England introduced wine and bread

(Done 1987: vii). Whereas under the LMS 'public humiliation- was practised among

the congregation, under the Church of England 'sacrament and private penance' was

emphasised (Beckett 1963: 81). The first significant change in approach and
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mission house, Yam Island, circa 1925. Note the woven coconut leaf 
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administration was that local LMS Church officials, the deacons, became Church

Wardens who were permitted to conduct services in the absence of a priest (Done 1987:

vii). The Anglicans were committed to missionary work in the Torres Strait itself, and

unlike their predecessors, actively encouraged Islander ways of doing things (see W. H.

MacFarlane 1919-1928). Christianity was practised with 'Islander embellishments'

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 272): Islander drums were played in the churches

(Done 1987: 1(0), hymns were sung in language, and religious days of importance were

celebrated with feasts and dancing (Beckett 1987b: 81). By being allowed, indeed

encouraged to express their convictions to Christianity within·a customary.idiom,

Islanders were able to embrace and 'domesticate' Anglicanism (1987b). In 1919 the first

Torres Strait Islander clergy were ordained. Churches were renamed: on Yam Island

SUoam became St John the Diyine (see Plates 10 and 11).

In a general cosmological sense many Christian values were readily grafted on to the

traditional religious and social base (see Haddon 1904; Myers 1899; Bayton 1969: 16).

Certainly Haddon drew attention to the similarity of values inculcated during men's

initiation into their respective cults and those values associated with the practice of

Christianity, particulary concerning people's behaviour toward each other (1904: 273).

Myers (1899) made a strikingly similar observation, stating that the people of Mer

embraced Christianity because it was a demonstrably more powerful zogo.

When the old men first saw our Bishop, wearing his vestments, with

,the Cape and appendage on the back known as the Hood, they were

very excited and said....'All same zogo-le before.' When they were

being taught the Creed and Commandments, theyexclaimed.....'This

the word just like Malu before.'

(W.MacFarlane to Haddon 1929, in Haddon 1888-1929, PMB MF 959)

The first missionaries had burned all the sacred images, and sickness had also
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accompanied the arrival of the missionaries. The sickness was attributed to the power

of the new religion, which is interesting given that the horrific measles epidemic was

in fact carried (albeit unwittingly) throughout the strait and into Papua in 1875 by the

Rev. S. Macfarlane. Despite their conversion, the more traditional belief system and

practices remained salient (Bruce in Myers 1899). In 1898 Haddon observed that prayers

were being said on Yam Island which began with reference to the very powerful cult

heroes and totems,Sigay and Mayaw: '0 Awgadh Sigay and Awgadh Mayaw' (1904:

154). In 1959 the late Mr Dan Kelly remarked that not only may the ceremonial

consumption of coconut flesh and water in the kod be regarded as equivalent to the

communion of the Anglican Church, but that perhaps Sigay and Mayaw had been sent

by God before he sent the missionaries. These understandings of the relationship

between the war cult of Sigay and Mayaw and the Christian cult of God were echoed in

similar statements made to me twenty five years later (the late Mrs. S. Bann

pers.comm. 1986).

That power from Sigay. They take out that [coconut] meat. Cut all

that meat small like communion bread. (Might be God send those

people first). That dry shell water drop into shell like the wine.

(Mr Dan Kelly to Beckett, pers. comm. 1959)

Thus not only was Christianity perceived as an equivalently if not more powerful belief

system, but it was also regarded as potentially efficacious as the traditional" religious

system. Certainly in the 1980s on Yam Island, the two belief systems were not generally

seen as being mutually exclusive, and local priests continue to experience role conflict

and role strain on those occasions in which the boundaries are blurred.

4.6. Conclusions

Increasingly since the 1860s Islanders had gained access to firearms. There may have
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been an intensification ofwarfare associated with the introduction of iron in the first

instance, which could be sharpened and used in the modification of old weapons, and

then with Islanders' acquisition of firearms. During the first few decades of intensive

co~tactwith outsiders, traditional power bases were dramatically altered,

particularly as to whether or not leaders were able to tap into the power of the new

.. invaders, and thus gain access to these very powerful weapons. No doubt the strength

of Kebisu at this time was increased because of the alliance he struck withEed of Mer.

Until the late 18608 there was an uneasy balance of truce and warfare between the

Kulkalgal of Tudu and the interlopers. The establishment of a fishing station on Tudu

fundamentally changed the nature of the interactions, with Kebisu and his population

having to agree to the terms established by Banner. Nevertheless, despite the

co-ordination of shelling, missionary and government endeavour in the region, Kebisu

had not fully capitulated to their authority until at least 1879. He was insightful

enough to request a missionary be stationed on his island, but appears to have changed

his mind about wanting a missionary when the terms were not agreeable. Unlike his

successor Maino who availed hims~lf of the new systems of authority, Kebisu

oscillated between appearing to accept the compunding authority of the shellers,

government and missionaries, and resorting to direct violence or subterfuge.

Through the fishing industries major changes occurred in people's lives: their social

organisation was undermined, and the micro-environments of their islands were

dramatically altered. Increasingly men, women and children were forced into work

schedules which not only interrupted the traditional schedules, but meant they had to

work for a master.

The Central Islands had already been brought under a good deal of control by the use of

colonial and individual force on the frontier, and the Islanders' lifestyles had been
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sufficiently undermined or changed by the time missionaries approached it. The LMS

personnei were involved in banning particular cultural practices, the destruction of sites

of significance, regulating social life, introducing new material goods, training clergy,

creating new positions of leadership/influence, the introduction of new ideas and

seemingly new rituals both secular and sacred. 13

Maino adjusted to the altered political climate when the locus of power shifted. from

the possession of physical strength (might) to the ability to tap into the supernatural

realm (religion) of the missionaries and government officials. Inhis early career Maino

aligned himself with Banrter, then with Sir William MacGregor, Administrator of

British New Guinea, and he was instrumental in establishing a permanent population

base on Yam Island. His traditional power base was reinforced and validated through

his alliancesand liaison with pearlers, missionaries and government officials, and his

performance of both government and religious duties.

Througho'utthe islands alteration to the traditional mode and means of production, the

creation of permanent and single settlements, and the cessation of inter-island

hostilities, had significant effects in each island's economic, political, religious and

kinship systems (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 213,218, 265-266). Because of the

severe depopulation experienced by many groups, these new population centres became

decreasingly viable and increasingly incorporated into the new secular and religious

regimes. The people of Tudu were pressured· for two decades to shift to Yam, an island

more suitable to the requirements of the colonial state. In so doing, they were

eventually transformed from rudu Islanders to Yam Islanders, from warriors to

Christians.

13. In fact Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 278-279; 325) has
demonstrated that on Mabuiag it was the banning of all rituals and the encouragement
of funerals which resulted in the intensification of death rituals on the island.
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What has resulted from this colonial experience for the Kulkalgal of Tudu-Yam is a

cuiture, an identity, known iDeally as wey blo mipla (our way). On Yam this signifies

thei-r lives as Yam Islanders, Ln which bipo taym, the recent past and the present

radiate out to connect people with each other and with Yam Island and its territories.

Central to this sense of self as Yam Islanders is their recognition of the long term

processes of colonialism by acknowledgement of their descent from the fierce Tudu men,

a variety of Pacific Islander, South East Asian and Carribean men, men and women from

other Torres Strait islands, and men and women from certain Papuan villages. These

great-grandparents connect the Yam Islanders of the 1980s to particular times and

phases of the colonial process, and their children and grandchildren connect them to

the recent past, present, and future. Through knowing their ancestors they are able to

reflect upon the past by imagining people's lives during that time, by narrating stories

about specific events in which a particular individual played a central role in both

managing the religious and secular authorities, .and the socia-political changes

associated with the frontiers of colonialism. Through knowing from where they have

come, and observing their children and grandchildren, they can contemplate the

changes which they as a people will confront in the continuing dynamic between wayt

man and themselves.
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CHAPTER 5

YAM AYLAN WADH: CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL CONDITIONS ON YAM

ISLAND

Maino with his whole tribe have for nearly twenty years practically

abandoned Warrior Island.....because a greater part of it has been

washed away by the sea, but they go thither from time to time to fish.

He has had many improvements carried out on Yarna Island, where

they have planted over 3,000 cocoanut trees. There is an abundance of

good soil on Yarna, but Maino and his people have started cocoanut

plantations on some of the neighbouring islands, over all of which

Maino's father, who was a renowned warrior, had authority and

control. This tribe seems remarkably healthy .

(MacGregor 1911, QSA PRE/1530)

In this chapter I focus on the contemporary political and economic components of Yam

Island society. The ways in which the major political and socio-economic events in the

region have affected Yam Island people since the tum of the century, and more

especially since the 1930s, provide some of the predominant themes of discussion.

However, most of the discussion addresses the social, economic and political climate of

the 1980s and 1990, in which the reality of a depressed economy and regular population

movement is a key factor. The role of subsistence fishing, hunting and gathering,

gardening and Papuan exchange relations is discussed. The chapter concludes with a

look at the contemporary political system as it intersects with customary Yam Island

society, and briefly comments on the role strain experienced by some Islanders who

retumhome.

5.1. The Recent Historical Past

The 1930s and 1940s in particular constituted decades of significant social change for
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Yam Islanders. It was a period during which they confronted external forces with an

increased level of 'muscle flexing', in which they expressed their confidence in their

ability to have their rights increasingly recognised and their wills duly enforced.

Communication with the outside world, albeit through the channels of the Department

of Native Mfairs (D.N.A.) had increased in the 19305 with the establishment of radio

communication on each of the islands. The successes of the 1936 maritime strike against

the Company Boats and the state government monopoly of the pearling industry

(Beckett 1963, 1982, 1987b; Fitzpatrick-Nietschrnann 1980a: 121; Sharp 1980a, 1980b;

1984), and the increased local authority of Islander leaders in general which resulted

from changes to the legislation subsequent to the 1937 Councillors' Conference on Masig,

meant·that Islanders felt increasingly confident in their dealings with Anglo and

Celtic Australians.

During this period the Islanders' demands to be recognised separately from Aboriginal

Queenslanders were officially met. Under the provisions of the 1939 Torres Strait

Islanders Act each island reserve became a locally governed. unit under the control of

the newly established D.N.A. The Chief Protector became the Director of Native

Affairs and controlled the expression of local government on each inhabited island.

The Act provided for the appointment of councillors and local police officers. Each

Council, as a legally established body, was now able to elect its own representatives

(Beckett 1963, 1982,1987b; Sharp 1980b). The power and authority of the

Teacher-Supervisors was removed, which meant that each Council experienced

increased political flexibility in the absence of a resident European government

official. Nevertheless, with this increased locally based authority, Islanders

(through their councils) became increasingly dependent on and incorporated within the

colonial order (Beckett 1987b), although the degree of dependence and incorporation

varied (Fitzpatrick pers. comm.).
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A studio 

sm! photographed 

crew at Sinclair's 

Pryce Silbador Harry (on the left) and lona John Kepa 

were 

on 

at the tinle Mr Harry was working as 

and Mr Kepa was working at the 

trochus station Farquhar (photograph. Mr Watson, Thursday Island, circa 

1931; courtesy of a family Yam Island). 
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The first school on Yam was established at Sazilmud (see Map 2), and the first

European teacher was Mr Longford (Teske & Lui 19880. The requirement for children to

attend school presented the community with a major problem, viz. because children

were needed to assist adults in subsistence related activities, their attendance at school

became problematic. This meant that they became either less involved in subsistence

activities, and thereby placed more stress on food supplies, or they missed. school and

went with their relatives. Those children who did attend school were quite often

hungry. Most of the time people were involved in catching fish, hunting turtle and

dugong, gardening and gathering wild yams and fruits. Although there were

Aboriginal Industries Board stores on every inhabited island by 1933, when Cetano Lui

(snr) was appointed Head Teacher to Yam Island school in 1936 he initiated a number

of changes in the community. Arrangements were made with the Protector on Thursday

Island that the school be issued with flour, rice, tea and sugar, so that the children

could be given lunch (Getano Lui snr pers. comm. 1980). This alleviated some of the

burden on parents to find extra food for their children.

For many decades the highest grade in school that a Torres Strait Islander could attain

was Grade 4. Upon completion of this grade many boys left to work on pearlshelling

and trochus boats,1 and the girls stayed on the island, gardening and doing domestic

based work (Getano Lui snr pers. COmtn. 1980). Some boys and girls obtained. work in the

schools, ranging from Class Monitor (£1 per month), Class Teacher (£2 per month),

AssistantTeacher (£2101- per month) to Head Teacher (£4 per month) in 1936.

World War II was a watershed for people on the islands, and marked the emergence of

a consciousness of Islanders as Australians. Older Yam Islanders' discussions about this

period typically focus on the local impacts of the war, particularly the men enlisting in

the Torres Strait Light Infantry Brigade (T.S.L.I.B), and the influx of new goods and

ideas into the area with the American and Australian presence. These goods and ideas
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included new clothes, hairstyles, alcohol, equal·pay, equal rights and being considered

Australian. Discussions about this period also centre around the straffing of islands and

the movement of people into bush houses. The village was deserted except for the

weekly visits Yam Islanders made to the Church and store. The placement of lookout

stations on some islands, plane crashes, the evacuation of Thursday Island (TJ.), and

the internment of the Thursday IsI~dbased population of Japanese are also topics

discussed in World War II stories.

In 1941 when the War raged in the Pacific, the Torres Strait was put under military

control. By May 1941 clear directives were being made concerning the planned

recruitment of Torres Strait Islander men into the Australian Armed Forces. The men

were to be enlisted for the duration of the war in addition to a further 12 months service

on its completion, they were to receive five to six months training, and be awarded 18

days leave per year (Meredith to D.N.A.,30/5/1941. QSA A/4218. 253/69/2). Actual

recruiting began in June 1941. Initially in this recruitment drive 111 men were enlisted,

from almost all the islands, and it occurred in two stages given that almost half this

number were already signed on boats and wanted to finish the shelling season (O'Leary

to the Dept. Health & Home Affairs, 4/7/1941. QSA A/4218 41/564). At this time,

Torres Strait Islanders comprised 20% of those involved in the pearlshell industry.

Seven hundred Torres Strait Island men enlisted in the T.S.L.I.B. and people classified

as 'T.I. half-castes' were evacuated to Cairns, Innisfail and Port Douglas in 1942

(Beckett 1987a; Osborne 1990; Torres Strait Islander Media Association 4/84: 12). The

army uniforms consisted of shirt, shorts and a giggle hat, however the Islanders were

not permitted to wear a slouch hat, and on O'Leary's advice were not supplied with

boots (O'Leary to D.N.A, 24/10/1941. QSA A/4218; Hall 1989). Military rations were

1. From 1928 trochus boats worked the Barrier Reef south to Cairns (Qff 1928 vol.1),
and in the 19305 the industry ran second to pearling (Haddon 1935: 15).
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supplemented with fish, dugong and fruits gathered and hunted by the men. During the

war many Islander men were taught a trade (Hall 1989), and the Islander carpenters

such as the Samuel brothers on Yam Island are testimony to the carpentry skills they

acquired during this time. Some men such as the late Mr Maino Kelly of Yam, served in

the American Forces.

Mines had been laid throughout the Torres Strait just prior to the outbreak of the

Pacific chapter of the war, and it was from a station on Muralag that ships were guided

through mined areas (P. Wilson 1988). War Signal stations, radar stations, Defence

Units for the Army, R.A.A.F, Navy, U.S. Army and Air Corps, and field Hospitals

were established in various combinations on the tip of Cape York and on the

south-western islands of Hammond, Wednesday, Thursday, Hom, Muralag, Goode and

Badu (P. Wilson 1988).

Torres Strait Islanders in the T.S.L.I.B. were underpaid at one-tenth of a European's

wage during the War (Tonkin in Toues News Jan 19-251990: 2). Eventually the soldiers

-struck for better wages and were successful in having their wages increased to 2/3 of

what other Australian soldiers were receiving. In 1983 the Federal Government began

to address the issue of compensation to these ex-servicemen. An Islander Eligibility

Review Committee was established, however there was a groWldswell of Torres Strait

Islander disaffection with the initial payments which totalled $7 million. In 1990 the

Government established a working party to address fully the issue of compensation.

Legal representations on the behalf of the Islanders involved and their families were

still being made to the Government in 1990 (see S. Panuers letter, ToUes News Feb

23-March I, 1990).

Pagarr Uruyi, on the south- south-eastern point of Tudu (see Map 3), marks the place at

which a United States aeroplane crash-landed during the war, and Yam Islanders
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have a number of humourous versions of the event in which a Japanese plane straffed

the island during the war. This must have occurred some time during 1942, as the

Pacific chapter of the war began in December 1941, and between March and July 1942

there were numerous Japanese planes engaged in air raids over Hom Island (P.Wilson

1988). For example, the following account of the straffing incident by Kathy

Nathanielu is typical of the Yam Islander accounts.

I always liked to hear my mother tell me about the old days when the

war was on. One particular episode that had me rolling about on the

floor concemedmy great uncle. Since the villagers were all hiding in

the bush, and water was scarce, my uncle decided to climb a coconut tree.

Anyway, while he was there, a Japanese plane spotted him and dived

towards the tree. At the time he was wearing a red lap lap, and the

Japanese plane spotted him a mile off.

The coconut tree was a long one, but I tell you, my uncle didn't climb

down backwards, No! he jumped.....and as soon as he hit the ground he

took off.

(Nathanielu in Kruger 1988: 7)

During the war Yam Islanders moved out from the village and onto family plots of land

in the interior, and the only trips they made to the village were to attend Church or to

obtain store goods. This was a period during which the strict schedules of work and

Church which had been adhered to on the islands prior to the outbreak of war, were

suspended (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 127). It was also a period in which they

obtained another view of white people based on their new interactions (Beckett 1965:

155; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 123). According to Mrs Tapau (nee Kelly) store

goods came regularly to Yam after six Australian soldiers were stationed there

(T.I.S.H.S. 1987: 36). Kampani is the high point on Yam Island at which these troops

were stationed during World War II, although there is no official record of·their
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having been based. there. Interestingly, one Yam Island woman has accounted for their

presence there as a consequence of the straffing of the island (see Tapau in T.I.S.H.S.

1987: 36). Older women in their 60s speak happily about the fun times they had as

young girls when the soldiers were stationed at Kampani lookout, and how their job of

going to Ngurnguki to fetch water was made more pleasant when the soldiers were

there.

The war had far-reaching, multiple consequences for Torres Strait people (see also

Beckett 1987b; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 117, 335). One of the most obvious

effects was that the region became more unified. For example, in 1949 local island

government delegates were elected to a regional Council, for the first time operating as

a unit. What is more, as people became increasingly mobile, and as they experienced

increased. contact with a new set of outsiders, they were influenced by new and different

values and began to hold heightened expectations for themselves and their children

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschtn.anfl1980a: 335).

After the war the avenues for Islander incorporation into Queensland and Australian

society at large were opened.: men were permitted to work as helmet divers and

carpenters, women began working on Thursday Island as domestics and nurses. From

1945 Islanders became eligible for Social Services, increased. supplies of rice and flour

found their way to the local stores which in tum affected gardening practice (Tapau in

T.I.S.H.S. 1987: 37), and the then Department of Native Affairs sent cane-cutting gangs

to North Queensland (Beckett 1987a). This was -a period during which the 'moral

economy of work' (Beckett 1987b) played a critical role in Islanders· self-perceptions

and management of their lives; viz, they believed that citizenship would be achieved

through being both good workers-and good Christians (Beckett 1987b).

In 1949 a Significant portion of the Saibailgal were moved to Cape York, marking the
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Rasscla Kepa, Wilson David, Diai Harry and Ethel Harry 

circa 1955. Note the hairstyles and dresses (photograph: 

f source: courtesy of a family album, Yam Island). 
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14. Standing to right: Martha Kepa, Luisa Kebisu, Ella Fod (Ford), 

Dorothy Kebisu, Samuel; seated: Ma1etha Maino (mother of Luisa and Dorothy 

Kebisu, grandmother Martha Kepa and Louisa Samuel), Yam Island, circa 1947 

(photographer of a family album, Yam Island). 
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beginning of movement to the mainland by Torres Strait I slanders. They were

originally given land near Seisia by the Aboriginal owners, and eventually. the

community of Bamaga was established (Greer & Fuary 1987). During the 19508 and the

19605 Torres Strait Islanders began moving in large numbers to the mainland, moving as

it were, from an 'underdeveloped' to a 'developed' country (Beckett 1987a). Teams of

railway gangers comprised totally of Torres Strait Islander men worked in the

construction of many lines throughout Queensland and Western Australia. Some of

these gangers were ex-skippers (Beckett 1987a). By 1962 over 1000 men were settled on

the mainland, working as far away as Victoria and the Northern Territory (Native

Affairs- Annual Report for the year ended 30th June 1960). People were also drawn to

Thursday Island (Kehoe-Forutan 1988: 14), and in about 1958 the gazetted suburb of

Tamwoy (Tamway Town) was established. for Torres Strait Islanders resident on

Thursday Island. Its own council was established in 1965 and incorporated in 1988

(Kehoe-Forutan 1988: 13).

On the home front, some island-based involvement in the trochus industry was further

developed with men and women working in dinghies off the home islands. On Yam the

men dived. while the women sailed. the bondwood dinghies. In 1960 there were 200

dinghy workers in the Torres Strait (Native Affairs- Annual Report for the year ended

30th June 1960: 5). The pearling industry was in decline, and by 1962 had collapsed.

It was also during the late 1950s and early 1960s that further inroads were made in

opening up communication channels on the islands. On Yam Island the Kebisu Theatre,

16 m.m film projection room and an engine room were constructed in 1960 (Native Affairs

- Annual Report for the Year ended 30th June 1960. Appendix 10: 34) and a similar

theatre was opened on Masig.

An amendment to the Commonwealth Electoral Act in 1962 enfranchised Aborigines and
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Torres Strait Islanders in the Federal sphere (Native Affairs-Annual Report for the

Year ended 30th June 1963) and it was during the same year that they were deemed

Australian Citizens. In Queensland an amendment to the state electoral act was

enacted in September 1965 which enabled Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders to vote

in State elections (Dawn May pers. comm. 1991). It was also in this year that a new act

was introduced in which Islanders and Aborigines came under the same legislation, the

Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders Affairs Act -1965. Queensland was well and

truly in. the era of assimilation, and this policy was not to change until 1984.

During the 1970s, the Act of 1965 was revoked, and yet again Islanders were considered

separately from Aboriginal people under the provisions of the Torres Strait Islanders

Act 1971 - 1975 and its later amendments. A new system of government management of

the Torres Strait was ushered in, which Jeremy Beckett (1987b) has labelled. 'welfare

colonialism'. According to Beckett (1987b) and Kehoe-Forutan (1988) the 1970s saw the

development of a volatile relationship between the State and Federal Governments,

which the Islanders quickly learned to manipulate via the politics of embarrassment.

This was particularly the case after the establishment of the Federal Department of

Aboriginal Affairs (D.A.A.) office on Thursday Island in 1973, and again later when

Islanders became disillusioned with the Federal Government over the Border dispute.

It was not until 1972 that a Labor Government was elected to power at the Federal

level. ·Prior to this time there had been a unified political front at.the State and

Federal levels. However, as one of the Whitlam Government's major policies was to

pursue land rights and allow Aboriginal and Islander communities to become

self-determinin& an immediate and bitter conflict arose with the entrenched National

Party Government in Queensland, which was heavily committed to assimilationist

policies. During this period State control over the islands increased (Beckett 1987b:

172), which they administered by radio-phone schedules (Kehoe-Forutan 1988: 10-11).

On Yam Island these twice daily schedules continued to be the major form of
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communication with the world outside the island until telephone communciation

networks were established and improved from 1980 on.

In 1973 a number of Torres Strait leaders travelled to Canberra to meet with the

governmentto express their concerns over the proposed changes to the Australian and

Papua New Guinean border to come into effect with Papua New Guinea's attainment of

independence from Australia in 1975 (see Beckett 1987b). White (1981) contains a useful

history of the Border dispute, especially detailing the annexation of the Torres Strait

islands and its associated. history. A Sub-Committee on Territorial Boundaries visited

the Torres Strait in July 1978 (Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1979).

Fisheries, quarantine and illegal immigration are some of the main issues covered

within the Treaty. A chronology of the treaty negotiations can be found in Chapter 1 of

The Torres Strait Treaty. Chapter 2 of the book details the terms of the Treaty Gaint

Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence 1979). Lyon and Smith (1981) present an

excellent coverage of the background, ratification, jurisdiction, details on the Protected

Zone, fisheries, navigation and overflight, consultative and liaison arrangements,

maps and a summary of the 10 main points of the Treaty. The reader is referred to

Appendix 12 for Mr Getano Lui's (snr) recollection of his role in the negotiations.

5.2. Contemporary Social Conditions: The 1980s to 1991

Technically the islands of Torres Strait ceas.ed to be Reserves in 1984, with the Land

Act (Aboriginal and Islander Land Grants) Amendments Act 1982 and the Community

Services (Torres Strait) Act 1984 being enacted, and the introduction of the Aborigines

and Torres Strait Islanders (Land Holding) Act in 1985. With the change of State

government in 1989 new legislation was introduced in the form of the Torres Strait

Islander Land Act of 1991. Currently, groups of Islanders are working to establish their

rights under this act.
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By the late 19808 the overwhelming majority of outer island communities had accepted

the provisions of the Deeds of Grant in Trust, whereby their communities became Trust

Areas as opposed to Reserve Islands. The Deeds of Grant in Trust do not give Island

people inalienable freehold title to their islands which they publicly requested in

1981 (Mills 1982), but merely 50 year leases. Murray Island people however, have

steadfastly refused to deny their traditional and prior ownership of their islands.

Their claim was sent to the High Court in the early 19805, then heard in the Supreme

Court in 1989, before going b~ck to the High Court. On the 23rd May 1989 an historic

sitting of the Supreme Court took place on Murray Island itself, with Justice Moynihan

presiding (see also the 1990 A.B.C. T.V. production Land BHang Islanders>. Moynihan

has yet to bring down his finding in the case.

During the 19805 there has been what Kehoe-Forutan (1988: 11) has referred to as an

accelerated emergence of leadership professionals. Beckett (1985, 1987b) has accounted

for these new leaders by arguing that Islanders have long realised the increasing need

for leaders to be able to talk the same political and economic language as Anglo and

Celtic Australian bureaucrats and politicians. Islander voices were represented in 1991

at the local level via Community Councillors, at the regional Island Co-ordinating

Council and at the Federal level on the new Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

Commission (A.T.S.I.C.). Although greater decision making responsibilities have been

given to the Island Co-ordinating Council in particular, Torres Strait people in general

have yet to achieve real autonomy.

A.T.S.I.C. came into effect on March 5th 1990, thereby replacing a number of Federal

Government bodies and commissions, including the Department of Aboriginal Affairs

and the Aboriginal Development Commission. The new Commission is headed by a

board of 20 Commissioners, 17 of whom have been elected by the Aboriginal and Torres

.Strait Islander people. The rema~g three Commissioners (including the
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Chairperson) are appointed by the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs. A system of 60

Regional Councils established throughout the length and breadth of Australia are

responsible for determining local priorities.

The establishment of A.T.S.LC. was publicly slammed by both the Aboriginal

Co-ordinating Council and the Island Co-ordinating Council, the two state bodies

representing remote Aboriginal and Islander Trust Area communities (Torres News Jan

19-25 1990: 1). During the 1990 Federal Election campaign, the issue of A.T.S.I.C.

became incorporated into the conservative election campaign, with promises being

made of their revoking the legislation, or at the very least dramatically amending it

should they be elected (see Warwick Smith in Torres News Feb 23- March 11990: 12).

In September 1990 it was announced that Torres Strait Islander representatives would

be drawn automatically from within the state representative body, the Island

Co-ordinating CounciL This announcement was decried by the Torres United Party as

being discriminatory in that people in the region were not able to vote for their

representatives on A.T.S.LC. as they did elsewhere in Australia.

From the late 1980s there has been an increasing use of political factions in local Torres

Strait politics. The Torres United Party (T.U.P.) which emerged as a significant

political alternative during the Border Dispute of the 1970s, re-emerged as a force in

local Torres Strait politics in 1988, particularly when they established a permanent

base on Thursday ~sland and Mr Jim Akee became vocal. In January 1989 the T.U.P.

staged a demonstration on Thursday Island for better housing. It continued its aim to be

regarded as a serious political option by becoming a registered political party in

January 1990. This was well timed in relation to the forthcoming Federal as well as the

A.T.S.I.C. elections, and Akee stated that T.U.P. would also stand members for election

in future Island Community Council elections (Akee in Torres News February 9-151990:

7). In the Queensland Local Government elections of March 1991, Akee stood for election
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as Chairman of the Torres Shire Council on Thursday Island, but again was unsuccessful

in attaining office (Torres News 29th March-4th April 1991).

Whilst material and social conditions on the Torres Strait islands have changed,

employment opportunities in the 19805 were extremely poor in such a depressed

economy. During these particular years Yam Islanders were involved in a limited cash

economy, deriving their incomes from a variety of sources: employment in government

related or community service agencies; community improvement projects; exploitation

of crayfish and fish (and trochus and-pearlshell to a marginal extent); Social Security

payments (Aged, Invalid, Unemployment, Supporting Parent, War Service and

Repatriation); some installments from close kin working and living elsewhere; and by

community and individual fund-raising activities (Fuary In Press c).

Now that local communities have been given instructions to become increasingly

economically viable, the need for an economic management plan for the region is

critical. This is so that projects involving the establishment ofsuch ill fated

development companies as the Keriba Lagau Development Company of the 1980s could

instead be properly planned and managed. In 1989 the Island Co-ordinating Council

commissioned Bill Arthur to assess regional development strategies (Arthur and

McGrath 1990). His work has highlighted the real constraints on economic

development and improved employment opportunities in the region (see Arthur 1991).

When commercial gold mining began on Hom Island in the 1980s,new employment

opportunities and training became available to a number of local Torres Strait Islander

men and women but by December 1989 the closed its operations, leaving 180 of its

workers unemployed. Nevertheless, Torres Strait Gold Pty Ltd has a continued interest

in mining on Hom Island. In January 1990 it publicly posted ten further mining claims on

the island (Torres News 19-25 January 1990).
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During 1989 Torres Strait Islanders expressed. grave concern over the long-term effects of

heavy metals flowing down the Fly River and into the Torres Strait, as a result of a

collapsed tailings dam at the Ok Tedi gold mine in Papua New Guinea. They called for

the immediate rebuilding of the tailings dam as a means of mitigating the

contamination of fish in the area (Torres News 2nd-8th February 1990). In November

1989, researchers from Sydney University reported high levels of heavy metals

(particularly copper) in prawns caught in Torres Strait waters. Blame was laid on the

Ok Tedi mining operations. At about the same time, the Great Barrier Reef Marine

Park Authority began to advertise for scientists to engage in the long-term monitoring

and management of heavy metals pollution in the Torres Strait. In January 1990 the

Federal Government annoWlced its four year monitoring of metals and sediments, and

management programme, and in February the National Party organised for a meeting to

be held between the management of the Ok Tedi mine, and the Island Co-ordinating

Council to discuss pollution (Torres News 16th-22nd February 1990: 2). In November

1990, a conference organised. by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

(G.B.R.M.P.A.) was held in Cairns, drawing together all concerned parties: Islanders,

Papuans and scientists. The conference, entitled 'Sustainable Development for

Traditional Inhabitants of the Torres Strait Region', focused. on the long term economic

and environmental effects of development, and in particular the issue of development

impacts on the human, physical and biological environments.

In the 1980s, the trochus shell industry was relatively marginal, but by 1990 it was

increasing in potential. Prices paid for shell remain low and at least one Islander has

threatened to sell direct to the overseas market through tender (Gutchen in~

~ 16th-22nd February 1990: 3). The issue of Islanders competing with Aboriginal

people for trochus shell along the eastern coast of Cape York was raised as an election

issue by the A.L.P. during the 1990 Federal election campaign (see TorreS News 23

February-l March 1990:1). In October 1990 incensed Torres Strait Islanders reacted
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against the closure of the trochus season, as the allowable annual quota had been

exceeded.

While some Island communities had elected to have 'work for the dole' schemes, or

Community Development Employment Projects (C.D.E.P.) operating in their

communities from as early as 1980, these employment schemes were increasingly

adopted on the islands from the mid to late 1980s. Under this system, unemployment

benefits are paid directly to the Community Council, which then pays the monies to

the recipients in exchange for a number of hours work on community-based projects.

Since C.D.E.P. was introduced on Yam Island in 1988, there have been a number of

community improvement projects carried out.

There have been numerous problems with the C.D.E.P. scheme throughout Aboriginal

and Islander communities in Australia, particularly with the administration of funds

and associated social problems. In November 1989 particular community disaffection

with the administration of the scheme erupted on the island of Darnley, when a

protest march was staged in opposition to the Council. By February 1990, workers were

still on strike, and after having met with the new State Minister in Brisbane and the

Federal Minister in Canberra, some resolution occurred. The scheme was stopped on

Darnley until community divisions had been settled. One of the speakers for the

striking C.D.E.P. workers called upon other Island people to publicly speak out against

the abuse of funds if it was occurring in their communities (Pensio reported in the~

~ 16-22 February 1990: 1,14). In a later edition of the Torres News (Gela in~

~ 23 February- 1 March 1990: 2), the Deputy Chairman of Darnley maintained

that the problem on Erub had never been C.D.E.P., but that C.D.E.P. had merely

provided a convenient front masking what he referred to as 'the struggle for supremacy

and power by a religious sect of obscure origin.' 2

2. If this is indeed the case, it nicely corroborates Beckett's (1987b) analysis of politics
and religion on the neighbouring island of Mer.
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The pressures to engage in tourism based enterprises have increased dramatically in the

area since changes in state legislation concerning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

affairs in 1984. In April 1989 the Torres Shire COUIlcil agreed in principal to the

construction of a multi-storey motel complex to be located on Thursday Island, with the

proviso that the complex supply its own water needs. In October 1990 the State

Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Anne Warner, announced that Thursday Island would

obtain a n~wwater supply system connected to anew dam on Hom Island.

Communication and transport within islands and between the islands and the

Australian mainland has improved dramatically since the 1970s. Torres Strait

Islanders had directly raised the matter of poor and inadequate communications in

their meeting with the Prime Minister of Australia in 1976 when negotiating the

Border issue (Mr Getano Lui SOl, pers. comm. 1980). The first major improvements were

receiving ABC radio broadcasts from 1980, and the opening of the Torres Strait

Telephone Network in September 1980. The electronic media has had a continuing

impact on Torres Strait Islanders1 lives, particularly with the establishment of the

Torres Strait Media Association (T.S.I.M.A.) in 1983, and the adoption of the B.R.A.C.s

multi-media transmission units on the islands since the late 19808. This has coincided

with television transmission to the islands and the advent of video. Telephone

accessibility has also improved since 1989 when individual householders throughout

the region became eligible to have the phone connected. Prior to this most island

communities relied on the operation of one public telephone booth.

The incidence of cars on the outer islands has increased markedly in the 1980s, with

Council, C.D.E.P. and individually owned vehicles. In the early 1980s on Yam Island

the only vehicles were two tractors, and for a limited. period. of time, a three wheeled

motor. bike. Planes and helicopters travel regularly between the islands, and indeed

direct flights from Cairns to the outer islands are now common. In the last 15 years for
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example, the situation on Yam Island has changed from total reliance on irregular

government boats and a twice weekly plane service, to a situation in which several

small planes arrive on and depart the island daily.

Small vessel travel has also increased since the 1970s with individuals purchasing

their own aluminium dinghies and outboard motors. Since the late 1980s however there

have been increased government regulations and enforcement concerning the mandatory

carrying of safety equipment, requiring dinghy registration and licences, and limiting

the number of passengers carried and the positions they may occupy in the dinghy.

Thus the standard mode of dinghy travel in which a young male stands at the

bow of the vessel holding on to a rope is technically prohibited. Given that several

boats go missing every year in the strait, and very expensive search parties must be

mounted to locate them, the regulations about carrying safety equipment are

understandable albeit unworkable. These regulations not only produce a hefty

additional cost factor to dinghy travel, but they impinge on the sociality factor of

dinghy use in the region. Nevertheless, the regulations are working; in April 1991 the

occupants of a dinghy en route to Warraber were safely picked out of the sea- they were

all wearing life vests.

While there is a reticulated water supply system, and electricity on Thursday Island,

few of the outer islands enjoy such a service. Wind towers were installed on Thursday

Island by the Far North Queensland Electricity Board (F.N.Q.E.B.) in January 1989, as

a first step in investigating the use of wind energy in electricity generation. Generated

electricity became a reality on Hom Island in June 1989 with the installation of two 418

kilowatt generators on the island. In September of the same year the Queensland

National Party Government announced the allocation of $2.5 million for the

construction of a dam on Loggy Creek, Hom Island to supply water for Thursday Island

and Wasaga village, Hom Island. In January 1990 the new Premier, Wayne Goss,
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promised an additional $1.43 million to the Torres Shire for the construction of the

dam, targetted for completion in December 1990 (Goss in the Torres News 2-8 February

1990: 1).

Torres Strait Islanders' lives are closely articulated with the seasonal availability of

water. Because of the problems associated with maintaining a consistent and

'bottomless' water supply, water usage on Yam Island during the early 19808 was

strictly differentiated and graded, corresponding to the two main water sources and

water qualities: rain water and well water. It was only during the Wet season in which

water was so abundant that Yam Island people bathed, and washed their clothes in

precious rain water. In all other seasons well water was used for these purposes.

Tempers flared and anger was privately expressed against some families known to be

using rainwater from the public tanks for these purposes.

Tanks, wells and 44 gallon drums provide water storage on the smaller islands, and

power is generated by portable diesel generators. Notall people have access to such

generators, and those who own generators are regularly faced with breakdown of

equipment, unavailability of fuel or excessive costs. Gas stoves, kerosene lights,

freezers and stoves still form the mainstay of cooking, lighting and cooling processes on

the outer islands at least. On Puruma a solar experimentation scheme has operated

since the mid-1980s, and in December 1989 the Queensland Government announced a

diesel and solar powered electricity scheme for the Torres Strait.

There are high morbidity and mortality rates in the region which have essentially

resulted from the introduction of exotic diseases and changes in diet and lifestyle.

Hypertension, heart disease, diabetes mellitus, respiratory disorders and sexually

transmitted diseases (S.T.Ds) are all prevalent and over-represented in Torres Strait

Islander communties. Consequently illness and death are ever-present on these small
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Australian islands (see also Chapter 7).

AIDS became a concern in the islands during the mid-1980s. More recently local Islander

AIDS Project Officers visited the Western islands of Mabuiag, Moa and Badu in

February 1990 as part of their AIDS education programme. As part of the Federal

Government's unified strategy on AIDS, Aboriginal and Islander people are being

encouraged to apply for specific grants to implement innovative and effective schemes

(Torres News 2-8 February1990), and positions for specialist AIDS workers were

advertised late in 1990 (Torres News 30th November-6th December 1990).

In terms of the strategies people employ to deal with illness and death, Yam Islanders

during the early 19805 were generally choosing between four options: to obtain

self-help within the immediate family; to consult an 'Island Doctor'; to consult the

M.A.P. 'nurse'; or to consult a practitioner of Western biomedicine. Often all four

strategies were employed as a means to effect the restoration of health,'although there

is no doubt that the strength and power of traditional healers is still perceived to be

far stronger than that of conventional medical doctors.

When illness strikes, Yam Island people opt first for treatment by a traditional doctor

before presenting, if at all, as patients of wayt man meresin (literally, 'white man's

medicine'). Yam Islanders advocate consulting an aylan dokta ('island doctor') first

before seeing a conventional doctor. This is regarded as critical in the determination of

cause of illness. If an illness is particularly debilitating or severe a traditional doctor

is consulted, and if he or she cannot effect a cure the patient is given the go-ahead to

consult a medical doctor. In other words, a conventional medico may well be unable to

effect a cure unless the social causes of illness have been recognised, and any foreign

objects which may be lodged in the body of the patient have been first removed or

defused by an aylan dokta.
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'Island Doctor' is a general term used to refer to traditional curers, who may be

Islanders or Papuans. In the case of Yam Island between 1980 and 1982, the

overvvhelming majority of localiy recognised, resident curers were of Papuan descent.

Because of the historically close trading and other links between Yam and some of the

villages of the Papuan coast, such as Tureture, Mabaduan and Mawatta (see also

Chapter 3), each Islander family on Yam has its own classificatory kinship links with

Papuan curers, as well as others from these villages. When trading canoes visit,

Papuan doctors are kept busy with the business of checking their friends and giving

protective amulets which are worn around the client's neck. In the case of very severe

illness, when all other curing avenues have been exhausted, a dinghy may be

despatched to Papua to fetch a 'family' doctor. All such consultations are paid for

either in goods or in cash.

Yam Island has a new Medical Aid Post (M.A.P.) built in 1986 and managed by a local

'nurse'. M.A.P.s are used rather than traditional curers for the application of

band..aids, dressings, administration of vitamin and mineral supplements to children,

cleaning of wounds, innoculations, strapping of limbs and the acquisition of analgesics.

Visits of doctors to the island are irregular and of short duration. While the ideal is

for adoctor to travel from Thursday Island once per month to hold a local clinic, this

does not always occur (Lui Toues News 9th-15th February 1990: 2). The 19508 saw the

introduction of regular visits to all inhabited islands by the Medical Officer based at

Thursday Island. Each island was visited about every two months by the doctor, who

normally arrived with and departed on the cargo boat (Native Affairs - Annual Report

of the Director of Native Affairs for the Year ended 30th June 1961). This was in

conjunction with the already established radio medical service and the M.A.P.s.

Thus the M.A.P. provides basic health care facilities for the community, and when

emergencies arise the 'nurse' telephones the doctors at Thursday Island Hospital.
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While the doctors usually talk the 'nurse' through the problem, in other instances the

patient is airlifted from the island when major emergencies arise. This airlifting of

patients is a very recent occurrence, having its origins in a request made of the Prime

Minister of Australia in 1976 by Torres Strait Islander leaders that a helicopter be

made available for medical evacuations (Getano Lui snr pers. COrntn. 1980). When

specialist medical attention is required, the usual practice, however, is for a patient to

fly to Thursday Island on a regular scheduled flight. Depending on the severity of the

illness, patients may be required to travel to Thursday Island, Cairns, Townsville or

Brisbane hospitals, either to be admitted or to attend as outpatients.

As diabetes mellitus is endemic, and heart disease, cancer and infectious diseases are

prevalent (Mills 1989: 27), health educators such as Philip Mills have been motivated

to call for a complete change in the delivery of health care and associated services in

the region. There is a need he says, to move away from the pathogenic, hospitalbased

concept of health, to a holistic approach in which health issues are approached

creatively. Medical Aid Post 'nurses' need more recognition, and nutrition, prevention,

community motivation and environmental health are all critical issues which need to

be addressed by health professionals (1989: 28-29).

Until now the rol~ of the health workers has been limited to being an

extension of hospital services, providing after care treatment, early

detection of disease, intervention programs and communicable diseases

monitoring...Health workers must be given more say in the

development and application of programs to improve the health of the

Torres Strait Islanders.

It was not until 1986 that the State Education Department assumed. responsibility for

schools·in the outer islands of the Torres Strait. Prior to this change, education on these

.islands was administered by the Queensland Department of Aboriginal and Islanders'
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Advancement. The Islander 'principals' were replaced with trained teachers, and a

career path was opened up for local aides and assistants to upgrade their

qualifications. New buildings in the form of classrooms as well as modem houses for

principals were constructed throughout the region. A new primary school, kindergarten

and principarshouse were built on Yam Island in 1987.

5. 3. The Torres Strait Islander Population

Estimating the population of the islands in the 1860s is impossible, despite the valiant

attempts of Beckett (1963) to do so. His estimates of population a century later are far

more useful- in 1960 he estimated that there were 6000 to 7000 Islanders living on 20 of

the islands, with probably no more than 400 residing on Thursday Island and the

mainland respectively (Beckett 1963: 44). Since this time however, there has been an

enormous migration of Islanders to the south (see Cromwell 1980; Beckett 1987a, 1987b),

and to a lesser extent to Thursday Island. In 1991 there were major populations of

Islanders on thirteen islands (with two separate populations on the island ofMoa); in

the four gazetted areas of Aplin, Waiben, Tamwoy and Abednego on Thursday Island;

and in the Northern Peninsula Area (NPA) communities of which Bamaga is the most

populated. In these particular areas of Thursday Island and the NPA the realities of

reserve life on the outer islands has been recreated and is mirrored in household

arrangement and composition, and in social interaction.

There are enormous problems in estimating the population for the region, not least of

which may be people's reluctance to be counted in formal censuses, the mobility of

people both within households on their 'home' islands, as well as movement between

islands and the mainland, and problems associated with some members of the

population (such as Papua New Guineans and Pacific Islanders) falsely identifying as

Aboriginal or Islander people in the larger scale Australian national census. Thus in
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some cases the numbers are underestimates, and in yet others the figures may be

intlated. The following figures should be regarded as estimates only, although there is

a.n excellent correlation between the estimates of the Australian Bureau of Statistics

and the Community Profile of the Torres Strait-Northern Peninsula Area compiled by

the Department of Aboriginal Affairs in the same year.

Australian Bureau of Statistics Census 1981

In 1981 3 there were 2139 Islanders living on the outer island reserve communities of

Badu, Mabuiag, Moa (St Pauls and Kubin), Boigu, Dauan, Saibai, Yam, Puruma, Masig,

Warraber, Murray, Damley and Stephen islands. In addition there was a small

population on the Catholic Mission of Hammond Island. Another 562 Islanders were

registered as living at Bamaga. Thus the total Islander population for the Torres

Strait-Northern Peninsula Area was recorded as 4330. In contrast, the Department of

Aboriginal Affairs Community Profile for 1981 estimated a population of 2114 people

living on the outer islands and including Hammond Island, 1183 resident on Thursday

Island, and 1113 in the five communities of the NPA. This gives a total of 4410 as

opposed to 4330 from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics census, 490/0 of all Islanders residing in

this area of Queensland were living on Reserve islands. However, this represented a

mere 140/0 of the total Australian population of Torres Strait Islanders, or 21% of the

Queensland population of Islanders. While it was estimated that 70% of all Islanders

lived in the state of Queensland, only 42% of this number were living in the Torres

Strait-Northern Peninsula Area (Australian Bureau of Statistics. see Figure 8), and

only 290/0 of the total Islander population was living in the Torres Strait area in 1981.

3. I have only included 1981 Census statistics here as this period most closely relates to
the period of my extended fieldwork.
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FIGURE 8. Distribution of Torres Strait Islanders in Australia,1981 (based on the 1981

Australian Census data derived from Infonnation Services, A~B.S. Brisbane).

AREA POPULATION

• 1 NSW 1955
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II 3 VIC 776
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Figure 9. Sex Composition and Age Distribution of Yam Island Population (September

1980).
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Thus the trend which was becoming obvious in the 19705, viz that the majority of Torres

Strait Islanders were living on the Australian mainland (Fisk et aI1974), was

continuing in the early 1980s. However, now this may be beginning to reverse somewhat

with changing conditions on the islands since 1984. 4

5.3.1. Yam Island Population

On Yam Island descendants of the Kulkalgal and others live in one village located near

the north-western point of the island (see Map 2). For obvious reasons the eastern half

of the village is referred to as Sunrise, and the western side is known as Sunset. Since

1911 the village has been dissected by a number of stone-lined roads (MacGregor 1916

QSA PRE/ A530: 9-10). Still other Yam Islanders live on a number of islands in the

Strait, on Thursday Island, and in various villages, towns and cities on the mainland.

Only a very small number are resident in the Northern Peninsula Area, although more

substantial pockets of Yam Island people may be found in the Cairns, Mackay,

Townsville, Rockhampton and Darwin districts.

During the last 10 to 15 years, the population has fluctuated from between 150 to just

over 200 people. Hatake (1983) states that the population has reached 300, although

during his brief visit in 1977 the population was 131. In September 1980 the total

population of Yam Island was 156, of which 76 were female and the remaining 80 were

male (see Figure 9). More than half the population (80) was under the age of 21, and

35 of these people were under the age of 5. Whereas there were 22 males as opposed to

13 females in the 0-5 years age bracket, females outnumbered the males in the 31-35

4. This is an impression which has yet to be validated. Certainly if one compares
Kehoe-Forutan's (1988; see also Appendix 13) figure for the population of Yam in 1986
with my table for Yam Island in 1980, there are no statistically Significant differences.
However, reliance on a population estimate for one day is not necessarily a reliable
indicator of population or demographic change.
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years, 36-40 years and 46-50 years age cohorts. Quite a number of men in these age

ranges were working away from the island.

By using the age of 16 years as the demarcation line between adults and children, there

were only 39 adult males, as 7 others were away regularly working on boats. Some 19 of

the 39 adult males were over the age of 40 and 10 of them were over 60 years old. Of

these adult males, 26 were married, 12 were single and the other was widowed. For

the same period in 1980, there were 49 adult females on Yam Island, of whom 19 were

over the age of 40. Of these adult females 25 were married, 19 were single and the

remaining 5 were widowed.

Of the adult males consistently resident on Yam Island during 1980, 11 out of the 39 were

themselves either born in the Western Province of Papua New Guinea or had both their

parents born there. Likewise, 13 of the 49 adult females could be classified in 1980 as

being from dawdhay (i.e Papua New Guinea).

As discussed in Chapter 3 and section 5.4.1 of this chapter, Yam Islanders have

long-standing and currently recOgnised and expressed traditional links with the coastal

Papuan people of Mabaduan and Tureture, and a substantial Papuan component of the

Yam Island population is indicative of this. Yamis sometimes jokingly referred to as

Small Mabaduan; i.e. the outstation, as it were, of Mabaduan village in Papua.

The question of numbers or percentages of Papuans resident on Yam Island is a

complicated issue. Not least of the complications is the important fact that marriages

have occurred between Yam Island people and Papuans for hundreds of years. For

example, in 1916 MacGregor commented on the frequency of these marriages (QSA

PRE/A530):
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I found that the wife of Maino, the chief, was a sister of the man I had

made chief of the Meawatta tribe of r-~ew Guinea more than twenty

years ago. It appears that intermarriage between the western coast

tribes of New Guinea and of those Islands in the Straits was formerly

very common. These intermarriages will be less frequent now on aCColmt

of the restrictions imposed on communication.

Most extended families on the island contain at least one member who had a Papuan

parent, grandparent or great-grandparent, a Papuan spouse, or a child to a Papuan.

However this does not mean that such families may be considered Papuan. In fact, they

adamantly identify as Yam Island people. On the other hand, there is a significant,

distinct floating population and long-term residential population of Papuans on Yam

Island. One family in particular has had a long term association with the island

spanning four generations. Relatives of that family have gradually taken up residency

on Yam, and a number have become Australian citizens or obtained permanent residency

status since 19708. All heads of these families had been adopted into Island families.

In 1980 there were five core Papuan households on Yam Island, and by the late 1980s

there were at least IOdistinctly Papuan households. This rise in the number of Papuan

households represents an exponential increase in the population of the early 1980s

through reproduction and through younger members having established their own

households on reaching adulthood and becoming married. Some new residents have

attached themselves to the more established Papuan households, attracted by the

more affluent lifestyle of Yam Island compared to village life in the coastal areas ,of

Papua, and by the better prices paid for crayfish by the fishing industry. Another

significant,contributing factor which needs to be taken into account is that during the

19808, there has been an overall increase in the number of new households established,

due to additional housing being built on the island.
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5.4. The Subsistence Sector

On Yam Island subsistence fishing, the gathering of yams and fruits to which one has

rights, and making gardens in the bush or close to one's house, provide supplements to

the more regular refined foods of white rice, white flour, sugar, tea, powdered milk,

tinned meats and vegetables, biscuits, lollies and softdrinks. Fresh animal protein and

fresh vegetables and fruit are preferred to the tinned varieties of such food found in the

local village store. When gardens are planted, cassava, watermelon, pumpkin, sweet

potato, corn, bananas, sugarcane and occasionally yams, are most commonly grown.

Subsistence fishing, shell-fishing, egg collection and marine hunting remain important

regular activities, although the cultural material associated with these activities has

changed dramatically during the past 150 years. Aluminium dinghies powered by

outboard motors have replaced the canoes, cutters, luggers and bondwood sailing

dinghies of yesteryear. The heavy wooden dugong harpoon is still used, but it has been

modified with an iron harpoon point (Fuary In Press a). In exploiting their physical

environment Yam Island people utilise a number of cues, predominantly derived from

generations of cultural knowledge. Flora, fauna, winds and tides are classified and used

in association with their interpretations of cloud formations, constellations of stars and

phases of the moon, as indicators to what foods are currently available in their region

(see Fuary 1991).

The bush and reefs of Yam itself and of the islands owned by Yam are perceived as the

source of most good things, particularly favoured foods. They also represent places for

individuals to escape from the claustrophobia of village life, either to enjoy the 'fresh

air t
, or to temporarily evade obligations to others. Through the correct management of

and approach to these areas, they cease to be potentially dangerous places.

The home reef and its lagoons are exploited daily for numerous varieties of fish,
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shellfish, octopus and crayfish (Panulirus ornatus [Fabricius]). In addition, the reefs of

nearby isiands are regularly searched not only for the above subsistence foods, but also

for the very important 'meat' obtained from hunting green turtle and dugong.

Thulutidhayn and Ngazi (or Mourilyan Reef) south of Gebar, Small Reef (south of

Mukar), Iki and Awbayn to the north-east of Gebar, Polin and Tekey to the south-west

of Gebar, Thidiyu and Bigayn (Dungeness Reef) to the south of Zegey, and the Warrior

Reefs are regularly visited by Yam Island people engaging in marine hunting, collecting

and fishing (see Map 3; see also Fuary 1991). The domains exploited and their

proximity to Yam Island relate to the sea resources being sought and to other activities

in which fishing or hunting is complementary; such as instances in which people are

travelling from one populated island to another on a social visit, to trade or to

participate in a ceremony.

Yam Islanders' use of the seascape is broad-spectrum. Harvesting the sea's resources

involves people of both sexes and of all ages employing a wide variety of fishing,

hunting and collecting techniques. These techniques vary by gender and age, span the 24

hours in the day and extend throughout all seasons of the yeara Early morning risers

may often catch a glimpse of a child or adult returning from hunting at dawn on the

exposed home reef, with fresh octopus to be steamed or boiled for breakfast.

Conversely, from sunset until the early hours of the morning, women and girls fish the

incoming tide for Yellow Tailed Perch or venture to the reef (with or without male

companions) in search of crayfish or octopUSa

Typically women, girls and children fish with lines, while men and boys walk on the

edge of the reef or through the lagoon shallows, spearing fish as they proceed. Males

also engage in underwater spearfishing in deeper water, or cast lines into deep water

from anchored dinghies. Aluminium dinghies powered by outboard motors play an

integral role in the hunting of seafood. They are generally driven by men or boys and

provide transport to nearby reefs and islands.
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Marine foods are usually consumed soon after they have been harvested or received as a

gift (refer also to Chapter 6). The advent of kerosene deep freezers on Yam Island in

the last eleven years, however, has had a marked effect on this practice.

Nevertheless, astrong ethic remains that any food harvested from the sea must be

redistributed and not sold to onels relatives. Very occasionally this folkway is broken

when fish are sold on the island, however to the best of my knowledge, turtle and

dugong were not sold on Yam Island during the period in which I resided there. The

regular redistribution of marine products helps facilitate and maintain the ideal of

harmonious group interrelations (see again Chapter 6).

Marine resources satisfy more than just the physical needs of Yam Island people. Food

everywhere for human beings goes beyond the mere provision of physical relief from

hunger. As Farb and Armelagos (1980: 95, 109) state:

Because of values that go far beyond filling the stomach, eating

becomes associated, if only at the unconscious level, with deep-rooted

sentiments and assumptions about oneself and the world one lives in......

Eating is symbolically associated with the most deeply felt human

experiences, and thus expresses things that are sometimes difficult to

articulate in everyday language.

The multiplicity of ways throughout the world in which specific foods are imbued

with meaning above and beyond their nutritional values, and how these values can be

appreciated and understood only within their respective cultural contexts have been

addressed by Manderson (1986), Farh and Armelagos (1980) and Kuper (1977). The

identity of Yam Island people is inter alia connected with the seascape. The particular

species harvested, the ways in which they are treated and prepared, and the ways in

which they are perceived as good food (namba wankaikai) or real food (prapa

kaikai), constitute an enduring connection for Yam Island people with their

past and their traditions, in much the same way as 'traditional' foods serve to signify
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Aboriginality among the Yoignu of Amhem Land (see Reid 1986: 51).

From the most mundane, everyday rr.arine foods to the more esteemed, irregular

supplies of turtle and dugong, Yam Island people maintain a connection with the past,

not only in terms of the fishing, hunting, collection and preparation of marine foods, but

also through the ways in which these foods maybe redistributed (see Chapter 6). At

the more spectacular and public level of contemporary rites of passage, no respectable

feast in commemoration of a tombstone opening (unveiling) or wedding can be staged

without either turtle or dugong meat being on the table (Fuary 1991).

As elsewhere in the Torres·Strait, turtle and dugong hunting among Yam Island people

is considered the ultimate physical and cultural experience for males. So significant

has the dugong been that Haddon notes it is the only mammal to be frequently

represented in Torres Strait art (1912: 358). Turtle and dugong are in many ways

considered the physical and cultural lifeblood of Yam Islanders, and success in the hunt

never goes unnoticed. Prowess in hunting is recognised as a significant male

achievement; through bringing back 'meat', men and boys not only provide for the needs

of their immediate family, but for those of extended kin, friends and the community as

a whole (see·Chapter 6). The event of a young man spearing his first turtle or dugong

calls for an island-wide celebration of his attainment of masculinity.

Today men hunt dug<?ng at Tudu and Zegey (see Map 3) and their meat provides a

welcome, albeit irregular change to the diet. When the successful hunters return, the

mammal is left to swell on the beach for a couple of hours prior to being butchered.

Usually on occasions other than the celebration of a young man's first success at hunting,

both turtle and dugong are cut on the front beach of Yam Island, and word is sent to

female representatives of each household to go to the beach to receive their share of

the meat (see Chapter 6).
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Dugong are accorded a respect by Yam Island people unmatched by that demonstrated

toward any other animal. These mammals are regarded as bearing strong similarities

to humans, and despite their being considered the providers of superior food and

medicinal oil, wistful regret is often expressed at their capture. It is said that they are

'like a man', and conversely someone spotted lazing around the village may be jokingly

referred to as being 'like a dugong', or a person with good hearing may be called 'dugong

thalinga' (ears).

Yam Islanders have probably always hunted more green turtle than dugong; on average

only about 10 dugong per year are killed, as against an estimated 100 green turtle.

Green turtle eggs constitute an important food. During salwal (see Chapter 2), female

turtle with unlaid eggs may be caught on the home reef, and these eggs are

redistributed. with the meat. Current research by the Queensland National Parks and

Wildlife Service on turtle numbers in the Torres Strait shows that their populations

are stable (Reimer in Torres News 23 February-1 March 1990: 17).

During the late 19605, the dugong was declared an endangered species, and from the

19708 government attempts have been made to conserve their numbers and manage the

hunting of these mammals in Australian waters. One of the major impacts on dugong

numbers in northern Australian waters had been the commercial dugong oil industry,

originally established by the 1850s in southern Queensland. Dugong oil was

manufactured commercially and exported to Europe as a substitute for cod-liver oil

(Finger in The Sunday Mail 31 August 1986: 23), and a similar industry operated

intermittently in the Torres Strait from the 1930s. This was during the period in which

Government Medical Officers were recommending regular doses of the oil as a means of

increasing Islanders' stamina and resistance to the annual epidemics of tuberculosis,

whooping cough and flu (Qff 1936, 1937, 1939).
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In Torres, ~trait itself the same population of dugong are hunted by both Torres Strait

Isianders and the Kiwai of lowland Papua. Since the 1980s in Papua, Hudson (1983;

Hudson and Marsh 1986) has been involved in studying dugong biology, monitoring

hunting frequency and establishing community-based education programmes. In the

Torres Strait the Dugong Protection Kit was launched in March 1989, and in the same

year marine biologists suggested there were many more dugong inhabiting the Great

Barrier Reef region than they had originally claimed several years ago prior to

completing extensive surveys of their populations (Cairns Post 16/5/1989; Marsh et.al

1984).

Other marine resources are also regularly exploited. Fish drives (saker), are carefully

orchestrated events taking place on neap tides regularly throughout the year, using

partially movable stone weirs, garaz (see Fuary 1991). The two major stone weirs

which were used on Yam Island from 1980 to 1982 are situated on the northern and

north-western sides of the island (see Map 2). Because of the changing nature of the

shoreline and lagoon depths, there were at least another eight stone weirs on Yam

which were no longer being used at this time (see again Fuary 1991). At the conclusion

of the drive thanks are spoken for the fish, and ideally all the fish are shared equally

between participants, irrespective of individual spearing performance.

There are a multitude of beliefs 5 surrounding the staging of saker, and many prescribed

behaviours must be observed in order to ensure its success. The group and co-{)perative

nature of the event is reinforced by the belief that all participants must go to the weir

together. Pregnant women cannot participate in a fish drive because it is said no fish

would be speared if they were to be involved. People not engaging in the drive are also

5. See Appendix 6. MacFarlane's observations on the use of fish traps on Murray and
Darnley islands nicely corroborate the Yam Island practices and beliefs: a person could
not arrive late for a fish drive, a pregnant woman could not enter the enclosure, nor
could the husband of a pregnant woman be involved in repairing the walls (MacFarlane
1948: 22).
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required to observe certain regulations: if one of them decides to go fishing while a

saker is underway, :he or she must head off in the opposite direction to where it is being

held. All other villagers should theoretically remain in the village, taking care not to

visit a grave and/or a cemetery for the duration of the fish drive.

A variety of species of gastropods and bivalves are collected on the home reef. Limited

numbers of giant clam, and numerous trochus, kirith kirith (Strombus (CQDorourex)

luhanYs), spider shell (ithay), akul (Geloina coaxans), mudu (Gafrarium sp.), silel

(Mesodesma striata), baler shell (Melo. sp.) and mangrove whelks (Ielescopjum

telescopium) are all distributed in varying proportions in the lagoons of Yam Island. In

addition to collecting shellfish on the home reef, women and girls also engage in

shellfishing when en route to other islands, and when on specific foraging expeditions

to the nearby islands of Tudu, Gebar and Mukar. Often when there are mixed-sex

fishing parties, the women and girls scan the reef edge and lagoon shallows for

shellfish, while their male companions swim along the edge of the reef, spearing fish

as they go.

Mud crabs (Sc.yl1a serrata), are sought by men and women among the mangrove zones

especially during spring low tides, however they are not eaten as regularly as any of

the molluscs or crayfish. In June, July and August, when the leaves of the kern tree

(species unidentified) in the mangroves tum red, people understand that these crabs are

gravid.

Because of the continuing cultural and dietary significance of turtle and dugong, there

are a number of behavioural restrictions currently associated with their hunting..

Villagers may not run, make a lot of noise, or dance while a hunt is underway on the

home reef at Tura or Zagwan (see Map 3). Turtle or dugong should not be mentioned or

discussed while a hunt is 'in progress. The prey will elude the hunter if these things are
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'done. The hunter will also be unsuccessful if his sexual partner is pregnant. In such a

case, it is said the turtle will dive at the dinghy's approach; for a man in this state to

spear a turtle or dugong 'is like a poison' (Peter Bob pers. COIlUll. 1980).

Haddon (1935: 158) provides an interesting historical perspective to this, in citing

MacFarlane's observation that it was a general Torres Strait belief that a turtle could

not be caught if it saw a pregnant woman or her partner:

when the husband of a pregnant woman is on a boat he must go down

below when a turtle is sighted.

Pregnancy is also deemed to have an affect on fishing. If a pregnant woman goes fishing

alone she will return with enormous amounts of fish. Should she walk near others who

are fishing, however, they will have difficulty catching anything. likewise should

her lover or husband go spear-fishing with a group and spear the first fish, his

companions will miss everything at which they subsequently take aim. As far as I am

aware there are no other restrictions on a pregnant woman's fishing activities other

than her exclusion from fish drives.

I once heard the classificatory mother of a young woman advise her against eating a

certain species of fish and to stick to eating common fish, such as the blue parrot fish

and the yellow tailed perch. Interestingly, as discussed in Chapter 8, these are the two

fish with which Yam Islanders self-identify, as they are the fish most regularly

caught in Yam Island waters.

There is a belief that the consumption of turtle eggs from about the month of September

until the end of the mango season on Yam Island (between January and March), results in

mango trees prematurely dropping their fruit. Given that the nesting period of the

.green turtle occurs during this period, there are regular complaints in the village that
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the mango crop is being spoiled through some ignorant person eating turtle eggs.

Although sea birds are not often eaten, their eggs and feathers are collected. Attempts

(usually unsuccessful) may be made to shoot frigate birds (womer) when they appear

about August, and pot shots are taken at pelicans as they swarm over Yam Island in the

hundreds each year. During September pelicans nest on Tudu, and also during this

month several hundreds of tern eggs may be collected from nests in the long grass on

Mukar's sandspit. Sometimes chicks are taken home for children to raise as pets. The

feathers of the reef heron in its white phase (karbay) are used in the construction of

dancing headdresses and other dancing paraphernalia, although currently chicken

feathers may also be used as a substitute (see Chapters 6 and 8). Torres Strait pigeons

(geynaw) are shot and eaten occaSionally, and they may also be raised as pets. In 1872

Gill (1876) noted that the Kulkalgal of Tudu went out to sea to kill these pigeons with

sticks and stone missiles, during their biannual migrations between New Guinea and

North Queensland, and he commented on the subsequent effect such hunting had on the

birds' flight paths.

The tides, the phases of the moon, the condition of the water and the weather all

constitute clearly visible phenomena. Through the use of multiple environmental cues,

the seasons are better understood, and as such rendered more predictable. The

observation and reading of these signs provides a continuous focus and discussion point

for members of the community. Harvesting of the sea is keyed into these factors which

influence and set obvious limits on what, how and when something is caught, speared or

gathered (see also Chapter 2).

Success at fishing is multi-faceted. While individual specialist knowledge of fish

behaviour and skill at fishing (such as knowing what fish are present by observing a

stretch of water and the effect movements of swimming fish have upon it), is given due
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recognition, other factors are also seen to playa significant contributing role. Successful

fishing is not merely up to the individual, but it is also social in the sense that it is

fundamentally intertwined with the actions of others. A continuing occupation of Yam

Island and utilisation of its waters give Yam Island people an intimate understanding

of this environment and the symbiotic nature of their association with it. This

inextricable link between the social and physical environments is explored more fully

in Chapter 8.

Outsiders regularly comment on the relative lack of gardening on the Central islands,

using it as an index of floss of culture' vis-a'-vis other Torres Strait islands. We may

regard the absence of intensive gardening as not so much an index of cultural

degradation, but rather as an indicator of continuing tradition. While it is important

not to push this point to the extreme, we can reasonably state that while Central Island

people used horticulture as one of their subsistence strategies, it was never a dominant

strategy (see Chapter 3). In the 1980s and 1990, horticulture on Yam Island remains a

secondary subsistence strategy to traditional fishing, marine hunting and gathering.

In February 1845, the naturalist-geologist on board the surveying ship the Bramble, put

ashore at Yam and described it thus:

On Turtle-backed Island we found a few small groves of cocoa-nut trees

......with a little thicket of bamboo; and near the centre of the island,

following a little path through a matted wood, rendered impervious by

creepers, we·came one day on the first symptoms of cultivation of the

ground we had ever seen among the aborigines of this part of the world.

This was a little circular plot of ground, not more than fOUf or five yards

in diameter; but it had evidently been dug, though in a rude manner,

and in it were set several young plantain-trees, one or two other plants,

and two trailing plants, somewhat like French beans in appearance,

which we afterwards found were a kind of yam....

(Jukes 1847a: 155-7)
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PLATE 16. Papuan canoes riding at anchor, Sidha,Yam Island, 1980. 

The mangrove island of Madhakal can be seen in the middle 

background (photograph: M. Fuary). 
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PLATE 17. Processed sago (bisi) is a favoured item obtained by Yam Islanders frolll

theirPapuan exchaI1ge partners (photograpll: M. Fuary).
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PLATE 18. Mrs Luisa Samuel (nc..'C Kebisu) preparing the ground prior to planting 

cassava (manyot / manyota) cuttings (neg), Kadhaw, Yam Island, December 1980. Note 

the old cassava plants in the background, SOITIC of which were later cut and used as neg 

(photograph: M. Fuary). 
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Vast old fallow gardens (geuzag) are located on the stony slopes within the bush and

are demarcated by stone boundaries. While these gardens were not being actively

gardened from 1980 to 1982, they were regularly exploited by those having rights to use

them, in the digging of three varieties of yam, and the use of coconut trees and their

fruit. Yams are classified into 'wild' yams (koS, kuthay and mursilbuwa) and·yams

which are cultivated. Ibis is in stark contrast to the inaccurate suppositions made by

Thome (1989: 48) that Yam Island is 'named [sic] because of the fondness of the

inhabitants for a type of small, sweet yam, which the women grow in gardens. The

Australian tribes in Cape York and Arnhem Land gathered the same yam but never

planted it: The yam Thome is referring to is kuthay, whichis never cultivated on Yam

but is gathered as a 'wild' yam, as it is elsewhere in Australia.

During 1980-1982 the outer periphery of the bush was being actively used in bush

gardenin& with cassava (Manihot esculenta), sweet potato (Ipomoea hatatas),

watermelon, sugarcane (Saccharum officinariym) and com (Zea mays) being typically

cultivated, supplemented with small plots of banana and pumpkin. Cassava was

introduced into the Torres Strait in about 1908 or 1909 (MacGregor 1911 QSA PRE A/S30

1916/ 10468: 23), and within a couple of years was being 'grown on a considerable scaler

throughout the region.

Gardening land is owned and rights to use other people's land or trees must be

negotiated. Land is owned by a family or by individuals within a family (Beckett

1983: 206), and outsider's rights to its use may be acquired through marriage or by the

bonds of friendship. Prior to marriage a man and a woman garden their own respective

land, however subsequent to their marriage a woman cultivates her husband's land. In

gardening, technically. the man breaks the hard ground and the woman turns it.

The bush is not only visited as part of gardening activity. People also go bush to dig
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wild yams, knock down coconuts, collect mangoes, collect water or firewood, or simply

for pleasure. The activities of fishing, gathering and gardening cannot be regarded

solely as a means by which people respond to a need to procure fresh food. Quite often

these activities are undertaken by a small family group or clique of friends in the

context of a carefree, holiday atmosphere. These 'picnics' occur primarily on weekends

and during public holiday periods, and they invariably involve the activities of

fishing, shellfishin& roasting and eating freshly caught fish, dozing in the shade and

yarning. People feel the need for regular temporary respite from the dynamics and

constraints of village life. These outings in the 'fresh air', and the ambience within

which they occur, are enthusiastically sought by Yam Island people.

5.4.1. The Papuan Connection: Trading Relations with Papuan Villages

Exchange relations between lowland Papuan villages and Yam Island have a long, well

established history. For example, Kiwai legends account for the origin of canoe

exchange in which the culture hero Naga is attributed with finding a toy Papuan

dugout canoe at Yam Island. In order to discover its origins, Naga travelled to Daru on

the customary Torres Strait log canoe and there purchased a dugollt. From there the

canoe traffic began in earnest (Landtman 1927: 208). According to Lawrence (1989b: 213),

the beginnings of the marine resources - food exchange relations between Torres Strait

Islanders and certain lowland Papuan villages began with Saika of Yam Island. He

wished to visit his relatives in Papua and carried a gift of marine goods with him. He

returned with garden foods, thus establishing an exchange network between the peoples

of Yam, Masig, Puruma, Boigu and the Masingara of Papua. Lawrence (1989b) has

demonstrated that European pacification and the establishment of the regional

administrative centres of Mabaduan and Daru in the 18905 had a major impact on the

focus, intensity and nature of exchange relations across the strait.
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Despite early 20th century government attempts to prevent the traditional trade, and

quarantine restrictions imposed with the Torres Strait Treaty, trading relations

between YamIslanders and their Papuan neighbours are still maintained. While the

goods and the frequency with which they are exchanged may have changed since

European colonisation of the region, the trading relations are still staunchly

maintained and defended. Canoes from Mabaduan (and to a lesser extent Tureture)

regularly visit Yam Island ( see Plate 16). In addition to this, some short trips are

made to Daru by the resident Papuan population on Yam Island. Warraber and Puruma

people occasionally make dinghy trips to Yam when canoes are in port. Masig is

usually visited by Papuans from Parem (Parama). In contrast however with the island

of Saibai, which immigration officials have estimated is visited by some 200 Papuans

per month (Torres News 12-18 January 1990), the frequency of visits and the numbers of

people involved are far less on Yam Island.

Yam Island people stress that the highly esteemed bush foods of taro, yams and

bananas have always been important exchange items in the trade between Torres Strait

and Papua, and that these foods have sustained them for generations. On 23rdMarch

1893, Sir William MacGregor noted that the bulk of Tudu people's food came from

Papua (White 1981). In the 1980s prior to the ratification of the Torres Strait Treaty,

there was a generalised fear within the Yam Island community that the traditional

exchange of such items would be curtailed. Both Islanders and Papuans alike feared

administrative reprisals in the form of Quarantine officers burning food and mats.

Consequently, during most of the trading activities witnessed in 1982, there was a

degree of expressed anxiety.

Official understandings were arrived at in the 19805 between local Torres Strait Island

communities and the government departments responsible for immigration, defence and

quarantine. Currently local people advise the respective deparbnents of breaches of
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the various regulations as they occur.6 So crucial is this community role, that in

December 1989 the Island Co-ordinating Council advocated non-eompliance with

Commonwealth departments as a protest against the formation of the Aboriginal and

Torres Strait Islander Commission. A report appeared in the ·Torres News ( 12th-18th

January 1990) claiming the arrival of hundreds of Papuan shoppers on the island of

Saibai. It was stated that their purchases of flour, rice and other foodstuffs put

excessive pressure on local requirements. Meanwhile, Immigration officials based on

Thursday Island maintained that there had not been a dramatic increase in the

numbers of people involved in these visits, as they had not been notified of an increase.

However given that Torres Strait Islanders were boycotting their surveillance and

monitoring it is obvious that had there been an increase in visitor numbers, immigration

officials would not have been notified.

In the Cairns Post of 17th January 1990, a photograph appeared of a Papuan trading

canoe arriving at Saibai, with a story in which Getano Lui Onr), Chairman of both Yam

Island and the Island Co-ordinating Council, drew public attention to the implications

of the Islander boycott in not officially monitoring these visits. In February 1990 it was

announced by Australia's Minister for Resources that the Australian Quarantine and

Inspection Service (A.Q.I.S.) and Papua New Guinea's Department of Agriculture and

Livestock would undertake a two year project in animal disease surveillance by

regularly monitoring animals in the Torres Strait (Torres News 2nd-8th Feb 1990). Due

to government and primary industry anxiety about the possible influx of specific plant

and animal diseases from Papua New Guinea into North Queensland, Islander

politicians are able to use the trading visits as a form ofcultural and political capital

with which to apply pressure at the State and Federal levels when the need arises.

6. In 1991"the Department of Primary Industries plans to evaluate the effectiveness of
their quarantine education materials produced especially for the region and distributed
widely throughout it (Mr Kerry Trapnell pers. comm. 1990).
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When canoes arrive on Yam the exchange is both formal and informal, material and

non-material (Fuary In Press a). The non-material cultural interchange is comprised of

dancLng displays, healing practices, adoption, the consolidation of old relationships

and the establishment of new ones. Because of the long-standing historical nature of

these visits, many exchange transactions between Papuans and Yam Islanders do not

occur as reciprocal trade per set Most families on Yam have established, recognised

links of friendship and trade with specific Papuan individuals, and gifts of food, mats,

baskets and drums are often·made (Plate 17). In exchange, the Yam Island family

provides meals, cigarettes and material goods such as aluminium cooking pots, kerosene

pressure lamps, clothes, crotchet-edged sarongs, bags of rice, tins of flour, baking

powder and packets of sugar and tea. The Papuans are then despatched to work in the

gardens, especially in clearing, or in erecting fences to keep pigs away from the crops.

Where formal trading occurs on Yam Island all the Papuan goods are displayed in an

open area at a specified time. The major items displayed are highly valued Pandanus

mats, coconut leaf baskets, multi-eoloured plastic beads, music cassettes, plastic woven

bags (kiapa), coconut brooms, herbal-scented coconut oil and food. The latter may

include a variety of bananas, taro, sago, pineapple and a plant used in stupefying

fish (sp. unidentified; see Fuary 1991). The most commonly requested goods in exchange

for these items in 1982 were saucepans, mosquito nets, bedsheets, Islander sarongs,

kerosene pressure lamps, clothing, flour and rice.

Both Yam Islanders and Papuans rely on the reciprocal and market exchange

transactions which occur when Papuans arrive on their trading canoes. The canoes

bring many of the items which are considered customary Islander goods and services. In

exchange Islanders provide their Papuan exchange partners with material items

which range from things which make their lives a little easier either in terms of

lighting or quickly prepared foods, to items which can be used to raise school fees for
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their children's education. What is more the visits are a means by which the

interconnectedness between Papuans an<:i Yam Isianders are reaffirmed and publicly

recognised.

5.5. Travel away from Yam

Prior to 1946 no Islander was permitted by the Queensland Government to live on

Thursday Island (refer to section 5.1. of this chapter). That is not to say, however, that

prior to the passing of legislation in Queensland which attempted to control totally the

movement, location and action of Torres Strait Island people, local people did not

travel far and wide, particularly during the early to mid 19th century.

Some of the major reasons for the enormous population shift of the 1970s and 1980s

included people seeking employment and better formal education opportunities, a

desire to acquire a certain level of material possessions and perceived better standard

of living, the fear of sorcery, and a desire to escape from conditions prevailing on State

Government controlled Reserves (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a; Beckett 1987a; Fuary

In Press c). To this must be added the additional desire of second wave migrants to be

living close to some of their relatives, especially their children.

Movement between the home island and other centres is very common, and for

simplicity I have divided trips up on the basis of prime motivations. Of course, many

trips are made in which a combination of these motivations are present so that expenses

are offset by maximum use of the opportunity at hand. In visiting friends and relatives,

a person may also shop, engage in rituals, while at the same time having an enjoyable

holiday away from her or his home island. When people visit other places they are

careful to observe appropriate behaviour. This is because they feel anxious that if

they fail to act in a dignified yet humble way, people who are not their kinfolk may
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express anger at them.

Perhaps the major reason individuals leave the island for long periods of time is to

take advantage of formal educational training on Thursday Island and the mainland.

This migration for education has affected the Torres Strait since the 1960s

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 198Oa: 268-269; 320). Sometimes families move for a number

of years, or else individual students leave home to attend high school (at Thursday

Island, Bamaga, Cairns, Townsville, Herberton, Charters Towers or Rockhampton), or

to enrol in pre-Tertiary and Tertiary studies at institutions in Cairns, Townsville,

Brisbane or even further afield. Many students board at school, or at hostels if

available, or they stay with relatives. Secondary education really only became

accessible to Torres Strait Islander students in 1973 with the establishment of the

D.A.I.A. run residential college at Bamaga (Finch 1977: 58-59).

Expanded education opportunities became available for Torres Strait Island people in

January 1989 with the opening of a branch of the Cairns TAPE on Thursday Island at

the site of the old High School. In February 1990 a number of.TAFE courses were

introduced, ranging from 3 to 8 weeks in length and called Options. These included:

Computer Awareness, Drawing, Jewellery Making, Sewing, Introduction to Video,

Signing, Marine Radio and Advanced Computers (ToUes News 16-22 February 1990). In

addition to these, TAFE offered a Business Planners' Course (organised by the

Aboriginal Development Commission under the Aboriginal Enterprise Incentive

Scheme) aimed at schooling prospective small business operators in the basics of

running a business. Other TAFE courses operating in 1990 were the Office Studies Course

and the Master Class 5 course. The latter qualifies people to operate fishing or trading

vessels up to 20 m long (Ioues News 2-8 February 1990). The TAFE has also linked into

subjects offered at the Thursday Island High School.
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While there are a number of Torres Strait Islander students who have graduated from

southern tertiary institutions in Brisbane, Sydney and Canberra, most Isianders

undertake university study in Townsville.7 There have also been more recent

developments of decentralised education for the Torres Strait region with the Remote

Area·Teacher Education Programme (RATEP) coming on stream in 1990. In 1988 Greg

Miller (Deparbnent of Social and Cultural Studies, J.C.U.N.Q.) investigated remote

Torres Strait Islander and Aboriginal needs and expectations concerning teacher

education. The results of the feasibility study clearly showed. that Island people

desired a 'proper' teacher education programme which equipped. them with an

accredited teaching diploma or degree. They strongly preferred that the programme be

based on Thursday Island, and in addition to the normal curriculum for teacher training,

they requested that any such course be 'augmented with bicultural perspectives, on and .

off-campus periods of instruction, some 'mainstream'·school experience and appropriate

tutorial support' G.C.U.N.Q. Annual Report 1988: 28). On the basis of Miller's report,

RATEP was introduced in 1990 as a pilot scheme on the islands of Masig and Badu, and

it was structured around computer-based learning with a resident tutor.

People also leave their islands to take up work opportunities. This includes women and

men being employed as teachers and store managers on other islands, as well as men in

particular travelling to the mainland for work. While there are still men working on

the railways especially in North Queensland, young men do furloughs in the Northern

Territory and Western Australian pearling ventures. Young men also sign on to

crayfishing boats, while others work from home using dinghies.

People also travel away from home in order to visit relatives, to participate in rituals,

to have a holiday, to partake in sporting or religious activities, or to shop. Visits to

7. See Loos and Miller (1989) for an historical overview and analysis of the first 10
years of the Aboriginal and Islander Teacher Education Programme (AITEP) in
Townsville.
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Thursday Island are regularly made as part of shopping trips. Shopping may range

from the purchase of foodstuffs, drinks and clothes, to household items ranging from

'ghetto-blasters' and videos to kerosene deep freezers, or buying an aluminium dinghy

and / or new outboard motor. Occasionally Cairns may be visited. Shopping trips may

also be made to other islands perceived to have a more comprehensive range and

variety of goods in their stores than on Yam Island. For example during 1980-1981 the

treasured goods brought back frornT.I. included baked chicken, alcohol and chocolate.

For many years now, pregnant wonien have been required to travel to Thursday Island

several months prior to the expected date of delivery. This represents something of a

double-edged sword for the women and families involved. While on the one hand some

may welcome the change of scene, it is nevertheless unsettling and involves added

expenses. What is more if a woman goes into Thursday Island in her seventh month of

pregnancy, it could be three months before she returns home. During my fieldwork, all

babies born to Yam Island women were born at the Thursday Island Hospital, as at that

time there were no locally recognised mid-wives. Since my fieldwork however, there

have been a few babies born on Yam Island (Lizzie Lui pers. comm. 1990).

Between 1980 and 1982 most pregnant Yam Island women stayed at the state government

hostel (The Cottage) established specifically for the purpose. 8 Unless a woman opts to

stay in one of the hostels on Thursday Island, she must find accommodation with a

relative on the island. Overcrowding is a major problem on Thursday Island, and even

though she will be welcomed, it may put extra stress on all involved. When a woman

already has other children, the situation is exacerbated; does she bring all her

children into Thursday Island with her, or does she arrange for someone'to mind them

8. This has since been replaced with the larger, more cO,mfortable Abigail Bann Hostel.
Named after a Yam Island woman, the hostel is locally referred to as 'Abigail'.
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for her while she prepares for the birth? If her other children are of school age she is

likely to leave them on Yam Isiand with ciose reiatives such as her mother, her sister,

her brother and his family, or her parents-in-law.

Being admitted to hospital is never a pleasant experience, and for those patients who

have to travel further south for treatment, the process may be very frightening. On

Thursday Island there are many Torres Strait Island staff at the hospital, so

communication and loss of confidence do not present the major problems they inevitably

do in the southern hospitals. For many the experience of being unable to be heard and

understood is extremely alienating.

5.5.1. Returning Home

Yam Islanders who have been residing elsewhere for some time are motivated to return

home for a number of reasons which range from their having attained old age, to

engaging in death related rituals, participating in weddings or activating their rights

in land. For those who really come home to stay/ it constitutes a significant step in

which they return to 'aylan wey' (Yam Island traditions) after having lived. and

worked according to 'wayt man weyt (white people's traditions). For the short-term

returnees, coming home represents a means by which they may charge their cultural

batteries. Some find the social and economic conditions on the island distressing and

look forward to their return to the mainland. Often these individuals are burdened by

unrealistic, inflated expectations and perceptions others hold of their capabilities.

When these Islanders return home, they come with new values

(see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 320), which often sit in direct contradiction

to the dominant values held on the island. This results in role strain and role conflict

for all the parties involved, which is ameliorated when the visitor returns to the

mainland.
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5.6. Conclusions

Governments and their advisors have come and gone since the 1870s but fundamentally

very little has changed. The political conditions on island communities are still

basically imposed from the outside, despite the plethora of departmental name

changes, supposed policy changes and the introduction of various short-lived economic

and political programmes. While Torres Strait Islanders have earned a reputation for

their skill in negotiating the maze of reefs and islands in the region,·they have also

been honing up their skills in negotiating their interests through the maze of

government departments, representatives, policies and ministers at both the State and

Federal levels. For example, within the arena of formal politics there is a recognised

requirement for community and extra-community leaders to have the abilitY to

communicate effectively, negotiate and mediate between powerful others (non-Islander

policy-makers and funding bodies) and Islanders. While gaining strength from

tradition, people are well aware of the need to operate in the modem world of political

representation (Beckett 1985, 1987b), within which either traditionalist values or

symbols are not necessarily useful.

At the same time the stress resulting between such local political leaders and the

general Island population pivots on the very point that they may not be as cognisant of

tradition and the proper Island way (big passin), as are critical others from whom they

draw approval, support, criticism and disapproval. Thus the in-built structural stress

in the position of leader as cultural broker manifests itself at the personal level, in

which the leader as an individual may be criticised on purely personal grounds.

Obviously, as in many human societies, the gap between community leaders and other

members is often glaringly wide, and at other occasions it fuses into a temporary yet

integrated whole. Out of respect and for reasons stated earlier, this aspect of unity and

disunity, and the role strain and role conflict experienced by leaders has not been
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significantly addressed in this thesis. Nevertheless, both Beckett (1963, 1982, 1985,

1987b) and Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-NietsclllTWu11980a) have addressed L~e impacts

of increased individualism and the emergence of stratification in the islands.

In a similar vein the individualism vs. community orientation of some people may also

present an arena of conflict for particular Yam Islanders. Those who have lived

elsewhere for a long period of time are drawn to the island, yet for some the situation is

difficult when they return. There are still others who have been absent for some years

who settle in without major trauma, and in particular those who have come home to

retire can relax into the customary components of Yam Island society without having to

worry about their own employment or education opportunities for their children. For

them, their return represents the full turning of the circle, a return to their foundations,

to their island.
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CHAPTER 6

A COCKTAIL OF KIN: KINDRED AND SOCIAL INlERACTIONS ON YAM

ISLAND

Well he's from [a distant island] ....we don't know his mother or father.

So I just call him by name. I probably do share some relatives with him

[but I don't know who they are], so I just call him 'brother'. Anyway, I

call him 'brother' because I heard my [own] brother call him that.

(A Yam Island woman's response to a question about the kinship label

she applied to a Top Western man, Yam Island 1981)

In this chapter I explore the dimensions of kinship and community on Yam Island by

looking at the ways in which people define themselves either as being close cognates or

affines to one another, and the behaviours and role requirements associated with this

classification. In the second half of this chapter I discuss the various social moments in

which affiliation is celebrated and marked, and in describing such moments I use dance

to exemplify the way in which this is achieved.

6.1. Relatedness

The kinship connection provides children and adults alike with a generally positive

framework of interconnectedness, identity, sense of belonging, responsibility and

obligation. In such a small community, positive face-to-face interaction is necessary,

particularly as a means through which attempts are made to keep disputes at a

minimum level. Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 226) has stated that on

Mabuiag while significant changes have taken place in the domains of marriage,

residence rules, subsistence strategies, politics and ritual, a strong kinship ideology

still continues to effect social organisation. Ukewise Beckett (1963: 38-39) has noted
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that while the larger ceremonially constituted. agnatic groups (see Chapter 3) were

undermined by the processes of colonization, the classificatory kinship system, rules of

exogamy, the system of land tenure and the ideology concerning reciprocal rights and

duties have perservered. A similar series of processes have occurred. on Yam Island.

In effect, the whol~of Yam Island society is punctuated by a clear differentiation

between 'family' (actual and classificatory relatives) and 'in-laws', those people

linked to oneself or one's cognates by the ties of marriage (see the discussion on marriage

in this chapter). It is this classification of self and others into one or other of

these categories which articulates the bulk of social action in the community. Not only

does the ",:,eb of 'blood' and affinal relations encapsulate social interaction during an

individual's life, but it continues to playa predominant role in the social relations

surrounding her or his death, burial and eventual tombstone opening (see Chapter 7).

Basically all Torres Strait Island societies are comprised of groups of cognates, or to use

the local term 'family', that is, small kindreds generally three generations deep

(Beckett 1983: 206). Despite recognition of both lines of descent, there is a strong

tendency to give greater recognition to the patriline, although this has been modified

since the early days of colonialism with children being born to non-Islander fathers and

Islander mothers.

6.1.1. Kinship Terminology

In his journal of 1898 - 1899, Myers spoke of the kinship connectedness between Murray

Island people and those of Yam and Stephen islands, and Rivers' discussion of kin terms

shows the similarity of kinship terminologies between Tudu, Murray and Saibai

islands (Haddon 1904: 139). In the latter the 'Iroquois' system of kin classification

prevailed, whereas on Mabuiag both sets of cousins were addressed by a single term

(Beckett 1963: 29).
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The term a man used for his father's sister's children was different from the one used for

his father's brother's children. However, to the best of my knowledge there is no such

terminological distinction currently being made on Yam Island between cross-eousins and

parallel-cousins, contrary to the situation reported for Tudu at the tum of the century

(Rivers in Haddon 1904: 139). Today on Yam Island siblings and all matrilateral and

patrilateral cousins of the same sex are currently addressed. by ego with a single

term: brothers and all male cousins are called bala or brother, and sisters and all

female cousins are known as sisi or sister.

Traditionally on Tudu children were not only differentiated by sex but also by birth

order. Rivers (in Haddon 1904: 132) gives the details provided to him by Haddon just

before the tum of the century.

Birth Order

eldest son

eldest daughter

second eldest son

second eldest daughter

third eldest son

third eldest daughter

fourth eldest son

fourth eldest daughter

fifth eldest son

fifth eldest daughter

sixth eldest son

youngest daughter

Kinship Term

kwoikwoig

kwoikwoig

sauergamuz

ngungamuz

dadaig

inungadadaig

wagelgamuz

inungangungamuz

akutaig

inungangungamuz

mopakutaig

mopakutaig

The eldest child collectively called his or her younger brothers and sisters kutaig, and

the youngest child called the older brothers and sisters kwoikwoig. Currently on Yam

Island, in the first ascending generation the same English-derived kinship term, papa

or dadi, is used for one's father and father's 'brothers'. Similarly, mama or manti is
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FIGURE 11. Terms of Address Used for Cognates on Yam Island, 1980-1982

G H

B
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KEY:

A =sisi B =bala

C =dadi D= mami

E = anti F=awa

G =athe H=aka

I =gel J =boy

K=ngep
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the kinship term used for mother and mother's 'sisters'. Father's 'sisters' and mother's

'brothers' each have their own specific kinship terms, anti and awa (or aWdhe1),

respectively. In the second ascending generation kin are differentiated on the basis of

sex; both maternal and paternal grandmothers are called aka, and all grandfathers

are called athe. In the second descending generation there is no differentiation in either

terminology of reference or of address. Grandchildren, irrespective of their sex, are

referred to as ngep, although it is currently more common for their personal names to be

used without a prefacing kin term.

While siblings, cousins, children and grandchildren may be addressed without the

appropriate kin term, it is uncommon for older cousins and kin in the first and second

ascending generations to be addressed or referred to without prefacing their name with

the appropriate term. To do so is a mark of grave disrespect, and it draws immediate

comment and rebuke.

The use of kin terms not only facilitates appropriate interaction between community

members, but it also serves as a way of emphasising connection with others. The more

distant the kinship connection, the more likely it is that a kinship term will be

applied. For instance, it is uncommon for one's actual siblings to be continually called

sisi or bala. However, by calling cousins and more distant same -generation members,

'brother' or 'sister', attention is drawn to the fact that although they are not born of the

same parents, they are just like brothers and sisters, and that they have a very special

1. I am not certain if this is a term of reference and not a term of address. Haddon (1935:
384) defined it as being an older form of the term wadhwam, which both Beckett (1963:
31) and Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 209) noted as a term of reference.
However, Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 209,213,306) states that
awdhe is a reciprocal term of address between mother's brother and sister's child. The
question of why English-derived kin labels are applied to some categories of kin and
the traditional terms are applied to others, is yet to be addressed for Yam Island. Both
Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 316) and Beckett (1987b: 144) have noted
the dropping of some kin terms on Mabuiag and Mer. According to Fitzpatrick (198Oa:
213) the only term to have been completely dropped on Mabuiag in the last 100 years is
that for father's sister.
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relationship to ego because of this. In general, all kin terms 'connote definite social

functions, specific duties, privileges, and restrictions on conduct...' (Rivers 1924: 63).

6.1.2. Adoption and Fostering

Most of the children born to single women today are adopted out as infants by the close

relatives of their mothers (see Chapter 3; see also the report by Chester in 1870 on

children being adopted on Tudu - QSA COLI A151). Frequently the newborn is given to

the actual mother's parents, and in such a way the mother of the child becomes its

sister. The social ambiguity of how children born outside of marriage may be classified

and how they in turn will classify and relate to others is resolved by this type of

adoption (see Beckett 1961c, 1987b: 222). What is more, by being adopted into its

mother's family, the child may be seen to fill the eventual vacancy in the family

which will occur when its mother marries. Within the Melanesian context, Strathem

(1984: 60) has referred to this replacement of the mother as a 'metaphor of

substitution' .

While a baby may be adopted at birth, it is recognised. to be in the best interests of the

child in terms of health and growth, if it is breastfed for at least one month. Once the

biological mother has abdicated parental responsibility for the child, she does not

continue to breastfeed it. By giving away their children, young females maintain a

measure of independence and autonomy from the task of being primary childrearers.

They ~lso help create families for their close cognates, which is especially important

in a community in which the institution of marriage is regarded as validated with the

arrival of children. In such a way adoption may be viewed as 'an auxilliary device' for

strengthening kin ties (Beckett 1961c: 7). The occurrence of instant offspring is quite

common: that is, immediately after marriage, a couple may adopt or foster a child.
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Children may also be adopted by other close kin of the biological mother. When such

kin live away from Yam Island, the actual mother of the child may grieve for her

child, or be anxious about its well-being, particularly if she considers it is too small or

not very robust. Sometimes a girl will give her child to her unmarried brother. Until

he marries, the child is raised by the biological mother's mother. This woman 'grows

up' the child until such time as her son marries and formally becomes its father.

The 'growing up' of children differs from adoption in that the child is fostered by

someone else until ~uch time as its mother can care for it. If a woman (single or married)

is pregnant and already has a small infant, she may give the infant to a close relative

to grow for her, until after the birth of her new baby. This is particularly the case for

unmarried women. If the infant is perceived to be sick or prone to crying, the belief is

that by fostering out the child its best interests will be served. Because the child's

mother is carrying a foetus, it is believed that her infant will be invariably sick during

the course of her pregnancy. Married. couples may also adopt out or foster a child to

close kin, especially if the other couple are childless, or if they only have children of

the one sex.

Not all young women give up their children for adoption or even for fostering.

Obviously, many young women are bonded with their babies and experience emotional

strain at the prospect of adoption. Yet others, particularly those with other children,

elect to keep their babies, and the availability of Supporting Parent's Benefit enables

this option to be pursued (see also Beckett 1961c, 1987b: 220; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann

1980a).

6.2. Mfines

Affinal relationships are established upon marriage of oneself or one's cognates, and
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TABLE 3. Reciprocal Terms of Address Used between Miines, Yam Island 1980-1982

A. SAME GENERATION

1. Female - Same Sex

wuman (uman) - wuman (uman)

missis (bIo••.) - missis (blo...)

wuman (uman)- missis (blo)

2. Male - Same Sex

thauwi - thauwi

thauwian - thauwi

man blo••.- man blo•••

-thauwi - man (blo..•)

3. Female - Male

wuman (uman) - thauwi

thauwi - thauwi

thauwian - thauwi

wuman (uman) - man blo....

missis (blo ) - thauwi

missis - blo man - blo...

B. I. ASCENDING GENERATION

1. Female - Same Sex 2. Male - SI ex 3. Female-Male

olleydy - wuman (uman)

mami - wuman (uman)

mami - missis (blo••.•)

01 man - tl

olman-m )...

dadi-thauwi

dadi - man blo••.

wuman (uman) - 01 man

missis (blo...) - 01 man

wuman (uman) - dadi

missis (blo••.) - dadi

thauwi - olleydy

man blo - olleydi

man blo.•. - mami

thauwi - mami
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two of the prohibitions on in-laws are that firstly, they may not utter each other's

names without penalty, and secondly, they may not touch one another. Affinal or

in-law relationships are thus characteristically ones in which cross-sex familiarity is

strongly discouraged via the cultural mechanisms of physical and name avoidance. On

the other hand, in-laws may request material items or assistance from each other, and

these.requests must be met in good faith.

Ego calls her sister's husband thauwi or man blo (followed by the name of her sister).

He reciprocates by calling her (w)uman, missis, missis blo (followed by the name of her

husband), or thauwi. She calls her mother-in-law olleydy or mami, and her

father-in-law 01 man or dadi, and they in tum reciprocate in calling their

daughter-in-law (w)uman or missis. The latter term of address and reference is

sometimes followed by possessive indicators to differentiate between daughters-in-law

e.g. missis blo (followed by the name of their son).

Every one not only has at least two personal names, but also one or two additional

names or 'play names' (nicknames). On Yam Island the nickname is predominantly

contingent on the forename or personal name. Thus a person with the name Harry is

invariably called 'Rey,' or someone called Maria is referred to as 'Maia1
•

As affines may not utter any of the given names of one another (see also Rivers 1901b:

137; Rivers in Haddon 1904: 143; Beckett 1963: 36; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 210)

they must be aware of all the names of all of their affines, as well as mindful never to

refer to an affine by any of those names, nor refer to cognates who share any of those

names by those particular names. When a person mistakenly calls the name of her or

his in-law within their hearing, they usually make amends in the form of a gift. Until

this gift is made, the offender cannot face her or his in-law without experiencing

embarrassment, shame. In such cases where the offended in-law smokes, a packet of
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cigarettes will be quickly thrown over to him or her, or else money may be passed over.

Through this gift social order is quickly re-established with a minimum of social

disruption. If the offender has nothing with which to re-establish the balance, they

remove themselves from the social situation, and until appropriate reparation is made,

keep her or his distance from that in-law.

Given that many people on Yam Island have the same names as one another, the play

names perform a unique role in terms of in-law interaction. For example, ego may have

a brother called Harry whose play name is 1Rey1. Let us imagine that her sister

marries a man called Harry. Thus not only may ego not call the name of her sister1s

husband, but she may no longer call her brother by the name Harry. If he has another

name which is not shared by any of her affines, she may use that term to refer to her

brother, or she may use his play name, even though her sister's husband may also have

the same play name. While in the company of others a person may refer to an affine

with the same play name, but they cannot be directly addressed in such a way. The

appropriate in-law terms described above are used in face-ta-face interactions.

The relationship between same-sex affines is quite close. Typically such relatives of

the same generational level spend a good deal of their time together, and they form

close bonds. Quite often the in-law connection merely strengthens and reinforces an

already existing strong relationship. Being sisters-in-law or brothers-in-law adds

another qualititatively different dimension to a relationship between age-mates. One

consistently sees same-sex affines going fishing or gardening together. There is an

element of respect operating between such relatives, and recognition that they are

joined as in-laws through a shared relationship with one other person, either as

cognates of that person or as their spouse. The respect element is yet again reinforced in

the observance of the name calling prohibition.
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Bani (1988c) offers an interesting insight into the physical avoidance and name-calling

prohibition obtaining between in-laws. He says that because male affines danced as

spirits of the dead during the annual death dances, affinal touching is prohibited..

The only time a physical contact occurs is when someone dies and the

in-law becomes the caretaker of the remains.....Most of us will recall

that we cannot call our in-laws by names [and] vice versa. This is

because the only time a name is called out is when the in-law becomes

the MARKAI, mimic[s] the dead person and ca11[5] out the name to

identify oneself.

(Bani 1988c)

In addition to the above instance, there are culturally legitimate occasions during

which this strict adherence to the ideology of distance between affines lapses, and

sexual joking and dancing occurs. This relaxation of the code on formal celebratory

occasions, in which good-humoured joking occurs in the form of erotic dance and

unabashed sexual repartee, publicly represents the connection between physical

distance and sexual distance, something of which all Yam Island people are acutely

aware. However, while Fitzpatrick states that on Mabuiag all affinal taboos are

relaxed during feasting (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 281; 1981: 9), on Yam Island

one may still not utter the names of one's affines on such occasions, although one may

joke, touch or even burlesque with them.

For a woman, the man her sister marries is a member of a family and group with whom

she also is eligible to establish marriage links. Likewise, a woman's husband's

brothers also fall into a similar category. A woman's husband's brothers are socially

equivalent to her husband, both as potential marriage partners and as fathers to her

children. Her children use the same kinship term for their father as they do for their

father's brothers. If her husband should die and she should wish to re-marry, these
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same affines provide the best class of potential fathers for her children. Theoretically

at least, they will accept her children as their own, as they are their brother's

children. As the widow has already married into that family, these male affines also

represent the most socially suitable class of potential husbands. Hence, so as to

preserve the integrity of the marriage tie, the avoidance rule between affines, at the

ideal level at least, attempts to minimise the threat of extra-marital liaisons, and the

subsequent social and emotional discord which could result. Thus distance is observed

as a measure of social control.

Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a) has analysed in detail the force of the

relationship benveen affines in the Torres Strait by particularly focusing on death rites

on Mabuiag. She has demonstrated that despite the erosion of the clans as the central

organising units on that island, the relationship benveen in-laws continues to express or

reflect the alliances which were originally created between the unilineal descent

groups, and further, that the differentiation of community members into cognates and

affines powerfully illustrates the change from agnatic to cognatic descent.

6.3. Clans and Totems

Clans, totems, totemic sites and shrines are discussed in Chapter 3, however in

contemporary Yam Island. idiom, the clan totem, awgadh, is said to have been the

'god' of the clan. Everything that people did was seen to have been achieved through

the power of their respective totems. The extremely important awgadh of Sigay and

Mayaw, and their associated rituals, played critical roles in the social organisation of

Yam Island society.

Clan membership has long ceased to provide the primary dynamic upon which Yam

Island social organisation rests. As happened on other islands, the missionary
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prohibition on clan ceremonies, and the shift of people away from their clan territories

to a central village, all served to undermine the role of agnatic descent groups (see also

Beckett 1963: 38-39; 1987b; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a). The clans and moieties of

Yam and Tudu had served as structures within which critical social, economic, political

and religious events were articulated. Membership of a clan conferred on individuals

rights to specific tracts of land and sea. Adult membership of a clan and a moiety was

formally conferred on men in two major ritual events celebrated annually, and clan

exogamy effected alliances between groups. In 1898 Haddon and Rivers (Haddon 1904)

observed that the role of clans was decreasing in significance, and a similar process has

occurred on Mabuiag.

Tod.ay most individuals are cognizant of their .a.ug:wi, or totem, but the

once all encompassing clan groupings are remembered as territorial

divisions.....Individuals now interact with fellow villagers and

outsiders in terms of behavior norms and social etiquette defined within

their classificatory kinship categories of relationship.

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1981: 3)

When a woman marries she retains her own clan membership and clan totem. However,

her children may choose between her totem, that of their father or those of both.

Today -land is inherited through both one's father and mother. Although a strong

ideology of patrilineality remains and is expressed as the cultural ideal, it has been

modified for pragmatic reasons. For example, the presence of non-Torres Strait Islander

men fathering children with Islander women and the phenomenon of single mothers

have necessitated a change in practice (see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 201,

213, 267). The result has been an increased acknowledgement of the matriline in

property disposal, especially in the case of land, and also in rights to use land,

particularly when there are no male siblings or if these siblin~s live elsewhere. While
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cognatic descent is now the norm, in practice there is a tendency for the patriline to be

favoured. Residence is largely unilocal, with a strong patrivirilocal ideology.

Originally, each person had one formal name, however by at least the turn of the

century individuals became known by two formal names. Patronymy was formalised. on

Yar!l Island by the teacher Mrs Smallwood in the late 1910s or the early 1920s (Mr

Missa Samuel pers. comm. 1987; cf Beckett 1987b: 123). People then took surnames from

the first of their father's two formal names. Thus for example the children of Mareko

Maino adopted the surname Mareko, and their children have retained this as their

surname.

6.4. Obligations and Responsibilities

Reciprocal kin terms indicate reciprocal relationships and transactions, including the

transfer of property (e.g. see also Rivers 1924: 65). While there is reciprocal

equivalence between 'siblings', the relationship between the mother's brother and in

particular his sister's son is one of equivalence tempered with the benevolent authority

exercised by the maternal uncle at specific life-crisis points (see Rivers 1901a; Beckett

1961b: 46; 1987b: 152; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 208-210, 223-224, 247, 301, 304).

The mother's bother has more authority in the raising of his sister's children than

their father. That is, to use a local Yam Island phrase, 'awa rno big we dadi' (the

uncle is bigger, i.e. more important, than the father) .

......in Torres Straits, where descent, inheritance and succession are

definitely patrilineal, the mother's brother has more authority over

the child than its father. A child who refuses to obey its father will at

once respond to the slightest wish of its maternal uncle. Moreover...the

sister's son...[has] the privilege, theoretically at any rate, of taking

any possession of his uncle which he chooses.

(Rivers 1924: 93)
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Maternal uncles are accorded a specific status and respect, and a number of major life

events still require the approval of these men. They have the major roles to play in the

first cutting of a child·s hair, a boy's first shave, first feasting for the first marine

mammal hunted by a young man, and giving their approval for engagement and

marriage of their sisters' sons. First feasting constitutes repayment to the maternal

uncle of the young man who has just hunted his first dugong or turtle. In return for his

having taught his sister's son the necessary hunting skills, the preferred cuts of the

animal are ideally reserved for him, and up until recently he was· entitled to enter the

house of his nephew's parents (his sister's house) to avail himselfof any material

items he desired.

6.4.1. Reciprocal ExChange and Redistribution

Yam Island is a small community in which kin ties predominate, and as such everyday

social order and integration are maintained through balanced and generalised.

reciprocity. People help each other with food and other material items, as well as by

giving physical and emotional support. This assistance is couched in a kinship idiom

on the one hand, and in a Christian idiom on the other. The values of sharing, mutual

assistance, honesty, respect, hard work, care for others, restraint and discretion are all

emphasised in Yam Islanders' model of correct social behaviour. Conversely, the

customary prohibitions against theft, taking something without the owner·s

permission, gossip, talking to excess, swearing out of context and sexual association with

particular categories of kin (see also Haddon 1904: 273) still playa significant role in

the regulation of Yam Island social relations.

Yam-Tudu males were traditionally initiated into manhood at the onset of each Wet

season. During their period of seclusion they were instructed by their maternal uncles in
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the ethic of sharing. Maino reported the general thrust of this instruction to Haddon

(1904: 210):

You work hard to get plenty fish, and dugong, and turtle.....s'pose you

get plenty fish you give mother and father before you give to

brother.....look after mother and father; never mind if you and your

wife have to go without. Give half of all your fish to your

parents Mind your uncles too and cousins.

fhis ethic of sharing remains strong on Yarn Island. As the sharing and redistribution

of preferred or 'first order' food (fish, clam, octopus, crab, crayfish, dugong, turtle,

cassava, sweet potato and yam) cements social relationships, care must be taken to

minimise offence, through, for example, taking care not to give poor cuts of turtle or

dugong meat to particular people. Despite the caution, some people publicly air their

disappointm.ent, especially when they receive lean meat, and disputes regularly erupt

over the perceived failure of someone to fulfill their kinship obligations to someone

else.

People assist because they are related to a person in a particular way (see Beckett 1963:

35), or because they like someone (Beckett 1987b: 144), but they also assist because it is

the proper thing to do, both in terms of custom and the Christian ethic of 'helping one

another'. In encouraging appropriate behaviour, that is for people to 'akt gud wey',

both overlapping sets of values are referred to as justification for the validity of set

behaviour. Thus the configurations of ideal behaviours are alternatively

characterised as the proper, customary or Christian ways to act.

This may be expressed in another way. One of the most significant codes governing

behaviour on Yam Island is that one should never openly refuse a request from another

person, irrespective of whether the person be family or a stranger. Not to assist a
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kinsperson is to risk invoking community rebuke for not respecting and fulfilling kinship

obligations, and not to assist anyone else is to make oneself and one's family vulnerable

to external attack. This relates to an ever present attempt by Yam Island people to

avoid invoking the emotion of jealousy (and thus anger) in others, particularly via the

display of wealth or extraordinary skill in any area of life. On occasion, individuals

may curtail their abilities in dance, drumming or song, in order to prevent arousing the

envy of others. 2 Thus the ideology of social relations and theory for social action

strongly advocates the observance of kinship and sharing obligations (see also

Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a; Beckett 1987b) and gives pre-eminence to the

importance of group cohesion as the norm, as opposed to either encouraging or rewarding

individualism and individuation. While obvious tension does exist between these two

positions of obligation to kin vs. obligation to oneself, nevertheless: 'Kinship as a moral

coide for behavior continues to regulate social relations in Mabuiag society ,

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 214). This is particularly so given that while there

has been increased social stratification in Islander communities, the kinship system

still operates as a levelling mechanism whereby increased claims now can be made on

wealthy and powerful families (Beckett 1987b: 149).

6.5. Community and Individual Occasions for Celebration

There is a broad spectrum of community and individual occasions which are publicly

celebrated and ratified with a feast. Like the occasions they commemorate, feasts

vary remarkably and may range from a 'small tea' of biscuits, cordial and tea, to a

large scale event which spans a number of days. Irrespective of their size, all feasting

occasions formally mark an event and may be seen as both celebrations and affirmations

of identity (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 249-255/ 1980b).

2. Refer to Young (1983: 222) for a similar observation on Goodenough Island in Papua
New Guinea.
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At th.e minor feasts, which are usually held to celebrate such events as a birthday,

baptism or the blessing of a dinghy, community games are held instead of a dance. The

games vary but may include one of the following team sports: volleyball, soccer,

football or basketball. The team games of idha, markay (a version of 'tiggy') and w.ay

are also popular. Stomey pley ('hide and seek') is a gender based game, planned in

secret by members of one sex and then sprung on the members of the opposite sex. The

organisers hide all manner of foodstuffs around the village, ring the village bell and

loudly sing the song associated .with the game. At that point the members of the

opposite sex leave what they are doing and gleefully begin the task of locating the

items. The organisers give clues in their song in which places on the island are

mentioned. When the others find any items, they emit whoops of delight and

playfully taunt the hiders with their finds. All the goods are placed in one spot and

then used in a small feast, which is usually held. the following day.

The commemorations of July 1, Chrishnas and New Year, or the blessing of a house, are

occasions in which medium-sized feasts are held and various games and / or dances are

performed. The 'Coming of the Light' celebrations occur annually on the 1st of July.

They commemorate the·arrival of the London Missionary Society (LMS)

teacher-missionaries on Darnley on this date, 1st July 1871. The celebrations were

subsequently introduced into the Strait by the Anglican Church (Beckett 1987b: 87).

Today, local community members wholeheartedly enjoy the role-play which occurs

after a special Church service, and the festivities are brought to an end with a

celebratory feast and dance. During the Christmas festivities, clusters of households

sponsor their own feasts, and their respective dance teams visit the other feasting

clusters on the island to compete in dance. For one week over the New Year period,

'rubbing play' occurs between in-laws, and alag (see Plate 20 in Chapter 7) appear in

the village to terrorise those people unwiSe enough to be in the streets (see also Lowah

1988). The major celebrated events on the island for which the largest feasts are held,
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however, occur during the rites of passage and exchange associated with marriage and

death.

While the customary initiation ceremonies are no longer practised, girls and boys

continue to be transformed into Christians and social beings through baptism, into adult

women and men through the processes of Christian marriage, and by the first-feasting

ritual for boys. Christian burial and the later tombstone opening complete the cycle of

life and death (see also Chapter 7). Beckett (1987b) has stated that within 30 years of

the arrival of L.M.S. missionaries in the Strait, traditional ceremonies had been

synthesised with the Christian religious calendar: viz, the celebration of Christmas

corresponded with the turtle season, Lent with food scarcity, Easter with the ripening

of crops, and July 1 with the yam harvest.

6.5.1. Baptism

Babies assume a social and religious identity through being baptised into the Anglican

Church. Through this ceremony they publicly assume their names, as well as an

additional three guardians in the guise of godparents. Interestingly, Fitzpatrick has

noted that because most babies are born in the Thursday Island Hospital, their

subsequent baptisms on their islands of origin serve as a means by which their

identification with their home islands is formally established, maintained and

fostered (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980b: 5).

The parents of a baby girl choose two godmothers and one godfather, and a baby boy is

likewise assigned two godfathers and one godmother. This is in keeping with a 17th

century Anglican tradition (Rev M. McGregor pers.corom. 1985). Frequently, godmothers

of a baby girl are sisters to the mother of the child, and in the case of a boy the

godfathers are more often than not brothers to the baby's father. A mother's brother to
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a baby girl may also be chosen as godfather, especially when the mother is unmarried.

Unfortunately, I do not have enough material on the frequency of choice of paternal and

maternal aunts and uncles as godparents to make further statements on this.

Godparents (mami god and dadi god) play important roles in the lives of Yam Island

people, and they take their roles seriously. No doubt the-se feelings of responsibility

for their godchild are compounded by their actual or classificatory kin relationship to

the child. Both godmothers and godfathers become 'parents' to their charge. If the

godmother would not normally have been referred to as 'mother t in a cognatic sense,

then the term is now used. for her, and any other prior kinship relationship with the

child is superceded.

An extra-special reciprocal relationship obtains between godparents and their

godchildren. As the child grows, he or she is increasingly called upon to assist a

-godparent. For example, a girl may regularly assist her godmother in gardening work.

Likewise, godparents never seem to fail to recognise when their godchildren's

birthdays draw near, and they are instrumental, in consultation with the parents, in

organising some form of celebration to mark the day. As children mahtre it is

increasingly common that not all their godparents are resident on Yam Island. Should

this be the case, other adults will be called upon to stand in for the missing godparent/

godparents, when a large celebration is planned for someone's birthday.

6.5.2. Engagement and Marriage

Marriage for men and women alike serves as a formal mechanism for sanctioning and

stabilising sexual relationships, clearly demarcating gender statuses and roles

appropriate for those involved in the monogamous reproductive unit, regulating rights

in children and property, and creating an alliance between two families. Monogamous
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marriage has long since replaced the practice of polygyny common amongst the more

powerful of the Kulkalgal men prior to colonisation (see Chapter 3). Indeed, by the end

of the 19th century, Torres Strait Islanders in general expressed shame at the customary

practice of polygyny (Haddon 1904: 273).

The contemporary cultural ideal surrounding sustained heterosexual relationships now

hinges on formal, Anglican Church marriage. That is not to say, however, that all

couples marry, or indeed that all children are born and reared within the bounds of

marriage. The availability of Supporting Parents' Benefits provides some assistance

for unmarried women to raise their children with a measure of financial security. Some

couples also refuse to capitulate to the demands of their cognates, the Councilor the

Church authorities to marry formally, and may live together in a joint household.

Nevertheless, the pressure to marry is constantly applied and because of the size of the

community, is keenly felt. Living together is formally frowned upon, and although

tolerated to varying degrees and lengths of time, every opportunity is taken publicly

and privately to urge couples to marry. If a girl has borne more than one child to the

same partner, she is encouraged to marry him, dependent on approval from her kin and

the kin of her boyfriend. The underlying notion is that to live together unmarried is

wrong in the eyes of God, and that children of such unions are placed in a state of social

ambiguity, as are the man and woman. Without the clear demarcation of the couple

and all their respective kindred into cognates and affines, social interaction becomes

less predictable and satisfactory, and on occasions, embarrassing.

The ideology about who one can and cannot have sexual relations with is still· strong,

however the practicalities of avoiding sexual interaction with certain kin on a very

small island with a low population is almost impossible. Family arguments may arise

over younger members of the community not properly observing these cultural

restrictions. One of the most clea~ly articulated values about marriage stated on Yam
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Island today is that which continues to uphold the customary prohibition against

marrying your 'own blood l
, - that is, one should not marry a cognate (see Beckett 1961b:

23; 1963: 33-35; Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 200-201, 203-204). Cousins and even

adoptive classificatory cousins are considered too socially and physically close for a

person to be involved with in a relationship other than as cognates, and as such

'hanging about' with patrilateral and matrilateral cousins of the opposite sex is not

locally perceived as a problematic cross-sex association.

Prior to marriage, females and males are referred to as gel and boy, 3 irrespective of

their ages, or whether or not they have children of their own. Upon marriage they are

automatically referred to and expected to become, (w)uman and man. These categories

are imbued with a host of contingent role expectations. As such marriage effectively

operates as a contemporary rite of passage.

Engagement

Haddon (1901: 160) was told by Maino that both the boy and the girl informed their

respective parents of their desire to marry, whereupon the girl's family semi-seriously

fought the boy's family, because 'girl more big' (i.e. the girl is more important). At

least until the 1940s on Yam Island it was common for the engaged girl to be taken to her

future parents-in-Iaw's house every Sunday to have lunch and supper with them, and

then to be returned to her parent's house later in the evening.

Currently when a young man wishes to marry, he approaches his mother and father,

who in tum advise him to consult his maternal uncle. If the uncle agrees on the boy's

3. Fitzpatrick corroborates this principal (aithough not the terminology) for Mabuiag
(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 241, 1980b: 5).
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choice, the uncle approaches the parents of the girl (see also Haddon 1904). If all

parties are in agreement to the match, an, engagement will normally occur. If the couple

already have several children, the formal engagement may be dispensed with, and a

marriage arranged.

At the engagement both intending marriage partners are openly asked by their

respective maternal uncles to affirm verbally their love for each other. This is done in

front of their two families, and it is a semi-private occasion. The couple also take it in

turn to ask each other, ~ee times, if they love each other. The engagement ceremony

is brought to a close with those in attendance filing past the couple and shaking their

respective hands. A feast organised by the boyts family then begins. At one

engagement ceremony I attended in Mackay, the mother of the engaged man performed

a comic dance (see also section 6.6.1 below),

If significant kin do not agree to the match, the intending couple may bow to the

pressure to refrain from the relationship. Alternatively, they may obstinately

continue without the result of ever having their relationship socially sanctioned.

However, if things should go wrong later in their relationship, then the lack of social

approval may well be regarded as an indicator that the relationship was destLW'led to

flounder.

Marriage

Since the 1840senormous changes have occurred in marriage forms. While Beckett

(1961b: SO) demonstrated that marriage payments increased as a result of a missionary

prohibition on brother-sister exchange, Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschrnann 1980a:

207; 1980b) has introduced the notion of considering marriage as an economic liability in
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spirallhlg costs associated with marriage and the dejay of marriage as Torres Strait

Islanders became increasingly involved in the cash economy dUr1ang the 19thcentur/~

Maino told Haddon (1890a: 342) in the late 18005 that he had paid one camphor chest

full both of customary and European trade items in bride-wealth for one of his Papuan

wives. Included in the chest were the following items:

7 bolts of cloth

12 pairs of trousers

1 lb (500 gm) of tobacco

12 fishing hooks

12 shirts 12 singlets

12 handkerchiefs 24 tomahawks

1 long fishing spear 2 fishing lines

2 pearlshells

Contemporary marriages on Yam.Island cost in the order of several thousand dollars,

except for those rr;arriages held in the ~dagistratetsOffice on Thursday Island, which

because of their 'quietness' do not require major financial outlay for clothing or for

sponsoring a feast.

Because of the restrictions as to who constitutes suitable marriage partners, it was

traditionally quite common for several sisters (including classificatory sisters) in one

family to draw their partners from among several brothers (including classificatory

brothers) from another family. According to Maino it was common practice for the

family of the groom to present the bride's family with one of its daughters as a

marriage partner for one of the bride's brothers. 'This 'swapping' of 'sisters' was the

4. At the 1980 Australian Anthropological Society Conference in Brisbane, Fitzpatrick
(Fitzpatrick-Nietsch:mann 1980b) explored the high financial costs of Mabuiag
weddings, and suggested a) that Mabuiag Islanders were not marrying; b) that this
incu.rred. a social cost of people not becoming affiliated with others, and c) that the
practice of secondary mortuary rituals (viz. tombstone openings) was ipso facto under
threat. However, as one does not acquire afiines simply through one's own marriage,
enough affines may be acquired through the marriages (however limited) of one's
cognates.
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usual method of getting a V\rife' (Haddon 1901: 160).

It continues to be recognised that marriage involves the conjoining of MO families, as

well as hvo individuals (see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a). In other words, it is

families which are married via the actions of two social members. On such an occasion

of formal marriage, a great deal of competitiveness and antagonism may be evident
~t \·4,

between both the bride's and the groom's respective kin. The continuing corporate .,

aspect of marriage is demonstrated. by an ideology of patrivirilocal residence 5 the

payment of bride-wealth, and the symbolic departure of the bride from her own family

to join that of her husband, as well as the continuing salience of the levirate ideal: viz,

a widow is better off marrying one of her deceased husband's brothers, as he will care

for her children as his own.

When it is decided that a boy and gel will marry on Yam Island, a date is set and the

news is spread to their respective cognates. In these arrangements consideration is

given to the ability of significant family members to attend the wedding, travelling not

only from the neighbouring islands but also from Thursday Island, and occasionally

making the journey from the Australian mainland. When marriage involves a resident

Papuan family, consideration must also be given to their kin living in the coastal

Papuan villages, particularly those of Mabaduan and Tureture. Once the date has been

decided, Yam Islanders spend a period of time discussing whether they will align

themselves with the side of the bride or that of the groom. Obviously in some

5. According to Haddon (1901: 90; 1904: 212) however, the customary residence rule was
for the man to live with his wife's kin. Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a:
201-203) dealt with similar seemingly contradictory data on residence concerning
Mabuiag and has argued that 'traditionally' post-marital residence would have been
fluid so as to be responsive to environmental factors. Uxorilocality may have been
common during the early years of marriage, and bilocality increased after European
contact. Beckett (1987b: 30, 116) has also come across ambiguity regarding residence.
He says that while the residence ideal was patrivirilocal, it was basically up to the
couple themselves as to where they lived.
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situations as with the primary cognates either of the bride or the groom, there is no

need for such dialogue, as it is perfectly obvious as to where their closest kinship

connection lies.

However, the more distant the relationship between ego and either the bride or the

groom, the more discussion there is as to whether ego will recognise kinship ties as

being stronger to the bride or stronger to the groom.. In such a cognatic kinship system as

operates on Yam Island, people faced with. this dilemma describe themselves as bemg

'right in the middle' of the couple. That is, they can trace equivalent kinship. links to

both, as their kindreds overalp. lhis is problematic because they generally need to

relate to one of the couple as 'family' and to the otheras 'in-law'.

Sometimes a decision as to whether a person is gel sayd or boy sayd is made for them by

either the groom or the bride, who will ask them to stand with her or him (as family),

to be on their side. However, this period between the finalisation of the date and the

actual wedding, may involve debate and dialogue amongst small groups of people, all

discussing their respective kinship affiliations with the bride and the groom.

Sometimes an individual makes a decision considered inappropriate by their own close

cognates, and the family's anger may be vented either privately or even against the

individual on the day of the wedding itself.

The decision as to whom ego aligns herself or himself with on the wedding day

signifies how she or he will continue to relate to the bride and groom after their

wedding and constitutes the basis upon which future mortuary rites and obligations may

be conducted and met (see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 243). Thus, in a

situation in which equivalent kinship links may be traced both to the bride and groom,

and where th~re is no dissent about ego's decision, she or he may be involved with both

gel sayd and boy sayd activities, and after the wedding will recognise both parties as
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cognates. On the other hand, when a person aligns her/himself clearly with one side,

he or she cieariydemonstrates that their Hnks to one supercede those to the other.

After the wedding, this person will thereafter relate to one of the party as 'family'

and to the other as an 'in-law'.

There must be adequate time between the announcement of the impending wedding and

the actual day for both .the groom's and bride's family to organise things. Some weeks

prior to the wedding discussions are held within each of the groups. It is at these

meetings that final decisions are reached about how the preparations are to be made

and how the event is to be conducted. The most crucial question to be addressed is

whether the groom's kin can mobilise enough labour and capital for the wedding.

Unlike European weddings, the bulk of the financial costs are shouldered by the groom

and his family. They must pay for. all the wedding clothes, hire transport for the

groom's kin if necessary, sponsor a large nuptial feast and make payments in foodstuffs

and money to the chief representatives of the bride's family. The nuptial feast proper

should be more impressive and substantial than the minor feast the bride's family

have with her on the morning of her wedding. Dress fitting trips have to be made to

Thursday Island, and the wedding cake ordered. With improved, more regular air

contact between the island and the mainland, in the late 19805 cakes were increasingly

purchased from Cairns, and formal suits were hired. The cost of one wedding in the

early 1980s exceeded $2000.00, and no doubt the expenses involved in more recent

weddings have eclipsed that figure.

A few days prior to the wedding, guests arrive on the island. Preparations WhiCh Ilia]

have begun weeks earlier are now accelerated. Dry wood is collected and stacked in

readiness for use in cooking; the groom's kindred cut several lengths of bamboo and

acquire several sheets of galvanised iron for the construction of the ceremonial dzar

dzar under cover of which the nuptial feast will be held; earth ovens are dug; an
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outside cooking area is established; 44 gallon drums are arranged near the cooking area

arlCi filled with water; iilen from u'ie gioom's khldred go llwlting for turtle or dugong;

and at least one pig is purchased, if the groom's family do not already own one.

Wedding preparations·reach fever pitch the night preceding the wedding, with the

groom's kindred in particular working through to daybreak. They may be involved in

the varied tasks of catching a rogue pig, cooking cakes and tarts, or sewing dancing

costumes for the celebratory dance

On the morning of the wedding, a wedding breakfast is held for the bride, and as the

time for the marriage nears the now emotional bride is surround~ by all her cognates,

and formally escorted to the house of the groom's relatives. En route, her relatives may

halt the procession and break into dance, and after she has been transferred formally

into the care of her parents-in-law, dancers from both the woman's and man's kindred

may compete for dancing honours~ Meanwhile! food has been prepared and placed in

the earth ovens in readiness for the large feast sponsored by the man's family, which

follows the wedding ceremony. The bride is taken into the house by her husband's

female cognates and dressed in the clothes which they have purchased. Later, the

same women escort her to the local church.

After the Anglican marriage ceremony, the couple emerge from the Church and are

greeted by teams of dancers comprised of the man's cognates, who celebrate their

acquistion of the woman. As the wedding party make their way toward the feasting

place, the procession is again interrupted with spontaneous displays of dance. When

the procession arrives, the new husband and wife (plus their attendants) are seated and

required to sit quietly (sometimes for hours) until the feast is ready.

After the wedding feast there is an evening of celebratory dance. The ceremonial

exchange of goods, in which the couple are presented with money and other gifts in
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order to help them make a start on their new life together, usually takes place on the

following day. This exchange is called sibwanan and is preceded by 'talk·,

wakaywian. Wakaywian is comprised of instructions given to the couple by the

groomts fatherJ especially as to the cDuple1s new roles and responsibilities in life.. TIle

following is an edited translation of one such instructive speech given by Getano

Belford Lui (snr) in 1982:

In the morning when you rise daughter-in-Iaw1 you begin work.... This

basket symbolises that everything belonging to your family goes into it.

It is your role to look after everything, money or anything belonging to

the two of you. You have control of that basket

Do you see this? It's burnt wood; it represents how you belong to the

hearth. It is your job to ensure that no-one goes hungry.....

This is a tomahawk....for cutting firewood and the like. It is yours.

That is why I am handing all these things over to you tonight."h

This knife symbolises the garden place. Use this garden knife as you

see fit This knife represents whatever you want to do for your family.

This is waterl cold water. It means that whatever you dOl you cannot do

without water.. For example, if you go gardening, you must have water

to drink~ RegardlessJ everyone must have water provided by you.

I have given you these things; this is our traditional custom.. Tomorrow

you will begin work..... as a married woman~.. What you can do for your

family, for your relatives, and your husband's relatives, rests solely

with you. Remember the basket and take good care of it.. If you are

careless the basket will be empty...... That is life; you take care of the

basket irrespective of how your husband works. It is bad if you are

careless with the basket. This is our traditional Torres Strait way.... u

The tw'o of you must respond when people turn to you for help. You have

eyes .. Half of the population of Yam went to your wedding. Don't forget

that ...give that help back~ You must do whatever good you can~
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Then to the accompaniment of hymns dedicated for such a presentation, all

participants at the ceremony go forward with their gift for the couple, kiss each of

them and return to their p]aces~ Later a celebratory dance is held to mark this final

stage in the marriage ceremonies~

When a husband and wife both come from the same island, they usually establish their

home on that island~ In those cases in which the spouses come from different islands, it

is considered correct for the new couple to live on the husband's island~ However, if the

husband has been resident for some time on the womanrs horne island, it is unlikely

they will change residence on marriage. In such an instance however, it is customary for

the newly married couple to make a trip to the husbandrs island after the wedding

festivities. This trip may last for anything from just a couple of days to a few weeks,

after which the couple return to what will become their usual domicile.

Once married, it is considered inappropriate for the woman and man to associate with

their respective single age-mates~ To contir!ue the association necessitates acting or

being like their single friends, something which must be discouraged initially, if the

notion of marriage is to remain culturally consistent and coherent on the island~

Ideally, there should be a relatively sudden transformation in their behaviours,

reinforced by the expectations of them that the rest of the community holds~ When the

transformation from boy to man and gel to (w)uman is not as smooth as the sudden

change in linguistic denotation, the erring couple are tutored and sometimes berated,

until their self-images and behaviours conform more closely to the societyls image of

what it is to be man and (w)uman on Yam Island~ The couple have to know what the

roles and duties of a married man and woman are, so that they will act appropriately~

By marrying, women and men become full social adults. They have adhered to the

strong ideology to marry, and through their formal alignment and commitment to each

other and to their respective families, their relationship is publicly acknowledged and
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sanctioned. The newly married couple are seen to have acted correctly. Although

'quiet weddings' in the Magistrate's Office are frowned upon, they still create an

alliance between two sets of cognates, so that differentiation into affines and cognates

is clarified. Nevertheless, these marriages are regarded as less stable because of the

diminished role played by the tvvo sets of families, and in particular the absence of

formal exchange.

On marriage, the husband assumes a role and position of authority as 'bosst over his

wife, and this is given added impact with the indissolubility of marriage introduced

by both the Church and the State (Beckett 1987b: 43, 119). The concept of boss is a

salient and recurrent theme in the everyday lives of Yam Islanders, and it provides not

only the rationale and charter for appropriate action, but it also constitutes the

mechanism through which breaches of behaviour may be socially censured. Positions of

authority are held by the government, the local council, the Chairman of the council,

older close kin and one's husband. A boss attempts to set the limits of another person's

behaviour, and therefore there is little tolerance for individuals who are not in the

category of boss if they assume such an authority role. In such situations an indignant

person will proclaim: 'Yu no bossr (You1re not the boss), or 'Yu no may bossror ryu no boss

bio mi' (You1re not my boss)..

Ideally a married woman should be fully occupied with the welfare of her husband,

their children and his immediate family. She is perceived to have left her family of

origin, and to have joined her husband's family. Under the direction of her husband's

mother, her day revolves around doing the bulk of cooking, cleaning and washing for

the family. If she has joined a large household, she will be assisted by her husband's

sisters, or the wives of her husbandts brothers. Subsistence fishing and gardening with

other women is also carried out, and if she has children her parents...in-Iaw, or even her
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own parents will babysit Before marriage, a woman works both her father's and her

mothees land, however, after marriage she predominantly gardens on her husbandls

land.

Changes also occur with respect to a woman's dress. While the wearing of shorts by

unmarried. women on Yam Island was tolerated during the early 19805, any attempts by

married women to appear publicly in such garb was seen as scandalous. Nevertheless,

some younger married women withstood public pressure and continued. to wear shorts,

particularly during sports activities. Short skirts falling just above the knee were also

similarly frowned upon~

On marriage a woman also automatically becomes a 'mother1
• That is, the right to

become a member of the adult women's society of the Anglican Motheres Union, is

conferred on her, irrespective of whether or not she has children~Her change in status

and respective role requirements is further signalled by her symbolic journey from the

Girl's Friendly Society (GFS) to the Motherls Union~ Through her inclusion in this

group, other women socialise her into her new roles as wife, daughter-in-law,

sister...in-Iawand mother. They advise her on appropriate behaviour and censure her

on the occasions on which she is seen to be not upholding her gender role. As a member

of the Motherrs Union, a woman is regarded as the pastoral guardian of her husband,

her children and by extension, of other members of the community.

A newly married man is urged to spend less time with his unmarried mates and is

expected to provide economically for his new family, either in the form of a regular

income or with a regular supply of fish, turtle and dugong. His household duties

include the digging of wells, building garden fences and carrying larger vessels of water

from wells to the house. These tasks are performed by the women of the household in

the absence of men, and while industriousness is expected of both men and women, men
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are accorded a greater degree of flexibility.

Both men and women are expected to publicly carry out their respective duties

independently of one another~ Although it is certainly recognised that the couple

constitute a unit, there is little tolerance for a newly married couple accompanying each

other everywhere. The following censorial statement, made by an elderly Yam Island

womanl is indicative of this attitudel as well as demonstrative of the particular style

and humour with which such issues are addressed on the island:

We man wagbawt, no polIo bi'ayn. Libbe em - em maIL

Where your husband goes, don't follow him. Leave him be, he's a man~

No waze dem pipil ya - kettel ane sorspan.

Don't be like some of these married couples here, who follow each

other around like a kettle and a saucepan.

Separation and divorce are not condoned on Yam Island, although the reality is that

some people do live apart for legitimate social reasons. These may include visiting

relatives and staying away for a long period of time, or living apart for reasons of

finding employment. That is not to imply that all such cases of these separations are

indicative of marital discord. However, in some instances these legitimate absences do

provide the people concerned with the breathing space they may need from a partner.

Despite the strong family and community pressure to marry, many couples do not marry~

The fact that many younger people choose to live together on the island provides a

constant source of frustration for older Yam Island people. No doubt the changed

Australian attitude toward de-facto relationships, the lessening of the State

Government's power in exerting control over peoplets relationships, and the
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availability of Unemployment and Supporting Parents Benefits have enabled many

younger people to pursue this option. Those who choose to kiip (live together) .have a

greater degree of mobility and personal independence, as also do the small number of

unmarried women who have a number of children. The availability of Social Security

payments enables women in this situation to support their offspring without marrying.

The role of father is regularly taken on by the woman's brothers, whom her children

address as dadi, instead of awa.

With marriage a number of things are achieved: the sexual relationship between two

people is recognised and socially regulated in that kinship and affinal relationships

are clearly defined. As s~ch the roles and statuses of the respective families are

clearly defined, the statuses and roles of the marriage partners are clearly stipulated,

rights to the productive and reproductive labour of each spouse are established, the

status of the children of a union are clearly defined, rights over children and property

are regulated and the Christian ethic of marriage is also upheld. Consequently, a

combination of Christian ethic and traditional kinship and descent principles provide

the framework and social structure within which marriage is emphasised and

managed. Through marriage a formal initiation process of transforming boys and girls

into adult women and men, is achieved. Marriage, as it were, now provides the formal,

public avenue into adulthood for Yam Island people.

6.53. First-feasting

Spirits rise as word filters through the community that a young man is bringing back his

first dugong. A gleeful aunty may momentarily dispense with typical decorum and jump

joyfully up and down on a beached dugong or frolic in the sea.

Traditionally, all the maternal uncles of the new hunter could enter the house of their
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sister and her husband (the mother and father of the young man) and help themselves

to anything which took their fancy. Theoretically, there was no limit to the value of

the material items they might take, and the owners of the house could not protest.

This practice has been greatly modified. in the last 25 years or so, due to the

exponential increase in .the quantity of expensive material items (especially kerosene

and gas operated appliances, in addition to electronic goods), found in Islander

households. The expense of replacing large material items such as beds, generators,

dinghies and outboard motors was deemed to be phenomenal, so when Getano Lui snr

was Chairman of the island, he phased out the practice (G.B.Lui 8nr pers.corom.). 6

Since that time many householders have come to own washing machines, cassette

decks, televisions and video recorders.

The eldest maternal uncle of the boy is accorded the responsibility of butchering the

animal and supervising the redistribution of its meat. As recognised head of the

family, he gets the choicest cuts of meat, namely the head·and the tail (Maino Kelly

snr pers. comm. 1982). After the dugong has been fully butchered, a feast is held to

commemorate the young man's attainment of the status of hunter. This ritual occurs for

whichever the young man first spears, turtle or dugong. As far as I was able to

ascertain, there are not two different rituals; that is, one for first turtle and one for first

dugong.

6.6. Dance

Traditional dances were comprised of quite different forms and components from

contemporary dance (see Chapter 3). Some dances were done in imitation of animal

6. There may well have been a joint Island Councils decision for the whole of the Torres
Strait to ban this ritual, as Lowah (1988) mentions the expense of the ritual and its
having been prohibited for the same reasons as mentioned by Lui.
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species so as to ensure success in the hunt. For example, during the late 1800s Maino

described how a large stone surrounded by skulls was related to catching turtle and, was

cleaned and painted red after which a dancer imitated the movements of a sucker-fish

(Haddon 1904: 335),

Chester observed sheets of iron and dugong bones being used as drums on Tudu in October

1870 (QSA COLIA151). In February 1871, Moresby (1876: 31-32) witnessed a dance

performance on Tudu after the manager of the shelling station insisted the people

perform. Older men and women in a crouching position chanted, and kept the beat by

clapping their hands and drumming. They encircled the dancers who, painted and

adorned with armlets and cassowary feather headdresses, performed a war dance in

which they drew their bows and launched their missiles. They also danced daily

scenes which ranged from harpooning dugong and fishing to making love. The piece de

resistance was the final dance which

illustrated the coming of the north-west monsoon, and the consequent

planting of yams, taro, and sweet potatoes - a poem in a dance. Nothing

more perfectly graceful could be seen than their movements, as, rapidly

gliding round the fire with swaying bodies and inflected limbs, they

showed how the ground was turned up and the seed sown, and ended

with a joyous dance.

(Moresby 1876: 32)

Some 17 years later Haddon witnessed similar dances on Tudu, although he also

remarked on the negative effects of Christianity on traditional dance forms and

occasions for performance. Dances had been discouraged or prohibited, and because of

the men's involvement in the fisheries, little attention had been given to the

maintenance of traditional dance. He observed that the younger Tudu people either

experienced shame at performing the customary dances, or they were unsure as to the
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FIGURE 10. Haddon's Sketches of Tudu dancers, Tudu,

August 1888 (from Haddon 1888-1889: 10, in 1888-1929).
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appropriate movements. The older women danced what Haddon has suggested was

part of a war-dance, and they obviously took great pleasure in their performance of a

kab kar (Haddon 1901: 72, 1912: 293).

After a little persuasion we induced them to get up a koppa-kappa [sic

kab kar]...... 2 men and about 8 women and girls danced- we had great

difficulty in getting them to take off their respective garbs of

civilisation-wh[ich] we know to be (mistakenly) donned in our

honour.....amid much chatting & laughing they substituted a coloured

girdle and a wrap-around the chest for the long gown- or one piece of

calico served the double purpose. At least one woman put on a grass

petticoat beneath The chief Maino played the drum & he was

surrounded by his wife, children & other women & children who joined

in a kind of chant & who encouraged the others. A largess of tobacco

closed the proceedings.

(Haddon 1888-1889: 10-11 in 1888-1929)

The garig kap was traditionally performed when certain fruits were ripe, or when

yams and sweet potatoes were ready to eat. The dance lasted throughout one night and

was performed by masked men (Haddon 1904: 346;1935: 75,369). On Tudu the time to

perform the ceremony was marked by the appearance of the kerhereki star in the night

sky (Ray and Haddon 1897: 164).

Every Wet season when boys were initiated into the kod of Sigay-Mayaw on Yam

Island, intermittent dancing took place each night of their seclusion. Performances

began as night fell, occurred again two or three times during the night and ended

finally as dawn broke (Haddon 1904: 376; see also Chapter 3). The men sang the song

associated with their respective totem or awgadh: thus some sang the song for Sigay,

and the others sang for Mayaw. The words of these two songs may be found in Haddon

(1904: 66). The singing of these songs ensured fine weather, as well as good fortune in
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battle (1904: 376-377). When singing to invoke fine weather the men held their arms

out from their bodies, with their palms up, and they moved them from side to side.

When the desired intention of the song was to effect fortune in war, the waus kap was

performed. In 1888 Maino of Yam.-Tudu described the waus kap, which was performed

by warriors prior to departing for battle. Any man who dozed off during the dancing

was awakened immediately, as it was maintained that for every man who fell asleep

at the waus kap, another man was killed in battle (1904: 377). Three lines ofmen,·fuUy

dressed for war (see Haddon 1912: 52, 56), danced in the kod on Yam in their respective

lines of affiliation: one for Sigay, one for Mayaw and a smaller line for ger (see

Chapter 3). The white-feathered headdress (deri) and black-brown cassowary feather

headdress were worn alternately by the two main lines of warriors (Haddon 1904: 376).

What are now stylised dancing headdresses may perhaps have operated as protective

masks traditionally. Tobin in 1792 described finding masks in a canoe, and suggested

they protected the warriors' faces in battle (Tobin in Haddon 1935: 73). The deri of

Tudu were made of white heron and cassowary feathers, cut and placed on a cane frame

(1912: Plate VI, Fig 1), and according to Haddon (1912: 38) they symbolically

represented a human face.

Dances also occurred annually during naygay (see Table 3) in which the spirits of the

deceased were emulated (Haddon 1904: 257-259; see also Chapters 3 and 7). These

death dances were taught to the Tudu people by the culture hero Naga, who brought

the practice from Papua (Haddon 1935: 70). After these dances, the mawa ceremonies

were performed. to ensure the continued abundance of wongay (see Chapter 3; section

3.4.7; see also Haddon 1904: 348-349).
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Contemporary Dance Styles

In every style of contemporary dance on Yam Island, people of all age ranges dance

together. The dance forms performed include Island dance (known throughout the

region as 'play'), disco, a combination of play and disco, and the not so common gabudan

drayg (waltzing). According to Beckett (1987b: 97) the latter was introduced into the

islands after World War 2, and initially caused some problems in that members of the

opposite sex were required to physically touch while dancing. The emergence of rock

and roll in the 1960s alleviated the problem.

Island dancing as distinct from either modem 'disco' or the frequent mix of both Island

and disco dancing, takes place on a number of festive occasions stimulated by a variety

of reasons which range from the celebration of weddings, Christian calendrical events,

birthdays, wedding anniversaries, farewell feasts and house openings, to the

celebrations accompanying tombstone openings. There are two basic forms of 'island

dancing' performed on Yam Island today: stand-up dancing ('play') and sit-down

dancing. Such forms of dance are the means by which Yam Islanders express and signal

happiness and general feelings of well being. Dancing is synonymously referred to as

'making happiness', meyke api.

When the customary dances were prohibited by the early missionaries to the strait,

experimentation with new dance forms began. Taibobo was essentially a Rotuman style

of dance, which had been adopted by Torres Strait Islanders from Pacific Islanders

working and living in the region (Haddon 1935: 219), and it has since been gradually

replaced with another style. Contemporary Island dance or 'play' has its origins in a

fortnight long dance workshop held on Mabuiag Island some 70 years ago, when a
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number of luggers from Moa, Mer, Badu and Yam were forced to take shelter from bad

weather. Over a period of two weeks the crew combined the older style of kab kar with

the more recent Taibobo form of dance (Mabo 1984: 34). This resulted in the dance form

now recognised as 'island dance' or 'play'. Beckett (1987b) has located the full

development of this dance form within the context of increasing power given to

Islanders in their own communities:

Now feasting and dancing flourished, officially approved as the

proper way to celebrate secular and religious holidays, as well as

weddings, tombstone openings, departures and home-comings. After a

period of flirtation with vartous South Sea styles of singing and

dancing, the Islanders had begun to develop their own, synthetic style

which now became dominant throughout the Strait....

(1987b: 56)

'Play', or stand-up dancing, occurs more frequently on the island than sit-down dance.

Although dance plays a central role in men's and women1s lives, it is the men who are

the more regular dancers in stand-up dancing. This is in contrast to the fierce dancing

competition between women and men in the Western islands (Fitzpatrick pers. comm.)

On Yam Island the action of dancing is far more central to male lives, with male

toddlers being taught dance movement and rhythm and increasingly being actively and

positively encouraged to dance with older men, as they mature.

When men and boys dance they wear a uniform of red dancing sarong (kaliku or

labalaba), white cotton anklets (makmak), over-skirt of soft palm fronds (dzazi),

white singlet (usually), and a colourful towelling washcloth or scarf (sweta) tied

around the head (see Plate 19). At least some of the dance team carry seed rattles

(guwa).7 Other objects may be carried depending on the dance: some dances require the

7. Seed rattles are made from the seeds of the matchbox bean, tied together in a cluster
on either a rope handle or one made from plastic hose. They are shaken rythmically in
the air, or against the other hand or thigh, in accompaniment to the beat.
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PLATE 19. The cognates of the groom dancing on the occasion of the marriage of Anna 

Harry (Yam) to Wrench Larry jnr (Warraber), Yam bland, October 1980. Note the 

woman to the left playacting and wearing a shopping bag on her head (photograph: 

M. Fuary). 
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use of kubar (half coconut shells) clapped together to punctuate the dance, marap

(bamboo clapper) or an apparatus constructed from wood or tin to symbolise the sun, a

star, windmills, sea foam, gardening hoes, ortuguma. Haddon (1912: 295, PI. xxxiii; see

also Figure 10) referred to similar hand-held objects being used on Tudu in 1888.

Today dance couplets are the norm. In each couplet there is a slow form (umanha)

which is the first performed, and then a fast form. Each of these forms has its

respective song and choreography. The same words or completely different words may

be used in each version, but the tune is different. On the rare occasion in which a slow

form has not been composed, dancers may dance unaccompanied except for drum. This is

a style referred to as yagia (Lizzie Lui pers. comm 1989), and it is followed by the fast

version. When other Island groups perform Yam Island songs and dances, and

inappropriately combine two unrelated ones into a couplet, Yam Island people feel

embarrassed at their mistake.

Incorporated within the athletic movements (ginar) of men's· dance is the continual

hitching up or retying of the dancing sarong. Men and boys skillfully achieve this

without interrupting the flow of the dance. As the men dance they sing the song

belonging to that dance, and they are accompanied by a group of women singers and

drummers, as well as the audience. Usually a woman plays the hour-glass drum

(badara or warup) which is traded down from Papua (see also Haddon 1894: 42-43). A

woman or a girl always plays the kerosene tin drum, which has replaced the large

cylindrical lengths of bamboo. The rhythm beat out on the tin with bamboo or stick

batons is fast and complex compared to the regular, slower beat struck on the hour-glass

drum. Some male dancers punctuate their performance with shrill whistles at specific

points in the movements, while members of the audience may also yell encouragement,

or demonstrate their appreciation and pride by emitting loud, shrill whistles.

Audience appreciation and delight is further emphasised by women and girls walking

systematically along the lines of dancers, pouring talcum powder or spraying perfume
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on their backs and sometimes legs and ankles. Extra perfume and powder is lavished on

certain kin. Dancers who suffer from asthma or bronchial conditions warn the women

and girls against spraying them.

Dances are predominantly concerned with working on boats, gardening, the seasons,

the tides, and places to which people have been. In the early 1950s O'Leary (1951: 11)

commented that the deeds of Kebisu, and in particular his raids against ships and

other islands, were being performed in dance. There are only a few people, usually men,

credited with being composers of songs, and a certain limited number of other people

regarded as choreographers. Dances and their songs are resurrected from the relatively

recent past, and may be in vogue for a number of months, before being replaced with

other favourites. The following song composed by the late Maza Samuel, was regularly

sung and danced on Yam Island during 1982. The song was originally performed when

Yam Island boys arrived home on their annual furlough from working on the pearling

and trochus boats (Mrs Luisa Samuel pers. camm. 1982).

Kazil ayawal

Children, you come, come

Ngayama

I'm mother

Ngayapu

I'm mother

Nithamunia

Foryoll

Seygi bawal

You stay there, in the bow of the sea

Seygi imi

Sapun agu ban palgirninh

That sea and wind

Kedha tonar nur nguzu geth

In that time, my hand will cut

Dhadhi aparan

It in the middle
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Nithamun kagare

For you (as yagar)

Kedha mayka ngay apu

That's why now, I'm mother

Nithamun

Faryau

AyawaI, kazi ayawal

Come, all children, come~

Although there are definitely times in which female stand-up dancing predominates,

or in which there is a fairly equal division into female and male dance teams, these

occasions by no means represent the norm. Commonly the nature of female involvement

in stand-up dancing can be classified in the following manner:

a) females drum and.sing for the male dancers;

b) females are members of a mixed-sex team;

c) females cavort exaggeratedly (kaythian) and in good humour in front of

their male affines;

d) females perform spontaneous comic dances, either alone or by suddenly

appearing in a male dance;

e) females spontaneously run in and either dance beside a close kinsman (such

as a son or a brother), or hold a light beside him to draw the audience's

attention to his performance;

f) females do their own dances.

I will not discuss in any detail a) and b) above, however it is worth some additional

discussion on the other patterns.

c) Kaytbian

Typically a woman will appear for a brief period of time on the dance ground, place
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herself in close physical proximity to a male in-law and dance erotically. Most

frequently she will do this to the husband of her sister, and with such behaviour the

avoidance and physical restraint which obtains between cross-sex affines in everyday

life is temporarily allowed to disintegrate. In such situations where a woman runs in to

join the dancing, irrespective of what she does, the men keep dancing, as if she were not

there. The man to whom such ridiculous attention is being addressed, fails to

acknowledge his in-law's presence and attempts to continue his dancing unhindered, by

not attending to her gross familiarity. Sometimes this becomes exceptionally difficult,

and the dancer has to dance skillfully around her, without accidentally knocking into

her, or falling over her. So great was the skylarking of one man's sister-in-law that he

literally bolted from the dance ground, to the great amusement of the woman and the

audience. On yet another occasion I observed, a woman's brother-in-law retained his

composure until the point at which his two sisters-in-law began to drag him physically

from the dance ground. At this point he joined the audience in delighted laughter,

while the rest of the dancers continued their performance. He reappeared a few

seconds later and joined the dance as if nothing had happened.

This kind of sexual joking between affines is common in stand-up dance. There is a fine

line drawn however betw'een appropriate joking, or kaythian, and taking it to

extremes. On some occasions, older people remonstrate a person who may be seen to be

going overboard. More than once I heard such a declaration:

Noma kaythian. Yupla meyke dati wata

Don't join in, doing comic sexual dance. You people make the water

dirty (i.e. you spoil the dancing).

Female sexual play in such dances is both frequent and transitory, and it is done in the

spirit of good fun. Each event only lasts a few minutes and concludes when the woman
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involved runs laughIDg off the dance ground. The men dance on, seemingly oblivious to

the temporary upheaval of the most significant avoidance relationship in Yam Island

society, and also seemingly oblivious to the continuing laughter for the next few minutes

from the appreciative audience. The men mask their reactions to the familiarity and

continue dancing, unhindered.

d)Cornjcs

To be anticipated at almost every Island dance is the sudden appearance of a comic in

the midst of the male dancers. Usually the comic is female, although on one occasion I

observed a male comic. Sometimes they appear on their own on the dance ground during

breaks between dance sets, and once again these are more often females than males. On

two occasions, however, the comics concerned were a female-male pair: one was a

sibling set, and the other a husband-wife team.

Typically the comic is dressed in an absurd caricature of reality, for example:

(1) A woman with a shopping bag on her head walked brusquely and

(seemingly) nonchalantly through the lines of male dancers at a wedding

feast and then just as quickly disappeared (see Plate 19);

(2) Two girls dressed in khaki shirts and long trousers with their faces

painted white and wearing ridiculously large Mexican style hats, suddenly

appeared and pranced in a contorted manner in front of a group of male

dancers;

(3) Two cross-sex siblings burlesqued with buckets, moving yet again

irregularly and contorting their faces so as to appear ridiculous and bizarre;
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(4) A man wearing a raffia hula skirt and carrying an opened black

umbrella over his head paraded in front of a line of male dancers;

(5) A married couple appeared on the dance ground dressed as caricatures of

Saibai Island dancers, with the woman dressed as a man and vice versa,

while parodying Saibai dancing; and

(6) A woman and a girl dressed in long pants with their lower stomachs

protruding through unfastened zips, wearing bras, hats and their faces

powdered white, one carrying an umbrella, appeared and performed stilted

movements so as to make themselves look grotesque.

In all comic appearances there is always an element of role reversal, not only along the

gender dimension, but also in terms of colour. Further, the comics always retain straight

faces, appearing ignorant of the absurdity of their action, and consequently appearing

even funnier and more ridiculous to the audience. In such a way the seriousness of the

dance is relieved, with the audience being reduced to peals of uncontrollable laughter

at the antics of the comic(s). Chester (QSA COLIA151) made note of Pacific Islanders

running on to the dance ground at Tudu in 1870, and buffoons traditionally performed at

the annual death dances (see Chapter 7; see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a; 1981:

7).

(e) Dancjngwjtb male kin

When women or girls join in with male dancers they perform basically the same steps

as the males, but with noticeably less vigour and less body displacement on both the

vertical and horizontal planes. Thus in some dances in which the men are required to

execute a series of jumps and then lie prostrate on the ground, all the while dancing, the
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accompanying female dancers do less exaggerated jumps and remain standin~while

performing the same hand and upper body actions as the males.

This type of female participation in male dances is spontaneous and non-corporate in

that the women concerned do not file onto the dance ground as part of the team [as in

type (b)], but rather jump up when the men begin dancing, join in and then return to the

audience as soon as that particular dance, or perhaps a whole dance set, has finished.

On such occasions a woman will dance close to her brother(s) or son(s). Sometimes she

will not dance, but will stand close to her kinsman and hold a lantern or a torch nearby,

so as to draw the audience's attention to his performance, of which she as kinswoman is

immensely proud.

f) Women's Dance

Women's stand-up dance is divided into ngarpudan and hula. The first style is

typically performed by older women together with younger women under their

instruction. It is named for the intricate hopping movements central to its performance.

The performers wear the same colour dancing dresses (kathalsod or Island dress), white

cotton anklets (makmak) and an oversIdrt made from soft coconut fronds (dzazi). Their

dances may involve the use of bamboo clappers (marap), a wooden hoe (payaga), or a

matchbox-bean seed rattle (guwa), and a variety of head decorations may be chosen.

As with male dancing however, the concept of 'one mark', or of everyone wearing the

same uniform, is crucial for a successful performance..

Hula teams are largely comprised of young, single women. Dance team members wear

Island dresses with a multi-coloured raffia over-skirt around their waists, and with

their heads fully decorated with real or artificial flower arrangements. Whistles and

yells of appreciation and encourag~mentfrom the audience accompany their
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performance.

Competition with oneself and in association with others comprises a fundamental

element of dance. In addition, competition occurs between teams of family groupings,

along a division into cognatic versus affinal lines, or between dancers representing

different islands. The inter-island competition and rivalry is keen throughout the

Torres Strait, and it is consistently demonstrated in the seemingly good natured

competition between groups, in the area of dance (as well as in sport) at festive

inter-island gatherings (see also Beckett 1987b: 211). To dance well is to be admired,

and a good dancer feels tremendous pride in exercising his or her skill. However, a good

dancer attracts attention, and this may create tension and jealousy between couples. In

his journal for 1898 -1899, Myers spoke of Murray Island women finding agile dancers

with good physiques irresistible, and Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1981: 6)

and Beckett (1987b) both address this aspect of dance. Haddon (1912: 28) reported that

Yam and Mabuiag men regularly cut 'long feather-like' designs on their calves,

specifically to draw women's attention to their legs.

The borrowing and performance of songs from other islan.ds has a well established

tradition in the Torres Strait. Myers documented five secular songs he recorded at

Murray Island. Three of the songs had been directly borrowed from Tudu, one was from

either Awridh or Masig, and the other had been borrowed from Puruma people who

had adopted it from Tudu (Myers in Haddon 1912: 241; Myers 1899). Likewise music

and dance forms continue to be adopted from places outside the Torres Strait. The

advent of radio, cassette players, television, video, Islander bands, Islander disc

jockeys, a regional Torres Strait Islander media network and Torres Strait adolescents

attending High Schools away from home, has meant that the variety of music styles

and contemporary dance forms in the region continue to proliferate. Nevertheless,

there remains a strong interest and pride in local Torres Strait music. Tapes purchased
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at Daru which feature Polynesian and Melanesian music are p~pular, reggae influences

are strong, as is the music from Black Americans in the United States. The popular

music of the day is followed and danced to in much the same way as it is followed on

the mainland, but often with more style and skill.

6.7. Conclusions

People of all ages and both sexes dance, and in dancing minor or major social events are

celebrated. In dance, the sense of community, kinship and friendship is affirmed and

enjoyed. Whereas in 'disco' people dance with their peers for pure enjoyment, in Island

dance these factors are overshadowed by the notion that you dance for others and for

your island, e.g. at a wedding or tombstone opening you dance for the people being

commemorated. It is through the medium of dance that Yam Island people publicly

demonstrate a number of dimensions of their social lives. The dancers themselves, in

performing to the best of their abilities, show the importance which the event that is

being celebrated holds for them. Likewise the singers and drummers, whose full-bodied

involvement is critical to the dancing, indicate the significance of the celebrations by

performing well. To sing well, that is loudly and powerfully, as well as with the

ability to shift octaves and harmonise, is also publicly admired and encouraged. In the

interactions between the dancers and members of the audience, male-female relations

are also brought into focus. This occurs both in terms of a woman drawing attention to a

dancer and her relationship to him (either as mother, sister, grandmother or

sister-in-law), and also in the comic parodies in which cross-sex dressing is central.

Not only is one's identity as a Yam Islander signified in dance, but one's kinship and

sexual identities are also unequivocally demonstrated. In dance, the overlapping

dimensions of an individual's identity (such as age, gender, place of origin, marital

status and kinship position) coalesce. The audience is aware of the dancers' kin-based
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relationships to each other and to the people being honoured by the dance, and it is

this recognition of kinship which gives the dance its extra impact and ultimate

meaning. As lJ,.ekinship idiom is 'a convenient language in which to talk about' social

relations (Maddock 1989: 149), dance on Yam Island constitutes one form of language in

which this idiom may be signified and expressed.
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CHAPTER 7

NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS: DEATH AND MOURNING

In this chapter I describe my understanding of the social relations of death involving a

number of specific rites of passage as they occurred on Yam Island in the 1980s (see also

Fuary 1985b). In particular, I focus on the respective roles assumed by two major

categories of people, namely the bereaved family (cognates) and the affines (in-laws)

of the deceased, and the ways in which the loss of a member of Yam Island society is

handled and worked out. Warner (1959) has described universal rites of passage as

marking

the movement of a man through his lifetime, from a fixed placental

placement within his mother's womb to his death and ultimate fixed

point of his tombstone and final containment in his grave as a dead

organism - punctuated by a number of critical moments of transition

which all societies ritualize and publicly mark with suitable

observances to impress the significance of the individual and the group

on living members of the community.

(1959: 303)

While the occasional experience of death and grief is a universal human phenomenon,

it is a particularly common one for Yam Island people. Between 1980 and 1982 nine

deaths occurred. The combination of a small tightly knit community living on a tiny

island and a generally high mortality rate means that death figures in everyone's

consciousness. Literally from the time of their own birth until their own death, funeral,

and secondary mortuary rites, death continues to playa significant role in people1s

daily lives. With the passing of loved ones, more distant cognates and affines, people

are reminded of their own mortality.
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7.1. Current Beliefs

Yam Island people maintain that death typically visits them at the conclusion and

beginning of calendar years, and that it inevitably follows a time of celebration and

rejoicing. This yin-yang like concept of good and bad, with sadness ensuing happiness,

is well recognised on the island. Sometimes a sense of foreboding is expressed by one or

several members of the community during a period of celebration. People prepare

themselves for unhappiness in reminding themselves of the transience of happiness:

happiness is, as it were, a tlimited goodt (Foster 1965).

Death may also be regarded as a form of retribution for the perceived non-observance of

Christian behavioural codes, or for inappropriate social behaviour in general (see

Chapter 6). Most if not all deaths on Yam, are either preceded by or associated with a

sense of foreboding by one or several individuals on the island. Such foreboding is

discussed with others at the time of the experience, or kept to oneself and expressed at

an appropriate time after hearing the news of a death. Foreknowing usually occurs in

dreams, visions or reading environmental cues, or through contact with the

supernatural. Children and babies are regarded as being particularly susceptible to

receiving spirits; they are said to be aware of the presence of spirits, being able to see

and hear them when adults cannot.

The passing of an individual usually comes as a dreadful shock to everyone in the

community. There is a well developed local aetiology for explaining and locating each

individual death in a socia-cultural framework. Firstly, death is not regarded as a

random event. Generally, the vi~issitudesof death, illness, accident, misfortune or

failure are explained by a more comprehensive belief system. As the details of this

belief system are not publicly discussed, it would be irresponsible of me to elaborate

here. However, it is via this mechanism that such aforementioned events

are perceived as involving the ess,ential element of human control. This is in stark
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contrast to attributing misfortune to the vagaries of germs or to the caprices of the

undirected supernatural. Consequently, this belief system allows for post-hoc

predictability of misfortune, and as such provides people with an excellent and

effective coping mechanism for grief. Not only does this belief system provide a means

of assigning cause to events which result in emotional and potential social upheaval,

but it also provides people with a daily co~e of action. This is crucial in a small-scale

society. By adhering to the major tenets and propositions of this code, Yam Island

people feel relatively confident at being able to sidestep misfortune, illness and death

by behaving in certain culturally appropriate ways.1 When deaths occur discussions

are held about how the individual became sick and about his or her possible

transgressions of appropriate codes of behaviour (see also Chapter 6).

7.2. Handling Death

When a death has occurred, the close relatives and friends of the deceased are given

social support at both the practical and emotional levels. Those individuals most

likely to bear the brunt of grief are not itliormed of the death until they are brought

together with others in one place. 2 The sad news is formally announced by an in-law of

the deceased, the local priestor the Chairman of the community. This is an effective

means of social incorporation by which the individual is relieved of the stress of

bearing the pain of sorrow alone, and in social isolation; Le. the suffering is shared in

communaloutpourings of grief. In such a manner the individual's responses to the

1. Tonkinson (1984: 239) makes reference to a similar process occurring in the Western
Desert Aboriginal community of Jigalong.

2. Thus in the classic manner in which rites of passage and rites of intensification have
been analysed (Van Gennep in Turner (1979), the short-term marginality of the person is
reduced by this social aggregation. The death rituals are rites of passage for the
deceased, and rites of intensification and passage for the bereaved. In the long-term
the reincorporation of the bereaved and the marigeth [affines to the deceased] , occurs
after the tombstone opening. Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1981: 9) also
speaks of the tombstone opening as a rite of integration.
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trauma of death are cushioned. The grief-stricken are not alienated. in their own

private grief as is common practice in Anglo and Celtic Australian society.

As the main responsibility for announcing death falls in the first instance on the

shoulders of the Chairman, and then on the two major in-laws of the deceased, members

of the community quickly become aware of the impending announcement of sad news,

nyuz, as well as to whom it relates. While close family may suspect the death of a

loved one, and certainly experience the associated anxiety, they nevertheless manage

to appear to contain their griefuntil the formal, public announcement of death occurs. 3

Through allocating a central place in which everyone gathers to lessen nyuz (hear bad

news), the close relatives of those kin most affected by the death are relieved of the

painful experience of having to be the bearers of bad tidings. This constitutes the first

stage of the 'tripartite' process of death rites in the islands (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann

1980a: 136).

A social and ritual division of labour occurs with the categorisation and mobilisation of

people into blood kin (cognates) and in-laws (affines) of the deceased. It is at the point

of being summonsed, as well as during their involvement in moving from·household to

household asking members to gather at a nominated place, that the in-laws are

transformed into marigeth (spirit's hand) of the deceased. They will continue to be

identified as such, and will perform the appropriate role behaviours as ritual

specialists until the final secondary mortuary rites take place several years hence. It is

upon this temporary social group that the burden falls for funeral arrangements,

3. According to Rivers (1901b: 137) the role of announcing a man's death, signalling the
time to cry, and the responsibility of feeding the bereaved fell on the man's wife's
brother (wb), or if she did not have a brother, on her father. In very rare cases, the role
was performed by the deceased's wife's sister. Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann
1980a: 166; 1981: 4) has discussed the role played. by the deceased's brother-in-law in
announcing a death on Mabuiag.· She also describes an incident in which she relayed
the news of a death to someone, and that person denied the news until it was formally
announced in the customary manner (1980a: 167).
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preparation of the body, cooking and working for the deceased's family both up to and

including the day of burial, and for those days leading up to and including the

tombstone opening (see Figures 12 & 13, and Plate 21).

The role transformation from happy person to bereaved person is ameliorated through

the roles adopted by the marlgeth. Traditionally specific dress and be!lavioural

restrictions signalled the state of mourning to others; fpr example, Haddon (1912: 30)

mentions that cutting one's hair was a sign of mourning throughout the Torres Strait. On

Tudu mourners plastered their bodies with a greyish mud and a crushed coral paste

(Ray and Haddon 1897: 122; see also Appendix 1 regarding Miak wiping whitish-grey

mangrove mud on his cheeks to indicate his having killed a man). Widows on Tudu

observed the customary year-long mourning period by covering their bodies in white

mud and wearing an apron-like necklet of frayed sago palm, dyed reda One fringe fell

down their back and the other covered the front of their bodies. The same palm

material was used in leglets and armlets. At the close of the mourning period with the

performance of the annual death dances, these symbols of mourning were discarded

(Haddon 1904: 262).

7.2.1. Caring for the Kin

After death, a person still retains their living spirit, or marl, and consequently the

relatives of the deceased are obligated to it in the same ways they were when the

deceased was alive (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1981: 5). It is through mourning

procedure, burial, and the secondary mortuary ritual that the spirit of the deceased

and the relationships of the living to the deceased are transformed. The marl is

released into the spirit world as a fully fledged member and as such is no longer

tempted to hover in the world of the living (1980a: 282).
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Preparations for meeting the needs of the closest consanguineal kin of the deceased are

set into motion after the formal announcement of death. The responsibility for

conveying and acting upon the wishes of the family lies with the affines of the

deceased, that is his or her in-laws. In other words, it is the close family members of

the bereaved spouse or children who assume the nurturant role for their own kin, as

well as for their affines (see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b: 8,12). The

affines are, as it were, a bridge between some close kin. This category of people, now

known as marigeth, feed and care for the cognates of the deceased until after disposal

of the body. In such a way, the close relatives of the deceased are freed from all social

obligations. That is, they are given both the time and the energy to mourn. They are in

a state of liminality, 'betwixt and between' two normal states of being (Turner 1979).4

During this stage of mourning Fitzpatrick argues that there is a definite correspondence

between the following three elements: the actual physical state of the body, the

emotional state of the kin and the location and state of the deceased's spirit, as all

three are in a state of transition (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 181-182; 1981: 4). In

her analysis of Maori death ritual, Sinclair (1990: 221) makes a similar observation.

The marigeth work until after the funeral feast ('burial tea'). Not only do the

mechanics of the funeral arrangements fallon their shoulders (after consultation with

the cognates and the husband or wife of the deceased), but they are also held

responsible for the ever constant preparation of food, cleaning up, washing and

preparation of the funeral feast (see Figure 13). In order to discharge their

responsibilities, the marigeth are directed as a team by the two senior in-laws of the

deceased. They work late into the night and rise in the early hours of the morning.

Because of both emotional tension and the long hours involved, disputes may occur over

4. Sergei (1986:195) provides an interesting example of this 'suspension' of kin from the
'mundane activities' of life in his discussion of funeral rites among the TIingit of the
southern Alaskan coast, and Sinclair (1990: 221) describes an equivalent process
.occurring in Maori burial ritual.



Figure 13. Main Responsibilities of Cognates and Affines with Regard to Death
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the general planning and organisation of the work.

During this period the relatives of the deceased grieve for their loved one. As the sad

news spreads to others in both the Torres Strait and the mainland of Australia, a

steady stream of mourners arrives on the Island. People travel by air and sea, and on

landing are led to the house where the close family of the deceased are,gathered.

After crying together with the bereaved, the new arrivals drink tea and eat some food.

They then organise themselves according to whether they are 'family' to the deceased,

or marigeth. When there are not enough people to carry out all the duties assigned to

the marigeth, 'family' (but rarely the very close cognates) of the deceased will assist

in the funeral and feasting preparations.

During the period between formal announcement of death and until a few days after the

funeral, household composition on Yam Island undergoes a substantial change (cf.

Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann on Mabuiag, 1980a: 226, 228). Not only do the close

relatives of the deceased prefer to stay together in one household, but people on the

outer perimeters of the village sleep at the more centrally located houses of their kin.

At night the village is clustered into a tight supportive nucleus. When dawn breaks

people make their way home and extinguish the lamps left burning inside and outside

their houses the previous night.

7.3. New Spirits

According to Rosenblatt et al (1976: 52) belief in ghosts is almost universaL Although

on Yam Island all people are regarded as having an essence, 'sour or spirit (marl),

which may leave the physical body during sleep and return before waking, the spirits

of the dead are generally feared. On death a person's spirit is want to visit most of its
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relatives.5 Some danger may surround members of the deceased's closest family and

in-laws, especially small children, for the lonely spirit may approach in a desperate

bid to take them with it on its unhappy, lonely journey to the 'other world'. According

to Fitzpatrick a similar attitude is held on Mabuiag and spirits need to be 'appeased'

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1981: 5).

On Yam Island a generalised fear exists in the community at this stage, and sightings of

the spirit or feeling its presence are quite common. Unaccompanied trips to the bush or

reef may be avoided for up to several weeks after a death. There are a number of

strategies that people employ as a means of keeping spirits at a distance from the

living. They may be kept at bay by:

a) Always keeping lights burning at night;

b) Never going anywhere after dark without the accompanying light ola

torch or lamp;

c) Placing a glass of water ora stick at the entrance to one's house; or

d) Constructing a fence of salt around a dwelling.

Some people explained that the new spirit is angry at its own death and roams the

village from dusk until the early hours of the morning. This may happen for at least

three nights and may even continue until the next full moon, whereupon some say the

spirit is chased and caught by all other spirits. It is at this point that the spirit

becomes properly transformed into a real spirit or debul (devil). This nicely

corroborates the information given to Haddon (1904: 354) by a Mabuiag man in 1898,

namely that the marl of the deceased was killed by markay on the first night of the

5. See also Tonkinson's (1984: 238) discussion of a similar belief system in Western
Australia, and Rosenblatt et al (1976: 56) for a description of spirit perceptions in Fiji:
people avoid being alone or in the dark, and they articulated their fears of the real
potential for a child's soul to be carried away by a deceased parent.
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lew moon after death, and consequently, was reborn as a markay. This time lag

between death and the recognition of the transformation of the deceased into a spirit

allows the bereaved time to adjust to the death of their loved one. It is a period of

liminality (see again Turner 1979) for both the spirit and its kin.

Traditionally the dead were either buried or their bodies were dried on a platform.

Immediate burial occurred. when the skull was not required. Some skulls of close

relatives were retained (Haddon 1935: 70) and could be used in divination rituals to

ensure success in marine hunting, or kept as mementoes. Haddon (1904: 258-259; 1935:

321) has described the funeral customs on Nagi and in particular the ways in which the

skull was removed, cleaned and decorated; he also conside~ed the concept of the spirit

and the role of the marigeth on Nagi, and discussed burial on Tudu and Nagi (1904: 212;

1935: 321). Chester (QSA COLIA151) also described death rites, mentioning in

particular the initial drying and final burial of bodies, and the placement of dugong

ribs, tusks, turtle skulls, human skulls and stone carvings on some burial mounds.

In the 1920s Yam Islanders explained to W. MacFarlane that the supernatural killer of

a man was discovered by placing the man's body outside his house. While some people

sat quietly inside the house, two men kept watch. 6 Eventually the marl left the man's

body, journeyed to the house of his killer and returned with the marl of that person.

The two men reported the event to the others, the body was taken inside, and revenge

was planned. Alternatively, seed rattles strung between trees outside the deceased's

house functioned to entrap the killer's spirit (W. MacFarlane to Haddon 1888-1929).

The late Mr Maino Kelly (pers. comm.1982 ) explained that people previously divined

the killer of a person by stringing up kulap (seed rattles) in front of a mirror. The

6. Although MacFarlane does not provide information on the relationship of these men
to the deceased, I presume they were his brothers-in-law (see also
Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 141).
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inquisitive person then hid in the dark so the ghost could not see mem, and behind the

ghost followed the spirit of its killer.

In the case of burial, Maino informed MacFarlane that on the fifth day after interment

the brothers-in-law of the deceased went to where he was buried. One brother-in-law

crawled on his hands and knees, and as he neared the place where the head was

positioned, he suddenly hit the sandy ground heavily with a piece of wood. The

impact of the blow caused the head to be dislodged. Then that brother-in-law,

followed by all the other men, took the head to the sea. The men pretended to be

asleep on the sand and the head was placed in the water. The direction towards which

it floated indicated the place from where the sorcerer came, and as soon as possible, a

revenge expedition was organised (W.H. MacFarlane 1919-1928 in Haddon 1888-1929;

Haddon 1904: 257; 1935: 77-78).

Maino and others also gave MacFarlane information concerning the Kukan death

ceremony of Tudu.The body of the deceased was placed on a low platform, and small

wooden balls attached to coconut fibre ropes at the end of mangrove poles were

simultaneously stretched and then released by a number of men. As the balls clashed

they produced a loud noise. The men fell to the ground and searched the sky for

evidence of a dark cloud. Until such a cloud appeared, they kept up the procedure. The

cloud signified that the deceased's spirit had left the body. After this ceremony the

body was then buried (MacFarlane 1919-1928 in Haddon 1888-1929). Given that

traditionally people were not buried until four days after their death (1935: 321), the

release of the spirit in the above ceremony corresponds with the present-day notion

that after the spirit of the deceased has roamed the village for three days, it is

captured by the inhabitants of the supernatural world.

According to Haddon's (1904: 174; 1935: 77) documentation, annual death rituals were
. .
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Figure 14. Drawing of an ipika markai, drawn by Maino of Yam Island for Haddon in

the late 18005 (from Haddon 1904: 257).
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held to commemorate the transformation of the deceased into markay. However, they

were only held on Tudu and not on Yam. These ceremonies were introduced from Darn to

Tudu, Nagi, Moo, Badu and Mabuiag islands (1935: 52), and according to Fitzpatrick

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 198Oa: 138) they were held during the Dry season and

normally preceded the male initiation rites. 7 In the first stage of the ceremony the

ghosts of the deceased were represented by men covered from head to toe in the new

shoots of coconut leaves (Haddon 1904: 257; see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a:

154) ), and in 1888 Maino dressed himself in such a costume for the benefit of Haddon.

Each of the participating men's faces was concealed behind a leaf mask decorated

with loops of leaves, and topped with a 'plume' of the same material. The fresh,

cream coloured leaves were also tied as bands around the men's legs, below their knees

and also on their ankles, and palm fronds were carried in each hand. Variations were

added to this basic costume depending on whether women's or men's spirits were being

represented. Women's spirits (ipika markay) were represented by these men wearing a

woman's long skirt, a head-dress of 'feathered sticks', and carrying brooms in a similar

manner to which the Mabuiag dancers represented such spirits (Haddon 1894: 28; 1904:

257). Maino drew two such spirits for Haddon (1894: 28; 1904: 257, 258), reproduced here

as Figures 14 and 15.

The turkiam.markay was dressed in fresh coconut leaves, a cassowary feather

head-dress, a breastplate of the same leaves, a belt with croton leaves inserted at the

back, armlets, an arm guard, leaves inserted. into the armlets, and he carried a bow and

arrow (Haddon 1904: 257-258). During the evening, men hid behind houses and blew

bamboo whistles to terrify the women and children (1904: 258). One man called out:

'All these whitefish belong to deep water' (Maino in Haddon 1904: 258).

7. Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1981) has comprehensively analysed
the elements of continuity between customary and contemporary Mabuiag Island death
ritual.
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Figure 15. Turkiam markai drawn by Maino of Yam I~land for H~ddon in the late 18005

(from Haddon 1904: 258)..
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On both Nagi and Muralag, two turkiam markay danced. on either side of an ipika

markay, and a buffoon danced behind them (Haddon 1935: 67-68; 1904: 258-60). On

Nagi after the three men had danced twice, a lone dancer representing the spirit

appeared. As it danced, the loose pieces of wood attached. to its legs clattered. Before

a feast could take place, the cleaned and decorated skull of the deceased was placed on

a mat, and food was presented by the cognates of the deceased to the marigeth. The

skull was formally handed over to the deceased's father and was kept covered for

three nights. During this time they slept beside it, until it was placed in a basket

(Haddon 1904: 258-259). The skull presentation

represents the final separation of the spirit. ..from the physical world

of the living. The decorated skull signals the dissolution of the body

substance and the spirit's success in reaching...the land of the dead.

With the transformation of the marl into a markai, the final

celebration surrounding death may take place.

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 154)

.n addition to seeing the spirit of a newly deceased person through the death dances, it

could also be seen if an individual dressed up as an alag. A body mask of coconut leaves
~

pinned together with the spines of the leaves was worn. If the mask was removed the

ghost disappeared because it saw a person (the late Mr Maino Kelly, pers. comm. 1982).

Currently on Yam Island there is a period of one week at New Year during which boys

and / or men may dress up as alag (see Plate 20). For this period people take care and

exercise caution in moving around the village. The alag are dressed in coconut leaves

and may chase anyone they choose. The only way to escape an alag is to lock oneself in

the house, run into the sea or Wlmask him. If you are caught by an alag he may beat you

mercilessly however, on the one occasion I observed alag in 1987 no-one was seriously

hurt (see Plate 20). The power of the alag is associated with his being masked (see

Tonkin 1979 for a discussion on masks and power). Although on Yam Island there was
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PLATE 20. Alag photographed on Yam IsliJnd during early January 1987. The bamboo 

and coconut frond sticks arc used the alag to hit anyone he manages to catch. The 

attachment of seed rattles to his ankles and one wrist allows his arrival to be 

anticipated and for prccau nicasures to be taken (photograph: M. Fuary). 
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never any statement made that alag represented the spirits of the deceased, a general

observation by Lowah suggests an association in the Torres Strait between alag and

markay:

Another sport was the fearsome Alag.. These Alags were supposed to be

devils who went about eating people. That is exactly what the person,

or persons, would do when acting as Alags.

(Lowah 1988: 136)

During this same period of the year, 'rubbing play' is carried out between affines.

People related by marriage may chase each other and rub a variety of powdered. or wet

materials over their affines, ranging from dry flour to all manner of substances mixed.

toge~er. The element of surprise is a critical ingredient in the game, and good humour

generally prevails. Perhaps 'rubbing-play' and alag together are contemporary

expressions of the older death dances in which the association between affines and the

deceased's spirit was played out, allowing normal social relations to resume with the

release of the spirit at the beginning of a new year.

7.4. Contemporary Burial

On the day of the funeral the body is laid in its coffin, and the coffin is placed on a mat

in the house. The lid is lifted by the main affines, and the consanguineal and

classificatory kin file into the room to see the face of the deceased. Children are

lovingly and enthusiastically encouraged to view the face of their relative for the last

time. The shock and stark reality of the death of a kinsperson erupts in spontaneous

wailing and keening by the kin. The affines eventually seal the coffin and proceed

with the family of the deceased to the local Anglican Church for the funeral service.

As this procession begins, an eerie silence descends on the village, broken only by the

tolling of the church bell. The other affines remain at the house to continue their
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preparations for the post-burial feast.

After the Church service, the body is taken to where it is to be buried. This may be in

the cemetery, or in a plot near the deceased's family home. Yet again, save for the

ringing of bells, silence prevails. An Anglican burial service is then conducted at the

gravesite. Before the coffin is lowered, the mat on which it rested in the house prior to

the Church service, is placed on the floor of the grave. 8· A sheet is placed on top of the

mat, and the coffin is lowered by ropes to its final resting place. These ropes and the

decorative coconut leaflets (dhadhabeugay) bordering the inside of the grave, are

thrown on top of the coffin. Sometimes another sheet is placed on top of the coffin

before the earth and sand is shovelled in. Everyone present picks up a handful of soil

and throws it into the grave. A rectangular frame and a cross with wooden plaque are

put in place, and the grave sand is smoothed, levelled and topped with a few loads of

clean white beach sand. Women and girls then place plastic and natural flower

tributes on the grave, and when this has been completed everyone files past,

momentarily stopping to take hold of and kiss the cross. During this farewell, scarves

and beads are often tied to the cross, and cuttings of plants (particularly crotons and

bougainvillea) may be planted around the grave. Sometimes articles closely associated

with the individual are also placed on the grave.

On their way home many people stop to wash their arms and legs in the sea as a

precaution against the spirit following them back to the village. Because the spirit is

still unaccustomed to the Ilife l of death, it is believed it may desperately feel the need

to be with its loved ones. Everyone who attended the funeral service then retires to

their respective homes, quietly awaiting the signal to proceed to the burial feast,

8. See Done's (1987: 59) comment about Islanders in general burying the mats on which
the deceased had slept, and placing them both above and below the coffin in the grave
in a similar way as described above for Yam Island.
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which the affines have been preparing since the previous evening.

7.4.1. Burial Tea

When a funeral feast is held to commemorate the burial of someone on Yam Island, all

the food is cooked and prepared by the marigeth. Usually there are three formal

sittings at this feast, and the affines have the job of nominating those close cognates

who are to sit at the 'first table'. The second sitting consists of more distant cognates,

and friends, and the final sitting is comprised of in-laws to the deceased.

r\'Ilring the feasting, a plate of food and a cup of tea or coffee is unobtrusively taken to

~ grave by a couple oithe marigeth. This constitutes the deceased's last meal (las

kaikai) and signifies that the deceased still belongs to the world of the living, in a

way similar to that described by Hertz (1960:36 ) for Indonesian burial rituals and

Fitzpatrick ( Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 30) for Mabuiag. The following morning

the crockery and cutlery is collected, washed and replaced empty on the grave.

As befitting such a sad occasion, the atmosphere is sombre at the burial tea,

colloquially referred to as a 'quiet' feast. After the formalities of people having eaten,

and the public reading aloud of telegrams and sympathy cards by one of the marigeth,

the burial tea is brought to a close. The excess food is redistributed amongst the affines,

and some time later all the cognates make a monetary contribution to compensate the

affines for their labour, which has been continuous since the death announcement was

made.

Smaller scale burial teas are held when a person has died and been buried elsewhere.

If possible, the feast is held on the day of the funeral, and members of each household

cook and bring their contributions to a centrally located feast. Like all burial feasts
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however, the work of orchestrating it falls on the marigeth. Funeral feasts are 'just the

beginning' of things, culminating a few years hence in the joyous, final farewell to the

deceased at his or her ceremonial tombstone W1veiling (Mr A. Kebisu pers. COtnm. 1980).

7.4.2. Tending the Grave

Especially after recent burial, the grave of a loved one is regularly tended. It may be

visited once a week for many months, and when any major decisions are made in the

family, a member will go to the grave, explain it to the deceased and in so doing, ask

for her or his good-will, assistance or co-operation. It is maintained that the newly

deceased can get angry with their living kin either if they are not informed of family

matters, or if their graves are neglected. In their ire they may cause misfortune.

However they can be placated by someone visiting or weeding the gravesite, or

consulting them over family matters.

When the close family of the newly deceased depart the Island for either a short or

lengthy period, they visit the grave and explain they are leaving her or him behind.

The sorrow of the deceased being deserted, even if only for a few days, may_manifest

itself in such seemingly natural events as light rain falling on the day of their kin's

departure. On their return, the kin go to the gravesite to greet their relative and give

them the news of their journey.

The first year following a death is particularly hard for the immediate family. The

calendrical cycle, marked by such events as New Year, Easter, Mother's Day, Father's

Day, July 1st, All Soul's Day and Chrisbnas, all serve as painful reminders to these kin

that one of their members is unable to be with them. On such occasions special visits

are made to the grave. After attending a church service on All Soul's Day ( 2nd

November), most villagers place flowers on the graves of their close kin: viz, children,
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siblings, parents, spouses, grandparents, grandchildren, aunties, uncles, nieces and

nephews. It is generaliy held that all graves and the cemetery should be tidied (that

.is, weeded and covered with clean white sand) on this day. The cemetery is referred to

as the tvillage' of the dead, and the tombstones are spoken of as their 'houses' .

According to Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1981: 5) the actual state of the

grave and the degree of soil subsidence serve as visible indicators of the state of the

corpse and by implication, the state of the deceased's soul. Graves are usually treated

with the utmost respect: when people pass the cemetery they callout in greeting to

everyone interred there, and on their return journey they bid them farewell. Often an

explanation is also conveyed as to where people are going and for what purpose.

Theoretically at least, as pointed out above, people cleanse themselves in seawater

after visiting the cemetery or a grave. Spirits are kept at bay through this cleansing,

and as such babies and small children are seen to be given protection from illness which

could arise from their contact with other people who have associated with the dead.

75. Tombstone Opening

Yam Island peop~ehave retained many aspects of their world view. Today a successful

syncretism of customary and Christian belief systems is witnessed throughout the

Torres Strait in the domains of weddings, funerals and tombstone openings

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b, 1981i Beckett 1987a, 1987b). The latter are

the most significant social and ritual activities engaged in by Torres Strait Islanders

today, serving the function of releasing the cognates of the deceased from all

obligations to both the deceased and to the affines of the deceased

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980ai Fuary 1985b). They are also a means by which Torres

Strait Islanders strongly reaffirm their identity (see Chapter 6i also
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Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b, 1981; Fuary 1985b; Beckett 1987a, 1987b; Lui

1988). Fitzpatrick has clearly demonstrated the synthesis and intensification of the

oldermarkay ceremonies with more customary Christian burial practice in

contemporary Torres Strait tombstone openings. Tombstone openings allow the spirit to

reach the land oithe dead in much the same way as the presentation of the deceased's

skull to its close relatives and the exchange of food permitted this journey to be

completed prior to Torres Strait Islanders' conversion to Christianity (1980a,1981).

A tombstone opening 9 takes place at least one year after burial, and both family and

in-laws to the deceased have specific roles to play. The headstone is decorated with

items of wealth, and after a brief Christian service at the gravesite, the headstone is

'opened' (i.e. ceremonially unveiled) by appointed individuals. The unveiling is an

emotion charged event, and is followed by an impressive feast and celebratory dancing

which lasts into the early hours of the next morning. It is a time of great happiness and

rejoicing.

Until the tombstone of a person has been erected and opened, close cognates are conscious

of an ever-present sense of grief, obligation and duty. For example, in the case of a

deceased adult pressure is brought to bear on his or her grown children to find

employment and save money in order to facilitate the tombstone opening within two to

three years of burial. Because of both conflicting emotional and financial

considerations, ideally all other expensive outlays, including weddings, should be

deferred until enough wealth has been mobilised in order to unveil a stone (see also

Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1981: 6).

9. The procedure for all formal openings or unveiIings on Yam Island is similar. For
example, at the official opening of the Torres Strait Telephone Network on Yam Island
in 1980, a fence was built around the telephone box. The 'gate' was 'closed' with a
white satin ribbon, and ceremonially cut with scissors.
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In contrast to the situation on Mabuiag, the cost of a tombstone opening on Yam Island is

incurred by the consanguineal kin of the deceased. The cost of the tombstone, the

decorative materials and the feast is borne by the family of the deceased, and by her

or his spouse. On Mabuiag, however, the cost of the tombstone itself and most of the

feast is borne by the deceased's spouse and her or his relatives: that is the affines

(marigeth) to the deceased (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 175, 283, 289;'1981: 5, 6).

The whole event costs in the order of several thousand dollars, and in the intervening

years between burial and the openin& the requirement to mobilise wealth for the event

is constantly on everyone's minds. Because of the costs involved, some graves may not

have tombstones erected and un~eiled for many, many years. Sometimes, struggling

families unveil several of their family tombstones in a joint ceremony and stage a small

tea afterwards (see also 1980a; 1980b).

The next major step in staging a tombstone opening is the purchase of a headstone,

usually from Townsville and Cairns. 10 Once this has been done, a date for the opening

can be set. Formal invitations to attend the tombstone opening are extended to all

family and marigeth by the immediate family of the deceased, in contrast to the

marigeth performing this duty on Mabuiag (cf. Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1981:

6). The setting of the date allows the marigeth to organise their lives in such a way so

that they may 'run' the feast at the tombstone opening. The date setting also enables

the female kin in particular to start work in earnest, buying and making items of

material wealth.11 Older girls and women spend their spare moments sewing and then

10. In 1990 an advertisement was placed in the Torres News (9-15 November)
announcing the establishment on Thursday Island of an agency for a Townsville firm of
stonemasons. The agents are a Yam Island woman resident on Thursday Island and her
partner. Lui (1988) provides excellent material on the processes and choices involved in
selecting a stone on the mainland.

11. Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a; 1981: 5) has stated that on Mabuiag
the spouse of the deceased and the in-laws of the deceased (i.e. the family of the
widow or widower) are also responsible for the purchase or accumulation of food,
clothing and the requisite decorations.
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crotcheting the hems of men's undershorts, men's dancing sarongs and cotton

handkerchiefs. When completed they are put aside with lengths of colourful cloth

and handtowels, until just before the day of the opening.

When the inscribed. tombstone arrives on the Island by boat or dinghy, arrangements are

made to have it cemented in place. The stones are commonly cemented. and then covered

with ceramic bath tiles. The cognates of the deceased assemble at the grave, and

everyone helps with the placement of the stone, although the bulk of the task falls on

the male marigeth and cognates. Once erected, the stone is covered in old cloth or

plastic and a small feast is sponsored by the deceased's closest relatives.

Nowadays most openings are held in the school holidays, thereby enabling

geographically dispersed kin to attend. Arrangements have to be finalised. for the

provision of transport where necessary and to obtain the enormous quantities of food

required for the celebratory feast. In the weeks leading up to the appointed day, dance

practice is held during most evenings, and special costumes and dance paraphernalia

are prepared. The general level of excitement in the village increases, as more and

more relatives and friends arrive on the island.

Pr~parations for the feast get under way a few days prior to the appointed. aate.

Ceremonial shades (dzar dzar) are built, a bamboo or light wooden fence is constructed

around the tomb, firewood collection parties go to and fro between the village and the

bush, and all foodstuffs and decorative materials are assembled in one place. If the

immediate family of the kin do not already own a pig (fattened especially for this

feast), one or two pigs are purchased.

The day prior to the opening men are sent out in dinghies to hunt turtle and/or dugong,

and preparations for the feast begin that evening. The men butcher the pig(s) and other
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meats, the women prepare the vegetable foods, and men and women assist each other in

the preparation of damper. In the early hours of the morning all these foods are placed

in newly dug earth ovens where vegetables and meats are cooked separately. The

marigeth also have the task of communally feeding the kin who have travelled from

elsewhere for the opening. An atmosphere of camaraderie and bon homie prevails (see

also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1981: 6; Fuary 1985b; Beckett 1987b; Lui 1988).

When all the final preparations for the opening are in full swing, the island is a hive

of consistent activity and good-natured co-operation. In addition to decorating the

feasting place with coconut leaflets (dhadhabeugay), balloons, crepe paper and tinsel,

a number of the close fatnily and in-laws of the deceased decorate the tomb and

headstone. All the material wealth items, several hundred dollars donated by the kin

of the deceased, and several bags of freshly collected shell grit, are taken to the grave

by the immediate kin. They greet the deceased and explain that today is the day her

or his 'house' is to be opened.

A couple of the closest family members remove the temporary cover which has been in

place since the stone was erected. It is an emotional moment, as the headstone, its

inscription and perhaps accompanying photograph of the deceased, have been

concealed until now. Coconut leaflets, or multi-cloured raffia sewn ontostrips of

material, are tied onto the white painted fence. The tomb is carefully dusted clean and

shell grit is spread around it. Several layers of colourful cloth are draped around the

headstone, with as much as $100.00 in all denominations being pinned to each layer.

The material items which the women have both purchased and made, are then

carefully positioned on the tomb so as to conceal it totally. New vases of flowers are

put in place, and a white satin ribbon with a pair of scissors attached, is tied across the

'gate' of the fence. The fence as a symbolic residual component of the old death

platform (sara), has been discussed by Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a:
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PLATE 21. Female and male marigeth unveiling the tombstone of Mr 

Pryce Silbador Harry, Yam Island, 19 December 1982. Note the 

enclosure, the bundle of straightened bamboo for spears, mats and 

crotcheted goods (photograph: M. Fuary). 
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187; 1980b; 1981: 5). Lui (1988: 46-47) has noted it also serves as a means of defining and

separating general participants in the ritual from the main actors.

While this decoration is underway, the rest of the population ready themselves for the

brief church service which precedes the actual opening. From the local church a

procession makes its way to the gravesite,led by the priest and local altar boys.

Special tomb$tone opening hymns are sung during this service. After the Anglican

priest concludes his part of the ceremony, the head marigeth cuts the ribbon and the

immediate family of the deceased file into the enclosed area to position themselves

around ~e tomb. Accompanied by hymns, the in-laws then enter the area and

systematically unveil the stone (see Plate 21). This is of course, an emotion-charged

event for the family. The materials decorating the stone are packed into plastic

disposal bags and when the marigeth have finished, the inscription is read out to the

congregation. The head marigeth delivers a short speech and the feast is announced.

Photographs are then taken of the family posing beside the unveiled stone.

Much merriment occurs from this point until the following day. People spontaneously

break into song and dance on their way back to the village, and the huge feast is a far

from solemn event. The close family (cognates) of the deceased eat first, and then after

everyone has eaten the tables are cleared. Once the last pots and pans have been

washed, the dancing begins. Such is the nature of the celebration that this dancing

usually continues until dawn the follov,;"jng day (see Chapter 6; see also

Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a; Beckett 1987b).

All the goods and money which had decorated the tomb are subsequently redistributed

among the affines at a meeting they hold after the opening. This is their 'payment'

. from the family of the deceased, in appreciation for all their 'hard work' both at the

time of death, and subsequently in relation to their duties surrounding the opening
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itself. 12 Some time after the staging of a tombstone opening, when all responsibilities

have been fulfilled and there has been time to bear the brunt of the emotions of grief

and to come to terms with the loss, the belongings of the deceased may be redistributed

by the immediate kin to the relatives and friends of the deceased. Lui (1988) described

the procedure which occurred after one opening in Cairns, and how through the

redistribution of the deceased's clothing, the smell of the deceased was dissipated

throughout his relatives' houses. The continued. concentration of his spiritual and

corporeal presence in his own house would have eventually brought sickness to his wife

and children (Lui 1988: 85).

Yam Island people maintain that tombstone openings became common after the Second

World War, and that initially Mabuiag people showed them what to do and how to

stage one (the late Mr Missa Samuel pers.comm. 1987). All the rules emanated from

Mabuiag, and the first opening on Yam was held in about 1947 by the Samuel family.

Originally the marigeth (particularly the brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law and sons-in

law) were responsible for laying the feasting table, preparing the food and giving it to

the family of the deceased, some of whom are also their own close cognates. During

these original openings on Yam the headstones were not decorated with items of value,

as food was the valuable then exchanged..The main responsibility for this

organisation and work fell on the youngest of the marigeth. This procedure has

changed on Yam Island. Now the family recompenses the marigeth with valuables,

and the organisational responsibility is shouldered by the oldest affine to the deceased

(Mr Missa Samuel pers. camm. 1987). Although the current ideology is that the work

surrounding an opening is performed by the marigeth, sometimes the cognates of the

deceased. also help.

12. Sergei (1986:197) has described the potlatch redistribution of Tlingit people of the
southern Alaskan coast as a similar mechanism whereby the carers of the bereaved are
given gifts by the mourners at the conclusion of funeral rites in which the deceased is
settled into a new dwelling place.
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Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 276,289,295; 1981: 8) has raised the

significant point that with emergent class structures in the Torres Strait, and the

decreasing significance of clans, one finds increased flexibility in the definition and

selection of marigeth accorded the role of rrunning' the opening and officially unveiling

the stone. Increasingly on Mabuiag, 'prominent people' are selected as marigeth, and

the display of wealth associated with openings (see also Beckett 1987b: 221) means

that for the disadvantaged, they are becoming increasingly problematic to sponsor.

This has resulted in several stones being opened together, which mirrors the customary

practice of the markay ceremonies of the proto-colonial period

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 198Oa).

7.6. Conclusions

The tombstone opening is the most important ritual engaged in by Torres Strait Island

people, and it expresses a multiplicity of values (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 314).

It provides a common thread which is woven through the fabric of everybody's lives.

When the headstone is unveiled, the mourning phase which was set into motion

several years earlier is brought to a close. The spirit of the deceased is released,

thereby freeing her or his relatives emotionally and financially. Affines cease to be

marigeth, spouses are now permitted to re-marry if they so wish, and the grown

children of the deceased are relieved of any further obligations to' their deceased

parent (see also Beckett 1987b: 1). In essence the bereaved have resumed the status of

the non-bereaved (cf. Rosenblatt et al1976: 8; Sinclair 1990).

Death does not confine itself to ending the visible bodily life of an

individual; it also destroys the social being grafted upon the physical

individual and to whom the collective consciousness attributed great

dignity and importance.

(Hertz 1960: 77)
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These rituals allow for and organise the expression of heartfelt grief, and by their very

structure they publicly highlight and reaffirm kinship relatedness and social roles.

Not only does death bring into focus the clear-cut division between cognates and affines,

which plays such a vital role in the everyday lives of Yam Island people (see Chapter

6), but it also serves as a means whereby ties and connections with estranged relatives

living on the mainland or far distant islands may be renewed and maintained. As

Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 256) has said for Mabuiag, 'The dead tie

the living to the island' (see also Beckett 1987b: 228). Participation in the ritual to

honour the memory of the dead is perhaps the most significant role that any Island

person fulfills in a lifetime (cf. Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a, 1980b). At such a time

everyone's position and role in the cultural· complex that is Yam Island becomes

abundantly clear, reinforcing in all participants a strong and resilient identity,

irrespective of where in the Torres Strait or the mainland they may reside. They make

'explicit existing social relations and rules, and....[reinforce] cultural beliefs and

values' (Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann.1981: 9). Tombstone openings provide Islanders with

a connection to their past, and symbolically represent the incorporation of Christianity

and a cash economy into Torres Strait Islanders' lives since the end of the 19th century

(1980a; 1981: 10). In such a way the particular values and the dominant ethos of

Europeans continue to be 'domesticated' by Islanders (Beckett 1987b).

Through the tombstone opening ritual the dysjunction between physical and social self

is finally closed. The spirit is content that all kin and affinal duties towards her or

him have been fulfilled. The kin are happy in that they have 'opened the house' of

their loved one, who is now fully incorporated into the village of the dead. The ritual

performers and the community as a whole are satisfied because all social obligations

have been fulfilled, thereby inspiring confidence in everyone that upon their own

death the rituals will be enacted; their passing will be mourned appropriately, and

their own spirit will be freed through the actions of their family and in-laws (ct.
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Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1980a: 280-282).

When there is a death in the family, it is possible to see in a microcosm

of social and economic relations, the cultural history of the area and

the islands, and the persistence and change that have passed since the

Islanders' first prolonged contact with Europeans. A death provides

the opportunity to keep alive 'Island Custom' .

it means that kin will be returning, social and economic obligations

have been met, and the deceased. in the church graveyard is about to

become an ancestor [in the form of a spirit] .

(Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann 1981: 5, 9)
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CHAPTER 8

THE PAST WITHIN THE PRESENT, THE PRESENT WITHIN THE PAST:

CONTINUITIES AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis the dual themes of the practice of anthropology and local expressions of

cultural identity on Yam Island have been explored. Through bringing together diverse

data ranging from field notes, transcripts of interviews, written anthropological

material, archival and historical materials on the Yam-Tudu experience, I have

provided a loose 're-construction' of Tudu-Yam society during the proto-colonial era,

and have explored the ways in which the adoption of new ideas and practices, and the

retention of others has occurred.

By combining these views and perspectives I have been able to present an image of how

the Kulkalgal of Yam-Tudu islands managed the forces of colonial expansion and

consolidation in their region. As reflected in the organisation of this thesis, I

demonstrate how the Kulkalgal shifted in their self-identifications from being Tudll

Islanders and warriors, clan members and cult members, to Yam Islanders whose places

in their physical and social worlds are negotiated as kin or affines, males or females,

the living or the dead. As Yam Island became the locus of their existence, people came

to see themselves as Yam Islanders as opposed to Kulkalgal who lived predominantly

on the island of Tudu. Their self-constructions shifted from being fierce fighters, clan

and moiety members, to sedentary Christian villagers with links to Tudu, and more

particularly with affiliations to people such as Maino who facilitated their

incorporation into the new order. After the Second World War, 'Australian-ness'

became a new component of Yam Island people's identity. Throughout the last century,

kinship and gender have comprised two critical dimensions along which particular

Yam Island identities have been constructed and negotiated, and in chapters 6 and 7 I

show their significance in contemporary Yam Island social life.
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The ways in which I understand Yam Islanders to perceive their past, and to consider

certain moments to have been more significant, and the ways in which these

self-reflections are transformed into contemporary affirmations of self-hood, constitute

the crux of this thesis. In essence, the identity they chose to portray to myself as the

anthropologist (see Chapter 1), is what has been described and ,discussed herein.

Despite the multiple impacts of colonisation on Yam Island people and their marginal

integration into the Australian political economy, some continuity between the past

and the present has been maintained by the telling of stories concerning important

events and people, and illustrated by their reference to particular sites or objects. Their

continuing use of areas and reworking of old stories are reliable indicators of the

salience of meaning implicit in these places and narratives. Although people do not

express a desire to return to the lifestyle of the proto-colonial period, they experience a

great cultural pride and strength associated with knowing from where, and from whom,

they have come. To be a Yam Island person is to know how to inhabit a specific social

and physical universe, and how to use and relate to it in general culturally

circumscribed ways in the manner in which I have demonstrated.

Like people everywhere Yam Island people have their own stories, their own sites,

their own culture heroes, their own kin, their own history and their own ways of doing

things. Ways of speaking, dancing, singing, drumming, unveiling tombstones and

utilising the environment are all locally regarded as constituting unique variations on a

common Torres Strait theme. While the specific expressions of identity on Yam Island

itself may vary from the specific expressions of identity by Yam Island people resident

elsewhere, the overall texture of their identities is very similar. This confirms Barth's

statement (1969: 9) that a general characteristic of ethnic groups and boundaries is that

'boundaries persist despite a flow of personnel across them'.
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Prior to colonisation of the region by the British, the Kulkalgal of Tudu-Yam islands

engaged in marine hunting and fishing, some gardening, in addition to long distance

trade and head-taking raids and warfare against non-allied Torres Strait Island

people, mainland Australians and Papuans (see Chapter 3). This socia-economic base

was subsequently undermined and indeed suppressed when the British, in conjunction

with Pacific Islander evangelist teachers, established a strong presence in the region in

the 1870s, and then pressured the Kulkalgal to establish a permanent settlement on

Yam Island (see Chapter 4).

The effects of government sanctioned punitive raids, the introduction of a variety of

diseases, the adoption of new goods and values, the activities of beche-de-mer

fishermen and pearlshellers, the deliberate desecration of significant sites and objects,

resettlement in villages, pauperisation, enforced and coincidental changes in politics

and power bases, and alteration of subsistence strategies, all had dramatic and

multifaceted impacts on the lives and societies of the Kulkalgal (see Chapters 4 & 5).

This transformation of Tudu Island people in particular, from a majority group to a

minority group, from Kulkalgal of Tudu to Yam Islanders, via the proce-sses of

colonisation (cf. Bennett 1975; Deschamps 1982; Epstein 1978; Kallen 1982; Linnekin and

Poyer 1990; Spoonley 1988), has provided the context and impetus for tl1e development

and maintenance of Yam Islander contemporary expressions of cultural identity. Yam

Island people are 'self-conscious' in the sociological sense, of the historical and social

boundaries betw'een themselves and others.

A collective identity, or sense of group self-consciousness and being, has been constructed

by Yam Island people in a number of ways: through the recurrent use of culturally

idiosyncratic, salient images; through particular ways of relating and interacting with

one another; and through specific ways of acting in a more general sense. Through t11is

process selected aspects and perceptions of the past have been brought forward and
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incorporated within the value system of the present (see also Fitzpatrick-Nietschmann

1980a: 333-334; Kottak 1980; Trigger 1986; Howard 1990; Sinclair 1990). It is from this

strong sense of belonging, which is continually asserted and reaffirmed, that Yam

Island people as a minority group have encountered and embraced the contemporary

world.

For Yam Island individuals today, 'collective representation of self' (Dirks 1975)

constitutes a fusion of the significant elements of family, Yam Island, Tudu, gender,

origin (especially when some ancestors may have come from other islands or countries),

the Torres Strait region, Christianity, skin colour, Australia and Papua New Guinea.

The point at which one or several of these elements, or 'indicia', 'diacritical or

'identials' (Horowitz 1976: 119; Barth 1969: 131; Jordan 1988), of identity are given

primacy depends on the context of social interaction in which they are being expressed.

The prominence or suppression of anyone of these symbolic elements at a given point in

time is associated with the nature of the interaction, the type of information being

conveyed and the composition of the group, especially with regards to the extent of

inclusiveness or exclusiveness. The degree of relatedness of participants in any social

interaction is a crucial factor: in situations of interaction between Yam Island people as

a minority group and members of the majority society, different elements of identity are

given prominence as opposed to those made most salient during in-group interactions. 1

This reflects the varying degrees of ascription (external) and self-definition of

identity. However, during in-group interactions the affiliations and shared

obligations based on kinship and shared backgrounds are what constitute the

1. Refer to Deschamps (1982) for a discussion on the correlation between objective and
subjective social identities within the context of ethnicity. Likewise, Eidheim's (1969)
study of 'Lapp' identity in Norway clearly showed that in the 'public spheres' of
interaction, Same people followed the rules of the dominant Norwegian society,
whereas in the 'private spheres' founded on close kin and neighbourhood relationships,
Same identity was clearly expressed and obvious in that Same itself was used as the
language and code of interaction (1969: 46-49).
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foundations of cultural identity.

Yam Island people engage in a dialectical shifting between the past and ·present,

between traditionalism and modernism, and their leaders act as brokers between-these

two frames of reference, as well as between Islanders and non-Islanders such as Papuans,

Japanese, Filipinos, Malaysians, Chinese, Pacific Islanders, Aboriginal Australians,

Thursday Islanders of mixed parentage, blacks and whites. Very important social

relations which obtain between Yam Island people and these 'others' are carried out

across the boundaries of identity, and as elsewhere throughout the world, tare.... based

precisely on the dichotomized ethnic status' (Barth 1969: 10) between the in-group and

the out-group. These levels of identity are expressed at different levels of inclusion or

exclusion depending on the particular context of the moment. It is only within specific

contexts that meaning may be attributed to anyone classification of another person as

either an insider or an outsider, a self or an other.

On Yam Island, people make serious as well as joking reflections on their cultural or

historical past, and in so doing they reaffirm its essence and importance in modem

society. The role of the physical environment as metaphor cannot be underestimated:

the dialectic between person and place is made salient in multiple ways. The

environment serves as a physical and social metaphor of belonging, association, and

custom: it constitutes a handy vehicle for expressing symbolically an historical and

cultural identity unique to Yam Island people.

Anderson's (1980: 80-82) notion of the 'humanised landscape' for Aboriginal people in

Cape York can be applied to the ways in which Yam Island people both perceive and

relate to their environment. There are areas of the Yam Island physical environment

which are 'safe' areas, and yet others which are 'dangerous'. The safest areas are

those closest to people's houses, although even places nearby to one's domicile may
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become fraught with danger after sunset. Personal safety is ensured by the avoidance of

spiritually strong areas, by never venturing alone to the reef or the bush, by carrying a

light after dark, or by observing particular practices to ensure that the spirit of a place

is not angered. The dangerous elements relate to a number of supernatural elements such

as the spirits of the deceased, sorcerers, or malevolent supernatural beings. Being a

Yam Islander involves being connected with both 'safe' and-'dangerous I places, as well

as being able to manage both types of areas in a culturally competent and confident

way.2

Yam Islanders consistently make reference to two signifying features of their island; a

notable unique geographical feature, and the prevalence of a particular fish species.

These are the extensive mounds _of dead coral (thaywa) heaped in the lagoons on the

western side of the island, and the blue tusk fish (bila) which is regularly caught and

consumed. Yam Island people identify strongly with these environmental attributes in

constituting themselves as a distinctive group of Torres Strait Island people. When

other Islanders meet up with a Yam Island person, they invariably make comment and

joke about tusk fish and coral mounds. These two symbols of Yam, which effectively

link the physical with the social environment, are universally recognised in Torres

Strait households throughout Australia, as 'symbols of being' for a Yam Islander. 3

Sometimes a second fish species, yellow tailed perch (zaram), is included. As recently

as June 1989 in the Island of Origin football competition held on

2. See Howard's (1990) discussion of cultural identity in Oceania, and in particular his
discussion of the force"of identity which emerges from the recognition that members of a
cultural group are related to each other, are related to a specific physical environment
and are related to a specific set of ancestors and spirits. In other words, their identity
is forged through their knowing how to interact with each other, the physical
environment and the supernatural domain.

3. Haddon (1935: 55) speaks of Mabuiag people as being named after the rock cod.
Fitzpatrick (pers. camm.) notes that on Mabuiag zaram and zaber ( garfish) are tl1e
respective symbols for female and male.
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Thursday Island, the winning Yam Island team was officially known as Thaywa.

Later, in the months of October to November 1989, the ballgame competition betwe~n

Puruma and Yam Island was won by the Yam team, also called Thaywa.1n fact, it is

the seemingly good natured but serious competition witnessed in sports fixtures between

differing island teams, which publicly demonstrates the continuing significance of

home island self-identification in the Torres Strait.

On yet another level, particular Yam Island sayings used as commentary on certain

behaviour draw their meaning from specific environmental phenomena and conditions.

For example, the phrase 'Zagwan dray t ('the tide still hasn't come in at Zagwan') is

used to complain about people being late. On Yam Island, Zagwan lagoon (see Map 2) is

the last reef lagoon to be filled on in-coming tides.

In stories about the more distant past and concerning culture heroes, their exploits and

the initial colonisation of the region, the themes of power, tradition and a certain

cultural personality constitute dominant elements. Corporeal imagery abounds

concerning the 'bigness' of key individuals imbued with political and magical power. 4

The heroes, Kebisu, Awsa and a host of others (all reputed to be very large, tall men)

give vent to anger and exert control over their own lives and those of others, through

the techniques and processes of war, headhunting, sorcery and execution (see Chapter

3).

4. See Clark (1989) for an analysis of the concepts of 'bigness' and 'shrinking' in the
cosmology of a Southern Highlands people of Papua New Guinea. As a consequence of
the impacts of Christianity, externally inflicted notions of dependency and inferiority,
coupled with internally adopted self-concepts of powerlessness, 'Wiru men....felt
emasculated in relation to the colonial authorities' (1989: 136), and this has been
'expressed through the metaphor of the body' (1989: 120). Similarly, Morris (1988: 76)
has described the body and associated images of size as a'metonym of the 'social
condi,tions' of a people at a given point in time.
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Images of time, such as bipo taym or 01 passin taym, are set in juxtaposition to images of

light ('darkness time', 'darkness peopie', :coming of the iighf), images of place ('bush

people') and 'civilisation'. During this period, the culture heroes as 'bosses' are

eventually overwhelmed by the new 'bosses' in the form of government officials,

Christian missionaries and white people in general. Other characters, but never the

'big fighting men', appear as naive comics (such as Gawlay; see Appendix 13)

parodying their being overwhelmed by Church and State. In addition, some obstinate

individuals feature and are perceived as providing evidence of a presumed continuing

historical and cultural belligerence of certain Yam families with ancestral connections

to select component islands.

Older Yam Island adults frequently reminisce about events in the more recent past

which occurred during their youth, i.e. their gel taym, boy taym or yang deyz. Most

personal recollections are about childhood, adolescence, marriage, labour, sickness and

death, World War II and its impact, and the administrative activities of the

Queensland Government. The concept of the strictness of rules and of the vigilance of

elders, kin and the local council in carefully and consistently circumscribing behaviour

(particularly of the young) is one which is constantly emphasised in these

reminiscences. The tales they share with peers or recount to younger people are stories

which amuse, delight, frighten or highlight a certain moral point. Even when

performing the latter function, such tales are usually found amusing by the narrator and

audience alike. Good natured laughing at the antics of oneself and others is common

practice and forms the basis of many a good yarn, with some parts of the story being

embellished and given exaggerated emphasis for added humorous effect.

This period is generally portrayed as a time when there was no ambiguity in life. The

social system and its associated social controls are represented as clear-cut, with

everyone being well aware of the rules of behaviour. Implicit in this is the notion that
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the job of older people today would be made far easier if the youth of Yam Island

conformed to a similar set of strictures. This period is imagined as a time when

clear-cut notions about right and wrong would appear to have been held by everyone.

However, in reality, not quite everyone it would seem, as the point to many a story is

that the narrator misbehaved and was duly punished. People portray their elders as

being hard working 5 and culturally competent; they are alleged to have known a lot of

stories, to have spoken their language, and to have done things in the customary way

(big passin or 01 passin), as well as to have excelled in dance. However, they

frequently assert that even should young people of today want to learn language and

how to act properly, they would be incapable of learning.

When reminiscing about their childhood, older Yam Island people describe their

parents, what life was like as they were growing up, the domestic duties they were

required to perform, the punishment meted out to them for not obeying parental

directives, and the experience of going to schooL One's relationship with parents and

other close kin during childhood is usually portrayed as being secure yet counterpointed

by episodes of quick tempered disciplinary acts.

The central themes of stories about adolescence revolve around courting, dances,

subsistence activities, visits to other islands, smoking twist tobacco and becoming

parents. The many hours spent fishing, gardening, washing clothes, gathering firewood

and carrying well water over long distances are portrayed as nevertheless happy times,

during which peers worked hard, but managed to enjoy themselves in spite of their

elders.

5. Beckett (1987a) has referred to this general Torres Strait ethic of industriousness as
the'nnoraleconomy'ofwork.
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When people yam, reminisce or talk about the distant and not so distant pasts, certain

points are being made and significant values emphasised. Particular recurrent images

provide the vehicles by which stress points between individuals and society (cf.

Jackson 1977), or society versus society are brought forward and publicly highlighted.

For generations now Yam Island people have existed in and contributed to a rapidly

changing social and political world. While they regularly display an ambivalent

reluctance to be perceived as 'old fashioned' or traditionalist (mainly because they

have to operate in a modern world of political representation and neo-colonialism, and

respond to pressures for the creation of an effective local economic infrastructure), the

identity which they have constructed from a synthesis of the past and the present, is

theirs alone. Just as colonisation has been an on-going process, so too is Yam Island

identity processual (see Arens 1978 on this aspect of cultural identity). The past and

the present are represented as overlapping domains along a continuum: there is an

absence of sharp and clear-cut discontinuities. Even the bipo taym - 'Coming of the

Light' dichotomy is a blurred boundary. There is really no one point in time in which

everything familiar changed.

The essential power Yam Islanders' ancestors exerted in the distant past has been

replaced with powerful beliefs and stories about the past which continue to affect and

inform the present. The significance of the past for the present and future (see Epstein

1978; Young 1983) is enhanced by the fact that while Yam Island people were moved

from Tudu, they were fortunate in never having been forcibly removed from their

traditional territory. The juggling of traditionalist and modernist perspectives and

ways of acting reflects the nature, course and impact of social change in the area in the

last century. Just as there has not been a distinct moment or event during which

everything familiar changed, the diffuse images of time in particular have allowed.

for the development of an identity which comfortably reflects the long-term processes
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of retention, incorporation, synthesis and reworking of ideas and practices. On the basis

of shared cuitural, historical and environmental factors, this identity remains

essentially inaccessible to others and as such provides a base from which Yam Islanders

encounter and act in the world. This has been achieved by the establishment of

self-definitional boundaries in relation to the past and to others.

These perceptions and images continue to provide a yardstick by which Yam Island

people can evaluate, measure and comment upon the direction of their own lives. This

is especially so in the manner in which they represented 'their selves to the

anthropologist, and their requirement that these representations constitute the

predominant focus of the thesis. As the quotation from Geertz (preceding Chapter 1)

anticipates, the production of a text which responds to a multitude of voices from

within and without the academy is a challenging feat, particularly if one attends to

queries about ethics and the practice of anthropology. This thesis, as text, represents

my response to the majority of voices on Yam Island, and to the voices from within the

academy which reflect on the anthropological experience,. address issues of fieldwork

and the production of texts, and showcase the essential connection between practice and

ethics, self and other.
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APPENDIX la

MAJOR ISLANDS IN THE TORRES STRAIT. WITH EMPHASIS ON COMMON
NAME USAGE AND ALTERNATIVE REFERENCES LOCATED IN WRIlTEN
RECORDS

Outer Islands continuously and currently occupied are underlined. An asterisk * denotes
the most Commonly Used name for each island. Spellings suggested by E. Bani and D.
Ober in consultation during 1986 are included. The alternative names are ones which
are often incorrect, but which are found in a variety of texts and on a number of maps.

ISLAND GROUP OTHER NAMES ISLAND OTHER NAMES

TOP WESTERN COASTAL,
NORTHERN.

WESTERN-

BOIGU*

BURU*

DAUAN*

SAIBAI*

GIYALAG

KIRIRl"

MABUIAG*

MAWAY

MQA*

TALBOT ISLAND,
BOEYGU, POIGD

TURNAGAIN,
TURN-AGAIN

MT. CORNWALLIS,
CORNWALLIS ISLAND,
DOEWAN, DOVAN,
DOWAN, TAUAN

AYTH, SABA!, SAYBAY,
SIABIA, SIBJA, SYBAI

MULGRAVE ISLAND,
BADDU, BADHU,
BADOO, BADTHOO
BATU

FRIDAY ISLAND*,
GIALAG, GIALUG,
GJRALAG, GIRALUG

HAMMOND ISLAND*,
HAMMOND'S ISLAND,
KUREEREE

JE~VIS ISLAND,
JARVIS ISLAND,
GAMULAG, MABIAG,
MABRUAG, MABUIAGE,
MABUIAGI, MABUYAG,
MARBIAK, MAUBIAG,
MABYOG, MAPUAGI,
MOBlAC, MOBIOG

WEDNESDAY ISLAND*,
MAURURA,MAWAI

BANKS ISLAND, MOOA,
MUA, MUWA, IT, WAG,
WAGA
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APPENDIX la continued

ISLAND GROUP OTHER NAMES ISLAND OTHER NAMES

WESTERN

CENTRAL

MURALAG*

MURI*

NARUPAY

PABAJU

PALILAG

TUYNED

WAMALAG

WARAR

WAYBEN

ZUNA

AWKEN

AWRIDH*

PRINCE OF WALES*,
P.O.W.*, MAANOO,
MARILAG, MORALUG,
MORILAG, MOROLAG,
MOROLAGA, MOROLUG,
MOROLUGA,
MURRALAG, MURULAG,
MURULUG

MT ADOLPHUS*,
MOREELAG,
MOREELUG, MORI

HORN ISLAND*,
HORN*, NARUPAI,
NOREPYE, NURAPAI,
NURUPAI,
EASTERN PRINCE OF
WALES ISLAND

ALBANY*, ALBANY
ISLAND, PABAJIE

GOODE ISLAND*,
GOODIS ISLAND,
PALILUG,
PEILALAG

POSSESSION ISLAND*,
TUINED, BISINITI

YORK ISLAND, CAPE
YORK ISLAND,
WAMALUG, WAMILAG,
WAMILUG

HAWKESBURY
ISLAND*, WARA

T.I.*, THURSDAY
ISLAND, WAlBEN,
WAIBENE,WAYBENE

ENTRANCE ISLAND*

AUKEN ISLAND

AUREED, AUREEN,
AURID, AURIDH,
YAWAD, OUR~ED,
NUREED
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APPENDIX la continued

ISLAND GROUP OTHER NAMES ISLAND OTHER NAf'...1ES

CENTRAL BARA*

DHAMUDH*

GARBOY*

GEBAR*

GITHALAY*

GUYA*

IGABA

KEDAL

KEBEKEM

MASIG*

BET ISLET, BET ISLAND,
BARRA, BURAR,
BURRAR

DALRYMPLE ISLET,
DALRYMPLE ISLAND,
DAMOOD, DAMOODH,
DAMUD, DAMUDH,
DAMUT, DAMUTH,
JARMUTH, YARMOUTH
ZAMUT

ARDEN ISLAND,
ARDEN'S ISLAND,
GARBOI

TWO BROTHER'S
ISLAND,TWO
BROTHER*, THE
BROTHERS, THE
TWINS, HILLS ISLAND
GABA, GABAR, GABBA,
GABBARREE, GEBARO,
GEBARU, GUEBORAR,
KEPARA

POLE ISLAND, POLE'S
ISLAND, GETALLAI,
GETULAI, GETULLAI,
GITHALAI

POLLE ISLAND, POLL
ISLAND, GUIA, GUIJAR

MARSDEN ISLET,
EEGABA, EGABU

KADAL, KODAL,
KODALL, KOEDA,
CADDOW, CUDAL

KABBIKANE ISLET,
KEBIKEN

YORKE ISLAND*,
KAILAG, KAILUG,
KAYLAG, MACHIK,
MAJIC, MASEED, MASIK
MASSEED, MASSIEB,
MASSID, MASSIED,
MASSIG, MASSIK
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ISLAND GROUP OTHER NAMES ISLAND OTHER NAMES

CENTRAL MAWAR*

MUKAR*

NAGI*

PURUMA*

SASI*

SAWRAZ*

TUDU*

RENNEL ISLAND,
MAUA, MADAR,
MOWAR

CAP ISLAND*, CAP
ISLET, THE CAP,
MOOKAR, MOQUAR,
MUKAVA, MUKWA,
MUQUAR, ISLA
PEQUENA

MT. EARNEST, MT.
ERNEST, MT ERNEST
ISLAND, ERNEST
ISLAND, HIGH PEAKED
MT, PEAKED "HILL,
NAGEE, NAGER,
NAGGIR, NAGHEER,
NAGHEIR, NAGHER,
NAGHI,NAGHIR,
NAGlE, NAGIR, NAGIRI,
NAHGI, ISLA DE
NUESTRA SENORA DE
MONSERRATE

COCONUT*, COCONUT
ISLAND,COCO-NUT
ISLAND, COCOA-NUT
ISLAND, COCOANUT
ISLAND, PANIPAN,
PAREMA, PAREMAR,
PARREMAR, PARUMA,
POOREM, POORENIAN,
PORUMA, POURMA,
PURAMA, PUREM,
PUREMA, PUREMAR

LONG ISLAND, SASSI,
SASSIE, ISLA DE
VULCAN QUEMADO (ISLE
OF THE EXTINCT
VOLCANO)

BURKE'S ISLAND,
BURKE ISLAND,
SAURAZ, SUA]I,
SUARAGI, SUARAJI,
SUARJI, SURAJI

WARRIOR ISLAND,
WARRIOURS ISLAND,
TOaD, TOODU, TOOT,
TOOTA,TOOTE, ISLAND P
TOOTTA,TOOTU,TODD,
TUO,TUOEE, TUDO,
TUDOMO, TUT, TUITE,
TUTU, TRAITORS ISLE,
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APPENDIX la continued

ISLAND GROUP OTHER NAMES ISLAND OTHER NAMES

CENTRAL

EASTERN

ULU*

UMAGA*

UTHU*

WARRABER*

YAM*

ZEGEY*

DAUAR*

EDGOR*

ERUB

KERGED

MAIZAB
KAUR

SADDLE ISLAND

KEAT'S ISLAND, KEATS
ISLAND,OOMAGA,
HOMOGAR

DOVE ISLET, DOVE
ISLAND, OOTHU

SUE*, SUE ISLAND, .
WARABER/. WARABIR,
WARBER, WAREBER,
WARRABARE

TURTLE BACKED
ISLAND, TURTLE BACK
ISLAND, lAMA, lAME,
YAM ISLAND, YAMA,
.YAMMA, ISLA DE
CARIBES MUY GRANDES
DE A 12 PALMOS Y MEDIO
(ISLAND OF VERY TALL
CANNIBALS, OF 12 1/2
SPANS)

DUNGENESS,
DUNGENESS ISLAND,
MANGROVE ISLAND,
MANGRU ISLAND,
GAlKA, GIAKA, JEAKA,
ZAGAr, ZEGEI,
ISLA DE LOS PERROS
(ISLE OF THE DOGS)

DAUER, DAWAR,
DOWAR, DOWER

NEPEAN ISLAND,
ATAGOR, ATfAGOR,
ATTAGOY, EDUGOR

DARNLEY*,DARNLEY
ISLAND, ARROOB,
ARROUB, EROOB,
ERROB, ERROBA,
ERROOB, ERRUB,
ERUBOO, IRIBU, IUB,
JARUB, YARUBO

EAST CAY

BRAMBLE CAY
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APPENDIX la continued

ISLAND GROUP OTHER NAMES ISLAND OTHER NAMES

EASTERN MER*

WAIER*

ZABKER*

MURRAY*, MURRAY
ISLAND, MURRAY'5
ISLAND, MAER,
MOEYAM, MOlE, MORE,
MUR,MURR

STEPHEN ISLAND*,
STEPHEN'S ISLAND,
STEPHENS' ISLAND,
AUGAR, HOGAR,
HOUGAR, OOGAR, UCA

WYER, WAIAR

CAMPBELL ISLAND,
CAMPBELL'S, TAPOGAR,
TAPPOEAR, ZAPKER
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APPENDIX 1. Story about Meidha and Awsa (told by the late Mr Maino Kelly to M.

Fuary, Yam Island, 14/10/1982, edited). See Maps 2 and 3! and Chapter 3.

Meidha

Meidha lived at Gawrab. He had Yam Island troops. They used to cut bamboo at

Kodakal to make their weapons: bows, arrows, spears.

Meidha sent his brother-in-law Yaza [Yadzebab] to fight,against the New Guinea

lowland villages. He used a club with a six..comer star shape. It had a lawyer cane

handle, and it was black from the blood of the killings. The canoes returned, loaded up

with decapitated heads. Meidha then sent them to fight against the islands, until

only Sasi remained. When they arrived at Sasi all the people came down to the canoes

to welcome them, but they were attacked from the beach. They killed everybody: all

that they left at Sasi were the mosquitoes. During the slaughter, one point of the club

was broken.

Meidha mostly ate shell turtle, wanuwa. He choked himself on the fat while they

were absent at Sasi. His body was placed at X. Yaza [Yadzebab] and his troops turned

to stone at Kama and Badthwan.

Meidha was very tall. His shin bones were the length of a normal man's whole leg

bone.

Awsa

A boat sank I think. Awsa came here. He was a very powerful sorcerer, and he took

over from Meidha. He was like the boss over the island, Just like Miak and Nani were.

When he gave an order he only gave it once. For example, if he said: 'Bring me that

thingt, and you didntt do it immediately! he would wait until you brought it to him,

and then he would make you take it back from where you had brought it. That's how

he was.

Another demonstration of his behaviour was that when everyone was involved in a

fish drive on a low tide, he would stay at home. And of course the correct thing to do

was to go and see him, because he was the leader. Well originally we used to blow a

trumpet shell, and everyone would go to the weir together to spear fish. Now Awsa

might be watching for a long time, and he would see how many fish were being speared.

So when he decided that enough fish had been caught, he would come out from his
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house and stand up mid-way between his house and the weir. He whistled to

the fishers and they looked up at him. He made a signal to them to leave off and to go

home. VveU those who were frightened of him obeyed the order, and those who

wanted more fish, kept on regardless.

When he came out of the house again and saw that there were still people fishing, he

called them to him. See, that was his way. He was a bad old man, and he thought he

could get away with it because he had such strong sorcery. So the people had to report

to him, with their fish threaded on a vine, about 6 feet long, he just cut the vine in half

and ordered them to put the other half back in the water, and the rest they could take

home. You couldn't argue with him...if you did you would suddenly die.

When he lived on Yam, he didn't live in a village. He had bases at Ngurnguki, Mathu,

Tura, Paedhelag and Mududan [see Map 2]. He stayed at Mududan for the fishing.

There used to be a beach at Paedhelag and wongai grew there. When Awsa wanted to

plant his gardens (sweet potato, yam, pumpkin), he planted them out from the village,

in a clear spot. He didn't clear bush on top of the hill to make a garden. No, he made it

here!

You see the airstrip- from here to Paynston is like that. He made a garden on that

other side. But his yams were as big as you and 1. It took four men to carry one of his

yams, strung on bamboo. He grew lots of yams and other vegetables including big

pawpaws.

After the evening meal everyone sat down and he beat his drum. He didn't use a

hand-propelled spear, and he didn't use a bow and arrows. He used a spear and

WQomera, thikum. Perhaps he was an Aboriginal man from Cape York. And th.ose

spears were made of really heavy wood, that we call thul.

Well one afternoon they were camping at Tura and Awsa ordered his three men to go

and fetch water from Damu. They had to fill lengths of bamboo and really large

coconuts with water. So they walked in single file, with Miak leading, followed by

Nani and Baluz. Miak saw a fruit fall from a Pandanus tree. He looked carefully and

saw someone in the tree. His companions looked, and together they noted two men in

the tree busily eating the ripe fruit. The two men were castaways, and the only way

they could ge~ food was to eat the fruit.

Miak, Nani and Baluz left their water vessels by the path and hurried back to Tura

to inform Awsa of the castaways. Awsa was their boss and they called him baba
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(father). Awsa gathered his fighting gear: spear, stoneheaded club, woomera. Awsa

led the way, and when they reached the spot he yelled at the two men to come down

from tl-te tree. They obeyed and he took them back to his place. Awsa ordered l1is

three offsiders to go back to Damu to fetch water, and when they returned they

prepared the evening meal. Everyone ate together.

When it was time to sleep, Awsa took everyone up into his house. As the two men

mounted the steps they looked out to sea and saw their canoe on the beach. The sky was

clear and there was a bright moon. Awsa instructed everyone to sleep, and made them

lie in a certain way: the two strangers were sandwiched between the other men, and

Awsa himself slept in front of the doorway.

During the middle of the night the castaways woke each other" They stepped over

Awsa..I don't know what happened to his sorcery powers that he didn't wake up! The

tide was full and it had just started to come into the passage where the thaywa is. The

two men found a length of bamboo and started to pole their canoe out into deeper water.

The men in the house woke up and found them gone. They heard the noise and when

they opened the dO,or they could see the men in the bright moonlight. They were

making lots of noise poling their canoe. Awsa got up and collected his weapons. He led

his men to higher ground, directly above the two men in the canoe. He instructed them

to stay there and he left. He hid behind a star-fruit tree at Babudh well and hooked

his spear into his woomera. When he launched the spear he didn't intend for it to

spear the two men: he intended it to smash the canoe! That spear was heavy you

know. When it hit the canoe it sounded like a gun firing, BOOM: the canoe split in

halves. And at that moment the two strangers ran" One took off into deeper water and

the other cut across the ground. Miak chased the latter.

Well, I'll tell you about Miak first. He had a long knife. As the man ran on the outside

of the island, Miak cut across country. When Miak just touched the man with his knife

it cut him. Miak was tiring, he'd had enough. So he threw his knife, but it missed the

man and hit a stone instead. The Aboriginal man kept on, but Miak's knife was blunt.

Sparks had flown when it hit the stone. Miak returned home.

Meanwhile Awsa had chased the other man. He stood on top of the dead coral mounds.

While he. was in the lagoon Awsa threw his spear several times at the man. The man

speared Awsa but he acted like an eagle [his awgadh] and yelled 'AARGH ' in the

middle of the water. He ran into deeper water and then climbed on top of the mounds.
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As he hooked his spear he called out the name of his eldest daughter, Nekur. Before

tile p",boriginal mar.Tl's head :bJt the water, or his body hit trle water, trlle spear had hit

-him from behind. It was like he'd been hit with a bullet. It smashed his skull. By the

time he fell into the water, his head was already smashed.

Awsa just went over, pulled out his spear and left the man's body there. He returned to

the others and enquired about the man Miak had chased. Miak explained he missed

him, so they all went home. When they got to the house Awsa ordered Miak to

sharpen his knife, which he did all night. Early in themoming Miak set off. He

searched all over the island, from Tura to zagwan. When he got to a small beach. at

Zagwan (at Awgadhawpudhayzinga) he found the man asleep there. Verycarefully

he drew near and cut the man's throat. Then he took the head down to the mangroves.

He picked up the fine grey mud and rubbed it on his two cheeks, and drew a line in blood

from his forehead to his chin. As he came up the landing at Tura and along the path to

the house, Nani and Baluz saw him. They told Awsa he was carrying a head and

Awsa was satisfied.

Well after that incident they stayed peacefully. It was really quiet. They just moved

from one camp to the other. They went from here to Ngurnguki and stayed there.

There was another incident in which six men were cast adrift and they came ashore in a

dinghy. Awsa and his group discovered the castaways and beckoned them to approach,

which they did. While Awsa and company slept, the men took their canoe and sailed

to Mukar on the high tide. When Awsa and his men woke the following morning they

found the canoe and the castaways gone. Awsa sent his men to scout around the island

first before he announced that they were going to leave for Mukar. Awsa went under his

house and retrieved a long, heavy iron bar from the rigging of a boat. It was at least

3/4 II thick and about 12 ' long.

He decorated their canoe and they set sail. The strangers meanwhile were sitting on

top of a big rock near Mukar....all six of them. As they sailed toward Mukar, Awsa sat

at the stem. He saw the strangers ahead and instructed his men to sail straight to tl1at

rock. The six men weren't thinking of running away; they just sat and watched the

canoe approaching. As the canoe drew near, Awsa jumped into the water dragging the

iron bar behind him. All of those men were seated in a rowan the stone. In one action

Awsa killed them alL He lifted the bar once, and hit them all across the back of their

necks.
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And then the wind changed direction. The north-westerlies blew them back to Yam

Island; They had sailed from Yam to 1vlukar on a south-east vvind, and then the wind

turned. Awsa left the victims lying there on the rock.

I don't know the song Awsa used to sing when he planted his garden, and even the older

people didn't learn it because he used to sing it away from the village....so no-one

learned the words. He would sing it out there at Paedhelag. Only those words meant

something like for food to grow really big. Something like as big as a stone. Only the

words of that song we call sendari kula (p).
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APPENDIX 2. Story about Awsa, Baluz, Miak and Nani which also deals with the

dogay of Gebar (told by Mr Missa Samuel to M. Fuary, Yam Island, 8/7/1987,

translated and edited)~ Refer also to Chapter 3, and ~Aaps 2 and 3.

My father's generation used to yarn about Gebar people, especially Awsa, Baluz, Nani

and Miak. Some people reckon Awsa was from Australia [Le. an Aboriginal

Australian] because he used a woomera and spear. He lived at Gebar.

Baluz was a 'real native' of Yam Island.

(Yam)

no children

Baluz

children

(Saibai)

Nani was also indigenous to Yam Island, and Miak came from Gebar. Awsa, Baluz,

Nani and Miak used to travel in canoe from Gebar to Yam, stay for a while and then go

back to Gebar. When my father was a boy, he noticed that during those days when

they travelled, they never had a big wind; the weather was always fine.

Awsa had one daughter. Once when he was away....he returned to find that she was

dead. He was extremely sad. In those days they didn't have graves- they had a little

stage, sara, or they put stones around the body. Awsa was so furious he threatened to

kill all the people at Gebar. He went ashore at the south-eastern side of Gebar so that

the people in the village did not know he had landed [a hill separated the village

from this landing spot]. He brought his three men ashore and ordered them to collect

dry wood and to make a big fire. He ordered Baluz, Nani and Miak back into the canoe

while he began his sorcery and then they all sailed back to Yam. They stayed there

for about one week, and then went back to Gebar. In the meantime people had died like

flies. Some Gebar people shifted to Mabuiag, Badu, St. Pauls and Kubin. Some must

have come to Yam too. At Gebar there are caves full of skulls.

After World War 2 (when there was a threat of another war), some blokes went around

to Nagi, Yam and Gebar to erect some poles. On Gebar they put the pole [or tried to put

it] on the big hill, Yeynpad. They couldn't sleep at night because the dogay annoyed

them. They only stayed there two nights, and then came back to Yam Island to catch

the boat to Thursday Island. The dogay does not like whites or Japanese. When diving

boats used to go to Gebar and the Japanese went ashore, the dogay used to come out and

appear to the Japanese in broad daylight.
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APPENDIX 3. 'Story to Account for close relationship between people of Warrior Island

(Tutu) and New Guinea, in trading, &c. - Given by Maino, is from his father Kebisu.'

(w. H. ~l"1acFarlan.ersnotes to A. C. Haddon, dated October 12th 192, in Haddon 1888

1929 PMB MF 959, Reel 1). Refer to Chapter 3, and Maps 3 and 4.

In N. G., at Deeramo, inside Kadau River....plenty of wild pig used to roam =one in

particular was noted for its great size- it had 'all same cane growing allover body' (big

bristles), and used to 'kai kai people all time.'

Living there was a man named Amubalee= when his wife was pregnant he said to her,

'When you born boy...put name for him Ui-balee.'

A[mubalee] makes bamboo canoe, and paddles along with tide to Mauat. He wonders

what he is going to do: 'better I take canoe belong alligator [crocodile].' He catches [an]

alligator, tells [it] to open [its] mouth so he can go inside: but after entering, decides to

come out again as he might be mistaken for the animal & killed, so decides to take his

bamboo canoe again. Pulls [rows] to Kamoos reef: makes fire on canoe [and] cooks .It

is .....[a very low tide and the canoe is stranded]. He sees Wappa reef: when tide fills,

follows it to Moon Passage, where he sleeps for the night. At daylight, sees another

reef, close to Warrior; pulls to sandbank, Ta-bai-an [which he names after his own

village in N.G. He can now see Tudu close by and he rows all night until arriving at

Tudu] at daylight. Finds no one there: everybody [was] on [the] other side.

On [the] S.E. side are two brothers named Waiu and Kebera. They wonder where A.

comes from and question him. Tells them he has run away from N.C. because of the big

pig: he has left his wife, who [is pregnant]. Shows them his canoe and gives them

bananas.

w. & K. invite A. to join them. The two brothers have children. : A. takes child of one

and makes her his wife. When she 'got picaninny', K. and W. take some, & the

families keep on exchanging to make 'plenty people'.

Meanwhile, wife of A. athome, has her child. Names him Uibalu. When about eight

years old, [he] asks 'Where my papa?' (They live in a high tree house, because of the

wild pig.) Mother tells him, -'I speak you one time only why we stop on top: he go

sometime underneath: your father been run away, frightened, he take bamboo canoe.

He put your name, Uibalu.' Boy asks why they can't remove [sic] from there, as someone

may come and kill them: he wants to go down, & will not listen to [his] mother.
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Seeing his determination, mother makes him bow, & shows him how his father used a

bow: tells him to try it. He shoots five cuckoos, which mother cooks. Then he goes out

& shoots a wallaby: 'he got tail, which name.that thing?' mother teUs him Beu-Sar

(wallaby). He goes again & shoo'ts [a] big kangaroo: mother kisses him & praises him.

They kop-maori the kangaroo on [the] ground, take cooked meat on top about sundown.

After dark, pig comes out, making [a] big noise & they see him moving about in bush.

'Bye & bye, I [will] shoot him'says the boy. Mother tells him 'You can't: your father

ran away from him.' Mother gives him [the] big bow belonging to his father & the two

of them fit a string & make it taut. Mother gets arrows [and the] Boy bends the big bow

'all same moon.'[in a crescent like the moon]. Mother is excited: 'he strong all same his

father.'

Boy takes bow and arrows to ground: sleeps, but asks to be awakened at sundown.

Mother awakens him: he tells her to sleep. She says 'S'pose big pig kai-kai you, bye &

bye I kill myself.'

Boy secretes himself: moon rises. [Pig [is a] 'long way.' [away]. Boy hears him coming

& prepares: takes [a] big arrow (Girowa), fires, [and] hits [the] pig in [the] rib: fires

again and kills him. Leaves [the] bow and arrow and goes on top to sleep, but does not

tell [his] mother what he has done. She goes down to cook: sees [the] pig: retreats in

fright; see [the] arrows in [its] side, & finds [the] pig is dead. Boy still sleeps: mother

kisses him- '[Your] Father run away, but you got proper strong heart [you are very

brave].'

Mother takes out 'cane' bristles from [the] pig, and throws [them] toward villages

roundabout that have lost their people through the pig: towards Pe-Wa-dai,

Ku-kuriam, Jibiam, Mageroobee, Coorooroo, Massingara, Boorau. (She does this so that

people in [the] villages can 'come up again.') She continues throwing toward

Badurubee, Urupi-am, Jibar, Togo. Finally she throws one 'close to', to Kuini, their own

village, & another to Iramissi. After this they cut up the pig. The boy wants [the] legs

& arms- 'You kop-maori body and head for kai-kai.' They go to [the] garden place,

[and] cut 4 bunches bananas and 4 bunches taro. [They] Leave [the] kai-kai close to

[the] river. [A] Basket with legs, &.c is placed alongside: [the] mother wonders why

[the] boy does this.

They take out [the food from the] kop-maori: smash [the] meat with [a] stone axe:

mother & son kaikai. [the] Son asks where [his] father went- in which direction?
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Mother tells him & he decides to seek [his] father. She tells him further [place]

names.

Boy Uibalu leaves mother & goes off. [Makes [a] canoe of grass, like [an] alligator; goes

inside, grass floats with Uibalu inside; he is satisfied, & prepares food to take with

him. Tells [his] mother that if he dies, pigeons will make noise at [tree where she

lives]. Bids her farewell & goes off.

U. reaches [the] sandbank: comes out & looks around. Then goes on to Kamoos: thence to

Wappa, & at daylight gets to [the] place in Moon Passage where [his] father had

slept. Gets on top of a sandbank: thinks it is like his own home. [He] Looks around.: goes

off again, & lands at Warrior. Puts canoe ashore & walks about: hears his father's

voice singing, & recognises it. [He] goes lclose to' & sees his father's house. Hears [his]

father speaking to [his] wife; [he] listens: [the] woman calls her son, Newia. [They] all

sleep now. A. goes to his house to sleep: N. goes to [the] same house with his wife. U.

goes in, & sleeps between father & son. [He] Has rubbed himself with coconllt oil; A.

smells this, 'Ah, he all same belong New Guinea!' 'Who belong here?' U. tells him

what he has done: shows father 4 bananas, & legs of pig. Cuts leg: throws pieces all

over Warrior Island, & now people 'come up all over. That why Warrior I. got plenty

people.'

u. decides to return. Cuts 5 sticks (koopee) & goes to father, & tells him to come in 5

days time. Goes back in same grass canoe:,travels all night: sundown at sandbank, gets

inside river, & so home. Tells mother he has found father at place called Tudee, or

Tud, ('can't call [say the] name Tutu proper [lyr): mother kisses him. 'No boy like you:

you make people everywhere.' She waits 4 days, then goes to big tree. Sees plenty

canoes come. All canoes come along Sauree (outside river). Man takes Boo shells &

sticks [and places them] in circle in mud. Take Baib (made of turtle-shell, worn on

head), & puts alongside Boo. They say to these objects, 'When some people come from

Tutu (Warrior Island), you got open your eye, & N.G. people will say all Warrior Tutu

people come.l

All go to tree. A. sees his wife & son: very happy. Some people go to different villages.

Remain for two days, make good friend: then all return to Warrior. Find N. has taken

a woman, & she has family [is pregnant with] ....MAIDA. Maida in turn has a

daughter, Asigee: she marries Yasabab of Yam: they have two sons, Kutusaga and

Kututai.....
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APPENDIX 4. Summary of the Story of Sigay, as told by Mr Getano B. Lui snr to M.

Lawrie, Yam Island 5/7/1966 (see Lawrie 1970: 252-254for unabridged version; see also

Chapter 3 and Map 2 for related inforrrtation)~

There were four brothers who were very powerful sorcerers: Sigay, Malo, Seu and

Kulka. After meeting one day at Uthu, they decided they would split up and each

would go to a different island. In this way they could increase their influence and

power. Their followers would be united as brothers.

Sigay indicated he would go to Yam. At sunset on the same day, he left Uthu in his

canoe. During the night he arrived at Zagwan and as it was low tide, he remained

outside the reef until dawn. Early in the morning a woman called Pasia, who was

looking for octopus in the reef shallows, rounded the point at Tura. She was struck with

awe at the sight of the beautiful canoe. As she ran toward it, it began to sink and all

that remained was a pool of murky water created by its sinking. This pool is called

Winghaban.

She was confused and turned to go home, and when she looked back she saw the canoe

riding on the water. Again she ran towards it, and it disappeared. She raced 110me to

tell her husband, Gam. He called a meeting of all the men at the kod, and the

following morning their leader instructed them each to fill his woven bag with magical

substances, and dressed as for war, they approached the pool. Pasia led, followed by

her husband, the head man, the sorcerers and finally the rest ol the men. As tl1ey

rounded Tura, Pasia saw the canoe, and the leader ordered everyone to fall on the

ground.

The leader then anointed himself with special oil, took aromatic substances from his

bag, chewed them and spat in the direction of the canoe as he approached. The canoe

sank. He ordered his men to encircle the pool and as he sprayed into the water he

called upon the strange power to m,ake itself visible. He undertook to worship it, if it

was for the people, or to destroy it and cast it into the powerful whirlpool Magan, if it

was against the people. The power showed itself, and they embraced it as a protector

andawgadh.

The leader ordered the women to bring mats so that the awgadh could be reverently

taken to the kad. It was not until coloured mats were lain in front of the canoe, that the

men were able to push it slowly towards the kod. When the canoe roundeli Zagwan and

into the inlet Awgadhawpudhayzinga, it turned itself around and began to move stern
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first up the creek toward the kad. It moved too quickly for the men, and by the time

they reached the kad all they saw was a part-buried stone.

The headman asked who it was, and a gentle voice replied that he was Sigay, and

that he had decided to stay on Yam Island. The men bowed low, and placed trumpet

shells around the stone. Sigay became their most important awgadh. He gave them

the strength to win against their enemies. Before departing for war they brought their

weapons to him, and then they returned with many heads as homage to him.
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APPENDIX 5. Summary of the Story of Mokan, as told by the late Mrs Assaw Thaiday

(nee Bann) to ~v1. Law~ie,YaITl Islarld, 8/7/1966 (see Lawrie 1970: 251-252 for unabridged

version; see also Chapter 3 and Map 2).

Mokan was a man who lived at the foot of Tura, on the northern side of Yam Island. At

low tide he used to scan the shallows, shooting fish with his bow and arrows. He

would then cook the fish in an earth oven, and after eating the fish, quenched his

thirst at Babudh, a small pool of water in the rocks on the seaward side of Tura.

One year the north-west winds failed to bring rain, and the water at Babudh

evaporated. Mokan had a raging thirst and he set off to find other·water. After

extensive searching he discovered a pool of water at Dhap-lu on a ridge in the centre of

Yam Island. The water was.cool and clear. Mokan not only drank to excess, but he also

floated in the water, singing with glee as he did so. Eventually he dragged 11imself

from the water and rested nearby. Then when he was ready to go home, he swept the

ground clean around the well.

Also living at Tura was a woman called Geynaw and her daughterWiba.They too

were extremely thirsty. Geynaw set out to find water for her daughter, and she came

across the water at Dhamu. She quenched her own thirst, filled up the cocon11t shells

with water and hurried home to Wiba.

The following morning, Mokan discovered Geynaw's tracks at the pool. He was furious,

and after he had drunk the water he hid to wait for her return. When she arrived,

Mokan shot her with his bow and arrow, hid her body, and swept the area clear of her

prints.

When her mother failed to return Wiba was distraught, and the following morning she

set off to find her. When she arrived at the pool and saw there were no footprints near

the pool, she immediately guessed what had happened to her mother. After she found

Geynaw's body, Wiba erased her own prints and lay in wait for Mokan. Mokan arrived,

placed his weapons near the pool and wallowed with delight. Wiba crept up, took

hold of Mokan's bow and arrow and shot him. She then filled her water containers and

returned home to Tura. Mokan clambered out from the pool and turned to stone.
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APPENDIX 6. W. H. MacFarlane's notes on the Augud-auai, reproduced from a

manuscript sent to Haddon; dated 11th July 1925 (from Haddon 1888-1929 Reell,

Miscellaneous Papers re Papua New Guinea. Pacific Manuscripts Bureau # PMB MF 959,

Canberra). Refer to Chapter 3 this thesis.

Four brothers came in their canoes from a spot along the [eastern Cape York 1 coast

called Mareelag (probably Forbes Island way) accompanied by others. T11eir names

were Malu (or Bomai, the secret name), Segar [Sigay], Kulka and Saeu, with Pinecar

and Maiau.

Segar with Maiau went to Yam, Kulka to Aurid, Saeu to Yorke and Malu to Murray.

So at Yam Segar became the object of hero worship. Thus after a fight, heads belonged

to Segar and Maiau, but the greater number were claimed by Segar, he being 'more

high'.

Each had.. ;its priestly devotees, the zogo-le: the chief officiant at the Segar shrine

being Gana and those at the Maiau shrine being Guza, Azabu, Ausa, and Yabu.

Ceremonial dances, the inculcation of 'good things', initiation of young men, and so on,

were connected with this, and, as was customary in other places, women and children

were excluded from witnessing the full ceremonies.

What may perhaps be termed the flodges' embraced the islands of Aurid, Coconut,

Yam, Naghir, Yorke, Stephen, Damley and Murray, with perhaps some of the smaller

ones not now occupied; but Mabuiag and Badu, though not far distant seem not to have

been included. Members of the cult from one island going to another.might 'visit' the

'lodge'there. Yam itself apparently occupied the position of a sort of chief lodge as

did also Murray. And annually there was the big festival of Augud-Auai. This was

made at the various islands in the same day. Previously members of the cult visiting

Murray (which was the rendezvous of all other islands because of its fertility: the

canoes going there every year to obtain garden produce) would yarn together and decide

upon the day to be fixed.

The south-east season was chosen, about June or July, when a particular star, Kaek,
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made its appearance. (This is the star which people get up to see early in the morning,

generally some time in Aprit when the big high tide comes up; there, to the south-east,

Kaek 'opens and shutsthis light). Then Iorlg palm-branches were taken, the leaves

stripped so that the ribs only remained on one side- so that each carried exactly the

same number of tfingerst. One was given to the leader of Murray, and then they set sail

for home... u a finger broken off to denote that a day had passed..... The remaining

canoes went on, each to their respective islands, and as each day passed it was 'ticked

oifon the kQpi.....those concerned knew that the time of the festival was 'close up',

and that preparations must be made for getting in food, hunting dugong and turtle,

supplies, and increasing the tally of heads to be offered at the shrines.

When all but the final day had sped [by] the people slept together in groups or clans,

each in charge ofits own headman. There might be visitors from other islands who

had to be accommodated with the respective groups to which they belonged.

At dawn the old men aroused the others, then each clan, headed by its leader, made for

the shrine. Should any man chance to get separated from his own group he was

regarded as a stranger and paid the penalty accordingly.

At the sacred grove long poles had been erected about 6' or 8' [ c. 2-2.6m] high to which

were attached pieces of wood placed at an angle and across so that it formed a 'tree!

with five limbs. One of these erections, called sarokag, had been allotted previously to

each group, and on them the heads brought by the men were now hung, first the upright

beingfilled, next the angle pieces and finally the laterals (if there were heads

enough), each group looking to see who had the greatest number......The. sarokag was

then decorated with the young coconut leaf, .tlL and red ochre painted on the posts to

represent blood.

After this the zogo-lewent to where Segar [sic- Sigay] lay. This Augud (a god) was

formed of turtle-shell made to represent a big tcross-shark' the hammer-headed

variety; human skulls were attached to it all round and within were skulls. Segar was

then carefully placed on an erection of stones while the zogQ-Ie danced and chanted.

Maiau was then lifted up and placed on his own bed.....he was in the form of an

alligator, adorned with skulls without, and having inside skulls and pieces of pumice

stone.

Inside both were placed the Booiya. This was really the most mysterious object of the

lot. What it actually was, no one seems to know. According to tradition, it (and the

similar objects which gave the characteristic distinction to the Augud in the other
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·islands- it might also be called the tspirit'of the Augud) came from Boydong Cay way.

It was a bright, smooth stone, like glass and, when removed from the case in which it

was carefully kept~ shone wil-h a radiance that quite paled even the sun's rays. 'I see

that light myself, affirmed old Maino, and Dawata and Billy bore their testimony

also: 'Too much he shine altogether, that thing'.

At Yam the two~were kept each in its own case, made of [akYl] shells (the large

cockle variety used for scraping roast yams), adorned with teeth of the wild pig and

fastened with 'coconut rope'. After the ceremonial dance had been made for Maiau, the

bulk of the people departed to a distance, while the zogp-Ie cleaned the~. Then

all went back to the village.

The kaikai was now carried to a spot previously prepared. All food was brought out

from the house, one man standing with a canoe paddle over his shoulder until it seemed

that all the food was piled up, when he lowered it. Then came the feast. For some

little time before, the women had been collecting the fruit of the young mangrove tree;

this was scraped and cleaned, 'smashed smalr, like baking powder or flour.! and put

into kop-maorL then placed in a big receptacle in the centre of the ground. In another

vessel alongside was clean turtle-oil. All the people knelt on one knee with head

bowed on the hand. Then the chief zogo-le took a small portion of the mangrove flour

on his finger, dipped it into the turtle-oil, placed it on his tongue, knelt and returned to

his place. The second zogo-le did likewise, after which all the others followed.

Towards evening, the zog.o-le [performed a number of ritual activities which affected

Sigai and Mayaw]....'Those two, they start move now, first one way, then the other.'

The people were warned to be ready, so that they might from their position below look

and see what was about to happen on the hill near by. Presently Segar stood up, ran to

and fro, and waved his tail. Maiau did the same, and from the two came emanations of

light. All the people came out of their houses and their names were called, so that

they might answer and show that none were absent; 'that way the people know no man

make those two, Segar and Maiau, do that thing, he do it himself'.

Then the emanations were carefully watched, for several things depended on the

direction in which they showed. 'That light show every way, all same like

search-lightwe see along gunboat.' If it shone in the direction of New Guinea they

might see some marl (spirit) like blood, then they knew that a fight had taken place

there.

Over on the hill the two moved, Segar giving out the brighter emanations; then as the
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tide fell towards morning they returned to near the Z1lgQ.-ground, where the custodians

would find them at dawn and restore them to their places. Then all the decoratives

ornaments, etc. t.'at might have been dropped in the bush during the night were packed

up and attached again to the Augud.

A division of the food was made, offerings made to Segar and Maiau, and other shares

placed for the visitors from other islands. All the food had to be consumed in one day,

'but only man must eat.'

When the participants returned to their dwellings they must keep at a distance from

their wives and families until they had first bathed and cleaned themselves with

sand, because they had handled t~e sacred Augud; should they fail to observe this

ritual direction, then sickness might take their relatives.

Such was the festival as Maino described it, with the others adding or elucidating

little points as the old fellow talked; and with the ever-ready palm-leaf 'stick' as a

pencil he demonstrated on the ground the various objects he spoke of, pausing now and

then while one of the others went off to collect something as a model. Much of it is

wrapped in mystery .
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APPENDIX 7. Story about the L.M.S. missionary cursing the Tudu Islanders, and their

subsequent move to Yam Island (told to M. Fuary by Mr Missa SamueC Yam Island,

8/7/1987). See Chapter 4.

Maino...was one day practising shooting at a floating log (bethey) with some others

which included the son of the priest. This was at Tudu and they were using bows and

arrows. lhe son of the priest ran up to retrieve his arrow (thayak) and Maino speared

him through the inner thigh. He fell down and they took him to his mother and

father. The priest was angry; he could see that the people were still not fproperly

civilised.f Sometimes during church services the people were more interested in the

tide because they wanted to·go fishing.

When the priest left the island he shook the sand from his feet when he jumped into

the boat. That was a curse~ it meant the people had to die. People started to die and

some people decided to come to Yam because they realised the power of the curse.

When Maino was an adult he moved to Yam with his sister. After that, when his

father·Kebisu was sick and old, he moved too and he died on Yam Island.
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APPENDIX 8. Statements concerning Kebisu and Maino, the movement of people from

Tudu to Yam, and the first impacts of missionaries (extracts from an interview of Mr

Getano Lui snr by M. Fuary, Yam Island, 24/3/1980). See Chapter 4.

Like here, they're not really 'natives' of Yam Island you know. The people used to live

over at Tudu, Warrior Island. That's where that old King Kebisu used to live. He was

a great warrior: quite an unbeatable bloke. He mastered all the waters around here,

and he had most of the people serving him. Some people lived here; only about four or

five people I think. Basically people lived where Kebisu was because they would

have been afraid of other people fighting them.

I think it was after the missionaries arrived that there was a big epidemic. Oh, people

died like flies. There's a story that has been told that when the missionaries arrived

they gave everyone a bible, and the people looked at the bibles and used them in their

dances. They tore up the pages: everyone had a page. They danced and threw the

bible into the fire. So when everyone started to die, they thought it might have been

some kind of curse, but it was an epidemic. It was a bad one; itkilleli nearly everyone

there.

My grandfather, Getano Lui Lifu, was from the Loyalty Islands. He was one of the

L.M.S. missionaries. He was first sent to Papua New Guinea I think, and that's where

he met the son of this old bloke Kebisu, Maino. They became friends and they were

made brothers. Maino was working as the bodyguard of Sir William MacGregor at that

time.

And when Maino finished there he brought back a wife from the village where he 11ad

been... I suppose in that way they made friends there. So when Maino came here he

applied to have a missionary sent to the island, and requested that my grandfatl1er

come with him. Maino helped him to bring the people here, to live here. And that's

how it became populated. When my grandfather came, there were only eight people

living here. Their village used to be right at the top end there [at Mabiog Payne See

Map 6]. You can still see a few coconut and pandanus trees there. It was land before, but

now a lot of it has been washed away. That's where they used to live. Then they

shifted back, further inland because the waters were washing up the sides of the

village there.

They built the first bamboo church [in 1902].* At that time people were working the

* This church was pulled down in 1979.
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Warrior Reef in the pearling fleets, and because my grandfather was from the Sout11

Sea islands, Pacific Islcu-Lder nlerl used to come here. Some of them got interested and

married women from here. And that's how, you know, we began to spread.

In those days the L.M.S. pastors used to work for maybe 15 or 20 years in one place and

then return home. So when my grandfather finished here he went to live at Darnley.

He bought land on Yam Island with axes, material and tobacco.

So when my grandfather came here they began to clear the scrub. You can see where the

bell is, well that was a cemetery before. As people began to move further in, the): built

further inland and cleared more scrub. There were no roads here until I was involved in

constructing them.

I was told that Awsa was the chief here, and that he and two others lived out, at

Paedhelag. It was all land before. They used to just cross over the passage to look for

castaways, and they treasured the heads. They tell me that over at Warrior Island,

because of Kebisu, there were lots of skulls. At Dalrymple Island, there is still that

Sea Almond tree, and that was the tree from which they hung the skulls to dry. There

was an old woman there whose job was to skin the heads, hang them for drying, and

then bundle them up for sending out. Yes, they tell me that everytime you used to go

down to the beach where the sand was washed away, skulls would tumble out. There

must have been tons of them.

There used to be a beche-de-mer station there at Tudu. They used to stay there and dry

the Jish. There's a big creek on Tudu. Oh, there are lots of crays and fish...plenty of

them. And you see, from Daru to Tudu there's a long reef, Warrior Reef. It breaks in

places like the Great Barrier Reef. The canoes from New Guinea came down trading,

and Kebisu used to just watch from the end of the island. Everytime they came close,

Kebisu took their heads. He collected all their heads; he treasured them.

They say he was a very big man. He was big and tall. They say that the string of his

bow was made from nearly all of that bamboo. It took two or three people to pull it, to

make it tight. But he himself, he could just pull it like a string. So that's why when he

shot anyone, the arrow just went straight through. He had so much force. And they

told me that once they were cleaning a cutter or something on the beach, on the low

tide. It was on its side and the kids were playing under it. It just fell and trapped one of

his sons or grandsons underneath. The people called out to him anti he rusl1ed to tl1e

place. He just took hold of the railing and lifted it up, while someone rescued the
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child. He must have been a giant.

Orle of tI-le t~avy boats I think went out there and Kebisu set out with his men in all

their canoes to try and stop it. The Navy fired a few muskets to try and frighten him

off. But after that they went ashore and tried to befriend him. They gave Kebisu a

flag, the Red Ensign. The British Flag. They gave him that and they called him King

Kebisu. He's known in a lot of books and papers as King Kebisu of Tudu.

Do you know Maino's granddaughter? She stayed with old Maino when he died. When

Kebisu died he gave the flag and telescope to his son Maino. When I came to Yam in

1936 she showed me the flag and telescope. When we went to look at the flag it was so

old; when we lifted it up it just fell into dust. I saw it. It was lying there.

Kebisu died here, he's buried here.
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APPENDIX 9. Table of Major Ships' Passages Through the Torres Strait, 1606-1890

YEAR SHIP/S CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS ISLANDS EXCHANGE
PASSED ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1606 Duyfken Jansz exploration Muralag,Moa, landed ro
& trade Eadu Muralag

1606 San PedricQ Torres & exploration Nagi, Twin, anchored Nagi, Zegey: looted
del Prado Bristow,Yam, Sasi & 7 more. a camp, took

Zegey, Tudu, Ashore Zegey; 3 women &
Murahtg,Sasi, Landed Dauan. killed 1 mao.
Mukar,Gebar, killed & ate
Dauan 1 dog.

1623~& Cartensz exploration -
Arnhem & trade

1644 unknown
Dutch ship

1770 Endeayour Cook exploration Muralag& landed ro
S.W. islands Possession

Island

1789 Bounty Bligh exploration Muri, Albany, -
Horn, Muralag,
Wednesday Is.

1791 at least
3 ships

1791 Pandora Bligh mutineers Mer, Muralag, landed fight at
fromHMS & Masig Muralag& Masig
Bounty on Masig
board

1791 PandQra wrecked castaways Mt.Adolphus castaways
attacked on
Mt.
Adolphus

1792 Providence Bligh & exploration East, Central anchored & Exchange &
& Assistant Portlock & survey &Western Is. landed Erub; fighting at

of new anchored off Erub; fighting
passage Tudu,Zegey; off Tudu;

landed Ugar, exchange at
Possession Is & Dhamudh
Dhamudh

1792 HOrIDuzeer: Bampton Norfolk Is Mukar, Gebar, anchored & exchange &
Chesterfjeld &Alt toP.N.G. Turnagain & landed Erub, fighting at

E. Islands Ugar,Zabker, Ugar, Erub &
& Turnagain Zabker
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APPENDIX 9. (continued)

YEAR SHIPts CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS
PASSED

ISLANDS EXCHANGE
ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1793 - Erub 5 crew killed

1802 Investigator Flinders surveying Hammond, anchoredMer & exchange
Mer,Halfway, Halfway Mer
Wednesday

1809 Cumberland - Eastern islands -

1812 Cyclops

1815 unkro'WIl

1819 Mermaid

1820-

1821 Bathurst

Cripps

Jeffries

King

King

King

trade route -

trade route?

Muri, Albany, 
Wednesday,
Booby, Goods,
& Hammond

Muralag&
Booby Is.

Wednesday,
Muti & S-W islands

1822 Richmond,
MaryAnne
& Almorah

Sydney
Java.
T.B.Wilson
on board

Mer Exchange
.competition,
& Islanders
put leaves
b/w flint &
firing pieces

1829 Governor

~

1829 Admiral
Gifford

1833 Nahtralist

Young

Cockerill

wrecked passed Murray -
b/wMurray
Islands &
Halfway Is.
Survivors

crew attacked-

anchoredBooby -

1833 Merchant
vessel

183341 vessels p.a.
-1838

1834 C. Eaton Moore

ex Pt Jackson
with Dr
Rutherford

Sydney-Canton.
Wrecked off
N.E Cape York.
Some killed,
some survived

visited Mer
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APPENDIX 9. (continued)

YEAR SHIP/S CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS ISLANDS EXCHANGE
PASSED ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1834 Augustus Wiseman picked up - Nagi
~ wreckage of

Charles Eaton

1835 Mangles Carr anchored Mer -

1835 Rattlesnake Hobson erected Booby Is.
flagstaff &
placed a box
labelled tp.O.'
on Booby

1836 Isabella Lewis find living - landed Mer, exchange on
from ship- Awridh, Wednesday
wreck Masig ,Nagi, Island, Mer.
e.Eaton Wednesday Is, Destroyed

Erub, Halfway Awridh
Island

1836~ Igglesden find living - Nagi, Mer
from ship-
wreck
C.Eaton

1837-~ Wickham surveying -
1842 Endeavour

Strait

1839 Astrolabe& D'Urville scientific Erub, Tudu, anchored & exchange
Zflee expedition Badu, Gebar landed Eruh, at Erub

& Mabuiag Tudu

1839 Britornart sailed east -

1840 open boat Wini stayed Badu

1840- D'Urville exploration Tudu. landed Erub & exchange
& surveying Tudu Tudu

1842-~ Blackwood surveying Mer, Uthu, landedMer, exchange at
1843 1st voyage region Muralag, anchor'd Masig & Mer

Masig, Mer, Masig.
Umaga, Wamalag,
Erub,Yam, Bramble Cay.
Masig, Zegey, Landed Nagi,
Bramble Cay, Uthu,Booby,
Wamalag, Dhamudh,
Nagi,Tudu, Umaga,Muri &
&Erub Muralag
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APPENDIX 9. (continued)

YEAR SHIP!S C.A.PTAIN EVEI'JT ISLAl'-,JDS
PASSED

ISLAr-~DS EXCHAr~GE

ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1844-Bramble
1845

1844 unknown

1844 America

Yule surveying S-W islands, anchored at exchange
region- Ugar, Zabker, Bramble Cay, Darnley
Central & Booby,Albany Marsden IS,Booby
N.E. islands Bramble Cay &

Damley

unknown wrecked off
Hamelin;
all killed

shipvvreck Honn
in Endeav.
Strait;
Thompson
survived

1844-E1:}L
1845 2nd Voyage

Blackwood Central & Tudu,Edgor,
N.E islands Dhamudh &

Uthu etc

Erub, Dauar, exchange
Waier,Uthu, Erub, Mer,
Booby,Bramble,Dhamudh.
& Cape York Fighting

1846 Thomas LQrd - trepang
boat trading
tortoiseshell

Landed Badu crew killed

1846 E1:}L

1846Aricl

J. Lort
Stokes

Possession Is.

1846-Rattlesnake Owen
1850 Stulley

1847 -

surveying
region

s-vv islands,
Nagi, Erub,
Warraber,
Garboy,Ugar,
Puruma,
Zabker,
Bramble
Cay &
Cape York

anchored at
Bramble Cay,
Marsden Is.
Ashore Nagi,
Awridh,Erub,
Carboy

Moa.

exchange at
Erub

crew killeli.

1848-Bramble
1850

1848 unidentified -

Ugar,Zabker, Bramble Cay,
Bramble, C.Y. Marsden, C.Y. &

Booby

crew attacked

1853 Lady Peel

1853 Hecate

R.Fraser Puruma

Ftidhards s~rveYUng -
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YEAR SHIPtS CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS
PASSED

ISLANDS EXCHAf'JGE
ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1855 Phoenix wrecked at 
Ipili reef,
near
Hammond

H.Denham surveying 
region &
in 1860 re
Sapphire

exchange
fights. Crew
attacked at
Hammond
Is.

1857-Herald
1861

1859 Sapphire wrecked
Raine Is.

C.Y. ,Friday,
Hammond,
Booby

1860 off exchange
Hammond.
Visited daily
by Nagipeople

C.Y., Friday
Hammond

1859 Prince of
Denmark

1859 Julia Percy

1860}ulja.Percy Banner

crew attacked

checking
pearlshell
potential

ex Lizard Is most inhabited -
-T.S.I. to islands -> Erub

exchange of
artefacts for
turtleshell

1862 Piooeer Burnett to select a - Booby
site for govt.
settlemeot,
Cape York

1863 Antagonist military wrecked in
supplies S.W.area
to Pt.
Essington

1863- R.Towns Booby Is., Damley
Evans Bay,
& Somerset

1863- Edwards establish Darnley
trepang
fishery

1864 Salamander - official Somerset
& Golden Eagle foundation

of 5'5et

1864 Salamander Carnegie transporting- Somerset
staff
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APPENDIX 9. (continued)

YEAR SHIP/S CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS ISLANDS EXCHANGE
PASSED ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1865IQbn R.Liddle
Temperley

1867 Salamander - man-o-war - Somerset.
with Chester grounded
on board. b/wUgar
Missionary &S'Set
trip to P.N.G

1868 YiIag.Q man-o-war - Bramble Cay

1869 Sperwer turtleshell - Wednesday,
trading~Small Muralag
vessel. Ex Melb
to Java. Crew
killed
at Muralag

1869 Georgina Godfrey captured 2 - Erub; island to fight Erub
Godfrey Erubmen& east of Puruma

detained them
on is. to east of
Pununa

1869 Govt boat? Chester Horn &
investigating Wednesday
Sperwer

1869 Bluebell Banner est. trepang- Tudu fight Tudu
station on
Tudu

1869 - Delargy searching - Saibai Fight
for drifting defused->
whaleboat exchange

1870 Blanche this man-o-war Horn & Wed. Is: 1
sent to punish Wednesday Kawrareg
for Sperwer killed, and 3

Kulkalgal
from Nagi
executed.
Huts
& canoes
destroyed

Nov.Govt boat? Chester cruising
1870- islands, trading
end 1872 for turtleshell,

pearlshell
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YEAR SHIP/S CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS ISLANDS EXCHANGE
PASSED ANCHORED or FIGHTS

1871 Basilisk Moresby police Gebar,Tudu
slavery
act.

1871 Margaret J.Thompson pirated Killed 2 men
&.lane boat-> T.S.I. on Mabuiag

1871 Surprise missionary - landed Erub I

Masig, Tudu,
Mawar, Dauan
& Saibai

1872 Batavia wrecked Stephen Is
off Stephen

1872 Kate Gov.Normanby
cruised the
Torres Strait

1872.Io.bn missionary -
Williams

1872 Chrjshna W.Walton - Puruma

1872 Basilisk Moresby man-o-war - Tudu show of
arrived S'Set. force
Inspecting
pearl fishery

1873 Basilisk Moresby surveying - landed Saibai,
western T.S. Mabuiag,

Erub&Tudll

1873EIanz Redlich Kawrareg - Muralag? bumed&
tookgoOOs plundered
->reaction village

1873 The Three Scott clash b/w -
Brothers crew &

Kawrareg

1874 Ida Redlich landed Somerset

1874 Challenger landed Wednesday
Island

1874 Margaret & McAuley stopped for - Masig, S'Set
lane having 1 Pac.Is

woman,&8
Masig men on
board
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APPENDIX 9. (continued)

YEAR SHIP/S CAPTAIN EVENT ISLANDS
PASSED

ISLANDS
ANCHORED

EXCHANGE
or FIGHTS

1875 Cheyert

1875-

1875 Ellengowan

1875 Ellengowan -

1876Nfya
-1878

1880-

1888
1889

1890Qyflla

natural Somerset to
history Papua, via
expedition. Tudu
Hargrave
& Maclay
on board

D'Albertis 
exploration
P.N.G.

missionary -

missionary Somerset to
and Papua
exploring

exploring Somerset to
Papua

Miklouho 
-Maclay
exploring

-A.C.Haddon
expedition

wrecked to 
north of tip
of Cape York

landed Erub

landed Dauan -

landedBoigu,
Erub

landed Dauan -

landed Saibai, 
Nagi

landedMabuiag

Mabuiag,Mer. 
Nagi, Tudu
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APPENDIX 10. Table of Major Historical and Political Events Related to the
Administration of the Torres Strait Islands, 1849 - 1939

Date

1849

Dec.IO 1859

1860

late 1860

Aug 1862

1862

Oct 1863

late 1863

1863

Event

Port Essington closed, N.T.

Queensland became
a separate colony. Qld jurisdiction
only within 3 miles of the
mainland coast. Law of the
high seas operating in the
Torres Strait

wreck of the Sapphire --->
discussions re safe settlement

survey ship Herald, at anchor
off Hammond Is re the
Sapphire

Somerset site chosen
at Port Albany

Government Resident
appointed at Somerset

Government Resident arrived
at Somerset

surveying vessel Hecate

Moa Island population decimated

Personnel

Sir George Bowen

Sir George Bowen & the
Duke of Newcastle

Henry.Denham & A.
Onslow

Sir George Bowen &
Commodore Burnett

John Jardine (snr)

John Jardine (snr)

Commander Richards

Feb 1864 Police Magistrate & Commissioner John Jardine (snr)
of Crown Lands appointed, Somerset

July 1864

Aug 1864

1864

Sept. 1864

1865

March 1865

Government staff arrived at
Somerset

official foundation of Somerset

overland party with horses and
cattle left Rockhampton en route
to Somerset; over 60 Aboriginal
people killed en route

'skirmish' with Aborigines at
Somerset

disputes between the Police
Magistrate & the Marines

overland party arrived at
Somerset

25 marines, one doctor

Frank Jardine,Alexander
Jardine,·31 men
(including 3 Aboriginal
ex Native Police)

Carnegie

J. Jardine (snr) & Lt.
Pascoe

F. Jardine, Alex Jardine
et. a1.
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APPENDIX 10. (continued)

Date

1865

by end 1865

Nov 1865

1866

mid 1866

June 1866

1867-1874

1867

Feb 1867

1867

1868-1873

1868

1868

1868

June 1869

1869

Event

'collision' between whites and
Aborigines at Somerset

traditional landowners at S'Set
dispossessed

Acting Police Magistrate
at Somerset

Acting Police Magistrate at
Somerset

financial crash in Europe

Police Magistrate at 5t 5et

no coherent govt. policy re
Somerset

marines withdrawn from
Somerset and replaced with
detachment of Native Police

missionary & industrial teacher
sent to Somerset

man-a-war Salamander cruised
to ~gar

Police Magistrate at Somerset

Polynesian Labourer's Protectioo
Act; didntt apply to Torres Strait
Islanders

Somerset decreed a duty-free port

man-o-war Yiragu visited Bramble
Cay

Police Magistrate took 4 Native Police
to investigate Sperweer killings

Frank Jardine on leave, temporary
replacement for 18 months

Personnel

Scrutton

J. Jardine snr

W.M. McClintoch

Frank Jardine

H.G. Simpson

Native Police

Jagg & Kennett

F. Jardine was 00 board

Frank Jardine

Frank
Jardine

Henry Chester

Dec. 1869 Acting Police Magistrate took a Henry Chester
Kawrareg leader hostage because he
mistakenly believed they had a white
woman hostage from the Sperweer
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APPENDIX 10. (continued)

Date

1870

1870

1870

Aug 1870

1871-1873

1871

1872

1872

1872

Event

man-a-war Blanche sent to
punish the Kawrareg
for the Sperweer killings;
4 men killed, huts and canoes
burned

Britain granted Somerset an extra
£1000 for maintenance

missionary visit to T.S.

Police Magistrate returned
from leave

policing anti-slavery act

London Missionary Society
arrived in Torres Strait

Pacific Islanders Protection Act
('Kidnappers Acf); designed
mainly for sugar labour. --->more
T.S.I. from southern islands employed

Pacific Islander strike at Moa Pass.
11 arrested

man-a-war Basilisk on fishery
inspection; show of force at Tudu

Persor.ne1

Chester, 2S marines,
Native Police & 11 Cape
York men

s. MacFarlane

F. Jardine

Cpt. JOM Moresby

S. MacFarlane & A.W.
Murray

F. Jardine

Moresby

1872 many Torres Strait islands
were annexed by Qld to within 60 miles
of the mainland---> islands divided
into 2

Sept. 1872

1872

1873

April 1873

1873

Queensland Governor cruised the
the islands

more S-Sea Islander evangelical
teachers brought to Torres Strait

T .5.1. paid the same as Pacific
Islanders. P.M. wouldn't try T.S.I.
boat deserters unless they -had been
signed on before him

part of S.E. P.N.G annexed without
authorisation

Vampire sent by P.M. to Puruma to
investigate killings of other T.S.I.
on Dugong Is, & fight at Damley

Normanby

Rev. W. Gill

F. Jardine

Moresby

F. Jardine & Cpt. Brown
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APPENDIX 10. (continued)

Date Event PersolUlel

Nov 1873-1874

Dec. 1873

1874

complaints against Police Magistrate replaced by C.Beddome
using govt. vessels in private pearl
ventures

Basilisk sent to enforce Kidnapping
Act

Oyster Act

1874

July 1874

Sept 1874-1875

1875

1875

1875

1875

Sept.1875

Oct 1875 (1885)

1876

1876

mid 1876

Sept. 1876

new Police Magistrate

new Police Magistrate;
Dalrymple had a stroke

Shipping Inspector, Pte Albany
& Police Magistrate

recommendations that the Qld
boundary be shifted to include other
Torres Strait islands

discussions over relocation of govt.
settlement; T.I, Hammond, P.O.W.,
Wednesday & Friday islands all
considered

measles epidemic throughout the
region, C.Y. - P.N.G.; probably
20% depopulation

Amendments to 1872 Act; could
employ Pacific Islanders without
having to pay a bond or licence

Aplin died. Relieving Police
Magistrate appointed

new Police Magistrate appointed

Courthouse built, Thursday Island

Pacific Islanders ProtectioD Act

weekly steamer service
combined with telegraph line
(Cooktown-Normanton) meant
messages from S'Set -Brisbane
took 4 - 5 days

relieving Police Magistrate

Dalrymple

E.L. Brown

c. D'Oyley Aplin

w. Poole

Henry Majoribanks
Chester

Chester completed
what Aplin had started

Beddome
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Date

Oct. 1876-1877

1876-1877

Sept. 1877

1877

1877

Event

Police Magistrate & Acting Sub
Collector of Customs

officials gearing up for move to
Thursday Island

Thursday Island replaced Somerset
as the official government centre

First Government Resident, Police
Magistrate and Sub-Collector of
Customs at Thursday Island

inspection of Parbury Lamb's
pearling operations in the Torres
Strait

PersolUlel

H.M. Chester

H.M. Chester

Lawrence Hargrave

July 1878

1878

1878

Sappho & inspection of the fisheries Commander N. Digby

P.M. appointed Deputy Commissioner Chester & Sir Arthur
for the Western Pacific, by the High Gordon
Commissioner for the region because
Mer & Erub outside the Qld boundary

P.M. visited Mer and est. a set of Chester
laws & limited local govt; appointed
1 man, 8 councillors & local police.
Overseen by McFarlane & Chalmers

1879

1879

1879

1879

1879

late 1879

1880

P.M. appointed local man to
position of authority, Mer

all the Torres Strait islands were
annexed (Old Coastal Islands Act)

Qld govt using a small armed
schooner The Pearl

Tudu leader accused of trying to
poison Yankee Ned; Govt. boat
sent and punishment meted out

Saibai people fled in fear of a
Kiwai raid. P.M. sent boat to warn
P.N.G that Saibai =Qld territory

curfew imposed on T.1. for all
non-Europeans

Papuan Institute established

Chester & Booguie

J. Douglas & ministry

Capt. Pennefather

Kebisu, E. Mosby,
Pennefather

Chester & Pennefather

Chester

MacFarlane & Bruce
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Date

1880

Aug. I880

Nov.I8BO

1881

1881

1881

1882

July 1882

1882

Sept. 1882

Event

P.M. sent govt. boat to Mer to
investigate behaviour of L.M.S.
teacher

investigation of the 11 people
killed on Boigu by raiders from
P.N.G. Boigu people had fled to
Dauan

Boigu raided from P.N.G again,
launched punitive expedition to
Papua

Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer
Fishery Act. P.M. could deny leases
and licenses on Crown Land

govt. moved vs illegal squatters
on islands. 5 pearling leases
issued on Goods, Nagi, Hammond,
Mabuiag & Erub

Pacific Islanders removed from
Mer, but had returned within
6 months

Saibai raided by Tuger people,
(Marind of West Papua)but Saibai
people had guns

trial of 3 Pacific Islanders for raping
young Mabuiag girl, dropped. P.M.
disillusioned

Mer declared a 'Native Reserve',
and 1/2 Hammond reserved for the
Kawrareg

P.M. sent govt.vessel to remove
Pacific Islanders from Mabuiag &
Mer; T.S.I. had requested it

Personnel

Chester,Pennefather
& Josaia

Chester & Pennefather

Chester, Pennefa~her&
son, F. Jardine, 7 Native
Mounted Police, 14
recruits at Dauan

Chester

Chester

Chester & Pennefather

later 1882

Jan 1883

1883

similar case (see above) brought by Kebisu
Kebisu of Tudu against a European &
2 Pacific Islanders; wasn't heard

Kiwai raid --> govt investigation

Friday Island reserved as a
quarantine station
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Date

1883

1883

1883

1884

1884

Feb.188S

1885

1885

1885

Event

British New Guinea was annexed
on3rd April

Pilot Station moved from T.I. to
Goode Island

monthly steam service between
P.N.G & T.Lcalling en route at
Masig and Darnley

Natiye Lahourerls Protection Act

Oaths Amendment Act

Mer leader requested Pacific
Islanders removed from island

Government Resident (T.I.)

Government Resident, T.L, replaced
by ex Qld Premier. Mamoos appt.
each island.

Tudu leader died

PersoIUlel

H.M. Chester

Booguie & Chester

J· Jardine (jnr).

J. Jardine (jnr) by J.
Douglas

Kebisu

Aug.18BS

1886

Pacific Islanders removed from Mer J. Do·uglas
toErub

Medical Officer appointed, T.L

1886-1888

by 1886

1886

1887

1888

Acting Govt Resident relieving
J. Douglas in his absence as Special
Commissioner for the Protected
Territory of New Guinea

Island courts operating on Mer, Erub,
Ugar, Saibai & Mabuiag

P.M. introduced a code of penalties
for island courts

Telegraphic line linking Cape York
to T.1. completed

strike on Mer. Missionaries sent
to investigate

H. Milman

Milman

Hunt & Savage

1888-1889

1890

zoological study on Mer & Mabuiag A. C. Haddon

Catholic Hospital established, T.l.
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Date

1891

1892

1892

1894

1896

1896

1897

1897

Event

HM warships running between
Cooktown and the New Guinea
coast

Pearl Shell and Beche-de-Mer Act

Japanese Hospital established, T.L

Torres Strait Hospital opened, TJ.

Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer
Fishery Act Amendment Act

punitive expedition vs the Tuger

Qld Departmental Commission on
the Pearl-Shell & Beche-de-Mer
Fisheries Report.....

Pacific Islanders relocated on Moa,
Badu, Darnley & Hammond islands

PersolUlel

Sir William MacGregor

}.Hamilton, A.Dawson,
W.H.B. O'Connell,
W.Smyth & }.Hoolan.

1897-1934

1898

Aboriginals Protection & Restriction of
the Sale of Opium Act. Islanders exempt.

local Protector based on T.L

1898-1899

1899

Cambridge Anthrop. Expedition
to T.L, Mer, Mabuiag, Saibai,Yam,
Nagi, Cape York

Old Pearling Act

Haddon, McDougall,
Ray, Rivers, Seligman &
Myers,

1899

1901

1901

First elected Islander councils with J. Douglas
appointed mamoos; advise resident
Europeans

Aboriginal's Protection Act

Pacific Island Labourer's Act

1903

1904

1904

1906

local Protector & Company boats

Papuan Industries Ltd established.
Company boats, and est stores on
some islands

P.M. died, replaced

amendments to 1901 Act -->
some Pacific Islanders exempt

G. Bennett

F. Walker

}. Douglas, H. Milman
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APPENDIX 10. (continued)

Date

1907

1911

1914

1918

by 1920

Event

new Protector at T.!.

P.M. died --> office combined with
Protector

Government Resident (T.1.) exerting
full control in region.

Protector posted to T.!.

Torres Strait Islanders confined
to reserves, and government in
control of major industries

Personnel

J. Costin

w. Lee-Bryce

1921

1929

1929

1930

by 1933

1936

May 1937

1939

1939

govt. removed Kawrareg from Hammond
to village on Moa

Governor of Queensland visited
the islands

Govt. bought Papuan Industries

Papuan Industries Ltd became
Aboriginal Industries Board

Aboriginal Industries Board stores
on every inhabited island

maritime strike against Company
Boats and State govt. control

Councillors' Conference, Masig

Torres Strait Islanders Act

Aboriginals· Preservation &
Protection Act
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APPENDIX 11. Table of Major Events in the Torres Strait Marine Industries

DATE

1829

1846

1849

1864

1868

1869

1869

1870

EVENT

attack on turtleshell trading crew
of the Admiral Gifford

Aricl anchored at Possession Is,
trading turtleshell

Port Essington closed --> need for
anothergovt. outpost as beche-de-mer
had gone via Port Essington to Asia

beche-de-mer fishery established,
Darnley.

Somerset decreed a duty-free port

beche-de-mer station est. Tudu

first pearlshelling station in Torres
Strait, set up on Tudu.

approx. 25% T.S.I males engaged in
pearlshell industry

PERSONNEL

Capt. C. Edwards in
association with R.
Towns

Capt. Banner for J.
Merriman

Capt. Banner for J.
Merriman

pre-1881 pearlshelling station set up on Nagi James Mills

1871

1871

1872

1872

Nov 1873-1874

1874

1874, 1875

1874-1877

1875

boats and firearms left at Puruma

policing anti-slavery act

Pacific Islanders Protection Act

most of the Torres Strait Islands
were annexed by Qld

complaints against Police Magistrate
using govt. vessels in private pearl
ventures

Oyster Act

Shipping Inspector, Pt. Albany

shelling station on Nagi run by
2 ex. Police Magistrates

more fishing stations est. on Tudu
and Mabuiag

Capt. W. Walton

Cpt. John Moresby

Jardine replaced by
Beddome

c. D'Oyley Aplin

F. Jardine & Beddome

Merriman
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APPENDIX 11. (continued)

DATE

1875

1876

1877

1877

1877

1881

1883

1884

1885

1892

1896

1897

1897

1897

1899

1911-1914

1912

EVENT

recommendations that the Qld
boundary be shifted to include other
Torres Strait Islands

Pacific Islanders protection Act

Thursday Island replaced Somerset
as the official government centre

First Government Resident, Police
Magistrate, and Sub-Collector of
Customs at Thursday Island

inspection of ParburyLamb's
pearling operations in the Torres
Strait

licence approved for shelling
station on Nagi; probably est.
much earlier

monthly steam service between
P.N.G & T.I. calling en route at
Masig and. Darnley

Native Labourer's Protection Act

Masig - an important beche-de-mer
station

Pearl Shell and Bfche-de-Mer Act

Pearl-Shell and Beche-de-Mer
Fishery Act Amendment Act

Qld Departmental Commission on
the Pearl-Shell & Beche-de-Mer
Fisheries Report.....

Pacific Islanders relocated on Moa,
Badu, Darnley & Hammond islands

Aboriginals Protection & Restriction of
the Sale of Opium Act

Old Pearling Act

pearlshell industry closed

trochus shell industry began

PERSONNEL

H.M. Chester

Lawrence Hargrave

James Mills

Burns Philp & Co.

J. Hamilton, A. Dawson,
W. H. B. O'Connell,
J. Hoolan & W. Smyth
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APPENDIX 11. (continued)

DATE

1941

1942-1945

1946

1961-1962

19808

19808

19805

1990

EVE~~T

T.S.I comprised 200/0 of those working
in the pearlshell industry

pearlshell industry closed

beche-de-mer industry came to an end

pearlshell industry collapsed

pearl cultivation

fishing ventures

crayfishing industry

trochus industry revived

PERSONNEL

A.D.C. & D.A.A.
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APPENDIX 12. Table of Major Christian Religious Events in the Torres Strait,
1867-1979

Date

Feb 1867

1870

1871

Event

missionary & industrial teacher
sent to Somerset

L.M.S visit to Torres Strait

L.M.S. arrive in the Torres Strait in
the Surprise: Damley, Tudu, Dauan,
Saibai, Papua,Rennel Is; missionaries
placed on Darnley, Saibai & Dauan

Personnel

Jagg & Kennett

s. MacFarlane

S. MacFarlane & A.W.
Murray

1872 13 more South Sea Islander teachers Rev. A.W. Murray
brought to the Torres Strait in the
Ellengowan; L.M.S base established
Somerset

1873

1874

March 1874

missionaries at Mabuiag found in
a 'poor state'.

L.M.S Superintendent of Torres
Strait & New Guinea arrived
with his family

missionary visit to Mer, Damley,
Masig, Tudu, Dauan, Mabuiag &
Badu in the Retrieye: reported
that the Sabbath was being
observed on Mer & Damley

Capt. J. Moresby

Rev. S. MacFarlane

Rev. A.W. Murray

Oct. 1874 missionary visit to Awridh, Masig, Rev. S. MacFarlane
Ugar, Tudu, Dauan, Mabuiag & Moa
in the Ellengowan

1875-1876

by 1876

1880

by 1880

1883

1884

missionary, govt. and exploration
visits to New Guinea & Torres
Strait: Damley, Boigu,Dauan, inland
Mai Kussa & Fly R. in the Ellengpwan

one church had been built in the
Torres Strait: Mer

The Papuan Institute established
on Mer

. Islanders accepting baptism &
requesting missionary-teachers

first Papuan Institute trained
teachers sent inland of the Fly R.

Catholic priests arrive T.L &
Hammond islands & establish
Sacred Heart Mission

MacFarlane,.Chester,
D'Albertis, Lawes &
Wilcox.

MacFarlane, Bruce &
Scott

Navarre, Hartzer
& de Santis
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APPENDIX 12. (continued)

Date

1883-1886

by 1885

by 1888

1886

Event Personnel

European missionary placed on Mer Rev. Scott

14 students had passed through the
Papuan Institute seminary, and were
teaching on islands and P.N.G.

over 20 graduands from the Papuan
Institute

European missionary placed on Erub Rev. Scott
and soon retired

1887-1896

1889

1890

1891

1895

1897

1900

1904-1912

European missionaries sent to Mer

St Henry's Roman Catholic
Asylum established for orphans, T.L

Catholics established a hospital, T.I.

Chalmers removed --> no resident
missionary until 1904

Mer & Damley =chief centres of the
L.M.S., as well as 8 other islands

evangelist teacher on Yam Is.

Anglican Bishop of Carpentaria
appointed to T.!.

resident missionary at Damley

Revs A.E. Hunt & E.B.
Savage

sisters of the Sacred
Heart

Rev. G. White

B.T. Butcher

1904

by 1907

1908-1911

Papuan Industries Ltd established at Rev W. Walker
at Badu and Daru

1800 nominal Christians in the islands,
and 500 church members

Anglicans began work on Moa with Deaconess Buchanan
Pacific Islanders there

1911

1912

1915

lay teachers on Moa

replacement missionary to Darnley

Church of England asked to take
over missionary work in T.S.!.

Mr & Mrs Cole

T.O. Harries
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APPENDIX 12. (continued)

Date

from 1915

1924

1927

1978

Event

3 Anglican missionaries appointed

Torres Strait lay missionaries
sent to mainland to work,with
Aborigines

Sacred Heart Mission applied
for Hammond to become a mission
& community for Pacific Islander
pearlshellers and their families

Central Provisional Parish established

Personnel

Revs. J. Done & G.
Lupscombe
and later W.
MacFarlane to Erub

Kebisu Maino (Yam
Island)

1979 new church on Yam dedicated, 4th April
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APPENDIX 13. Statements concerning Tudu, Kebisu, early contacts with Europeans and

the coming of Christianity (interview conducted by M. Fuary with Mr Arthur Kebisu,

Yam Island, 1st Aprii 1980, translated and edited). See Chapter 4.

Well my father used to yam the old stories. We used to lay down and listen to him.

We used to say to him 'Papa, are you telling the truth?' And he used to say 'No, thafs

the truth. Your mother is here [as witness].' Well, when I asked my mother, she would

say 'Yes, it's true'.

Well before, they used to live on Warrior Island. Warrior before, that place was very

tough. People uncivilised people used to live there. They were wild .

When the lights [Christianity] came through to Warrior Island they had to discard

[their ways]. The gospel came through to that place They didn't know about God,

about prayer, nothing. They lived there - they didn't have any trousers or sarongs.

They only had grass skirts and shell groin shields, and all their fighting equipment.

And that's why they called that island 'Warrior Island.' They were warriors. If

you went there they shot you. Then they took the bodies up to the big tree, like that fig

tree over there, a huge one, to something like a kod. They put all the skulls of the

people in there. I saw it. Me and my brother Bryce...saw those things.....before I was

married...bones and people's skulls all heaped up. Today when you go there, you can't

see them. The land has come up. While the lights [Christianity] kept increasing, all

the bones and skulls there, everything went down [underground] .

Well before, when they lived there, the boats came. One of the boats had whites on

board whitemen like you In our language we call you markay The boat was

called Murmuran. It came around ....one of the points there. But. as it came in tl1e

passage,...it hit a part of the reef and was stranded. So they couldn't shift it. The tide

was getting lower and the boat was laying down. It was nearly dawn, and the people on

the boat jumped into the whaleboat and went to New Guinea, and the boat remained.

Alright. In the morning when the Tudu people rose, they sawall those people and the

boat. They went up to that same big tree at the kod. King Kebisu used to live there, at

that place. He was the chief of Warrior. And these people came, like all his tribe,

went there.....and they told King Kebisu: 'There's a boat anchored. there..' Kebisu

asked 'Whose boat?' and the men replied it was a"'Markay boat.' 'Oh well, replied

Kebisu you had better go and hav~ a look. Try and find out if there's anyone on it.'
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Six of Kebisu's tribe readied all their weapons, arranged them in their canoe and then

left......As they drew close to the boat,...one fellow...called Gawlay...said 'I'm going

up, I'm going to see if there:s anyone inside the boat.' .....By the time he boarded he

poked his face [around a comer, and] saw a mirror in front of him. "Yell they didn't

know about glass or mirrors - they only used dugong oil (idhi) in a baler shell and they

could see their reflection in the oil. Anyway,....Gawlay...started to look around inside

[the ship], and when he saw the mirror...he retreated. He thought somebody else was

poking his head around the comer. But there was only one man there on board, and that

was Gawlay!

He went back and told his mates that there were people on the ship. 'When I poked

my head around, somebody also poked their head around. And he's dressed like me,

with all the same weapons as I am carrying: ....50 everybody left [to consult with

Kebisu] ....They all returned to the beach..to see King Kebisu who asked them: 'Did you

see anybody there?' So they replied that there were men there, just like themselves

and that when Gawlay poked his head around the comer of a cabin he saw somebody

exactly like himself.

So King Kebisu began to think that there must be a mirror. He told them all to go back

and have another look, and then he explained to them how mirrors worked. He knew a

little bit about white man's mirrors. He explained to those blokes 'Ours is here'. We

used to put dugong oil in a baler shell and look at our reflection. 'But this one, belongs to

Europeans. You lot go back and have a good look. Go inside and see the mirror. Feel it,

break it, and bring it back here.'

They returned to the ship. They rowed their canoe right up to the boat, and everyone

boarded together.....everyone put their feet on the deck at the same time. They rushed

up...there were plenty of them. They began to move along the ship now. Everyone went

down the ladder and then they began to crawl towards the mirror. It was just like they

counted 'One, two, three, go!' Everyone grabbed the mirror and they started to feel it.

Ah- then they started to look at each other. One of them said 'Eh, that's you' and

another bloke said to another one 'Yeah, that's you.' So they started to laugh and

gesticulate. Do you know what they did? They took some wood and smashed the

mirror!

Anyway, they broke it into pieces and put the pieces into their canoe. They checked to

see if there was anyone on the ship but there was no-one there. So they:jumped into

their canoe and went back to the beach. They dragged their canoe up onto the beach

and then went to see Kebisu. King Kebisu asked them 'Did you fellows find anything?'
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'Yes, we've got something here.' And they took the pieces of mirror to Kebisu. King

Kebisu said IAh, that's it. Sound the trumpet shell- call everyone together.'

They blew the shell and the people came to one spot. They were all seated and King

Kebisu started to talk to them. He explained: 'This is a baler shell. This belongs to us.

Dugong oil. We.see our reflections in it, OUf marl. Ah, this one, this belongs to the

white man. Come on, everyone come here.' They were each given a small piece of

mirror which they took and had a good look in They came to understand now, to

understand something.....and they took that dugong oil and threw it away. They

picked up a little bit of knowledge now....that white man things are better. They

started to learn a little bit.

Anyway, they stayed there at Tudu. One day a boat arrived from England. A big ship.

It came in right at the front of the island, in the passage between Tudu and Zegey. It

came right between the passage and dropped anchor. I canlt remember the name of the

boat. The people on Warrior Island saw it, and went to tell King Kebisu. He asked

them where it was and then they all dressed for war.....they thought the boat came for

war or something. They got all their weapons and pushed all their canoes into the

water. The women stayed behind.

As they neared the ship, the people on the boat enticed the warriors on board.....the

whiteslowered the ladder....and everyone went on board. They took all their weapons

with them. When they went on deck now, they had a good yam. You see, all the white

men gave the Tudu men cigarettes ..... dobi .. .like a black stick of tobacco. So they shared

out the cigarettes [stick tobacco] to everyone. (Before this kind of tobacco, they used a

pipe, tukub, made from bamboo. They drew on the pipe and then passed it on for the

next person to smoke. But I don't know much about it. They used the leaves of a plant

which they grew and then dried, called lamlam.)

Anyway, the skipper asked them about theirbows and arrows and asked if they would

shoot them. He said they would throw a drum [keg?] into the water, and for the

warriors to see if they could hit it. They threw a drum into the water, and when it was

floating a good distance out from the ship, the Europeans said 'You try and hit the

drum.' King Kebisu grabbed his bow and arrow. It was a very big one. Nobody except

Kebisu could draw his bow. But when he drew it and let the arrow fly it hit the drum

and the drum sank.

So they used another drum, floating further away, as a target. King Kebisu grabbed
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another arrow, and in an instant, sank the second drum. 'Oh, that's very good' said the

skipper. 'Our weapon is here' he said, indicating the cannon on the for'ed. 'You blokes

watc.h.' The ereVl pointed the Cfu~~on toward Zegey arld said, 'V/atc11 tllat island.. '

When they took the cover off the cannon, they found that same Tudu man, Gawlay,

asleep inside the barrel- there was a nice breeze in there and he had fallen asleep! He

didn't know what a cannon was. So when the others saw Gawlay in there they yelled

'Eh. Get out of there. That's not a sleeping place!' So Gawlay crawled out.

Anyway, the white men told the Tudu men to watch. 'The bow and arrow is yours, the

cannon is ours.' They loaded the grape and fired- B-O-O-M. They could feel the

vibrations on the boat, and the Tudu men exclaimed that it was a big gun, a whiteman

gun. It was so fast. It hit the front of the island and cut Zegey into two. It removed the

point from the island. If you go there today, it's like a small island out from the main

island. That's where the cannon smashed the place.....that same place we call Kie

Thaywa.

The Tudu people began to advance now, they began to believe IOh whiteman is stronger

than us, they know everything: So they stayed on the boat for a while and the crew

gave them each a piece of material. They cut one fathom from a large bolt of material

and gave a piece to everyone, and maybe some to take back to the women. Then the

skipper announced they were about to return to England, so all the warriors jumped into

their canoes and headed back home. They hadn't gone very far when the crew of the

ship hauled anchor and began to move toward the passage. As they sailed they fired

all their shots straight to the point on Tudu. There were pelicans and other birds

perched on the mangroves at that point - it was a nice full tide. The British fired all

their shots and the birds scattered. And as their parting shot, they fired the cannon

B-O-o-M.!! And the people in the canoes stood and said goodbye, and some of them

cried. They were sad to see them go.
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APPENDIX 14. Table of Major Historical and Political Events Related to the
Administration of the Torres Strait Islands, 1940- 1990

Date

1941

1942

1945

1946

postW.W.II

1949

1949

1958

1950s & 19608

1962

1965

1966

19708

1971

1972

1975

1975

1975

1977

1979

1981

1981

1984

Event

Torres Strait under military controL 700 men enlisted. T.!.
evacuated

underpaid soldiers struck for better pay

Torres Strait Islanders became eligible for Social Services

Aboriginals' PresenratioD & Protection Acts 1939-1947

T.S.I. men permitted to work as helmet divers and carpenters,
& women began working as nurses and domestics o~ T.!.

local island delegates elected to a regional Council

Saibai people moved to Cape York

suburb of Tamwoy on T.I. gazetted for Torres Strait Islanders

large scale migration to the mainland.

Aborigines & Torres Strait Islanders deemed Australian
Citizens; could now vote in Federal elections

Aborigines' and Torres Strait Islanders'Affairs Act

Regulations of the above Act

Border Dispute

Torres Strait Islanders Act 1971-1975

Regulations for the above Act

Racial Discrimination Act (Commonwealth)

Papua New Guinea gained independence from Australia

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders (Queensland
Discrimination Laws) Act

Aboriginal and Islander Commission established in Qld

Amendments to the Torres Strait Islanders Act 1971-1975

Torres Strait Islander Act 1971~1979 repealed

Torres Strait Treaty ratified

Community Services (Torres Strait) Act
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APPENDIX 14. (continued)

Date

1984

1984

1985

1990

Event

Land Act (Aboriginal & Islander Land Grants) Amendments Act

Island Co-ordinating Council established

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (Land Holding) Act

A.T.S.I.C. established
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APPENDIX 15. The Border Issue (extracts from an interview by M. Fuary with Mr

Cetano Lui snr,Yam Island, June 1980). See Chapter 5.

During my council office...one of the most difficult and trying, tiring work was the

negotiation of the Border Issue between Torres Strait and Papua New Guinea. It was

during that time that I travelled quite a lot, all over A.ustralia to put our case so that I

could get support from Australians to settle this Border Issue. It was not easy. lwas

confronted many times by Papuan leaders who were not easy to talk to, because we don't

quite understand each other and each party had its own way of deciding. I was lucky

because I had the State Government backing me. The Premier, Mr Bjelke-Petersen and

our State Ministers who gave me very strong support, and I carried my case across to the

Federal Government. Several times I went to Canberra to talk with the Prime Minister,

Malcolm Fraser, and the Foreign Affairs Minister, Mr Peacock. It was hard for me to

reach the end, and at last I decided to invite the Prime Minister himself... to come up to

Torres Strait so that he could see the areas and the people. He could talk to the people

and hear for himself. The people could tell him their feelings and how they would

like to settle the Border- Issue.

So then the Prime Minister at last was able to come up to the Torres Strait and meet tl1e

leaders of the islands.....They were all called in to Yam Island.....and they had to

express our views and tell him what we thought should be done...And after long talks

and questions, he could not give us a definite answer but promised that he would do

everything in his power to see that a peaceful settlement was reached. He was tl1en

taken by plane around the border line between Papua New Guinea so that he would

have a clear understanding of the issue .

Later he had a meeting with Mr Somare who was the Prime Minister...of Papua New

Guinea and they came to some agreement. .....Mr Peacock came up to Torres Strait with

the Premier of Queensland and met the leaders of the Torres Strait, the Councillors, at

Yorke Island. And here a settlement was reached. Mr Peacock had gone to [Port]

Moresby and it was after Moresby when he came here that things were just about to

reach an end. So a time was drawn for the signing of the Treaty. The signing of the

Treaty took place in Sydney and they had delegates from Papua New Guinea and

Torres Strait. Both governments were there.....

I myself was very happy to see that it was over because I went through a lot of

criticism. Not only from people outside but even from Islanders themselves who were

being led astray by outside pressures. And it even came against me that I was doing the

wrong thing. And then later, you know, they recognised it was good.....
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On the subject of the Border Issue, the Papuans claimed they wanted to shift the

present border further south and that would have included Dauan,Saibai, Boigu, Yam,

Mabuiag, Damley, Murray, Stephen, Yorke. You can see that a big part of the Torres

Strait would be gone, and they wanted to claim that these islands would go under

Papua New Guinea. And what I was pressing for all the time is that Torres Strait are

people. Our livelihood is the sea, and that is one of the things I never give up. People

would die- just taking the people away. Everything goes by the sea, and by taking one

bit away you're taking the whole lot....[and I told people down south that] we'll sit

there and weIll go down when the islands go down, because we'll never let go of the

islands. They are our heritage- we were born and we live there and we'll stay th.ere....

Papua is a big country We've got nothing, just the sea.....Once we let the border go

that would be the end we would just then be living in a stange land.....like on

somebody else's property....! asked everywhere for support. ... [the churches,

ex-servicemen, governments] and told them lWe are all Australians. We serve under

the same flag, we are loyal citizens to our Queen and we want to be treated as

Australians.I ...everyone supported me.....As I told them, lWe are a race of our own. We

have a culture of our own. A language of our own. You see, we are a people of our own.'

Through the many talks I had, Wagea Waia, the Chairman of Saibai. ..was always

with me [as my] witness.....

[A Protected Zone was drawn up around the Torres Strait] shared by Torres Strait

Islanders and the coastal people of Papua New Guinea a Committee [comprised of

Torres Strait Islanders, Papuans and the State and Federal Australian governments]

would manage the area....fishing could be free for domestic use, but. .. .foreigners...would

have to get permission from that Committee...for commercial use [by either Papuans or

Torres Strait Islanders] it must be on approval of this Committee.

[Up until the time of this interview in June 1980 the Committee had yet to be

established] ....the people in the Torres Strait are worried because of the fishermen

fishing in the areas. The trawlers, the crayfishing, and we feel that if nothing is done

soon,·that the whole area will be exhausted and the sealing off of what's in tl1ere

would be gone...when we signed the Treaty, we thought the end of that issue would

occur with the forming of this Committee...The coastal people of New Guinea.... come

over and the reason that they come is trading. It's their only means of living because

the coastal people are not gardeners as are the people living inland. And they live

more by trading with Torres Strait Islanders. And so they want to see it like we see it.
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APPENDIX 16. Table of Torres Strait Islander Population, Torres Strait, 1986 (based on
A.B.S. Census data in Kehoe-Forutan 1988: 2). See Chapter 5.

A. OUTER ISLAND RESERVE POPULATIONS OF TORRES STRAIT ISLANDERS

BADU 325

BOIGU 214

DARNLEY 106

DAUAN 129

KUBIN and ST. PAUL 283

MABUIAG 179

MASIG 152

MURRAY 285

PURUMA and WARRABER 260

SAIBAI 236

STEPHEN ISLAND 43

YAM ISLAND 164

SUB-TOTAL 2376

B. NON-RESERVE TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER POPULATIONS

HAMMOND and HORN ISLANDS 330

PRINCE OF WALES 36

T.I and TAMWOY 2646

SlJB-TOTAL 3012

TOTAL
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APPENDIX 17. An account of the early days of colonialism in the Torres Strait, with

particular reference to Tudu and Kebisu, by the late Miss Abigail Bann (recorded by M.

Fuary, Tnursday Isiand, April 1981; translated and edited). See Chapter 4.

Yes, my grandfather [her mother's father's father] was the chief of Warrior Island.

He used to live on Warrior, and when those sailing ships came to the island, my [great]

grandfather used to send all his men to check it Qut- to see who was on the boat. Once

his men saw a monkey on board. They were frightened to go on board because of the

monkey, so they went back and told Kebisu that there was one man on board covered in

hair. Kebisu ordered them to return to the boat and he accompanied them. They saw

the monkey on the deck. So when Kebisu saw it he answered IOh, that's my friend.'

He jumped over to the boat and by the time he said 'Come on' to the monkey, the

monkey jumped. Kebisu got a fright and jumped overboard. He ordered his crew to cut

the mast so they could catch the monkey. They did so and they tried to catch it, but it

jumped all around the place and tried to scratch them. Eventually they realised tl1ey

couldn't catch it and Kebisu told them to leave it there on the ship.

They all went ashore. You see ships used to come from Tahiti or somewhere to Port

Moresby and then straight to Warrior Island. My [great] grandfather used to telll1is

men to go and see the boats. This ship was stranded on the reef of Tudu.

Another time they went to a ship and there was no-one on board. They fOllnd rice on the

ship and they thought it was maggots. So of course they didn't want to take the rice

home. Then they cut open another bag and they found flour. So they said

IWe'd better rub ourselves with flour' which they did and they loooked white. Then

they went ashore and all the people there were frightened of them and ran to the other

side of the island.

My [great] grandfather was a good man. He was kind hearted but when anyone broke

the rules, he went for them. He was very strict. So, once, Captain Banner was anchored

at Warrior Island. He went ashore to see Kebisu who was very friendly with Captain

Banner. So Banner asked Kebisu to show him where he could find pearlshell, and my

[great] grandfather showed him. In those days they didn't have diving dresses; they

just swam without goggles or anything. Pearlshell was plentiful then.

The first time Banner anchored at Tudu and told Kebisu he was going to hoist the first

Union Jack flag on the island. And I saw that same flag. It was a red flag with a five

cornered star. That flag was from Queen Victoria's time or King Edward's time.
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Maino was around during the time of William MacGregor. Maino and MacGregor went

to Goribari in Papua New Guinea together when a priest was killed [there]. MacGregor

gave Maino a bayonet and a telescope; which Maino passed on to me 'A/hen he died. The

Union Jack which was hoisted at Tudu during Kebisu'slifetime was buried with Maino.
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